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FOREWORD

470

.44

The Forum of the National Academy of Sciences is a public platform for
the appraisal and illumination of broad concerns involving controversy
surrounding the uses of science and technology. This is the record of
the Academy Forum convened on February 18-19, 1975, to consider "Experi-
ments and Research.with Humans: Values in Conflict."

In bringing scientists and nonscientists together at one time and in
one place, the Academy Forum projects the proposition that effectively
designed policy and its implementation must recognize the interests and -

needs of all relevant constituencies -- private citizens, government,
industry, public interest groups, the scientific community -- the full
spectrum of al' -thoFt T who are responsible for initiaeing.change-Orelugh

-scineeandth-Csd-who-are,affected by it.
A Forum actually begins when a topic is-selected. Following the

choice of this particularly complex one by the General Advisory Commit-
tee in April of 1974, Dr. Frederick C. Robbins and Dr. Lewis Thomas
agreed to serve as co-chairmen. During the summer the Program Cpmmit-
tee, drawn from a wide range of ,experience and interest, met to define
issues and questions posed by the topic. Throughout the fall and
winter, numerous discussions were held with individuals and groups to
choose-speakers and panel participants who would give the broadest
possible frame of reference. Those individuals were then brought to-
gether for further discussion. Meanwhile, invitations to attend the
Forum were extended by mail and in the public presskto expand the
audience to include the widest passible representation.

This publication presdnts the culmination of those months of plan-
ning when approximately one thousand people came together over the

, two-days period in the auditorium of the National Academy of ScienceS.
Opinions 6oncerning the success of this Forum undoubtedly are as varied
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and as numerous as those hho attended it and drab in large part from
hhat has expected of it. Eachof the co- chairmen has introduced into
the pecord_a retrospective overvieh of the day he chaired.

In many hays the reader of this volume has am advantage over the f
participants of'the planning and plenary sessions. .He is not callvd
upon to make a public statement or compelled to defend a point of vieh.
Rembxed from the scene of thoe'frequently turbylent tho days, he can
locate, end -refer late the issues; he can observe the wide
spectrum of perceptions focused on the subject, identify their sourcds,
an&weigh their implications. This opportunity for-the reader is basic
to our decisluon to. publish an edited proceedings rather than a summary
report, hhich inevitably emerges as only one mor view of whaD'took
place.

Here, then, in microcosm are many of the toncerns and problems sur-
rounding the use of human subjects in research, bringing. into conflict
'not only values but the very purposes and definitions of life itself.
Implicit on every page is the increasing ground swell for the right to
knob why, where, and how participation in research will be determined.
The persistent and salient message that emerges from a review of this
record is that men. and homen of integrbty and good will can differ in
perspective and terminology while attempting kith deteimination and no
little anguish tofind answers that hill beLaedeptablv to all segments
of a democratic society. The Academy Forum was initiated to offer a
public platform for such dialogue, and :it hill'continue to address some
of the hard and unanswered questions posed )erein.

we.
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DAY .1

AN OVERVIEW

Frederick C. Robbins
Chairman

This Forum was organized because of the great concern about human ex-
perimentation in this country toda . The reasons for this concern aye
not all easy to identify, but they include a number of well-publicized
real or imagined abuses, a subject which was not dealt with in any
detail during the first day of this Forum. Many of the medical inves-
tigators who have spoken have indicated that abuses are rare, whereas
other participants have implied that they suspect that they are quite
common. However, no substantial documentation has been provided by
,either side, nor has there been any discussion of specific cases except
for the hypothetical one of the panel on children% Undoubtedly the
level of concern is heightened by the discussion of many actual and im-
agined advances in science and technology with potential fearsome con-
sequences such as genetic engineering, behavior modification, and organ
transplantation. As pointed out by Di. Renee Fox, important questions,
are being raised within our society concerning the rights of the indi-
vidual as opposed to the needs of 'the community as a whole -- authority-
is being challenged generally, and this includes the medical profession,
which to many has an authoritarian image. Although this may well be
healthy for our society, and I am rather incli4ned to think it is, none-
theless it presents problems fon many groups of people, including medi=
cal investigators.

. During the day's discussion much was said about the benefits of
biomedical research and the importance of human.experimentation in
bringing these benefits to pass. It was pointed out that no new treat-
ment or procedure can be introduced without going through a period of
trial and experimentation involving, eventually, trialsin man. It was
also pointed out that such trials cannot be done without a certain
amount of risk -- and it is always necessary to judge, to the best of

3
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our ability, risks versus benefits. However, it is also clear that-
this not only applies to procedures that are aevelopmentalgr experi-
mental but also to many procedures that are considered established and
about which questions of risk are no longer raised. It is important to
keep in mind the distinction between experimentation that is therapeu-
tically motivated and from which the subject is likely to benefit from
that which is nontherapeutic or from which the subject cannot benefit.
The information to be derived will be of benefit to others,,possibly
to the subject himself in the future. ms40

The subject of therapeutic trials and tikelmge of controls and/or
placebos was not addressed in,today's ddcussfMff. In recent Years, per-
haps particularly triggered by the Kefauver hearings of some years ago,
there has been great concern that drugs and other procedures be shown
to be efficacious as well as safe before they are licensed for,general
use. It is difficult to quarrel with this point of view and generally
it has received much support; however, it has an immediate consequence,
namely that trials Must be conducted not only in animals or in the lab-
oratory, but in man -- and not only in man but in man at the appropriate
stage of development -- since the adult cannot be equated with the
child, and the fetus presents unique problems.

A properly designed double blind trial means that there must be con-
trols. The control is given an innocuous substance or'a treatment that
has been standard'in the past or may receive a placebo that, again, is
an innocuous substance presumably from which he will derive no benefit
other than a psychological o It is a major problem-and one that
those responsible for licensure of drugs and-biologicals and those at-
tempting to develop neW therapeutic agents and procedures find most
troublesome. Thus as we attempt on the one hand to pursue the thighlj,
laUdable goal of demonstrating efficacy of those things We do, we immed-
iately find ourselves presented with the ethicaliproblems involved in
large-scale trials in man.

The issue of informed consent presented our speakers and participants
serious problems. In general, infOrmed consent was regarded as a key-
stone of ethical human experimentation. However, as was pointed out on
a number of occasions, truly informed consent is a difficult condition
to arrive at; and, on some occasions, full disclosure of the details of
an experiment may invalidate it. Nonetheless, it would seem that there
was general agreement on the need for proper informed consent; but,
above all, full disclosure of the details of the experiMent and the
risks and benefits to be derived. The degree to which the investigator
himself should be solely responsible for the explanations and deterpin-,
ing consent was a matter of some difference of opinion; but there was
n9 difference of opinion about,the fact that the procedures involved and
the experiment itself should be subject to independent review, which is
generally the case today in most institutions engaged in human experi-
mentation.

As wa's foreseen in the design of the Forum, the problem of informed
consent becomes moot when one is dealing with persons who cannot give
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appropriate consent, either because of their circumstances or because
of their inability to understand. During this first day of the Forum,'
two special circumstances were discussed: namely, the problem of the
'fetus. and the problem of the child.

Fetal research was difficult for the participants to deal with. The

discussion largely centered around the need for fetal research and the
benefits that have been and can be derived therefrom. Little was heard

from those who oppose the use of the fetus. The relationship of fetal
research to abortion was brought up, and one discussant suggested that
thercould and should be separated. However, in view of what has hap-
pened in a number of states in regard to legal restrictions on fetal re-
search, it is hard to believe that-concern about abortion is not a key
'factor that makes it difficult to discuss the issue in rational terms.
AsSuming that fetal research is to be done, who can give permission?
Informed consent, in this instance, cannot be obtained from the subject;
and under circumstances of, planned abortion where the mother, and often
father as well, have made the decision to terminate a pregnancy, their
right to givb permission or to make disposition of the fetus seems high-
ly compromised in the minds of many people.

The possibility that fetal tissues might be marketed commercially or
that the decision to have an abortion might be influenced by the possi-
bility of gain was raised and.teared to be,a new thought to most of
the participants. Whether or n t a previable fetus should be treated
in the same way as a potentially viable fetus is a controversial matter.
Whether or not the previable fetus is considered,to'be a person or the
equivalent of a maternal organ has considerable to do with the kinds of
experimentation that would be regarded as acceptable on the previable
fetus. Unfortunately, it is not easy to define viability in absolute
terms. Afiy arbitrary definition must be subject to revision, since with
our improvements in technology younger and younger fetuses can be sayed.
,AnOther distinction of importance is between living and dead fetuses,

since it is primarily experiments on "living" fetuses that are deplored.
The definition of living in the ease of a previable fetus is not easy
to make, since once the -fetus, is separated from its life-support system,
the Mother, it is no longer an independent organism capable of sustain-
ing itself. It was not made clear during the formal discussion that
much of the important research cited does not require a living fetus.
The'experiments are done with bits of tissue or cells that can be se-
cured in much the same way as organs or tissues are obtained at autopsy

from older individuals. Relatively few experiments are done with what
could be called, by 'any definition of which I am aware, a living fetus.
Such experiments do present special emotional, and perhaps even ethical,
problems; but only this way can certain kinds of information necessary
to learn about the metabolism of the fetus at different stages in its
development be obtained.

- Can one justify doing anything'in anticipation of abortion? This

question arises because of the need to understand the effect upon,the
fetus of certain drugs, vaccines, or other environmental alterations.
An example.of such an experiment is the testing of an antibiotic or drug.

12



, to determine whether or not it reaches the fetus; and, if it does,
whether or not it is in any Way injurious. 'Since, even after exhaustive
testing in animals, it is often not possible to be certain that a pro-
cedure will be innocuous for the human fetus, most such experiments can
only be done when the fetus did not survive. A special consideration
is that the mother might change her Mind when it is too late -to reverse

the procedure. In practice this does not seemvo have been a problem.
The British have adopted the position that ont under very special cir-
cumstances can anything be due in anticipation pf'abortion.

In'spite of its controversial nature, it doe& not seem that the ex-
rreme position that no research under any circumstances can 'be done on
fetuses is in the best interests of society. It is not easy, however,

to arrive at any compromise position. The distinction between research

on living fetuses and dead fetuses might allow for some compromise,
' namely restricting research on living, as opposed to dead, fetuses. It

is unlikely that a position will ever be arrived at that will be satis-
factory to those persons who are opposed to abortion under any circum-
stances, sine the fetal research-abortion issues seem firmly linked in

their minds. Nonetheless, the approach taken by the British, in which an
arbitrary statement, 'subject to revision, of the criteria for viability
were made and certain very specific guidelines Pere laid ddwn that

limit, but do not prohibit, fetal research is a reasonable approach.
In considering the peculiar problems of research on children, it was

pointed out that it is important to do some research on children, since
they differ from adults in their response to drugs and other procedures.
However, concern.was expressed about doing any research on children that

was not of direct benefit to the subject. Indeed, it was suggested that
parents do not have or should not have the right to give permission for
participation of their children in such experiments. The proposal that
all children more than seven years of age should be asked to give con-

, sent befoze participation in experiments prOtfoked disagreement,, since

it was felt that children so young would be unable to comprehend the
circumstances and to give truly informed consent. The age at which 'this

could reasonably be expected was not agreed upon; and, indeed, the dif-
ferences in rates of maturation among individual children make it diffi-
cult to draw an arbitrary line However, somewhere between the ages of
welve and sixteen seemed to be reasonable in the opinion of certairOof

the participants. The problem of institutionalized children is an even
more difficult one and here, again, a serious question was raised as to

whether Dr not anyone has the right togive permission for such children
to participate in research.

It was obvious during the entire discussion that'the mechanisms that
we now have for obtaining consent for those who cannot give it for themT

selves -- this includes children, the fetus, institutionalized children,
and thednentally retarded -- are probably inadequate. Some better

mechaniSm must be developed, whether it i,s through the courts or by some
more ,innovative method; there seems to be a need to proyide arespon-
sible surrogate who can protect the interests of these individuals.

Traditionally, where available, a responsible family should be abLe'to

13



do this, with proper guidance and support. Unfortunately, not all fami-

lies are responsible; and therefore, even when there is a family some

assessment of their capability to preserve their child's best interests

is desirable.
The effectiveness of the present review mechanism for human experi-

mentation was a matter of much interest. All institutions that conduct
research with federal funding are required tohave a committee that is
responsible for review of all proposed experimentation involving humans;
and not only must they approve the project before it is initiated, but
they also have responsibility for continued monitoring of the project.
Although limited, the discussion evealed that there is concern about

the composition of these committee In general, it seemed that most

agreed that, in order to have a proper review of the ethical concerns,
the medical investigators should be assisted by nonmedical persons.
However, as yet there seems to be no complete agreement as to the proper
number and kinds of such persons to be included-on the committees. A

question was raised concerning the degree to which the actions of the
committees were made public and the kinds of records that are kept.
Mr. Halperin proposed that the entire review process shoOld be subject'

to investigation to find out what is going on around the country, how

satisfactorily the procedures are being followed, and what might be done

to improve the process. Indeed, he suggested that the entire subject of

experimentation with man should be approached in an experimental way.
A final matter that was raised was that of providing some type of in-

demnification of the subjects of research in Case of injury or loss as

the result of experimentation. This seems like a subject that is amen-
able to solution once it is agreed that it is the proper thing to do.

It would seem reasonable to conclude that:

1. The concern about the way in which human experimentation is con-
ducted is greater than many investigators realize.

2. It is not enough to calculate risk-benefit ratios, but ethical,

moral, And political considerations must be taken into account as

well. However, it seems not'tdiliegelierally recognized that the move-

ment towards demand,ing proof of efficacy of the therapeutic measures

implies greater need for experimentation involving man.

3. Although informed consent is a critical requirement for the eth-
ical conduct of research, new means need to be created to provide a
surrogate to serve those subjects who cannot give informed consent for

themselves.,
4. The appropriate conduct of research on humans should be addresse

as a suitable subject for critical research.

14
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WELCOME

Philip Handler
President
'.ational,Academy of Sciences

My purpose herediris to welcome you tq the National Academy of Sciences.

This is the third of a series of forums and a new and experimental mode
by which the Academy h6pes to be of service.

About two years ago, we decided that there is required, somewhere, a
platform for discussion and debate of controversial issues cif public
policy concerning matters that involve a considerable degree of tech-

nical content. Successful organization of such a forum is not easy.

It reminds me of the house I owned in North Carolina. Immediately

around the house was a small_lawn, surrounded by several acres.of wood-

land. Many of our visitors would note how pleasantly natural the woods
looked and would offer shopathy that the lawn had to be mowed. The

.reality 'was that the lawn'could be mowed in fifteen minutes, but it was

back-breaking work to keep those woods looking "'natural."
'Similarly, to excite interest and conflict sufficient to arouse what

we hope will Ice heated, natural, uninhibited debate whenthe floor will

be youri,- we have planned, in detail, presentations by speakers of
differin views, who, h"&evet, may or may net coritradigt each other.
When the positions aretruly polarized, such'debates.giverise to more
'heat than light. The Opponents usually talk past each °the; rather than. ,

at each other. Nevertheless, in our previous forums we have-had A few

-moments when thefe was real confrontation and.enough light was shed so

that'the others in the roojn understood. he real differences and were

able to maKe evaluative judgments of their own. That is the purpose of

these exercises.
Thp Subject of fhe present Forum is very much in the national eye

rand has elicited much interest from all quarters of our society. The

problem itself, however, Ls by no Means new,; it has been with us since

the beginnings. of experimental medicine. At is not likely to be

9
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resolved in these two days; but if we emerge with a, better understand-

ing, then our purpose will have been served.
Many;in-this room have had personal encounters with diverse facets

of the problem of using human subjects in experimentation. I have a

list of my own. There was the time when L was among the first normal

controls to swallow nicotinic acid. I had no thought of being at risk,
'but, at dinner.that evening, I suddenly felt as if a Bunsen flame was
being played upon my back. Thus was the vasodilatory property of nico-

tinic 'aci'd discovered. Happily, that is all it did; it might.have done

more. Such an experiment would be undertaken with much more caution
today. But what should one think of the fact that this somewhat useful
property of nicotinic acid would not have been nearly so readily dis-
covered with animal subjects?

Another time that I recall vividly was when two medical students and
I were engaged in studying the response to intravenously administered
parathyroid hornone. Unbeknokst to us, until that time no one had ever
been given parathyroidAormone who was not recumbent. We ga'e each
other the extract intravenously and went about our business in the lab-
oratory, preparing for the analyses we were to undertake. Suddenly,

all three of us were on the floor. Thus was first observed the fall in
blood pressure that-follows the injection of parathyroid extract.
Again, happily, that turned ,out without serious consequence. But there

were some very bad mothents.
Those risks are ancient risks. Given the ultimite need to know how

a potentially useful drug affects a normal Idividual, some degree of

untoward events is inevitable.. What frequency is to be deemed accept-

'able? Rather early on in the history of transplantation antigens, when
tissue typing had just become practicable, it was proposed at our medi-
cal school that all the inmates in a nearby prison be thus typed, in
the hope that they might be identified as potential kidney donors. The

prison authoritie's had already agreed when the proposal was brought to
the executive committee of our medical faculty. Two of us were adamant

Pin in fisting that this not he done unless all of our faculty and medi-
cal sudentS also were willing to participate. An individual who
chanced to faatch the tissue type of a needy recipient would be subject
to a kind of moral suasion which is difficult to resist; to hdve picked
that particular population seemed to, us to be inappropriate and un-

warranted. The program was not implemented. Whether anyone later was
deprived Of life-rendering assistance as a result of that decision, I

will never know.
Sope of the problems of weighing the risks versus the benefits of

the conduct of research using human subjects will' be put before you
this morning and then illuminated during the course of the rest of the

meeting. These problems, as we have seen, are not new. But our sensi-

bilities have been heightened in recent years, and it is because of this
heightening that it seems imperative that we reexamine this old subject
in an. attempt to help our country frame policy in these regards. ,As

you know, a Commission has been appointed to attend to that task; that

Commission, like ourselves, will require education.

16
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Most of the medical schools and teaching hospitals in the United
States have come a long way in their behavior in these matters. It is

no longer possible for an isolated investigator to go off on his own and

simply do as he pleases. He is now accountable to his colleagues, ip

advance, before he may undertake any proposed experiment. Indeed, that

very prOcess has increased the sophistication of current medical re-

. search. However, few of us think that current procedures for account-
ability are adequate and sufficient for our societal purposes. It is

in the hope of getting a step closer w.f.:hat such procedures should be

in the future that this Forum has been convened. I hope that, by

tomorrow afternoon, all of us will have significantly more insight than

we do this morning. .
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NTRODUCTION

A CULTURAL AND HISTORICAL VIEW

Francis D. Moore

tt.

Human experimentation is a daily occurrence in the practice of medicine
because of the uniqueness of the individual. Whether it be the first
dose of insulin in a diabetic or of digitalis in the cardiac, the method
of careful planning based on a background of knowledge, with honest eval-
uation of results, plays a key role.

Every surgical operation is an experiment in bacteriology. It is

also an experiment in the pharmacology of anesthetic .drugs (the only
drugs that we regularly use to ,take patients into deep coma), in the
conftirmity tO anatomical norms, and often in the biology of malignant

',tumors. It is far better to recognize these uncertainties and'the
insecurity.of the individual in a sea of statistical probability, than
it is to move the other way and to routinize medical care under the
delusion that all people are the same. It is the very application of
the scientific experimental method to medicine that permits an ethical
outcome in the endless variety of human disease and the unpredictable
patterns of emotional response.

Althobgh this basic experimental nature of clinical medicine and,
indeed, of all human intercourse is not the subject of this Forum, it
is an essential and appropriate introduction because experimental obser-
vation ip mars displays a continuum ora spectrum that starts at the
bedside. This spectrum stretches from the daily uncertainties of drugs
and procedures to several much more difficult areas.

The most familiar of these more troublesome areas is that of thera-
peutic innovation. Whether it be the first trial of new drugs, of
vaccines, or of surgical procedures, there must always be a "first",
and this is ab.oada human expefimentation. Beyond these, clinical trials

15
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is the area of experimentation in patients who ,righ-4 profit from the
knowledge gained (often at some unspecified, later time), sort of a
general humane promise. This is the basis for much of "clinical inves-
tigation."

Finally, we come to experimentation in personp not expected thereby
to benefit at all, persons possibly.hutt and hurt badly (or their lives
endangered) when they wittingly or unwittingly provide the body of a

sentient, erect-uallsing biped for biological experimentation. From this
last area of experimentation have come some of the glories of medicine
and of _public health: the conquest of yellow fever, the rout of typhus,
the perfection of blood transfusion and, most recently, space travel,
surely a most remarkable form of human experimentation. Experience
suggests that our intuitive judgments on all these are partly based on
retrospective outcome analysis, surely a weak reed to lean on in the
ethical Jungle% From this last form of experimentation come also some
of the darkest chapters and some of the most flagrant abuses of the
societal Oivilege of physicians and scientists.

In focusing some historical perspectives as an introduction to this
Forum, I should point out that it is not a new field. I refer you to
the translation-of the Smith Papyrus (c.2500 B.C.). That earliest
recorded experience of man In treating illness clearly shows the
insecurity, the uncertainty, and the essentially experimental method_
of medicine,'

It is my intent here to explore the spectrum just mentioned and to
review a few historical eNamples that demonstrate the folly of general
or abstract rules, and the hazards of hasty judgment.

I am going to tell of each ease briefly and try to analyze. some of
the salient features of each as examples of boid, sometimes hazardous,
and not always successful experiments in man.

Smallpox - 1721

I would like to begin by going back 250 years to the first example of
-public health and epidemiology conducted in North America.

AboUt 1718, the Reverend Cotton Mather, who was dnly a few short
years from the witch burnings, learnedof African natives who recognized
that the scars of smallpox meant that one would never have the disease
again; they occasionally and purposely gave each other the disease.
Lady Montague, wife of the British Ambassador to Constantinople, also
had known that the Turks did this. Because Mather was a corresponding
member of the Royal Society, he had becoMe aware of this information.

Although Boston was repeatedly ravaged by lethal smallpox epidemics,
Mather could not find Any local doctors willing to undertake this
dangerous and innovative procedUre. So he turned to a small nearby
community known as "Muddy,Riyer" now Brookline. There he found
qr. Zabdiel' Boylston, who was the son of a doctor but had no medical
degree of his 'own. Mather talked him into it, and Boylston went ahead
with the experiment. He did not koculate himself because he had
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already had the disease; even though there was no word for immunity, he
knew what it.meant. Boylston started with his child. The boy developed

what was called a "discrete" case (which means that each pock was sepa-

rate) was sick for a few days, and got well.
Boylston went-on to ipoculate.a. g_reatnany_oth2r people__ Ihis_was

inoculation with the virus of smallpox; this was not vaccination with

the virus of cowpox.
The following illustrations are taken from Boylston's bookl on this

hazardous exercise in hunan experimentation.
In Figure 1 is shown the title nage of the 1726 corrected second

edition of An H-.:st-orica: Account- of the Srall-Fox Inoculated in New

'England, originally published in Condon. It was further published in

Boston in 1730, The comprehensiveness of itS contents as well as 'the

dedication bear notice.
Figure 2 is a sample page that gives a clear indication of .the scope

of Boylston's carefully detailed work and the nature of his observa-

tions.
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-Further on in the book we find this table (Figure 3) citing the
number of persons inoculated as well as the names and dates of ensuing
deaths. Here, in this first recorded study of any attempt to deal with
public health.in'America, we find detailed data (Figure 4). Of the 286
people inoculated, including thiity-nine from Roxbury and Cambridge,
there were six deaths. Boylston recognized, as he notes, that some of
these may have been "infected in the natural Way, before Inoculated."
Lastly in Figure 5 we have here a statement that clearly implies the
suc'cess of Boylston's work. In 1721 and early 1722, Boston was ravaged
by another smallpox epidemic: 5,759 persons had the disease naturally,
culminating in 844 deaths. Comparing these numbers with Boylston's
indicates that individuals receiving his inoculations experienced about'
a 2-percent mortality, while the natural disease produced a 15-percent
mortality.

Thi.s hazardous experiment, which was carried out with very little
background and the mot.primitfve knowledge, paved the way for
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seventy-five years of some -- however uncertain -- protection against
,epidemic smallpox. The inoculation was used by General Washington in
the Revolutionary Army. Bdylston, originally ridiculed and scorned,
lived to receive honor and vindication both here and abroad. He paved
the way for the acceptance in this country of Jenner's great contribu-
tion of cowpox vaccination when Benjamin Waterhouse brought it from
England.

Looking back, what is interesting` about. all this? First, the doctor

was persuaded by a man of the church! Second, the procedure was under-
taken with no preliminary animal work whatsoever. It was based largely
on hearsay and the universal observation that if you had the scar you
had the badge of immunity.* It should also be recognized that a mor-
tality of 2 percent would be absolutely unacceptable in any present-day
review of human experimentation. But it led to protection and opened
the door for future work. ,lo

. .

. .

*Please note -- for the example 250 years later -- that,if you had the
characteristic.flaccid paralysis you never got polio'wgain! -

2 3
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Polio - 1934

Our svcone example, advancing along the spectrum, moves forward two

centuries to the polit immunization trials in the middle 1930s. Start-

ing in about 1932, Dr. Brodie and Dr. Park of New York had grown some
polio virus in monkey spinal cord, which they had then inactivated with

formalin. On the basis orabout twenty monkeys, they inoculated about

three thousand children. At the same time, John Kolmer of Philadelphia,

working with'a,rather different virus preparation, inoculated himself

and then his children. On the basis of forty-two monkeys, he then Aid

a very large experiment, the exact numbers of which were never recorded.

Dr. John Paul, in his History of*Poliomyelitis,2 states that Brodie's
results constituted evidence that immunity could be developed against

the polio virus by using a virus rendered noninfectiVe by formality.

This finding, as it turned out in later years, was of major signifiance

and not far off the mark. But Brodie acted on it far too precipitously

by rushing into human use. His haste was attributable in part to his

desire to be ahead ()Phis competitor. Otherwise Brodie would not have

taken the risks he did by barging into a program involving the immuniza-s

tion of so many children with a vacdine, that had been tried on only
about twenty monkeys,'Withip the .first year there were several_cases

of polio from these two experiments. Some of them resulted in paralysis

and some in death. And what of the scientist? Paul gives this account:

To poor Brodie, on the other hand, failure was a 'crushing blow.

During the early days of his experimental work everything seemeV

to be going well. He had received many flattering offers, but '
after 1935, such offers ceased abruptly, and Brodie was hard put

to find a place to work. Eventually he accepted a minor position

He died shortly later. It is alleged that he took his own lifet,

a tragic end for one who started out with such high hopes.

The startling thing about this story -- and this is an important

consideration -- was the impact that a poorly conceivedexperiment had

on the entire field. Paul sums this up as follows: "The events of

1935 cut more deeply into progress in the immunization of man against -

poliomyelitis than most people realized at the time." He tells of,a
meeting held in 1946 by the National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis,

then active, at which a report was given by Dr. Morgan of Jofins Hopkins

on'immunization progress in monkeys. One of the participants at the

meeting.said, "The time has come to find out what happens in man: to
study his immune reactions; and to get on with new attempts to produce

evidence of artificial immunity in man." At this, according to Paul,

"a veritable shudder went round the room."
The responsibility of the scientist is not only to his subjects, not

only to his science, but he may, unwittingly, have an.effect on the

whole subsequent development of the field.
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Polio - 1960

Our third example is the successful development' of polio vaccipe. Since

John Enders long has beefi a friend of mine and I have made a hobby of
considering the various aspects of his work, it isa particular and re-
markable pleasure to discuss that work in the presence of today's chair- .

man, Dr. Robbins, one of the major contributors to the great, iscovery.
Most of yOu know the story, but'there are several features that are.

very important. First, youth was involved: two young men, one of them
starting as a medical student, working with a senior scientist. It was

a group endeavor with constant open review and publication: beware of
the single man 1410 wants to keep hiswork secret. %Cautious interpreta-
tion wad characteristic throughout. Human fetal tissue3 was the basic
breakthrough, as described so clearly by Dr. Enders in his Nobel address.
The placebo was critically important: the initial plan involved 30,000
children who would receive a false injection. One could be certain

athat some of those children would get polio, and some would die.
It also is interesting that it encountered serious trouble at one

point with the, so-called "Cutter ,incident," an example of a scientific
(viral) aspect^more complicated-than a commercial process could master.
But the vaccine did have to be tried for the first time in man, in per-
fectly well young children, with no therapeutic benefit -- only the
promise of future prophylaxis in case they became exposed. Some who

were to receive the placebo, as I 'have said,'were sure to be exposed,

and some would get the disease.
Figure 6 shows the:trio bf Nobel laureates that produced the polio

vaccine. From left to right: Thomas H. Weller, :John F. Enders, and '

Frederick C. ojibins.
Figure 7 shows a chart demonstrating the effect of the vaccine on

the incidence of poliomyelitis, surely one of the most exciting achieve=
ments of medicine in our generation.

Measles - 1962

Our fourth example also has tc,do with viruses and vaccines: the trial
of attenuated measles vaccine in Africa. .The knowledge that came from
Africa to prompt Boylston's smallpox inoculations in 1721 has now been
taken back in several ways. I mention it briefly, bilt it brings up an

interesting point. In the first page of the.Katz article it says, "In
the United States of America, we had acquired little experience with the
use of the Edmonston vaccine in malnourished children. That was some-
thing that needed to be done. With this background and with an aware-
ness of the problems generated by measles in Nigeria, we felt justified
in undertaking a careful study of attenuated virus vaccine amongst
Yoruba children."4 So this was basically an expel-iment to acquire new

knowledge.

4
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There are man) aspects' there, but the most interesting is the ISroblem
of informed consent. There is no way across that langyage and cultural
barrier that this procedure could ever be adequately explained either' ...
to the child or to the mother in au African 'jungle tribe. The results,
as you know, were impres.sive. Measles, a plague of that part of Nigeria
and Upper Volta, was wiped out, and those who'did this were given the
highest honor of that same African tribe. Informed consent?

Kidney Transplant - 1950

Our th example is that of-kidney transplantation, and it has two
resting subsets. The first was the work by Willem Kolff in devel-

oping the artificial kidney, which he did in 1941 and 1942 in Hqlland
under the eyes of the Nazis, who were absolutely unaware of what he was
doing. He had known of the previous work in 1915 ax Johns Hopkins -

showing the passage through a dialysis meqbrane of many of the sa
molecules that make people sick with renal failure. ,

He also was aware of the work 1938 bf McEwen in Chicago, who tried
to set this type of thing up wit collodion membranes. Kolff had some
sausage casing -and a tomato can. From these he made a primitive arti-
ficial kidney. II 1962, when I s writing a little h'is`tor), of this,
I corresponded with Dr. Kolff. In his reply he, said that it yeas an
awfully good thing that.che did not do that work in a panticularly.well-
organized department of/medicine where there were a lot of rules,.
because all of his. first patients died.. Theytdied, of course, of renal
failure that he could not reverse, but he did show that the biochemical
and clinical manifestations were reversible. His work established s
new met}idd and laid the groundwork for transplantation:

In 1951 and 1952, the late Dr. Hume,,working with Dr. Thorn and
Dr. Dammin, carried out.nineIidney transplatations in unmodified
recipients, working out the,anatomy and where to place the kidney -- not
in the leg,. but in the belly -- and how to hook'it, up. They found that
the patient was soon up and around, feeling fine. All the transplants
failed. All the patients died. It was a remarkable therapeutic at-
tempt: It would be impossible to get this by any of the so-called
"Human Use Committees" at the present time.

Figure 8 shows a picture that Dr. Kolff took in Holland of the four
kidneys that he had made. 'He left one there and took one to Britain,
*here it was enshrined in-St. Bartholomew's Hospital. He took one to
Russia, dnd said that he never heard of it again. Dr. George Thorn and
Dr. Carl Walter obtained the fourth one and made from it their new
variation of the kidney which, as you know, looked very much like tliis
for many years.

What are some of the interesting aspects of this? Fitst, they were
all transplants of cadaver kidneys. We felt, at that stage, it was
unwise, to use a living donor. These experiences showed clearly that
all the clinical physiological and psychological, manifestations of renal
failure were reversible. If the patient's sick kidneys were taken out,

27
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FIGURE 8

the blood pressure came down, and it set the stage for what was to
happen quite unexpectedly just eighteen months later when the first
identical twin pair showed up. When they came along it was perfectly
clear how to do the operation to have prolonged success.

isinteretting that one of those patients of the first nine lived
for 180 days. He went bad*to South America and resumed his practice
of medicine. Later, when he was in his terminal illness, having re-
jected the kidney, his only words were those of thanks to the very hard-
working team of many people -- doctors, nurses, and all their helpers --
who had*given him some hope at the end.

These trials gave hope to lots of people. In that,tame year

Billingham, Brent, and Medewar published their paper on acquired
tolerance. In 1960, 6-MP and azathioprine ,came along, and at least a
temporary way of helping people with renal fiilure became availaVle:
transplantation under immunosuppresion.

It often seems strange that many patients, especially -with severe
organdisease (such as liver failure or kidney failure, or with malig-
nant tumors) come to physicians specifically asking that new and untried
things be attempfed. They will go to another doctor or another hospital
if they are not assured'of such trials. Much has been made of the human
guinea ig. Patients come to us and ask to be one. They want to try
the un ried because they know that the tried has always failed.

t
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Frequently they rant to give a favorable judgment on the trial, and
therein lies a trap for the unwary. 4

f
Krebiozen - 1955

25

. It is this very desire of the sick patient to say that he or she is
better that has lead many an investigator down the primrose path.' This
was true for Dr. Andrew C. Ivy and "Krebiozen." For further details of
that unfortunate saga and of how the wish of patients to be helped can
lead an investigator astray, I refer you to the Boylston Sodiety Essay
of Dr. hilliam D. Morain, "Krebiozen: Nineteen Years of Controversy "6
and to my account in Jae.:kius.7 Suffice it to say here that this was
one of the sorriest episodes in American science: the promotion of a
secret nostrum by a formerly eminent physiologist.

Starvation - 1942

My final example is in many ways the most remarkable! It comes from
the Warsaw Ghetto in 1942. The Germans were forcing the Jewish people
into a very small area. A part of Warsaw that normally held 60,000
people had an unsupportable population of 1.5 million at its peak.
About 50,000 a year died, for the Germans had learned that density of
population hastened death. Young adults fit for forced labor were fed-
and used, pitted against the young and the old who were starved to death.
Starvation, therefore, was extreme, and many died of it.

To study the dynamics of human starvation under these conditions of
misery would seem the most inhumane sort of Nazi crime -- as bad as
immerSing_political prisoners in ice cold water to see how long downed
aviators could live in the Arctic.

A book was then written on the nature Of this starvation.8 There
are only one ,or'two copies in the United States. I am indebted to

helpingDr. Jan Dmochowski for translating it and for helping me to understand
it. This book describes the process of enforced Mass starvation.

When we look at the list of authors, our hasty ethical judgment is
turned completely around: all were Jewish physicians, and all but one
died either in the Warsaw Ghetto uprising or in the 'gas chambers. The
one who did live was Dr. Apfelbaum, whose son is now a distinguished
nutritionist.

These doctors were trying to create something Of lasting worth from
the hopeless misery of their people. Here is one quotation:

Our persecutors were using all possible methods to degrade us as
human beings. They wanted to prove that we were a subhuman race:
One of'the methods used was starvation. When this was not quick
enough, other methods were used. There were those of us who were
trained and educated to conduct scientific studies, and we felt
that this was a form of defiance that would to most appropriate
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for Us. From amongst several individuals partftipating in this
study, almost no one survived Their last work was left as a
legacy for future generations of physicians.

Figure 9 shows the title page of the book, a copy of which.is in the
National Medical Library. It reads starkly and simply, Starvation
:-Zsease.

Figure 10 shows the wasting, the sort of starvation the physicians
were observing. They carefully recorded the findings on autopsy, the
nature of death; they did everything they could to try to understand
what was going on.

The title of Figure 11 is "Forced' Relocation." What you see here
was the result of persistent constriction of the ghetto.area. The

ghetto experience, then, is an exaTplethere the cidestion of who per-
formed rise 8:-.:.cdy becomes critical in ethical judgment.

At the outset I said that judgments in this area are made partly on
the basis of outcome (which seems unfortunate and Machiavellian) and
partly in the context of the prevailing ethical climate that grows out
of common knowledge and judgment. There are few absolutes. The Warsaw

I
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Ghetto exailaple is one in which everything about it makes one of the

truly dreadful stories of our years,7except for these efforts of physi-
cians to bring something worthwhile out of it.

Ethical Guidelines for Human Experimentation

Are there guidelines or general statements one. can make? Is this a

field wherein there should be a rigid set of federal regulations? he

seem to have a great American genius for identifying a social problem
and then trying to solve it by federal regulation; I give you theEigh-
teenth Amendment to the Constitution as an example. We must. remind

ourselves that it is not always necessary to solve problems by federal
regulation!

Let me briefly'review a checklist of-components and characteristics
that have proven vital to the ethics, integrity, and efficacy of bio-
medical research carried out in man. These components relate to the
institution, the academic process, open disclosure, the problem of in-
formed consent, laboratory background, and freedom of scientific growth.

First, let us consider the institution. A Oeat deal of human ex-
perimentation of all types is done in teaching hospitals. Most of these
institutions bave become extremely sensitive to the many issues involved,
and they are accustomed to surrounding each epis-O"de with the maximum

safeguards in terms of a watchful and sensitive resident staff, the
collaboration of a critical attending staff, and the laboratory services
backup, Which is essential to safety. When we depart from this envixon-
ment, one must proceed with great caution. The Armed Services, the
Space Administration, and other governmental agencies are, not accustomed
to human experimentatidn,h) which the welfare of the subject is of first

concern. Private hospitals, or health spas that are trying.to promote
some special new curs or drug, should be regarded with_supicion.'
Large industrial firms, whether they be'aircraft manufacturers or drug
houses, though concerned with human safety, have a conflict of interest
that is patently obvious; safeguards should be maximized. Whenever it
is pdTgible,a sophisticated teaching hospital with strong university
associations should maintain overview of the work. Where new "cures"
or treatments are being investigated, such overview is particularly
important, because to the unsophisticated,.the universal way to achieve
success on the part of patients may be quite misleading.

The academic process, if maintained in the best of the western
traditions, is fundamentally an ethical process. It involves discussion
inquiry, openness and the presence of the learner, usually a young
person. The learner is also a questioner, and frequently a doubter.
One of the. T establishedthat university hospitals have establshed an ethical'
climate for therapputic innovation and other types of human'experimen-,
tation is the presence of the academic process firmly entrenched. "Good

science is ethical science" because the scientific process in itself,
with an adequate conceptual background and honest evaluation of results,

*2-
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is in essence an ethical judgmental method. The same can be said of
the academic process; when nroperly pursued, it is basically ethical.

Some of the horst abuses of human experimentation have occurred in
situations far removed from the teaching hosRital,'and far removed from
the academic environment: there has been no opportunity for question,
.inquiry, doubting, no students, and no open discussion.

.., .1-"2...a rose cf personas art-:::::^n. in the scientific process has often
been acknouledged as a sort of "motor poker" that activates many
scientists. Personal ambition, rivalry, ambition for advancement and
promotion, are all characteristic components of university life. They
present a severe hazard in the area of human experimentation. Lt_is_ _

personal ambition,to be the "first or the best" (and posSibly to keep
it a little secret auring development) that is responsible for abuse.
06enness, freedom of discussion, and presence of young people act as

-,4"pprol,r.:.ate :a2;.,:ratory :.,-ac;:ground is so obvious that it need not be
(...,

a strong counterbalance to the unbridled ego.
.

.belabored here. There are very feu things that can be done in human _
exnerimentation that are not amenable to some sort of preliminary lab-
oratory study, either in the test tube or in an animal model. Not only
should the laboratory background be adequately carried out, but prefer-
ably by the same persons who are to do the human work. Above all, the
individuals involved should have encyclopedic knowledge of the litera-
ture of the field.

The matter of nforr,:ed con.senr will be given much attention in this
particular Fortin of the National Academy-of Sciences. In a way, the
term is a contradiction in itself; if an experiment is being done, it
means that the outcome is unknown. Therefore, it is impossible for
anybody to be informed about it. On the other hand, the need'is clear
for a complete explanation of what is being done and an explanation of
the processes, the hazards, and the possibilities. If the subject is
in coma, incompetent, mentally deficient, at the extremes of life, then
some sort of familial and legal process must be encompassed. When this
is all done one must admit that it is not truly informed consent, -but
)that there h s been an informational transaction of, maximum depth.''

Einally, .'reedom of scientific inquiry ig essential. It is the rare
scientist who has not changed his plan or changed his direction; some-
times the experiment is changed in midstream because/things look prom-
i-sing or hazards caa be reduced." One 0the faCilts'ofgovernment-
sponsored contractiresearershas been £he extreme, rigidity of protocols
and a desire 6o avoid any opportunity Ter shoit-torm ad.hoc decisions.
This is,a very dangerous atmosphery for human experimentation. Con-
trolled clinical trial suffeis from this defeat of being overly planned

,or "stage - managed." Sometimes the-use of.%'placebo is essential, but
, "

as I mentioned previously, the use'of placebos in an early vaccine ,

trial may*,condemnsomec'hildren to,death. Then; the placebo must be
_abandoned. .N445,,r...an'be wise enough to make such, judgments in advance:.

It.

Freeddt to change the protocol. (as experience is gained) is.essential ,:,, .

for the ethical' climate a human experimentiTTW: .. .
,
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.
Under no circumstaiftres should ethical decisions be made apart from

the biological realities and in some cases the individi;a1 patient.
There_could be nothing more unethical ,than critical' judgment in this
field made by persons who have not studied the biology of the field, or
the patient.

principal burden of this discourse is that while acknowledging the
hazards of human experimentation, a far worse situation would result,
from overprotection. Restrictive laws, federal regulations, federally
approved guidelines made contingent Tor' research funding a form of
federal penalty that has become popular today -- or the restriction of
biomedical science entirely to animal work would have a remarkable ad-
verse effect on the advance of knowledge and practical clinical care.

. It remains true now, as always, that the basic study ofman is man
himself. It is equal ly true that no law or syitem of laws can stop the
work of evil people whose only motive is personal gain. Society must
protect human beings against exploitation, but naive or sweeping pro-
tective laws' will fail of ti;eir mission and may slow the progress so
much needed by the sick and suffering of coming generations.

1
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THE BENEFITS OF RESEARCH.

Lew is-- Thomas

, There areltWo conflicting, polarized views ormodern mediog science,
and-the tonflict between them accounts for much-of today's public doubt

.*.and confusion concerning the proper role of. medicine in society.
' One view ,is that medicine is a full- fledged, mature science, pos- -

sessed of enormous power to influence,.change, and modify not only human

disease bit the normal conditions of human biology. Under this view,

medicine has already come its-full distance as a useful kind of science,
and with so many conquests of disease credited to its accomplishment,

' feeling its own strength, it is looking around for new worlds to con-

quer. This is'a prospect to frighten anyone. Given this view; no

wonder there is apprehension about the new kinds of meddling we may soon

be up to, from transpranting heads to Cloning prominent political
luminaries. If this is really the poker of modern medicine, what are
the limits which society should now be setting to the deployment-of such

power? Behavior control, genetic engineering, cloning, transplantation,
immortality, all the rest of the hazardous prospects formerly dealt
with by science action now seem to be immediately at hand, and some-
thing to worry about for tonight's insomnia. -This'is one view of things
at one pole, and if this is what you believe about medicine, you will

', want all the protection, from it that the law,can provide.
''The other view is that medicine is not, in fact, .a proper science in

any real sense. It is a fumbling, blundering, totally empirical non-
science, incapable of influencing very .much, if any, of our genuine
health broblems, rather pretentious in the public stance it takes,
undeserving of the public acclaim it occasionally, receives, and even
conceivably, when you get right down to not necessary for the well-

being of mankind. df this is the view you take, then yo want-to be.

sure that,such a science, or pseudoscience, is not turneS loose to be
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fiddling around with human health, and you want protection from it as
wells

Tne truth lies, I think, somewhere in between these extremes. Per-

haps it would be useful, at the outset of these proceedings, to take a
cool measuring look atthe real position of modern medicine among the
sciences, with 'special attention to its current capacity to do things
and also to its current areas of incapacity.

There is no doubt at all that medicine has come a certain distance.
gut when you look at the whole range of major human diseases :- the
disorders that cause premature death or prolonged incapacitation in
great numbers of people, in all parts of the earth -- the distance we
have come is relatively a very small fraction of the total run ahead.
Medicine is, in fact, a proper science for what it is obliged to cope
with, but it is a very young science, really only at its very beginning.

That beginning, however, has been both impressive and encouraging
for the future. It lies mainly in the field of infectious diseases.
Thanks to some extremely, good basic science in the fields of micro-
biology, virology, and immunology, beginning late in the nineteenth
century and continuing through the first third.of this century, the
principal pathogens of infectious disease were identified and classified.
Viral vaccines were developed and applied to the prevention of the major
childhood contagions, and the groundwork was laid for the discovery of
'the antibiotics and chemotherapy.

Itneeds emphasizing that penicillin,%and the other subsdqUent anti-
biotics, represented a logical step.in the scientific development of
this field; but this step would not have been possible without the know-
ledge of bacterial pathogens that' had come out of the preceding five
decades of fundamental science. Before penicillin and the sulfonamides
could be useful substances, you had to know that there were such things
as pneumococci, streptococci, staphylococci, and meningococci, and you
needed to know in some detail what these microorganisms were capable of
doing to human beings.

-What happened as the result ofthis accumulated information was
nothing less than a revolution in health ?are. Most people have for-

-egotten that there was such a reuolution," becausefit happened so long
ago. It is remembered most sharply, I.think, by those who lived through
it, and especially the generation of doctors who.came out.of medical.
school in the late 1930s.

. I was one of these, and I have'total recall for the transformation.
It began in 1937, which was the year-of my internship _at the Boston City.
Hospital. This was the year when sulfanilamide first became available
in this country. At that time there was ahuge Wing of the Boston City
Ho?pital, known as tire South,Deparkoent, into 'which were, crowded several,
hinidred patients, mbStiy children, with contagious bacterial infections. ,
The place was filled to overflowing throughout mo.it of the year, but in
the-late winter and early spring it was almost intoleyable.. Most of the
cases were Streptococcal 'diseases, predomihantly- scarlet...fever, with

mastoiditis,-rheumatic;fever-and glomerulonePhritis'as the typical, ,

commonplace seelpelae. There meie, also, wholewards filled with
.
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. diptheria, whooping cough, and meningococcol meningitis. The cases of
diphtheria could be treated with antitoxin, but the patients with strep-
tococcal and meningococcal infections were simply nursed through their
illnesses, and there was always a substantial mortality.

There vas a special ward in the main building of the Boston City
Hospital set aside for the isolation of patients with erysipelas. These
were mostly elderly people and alcoholics, many of whom died from this
form of streptococcal infection. NJ; on the general wards the commonest
disease throughout the winter months was lobar pneumonia. There were
so many cases of this diseate that they were assigned to the interns in
rotation, according to a carefully kept "pneumonia count." This was
necessary to prevent any one house officer from being overloaded and
incapacitated by too many cases. -If you had more than two or three new
cases of lobar pneumonia to admit in a single night, you would expect
to be without sleep for the next twenty-four hours or longer.. Each
case required the most intensive kind of nursing and Supportive care.
There were type-specific antipneumococcal sera available, and if you
were lucky you could induce a crisis and bring the disease to an abrupt
end in a few hours, but this technology was complex, chancy, and some-
times dangerous. Typically, on a winter's night, there would be enough
new cases of pneumonia to require the laying down of cots in the center
of each of the hospital wards, and often these cots were lined up all
the way out into the corridors and up to the elevator doors. My memo-
ries of the City Hospital medicine of those days are all memories'of
bacterial infection, crowded beyond belief, mostly untreatable, and
entirely unpreventable.

Then the sulfonamides arrived, and a few years later penicillin, and
after that the rest of today's antibiotics. By the early 1950s the
wards of the Boston City Hospital, and of all the other big city hospi-
tals in this country, had begun to empty, and they have remained partly
empty ever since. This change, which amounted to a revolution in
itself; was not due to any change in the economics of health care. The
patients had not gone off to other, more harmonious hospitals for their
treatment. The diseases had themselves vanished. Lobar pneumonia
became a rare disease. Scarlet fever and the complications of strepto-
coccal infect-ion became rarities. Pertussis and diphtheria vanished.
Erysipelas vanished. Today, if a case of classical, clinically typical
pneumonia is encountered in a large teaching hospital, the medical
students are hailed in to see the phenomenon. As Df. Robert Austrian
has demonstrated, the disease is still there, but we no longer recognize
it and usually get rid*of it in its earliest stages. Most of today's
young physicians have never seen a case of diphtheria or meningococcal
meningitis or erysipelas. Even tubercukois, which used to require
whole, immense hospitals because of the enormous numbers of tuberculous
patients, has almost disappeared. Syphilis is still* around, to be sure,
bqt chiefly in the early, acute stages of the disease. Because of peni-
cillin, tertiary syphilis, which was among the.commonest causes of heart
disease, paralysis, and insanity just a few,decades ago, has virtually
One out of medicine.
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The clinical:research t hat made all this pos§,ible was a ccomplished

mainly chqing the 1940s and 1950s. During this time, instuttons like

the Thornlike Memorial Laboratories of the Boston City Hospital devoted

a large part of their resources to the testing and evaluation of new

and improved antibiotics. The knowledge about these. substances as anti-

bacterial substances and their mode of against various bacteria

came, by and la'rge, from the research ventures bf skilled micro-

biological laboratories. But the knowledge of tbpse substances as
medicines for use in the treatment of disease in human beings hadcto

come from careful, meticulous, scrupulously scientific clinical research.

This was, if you will, human experimentation.

I Suggest that this experience in clinical iTiestigation spanning
more than two decades in teaching hospital c -enters here and abroad was

the largest-scale undertaking.in human experimentation that the world

has known. I suggest, theiefore, that if you want to find out more
about how this kind'of research is best done, as well as where its

weaknesses are, there ,is no better model to examine than this one.
Everything else that medicine haS accomplished thus far in the line of
scientific research involving human subjects has been relatively minor

both in sheer scale as well as in significance for human welfare. If

there are basic flaws in the whole concept of human experimentation,

you ought to be able to demonstrate 'these flaws in the long history of

antibiotic research. And if you wish to introduce reforms into the
existing system for research of this kind in order to assure against

inequities and injustice in the future, you should be careful to keep'

the record of antibiotic research in mind as you go. For a starter in

this line of inquiry, I would suggest a careful study of the voluminous

gnd illuminating bibliography of Dr. Maxwell' Finland, whose work on

antibiotics and antibacterial chemotherapy covers the whole period from

1937 up to the present decade.
I do not raise this matter because I wish to indicate unqualified

support for the idea of human experimentation or even to suggest that

the work on antibiotics was done flawlessly. Certainly, here and there,

the record displays experiments that,shOuld not haire been done or in

which the patient'i welfare was not the central concern, although I

doubt the existence of any such examples in Dr. Finland's bibliography.

I raise it because of a concern that it may be overlooked in today's

vigorous and sometimes violent arguments over issues of human experi-

mentation in which the stakes are very much lower and even, on occasion,

trivial. I would hate to see us lay doivn restrictions or sanctions on

clinical science in general.on the basis of today'sapprehensiens about

psychosurgery or behavior control or sex determination or genetic

engineering and the like. I would hope that each of these,would.be

considered as isolated problems, on their own merits or demerits, with-

out any implications whatever for the general question as to whether or

not human experimentation should be done. It worries me that there is

so much public attention being drawn to what seem to me qdite esoteric

zones-of science, while the real agenda, the major problems in human

disease still unsolved, stares us full In the face.

e
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The truth is that we have a very long way to go in medicine. It is

simply not true that medical science has progressed so rapidly and
marvelously that our main concern should now be how to cope with the
technology that has replaced the art. Except for a handful of conspic-'40

uous advances, such as the antibiotics, several vitamins, and a number
of hormones, we are still confronted by enormous areas of ignorance
about disease, and we would do well to acknoWledge these.mbre often
than we publicly do. Let me just mention a few to convey an idea of the
scope of ignorance.

We do not understand the underlying mechanisms of Weart disease at
all. There are clues to suggest the basis for arteriosclerosis and
valvular disease, but nothing yet with the'stature of solid scientific
proof. We must therefore remain without effective measures either for
the prevention or the cure of heart disease.

We do not yet have an understanding of the pathogenesisof cancer,
and because of this lack we have no immediate prospects of either

y,

reversing or preventing the process of neoplasia. We cannot explain

the-mpchanisms involved in stroke. We know how to lower the blood
pressure in hypertension, but it is still no certainty that we haw.a.

learned how to prevent the vascular lesions of this disorder. We can

neither prevent nor reverse the pathological processes in chronic
glomerglonephritis or pyelonephritis, the chief causes of renal failure,
and there is therefore nothing to offer beyond dialysis or transplanta-
tion in these diseases. We do .not really'understand bronchial asthma

or chronic pulmonar fibrosis or hepatic cirrhosis or multiple sclerosis

or senile deme9t or hizophrenia or rheumatoid arthritis or the
vascular diseas- that kills people with diabetes despite insulin or
peptic ulcer or eveq,migraine.

I could go on with the dismal litany, although not forever, for it
is a finite list amounting to some twenty-five ar thirty major diseases
that account for most of the premature deaths and incapacitations among
us. These are the diseases that,fill the modern hospitals, and the
lack of knowledge concerning their mechanisms accounts for the absence
of effective technologies to preyent or cure them. This general lack,
in turn, accounts in greatest part for the enormous tosof health care
in our society. As it happens all of these disease's are now recognized
as respectable, approaChable, and potentially soluble biological

problems.
Personally, I have not the slightest doubt .that we'will obtain clear

answers, sooner or later, for all of them, with the game certainty that
now allows us to deal effectively, with the maigr part of human infec-

tious disease. But the answers and the final technologies will not
drop into our nps, nor will we arrive at'them by guesswork or by good
luck. What we must have, if we wish,to become a reasonabLy healthy
species, is a great deal of new information. Much of this will only IT
obtainable by clinical science; that is to say, by experimentation in-
volving human disease. This has to be faced up to as we deliberate here
about the necessary guidelid'es for the medical research of the future.

39
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THE RISKS OF RESEARCH

Walsh McDermott

As Dr. Thomas has so,eloquently described 't, -he and I date from the

1days of iron men and wooden ships in whic I had a slight advantage
over him, in that my year as an intern was the last one without sulfon-

amide. So, I had the opportunity to see, as a physician, the.intro-
duction of this era that he has described.

I also share with him completely the idea that the clinical iivesti-

, gation in the field of microbial diseases presented virtually all of the
problems with which we are faced today. There are, however, a,few
important differences, as there always are, in the use of models, and
I shall'attempt to highlight those as I go along.

I would like to add one footnote to what he' was saying. In the

- clinical investigation of microbial diseases there were times When the

total supply of the new, poWerful, and for the first time effective
drug wasin very small supply and was needed for certain purposes,
Social purposes, if you will. The entire supply of penicillin had to
be controlled for the use of the military because we were in the middle

of World War II. This was done through the National'Academy of
Sciences-National Research Council mechanism. If was done, in effect,

within this building. Butthe ethical questions as to who got what had

to be determined by military considerations. Consequently, when it was

demonstrated that penicillin was of very great effectiveness in treating

, ) syphilis, its uses for that purpose became an investigative question of

great moment.
it wqs also demonstrated at that same time that penicillin was highly

effective in 'subacute bacterial endocarditis, an essentially uniformly
fatal disease, butone of-no interest_to the military. So we had then

. an essentially nonfatal disease in.whicl penicirnm could be given and

a fatal disease in which it could not. Two men were dominating the.
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scene, as the respective chairmen of the committees within this house,
one ;he. late Dr. Chester Keefer and the other Dr. Joseph Earl Moore. I

was present in Dr. Moore's office when a woman called up and stated
that she had just talked to Dr. Keefer and bad told him that if her
husband could not receive penicillin for his bacterial endocarditis, she
was going.,to send him out to get syphilis so that he could get the drug
from Dr. Aoore.

Dr. Thomas, bf course, has told us of one kind of risk of research,
namely, that the research does not get done. I interpret my assignment

to talk about the risks to the participant subject in the research. By

242sk I mean that someone 's placed at a risk of dangers that would not
have happened had that pe not been a participant in the research.
By experirient I mean eithe on the first occasion of new observational
techniques within the human body or the choosing of some iniervenelon
in the course of human disease or human condition and subjecting that

-iiitervention to experiment.
Every medical intervention has some risk; and, as Dr. Francis Moore

states, every medical procedure is in itself an experiment. But there

is a difference here; specifically, the difference of experience. The

surgical ptocedure that has been done before is different than that
surgical procedure that has never been done. The drug that has been
receivedby fifty people is a slightly different proposition than the
'drug that has never been received by anyone, and so it goes.

There Uhen-is a,quantitative aspect to experience. The more experi-
ence, the less a particular intervention could be considered an experi-

; the less experience, the more. It'is a rather arbitrary point at

ti es, yet one that can be reasonably well settled. But the nature of

th risks"rup a spectrum all the way from a petty annoyance -- hives,
bet us say, or some such thing -- to death. That is, any type of a,

i reaction that can occur to any type of medical intervention represents
a danger that can be present and through which a participant in research .

can be put at risk. It is impossible, therefore, really, to have risk- 4

free participation in a research project. -

The risks can come from any quarter. A new drug for hypertension
4 ,' .

can turn out to be a better drug than the existin earl-fat, -iiiiviiich

case the people who got the new drug were_at- ess risk than the people

who got the old. Or it could turn 'out not so well. Therefore, they

were put at greater risk. The subjects on the drug would be put at
greater risk of toxicity, for the toxicity is not yet known; or it could
turn out that the risks were actually less. So there are any number of

ways that risk occurs'here. But everyone participating in the question

gets put at,some risk or another. .
Now, obviously there can be a whole set of issues that arise as a

resultof this question of risks. There is the question of the nature

of the rpks. There is the question of their reduction or amelioration.
There is the qu6Stion of how much the participant should know. There

are the socidtal trade-offs between the risks to the individual and -to
so iety -- risks to the individual as someone with a,particular disease,
a person in a particular case; the risk to an individual simply as a

'
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member of society; and the risk to socieey.\ And then, by what right
does one human being place another at risk? These are some of the
issues that come to mind when considering the risks. of research. As I

mentioned, any participation can give any type of reaction to a medical'
intervention. But.generally speking, the risks are of four main kinds.
'The first has to do with direct trauma-from physical damage by some

new observational technique or by a 'severe tissue reaction to some sub-
stance that has been injected. The second is damage to an organ or
organ system as a result of drug toxicity. The third is the withholding
af.a treatment of established value. But the fourth is the question of
the risks coming from the associated tests set up to test the risks and
to protect against them. This is a sleeper in the risk business in
clinical investigatiMIrand one on which I will elaborate in a moment.

The first two require little comment, for there are various ways of
guarding against drug toxicity or minimizing it, and this is also true
of observational technique. The question of the tests is that various
diagnostic tests in medicine all have trade-offs between the risk of the
test and the risk of the condition for which the test is being designed.`
Sometimes the test itself carries with it a considerable degree of
danger, but,it is aimed at and helps in the identification of something
very serious and of very great importance to the patient.

A contemporary example does not come to mind at the moment, but ,y
relatively recent one does, namely, aspiration of sternal marrow.
Although this procedure is no longer very much in use, itAis an ex-
tremely useful one-in establishing certain forms of disease of the
blood-forming °runs. Among all the areas new drugs most apt t3'

.affect are the bod- forming organs. Accordingly, when one is setting
up a clinical investigation of a new drug and attempting to protect the
patient against any ills that might befall him, one watches the bloodL
forming organ system very carefully. .The question in writing the

protocol then arises as- to whether or not to do sternal marrows. The

procedure' itself has acquired a familiarity in hospital service. There

are a lot of blood disease procedures done all the time, done perfectly
as far as trade-offs are concerned, and so this procedure has acquired. 7
a sanctity that has only to do, with its use as a diagnostic procedure
in a patient who may have a hematologic disease. Having acquired that
sanctity, when someone asks if sternal marrows are to be done, .you say,

"Sure." So, the first thing you knoj, the patient who is actually at
risk only of a thedretical damage to the blood-forming organs is receiv-
ing an observational method aimed at protecting him but actually in-
creasing the risk. I emphasize that this particular example is not one

that is current. But this is the sort of thing that comes in=waves as
tests come in and.out, and I am sure will appear again. Therefore, one
of the Bleepers in risks in clinical investigation is to be sure that
the very tests you are applying to protect the patient are not them-
selves adding considerably to.the.ri4.

The last of the four kinds of risk is withholding, and thlis isrreally
the area of.greatest problems. In starkest terms it has to do with
withholding the intervention from one group of people and making the
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intervention in...the other, a so-called "colitr0 grovp. " This imts j

into the question of random selection in clinical L wojid

like to discuss in a moment.
Withholding today is rarely so simpleas some .I.ndividualsgettiU

drug A while others get nothing. Usually it has to do with the detibion

to withhold drug A while introducing drug. B, a new drug for th&'same 1

purpose. This dates back, of cOurse:tothose days that Dr. Tflomai

mentioned when one could give sulfonamide to a patient, secure in the

knowledge that all that medical science could do was being ddne. But

the minute another drug was introduced, the question_arose, is it fair

to the patient to try to study penicillin in pneumococcal pneumonia

without at the same time giving him sulfonamide? If one gave both drugs,

it was impossible to determine the/effectiveness of the new one; but if '

both drugs were not given, one was making an ethical decision specifi-

cally putting the patient at *- of the possible dangers'of not re-

ceiving the known drug. So the hholding issue gets to be right away

a very difficult one from an ethical standpoint once thete ars multiple

drugs available.
4 big step occurs at that very point. I have been talking here of

results of a single investigation, a single team, a single Investigator

with associates on a single service. The withholding phenomenon comes

to even greater importance today in ,the question of the large-scale

cooperative study aimed at defining the validity of Some intervention.

For two decades or more the tool of the large-scale cooperative study

withrandom selection of the experimental subjects has been fashionable.

This system, as you know, is based op the premise that one can identify

a large group of people all having the same disease and having it 0

the same stages; the same subsets, so that the behavior of that disease

can be predictable in such a"large group. Then by some process crf#

random selection, one assigns to some groups the intervention, 'ail&

other groups nothing at all or another form of intervention. The intro:

duction of this random-selecton, Marge -scale study-represented a laud-

able attempt for introducing rigor into this very difficult question ..of

the validation of various procedures4
Now, I have long contended that insofar as therapies are concerned -- /

I am not now talking about vaccines -- by the time the ethical questions

are met in such elarge-scale 'study, the topl is really of relatively

little value. By this time you are reduced to studying questions that

no one is very deeply concerned about, that peoplE,have more or less

made up theix on minds about and that cannot be classified as burning,

acute queStions.
So, this is an elaborate, tedious, hard-wotking process that by the

time all the wheels turn, in my judgment, is only usable in a set df

questions that are valuable enough but not major. The reason that:I do

not consider it a valuable procedure is that, because the assignment of

participants to various groups is,decided by chance, no one can really

be asked to take very excessive risks. In effect, an experiment has

been set up in,which there is Something for everybody, and all of the

participants tend to get some form of accepted intervention. The
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experiment itself then comes down to comparing which intervention is
superior. Although this is useful foi'discarding therapies, it seldom
is capable of answering critical questions.

One cannot generalize on the morality of the random selection because
every case is different. These are things about which honest men can
differ, and a great deal, depends on the nature of the interventimi that
is under study and the nature of the research project.

How can these four categories of rrsk be_ avoided or. minimized? I

won't dwell on the drug toxicity other than to say that 'from the anti-
microbial drug days I can tell of serious reactions that -Were drug
dependent and that would not have occurred_had we known proper dosage.
I can think of at least two, the vestibular dysfunction of streptomycite
and the anemia of chloramphenicdl, serious reactions that occurred in.
considerable numbers in humans and that were subsequently shown to be
.producible in dogs. But there are ways of minimizing drug toxicity,
and they are pretty well standardized. In:addition we must maintain a
continuous awareness,a continuous scrutiny of the protective tests
mentioned earlier, and above all a climate'of openness. Special re-
search serices, with signs over the door, are helpful. This is, of
course, no economically possible everywhere, but I believe 'it is
definitely helpful, because it preserves-this climate of openness tl,t
is really the only essential thing we have.

One. should remember such points -as that an aitimicrobial d with
toxicity that is quite acceptable as a therauutic agent may be ite
unacceptable as a the °prophylactic agent. In the Ae instance yo are
treating people by thA hundreds who are quite seriously ill. In the

.6Cher instance, you a4 treating people by the thousands and hundreds
of thousands none of whom is ill when you.ttart. .The differences
.there can be quite, important.. But above all, we must persist in main-
taining the climate of openness and a careful challenge of the impor-
tance and the validity of the research questiond. One must be sure
thp.t the game really is worth the candle, and that one has a perfect
experiment rather than an imperfect experiment.

There ate times, however, when a less than Perfect experiment 'pro-
duces a less than definitive answer, but a building block emerges on
which 'something else can be done. For example; during the Korean War,
it was shown that whole'blood was:essenfia_for battlefield casualties.
The whole blood was, of course, contamipieji with hepatitis virus, and
a number of-different attempts were being made to i&c.tivate the virus..
These had tobe-studied experimentally humanisubjects, &ere being,
no otherimodel that showed it. The wok; as' I recall, was done in
human volunteers who would receive the blood containing the known virus,
which was then inactivated in various ways. The question'of design was
whether it was necessary in each ins4ance;,in addition to giving the
subject the virup :laden blood Plus fhe.inattivator, to give blood with-
out any inactivator in order to sh(34 that the virus was still present.
Those would be the conditions of a'cPerfect experiment. In an-imperfect
experiment one Would simply be satisfied with giving the blood and the
inactivator, and then,' if it were Ishown enough times that that procedOte
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resulted in a reduced incidence of the disorder, to wo k he thing up

more clasically.
Other things have to do with withholdings there, r. Moore's

point about the biology of disease is tromendqsly important. We get

bemused by the expression "outcome resultS" and forget that sometimes

we db know a little bit of what is going on. Sometimes in studies of

patients tidaIed, comparing, for example, the hospital with the hone,

J
ti issue irioutcome results is not the benefits of-tome cooking, ut

ra her if there is some particular intervention that is being den in

the.hospital that cannot be delivered to the home in any circumstance.

For example, when it uas thought that hospital treatment was abso-

lutely essential for the proper treatment, of tuberculosis, chemotherapy

'came on the scene. It then was clear that the critical element in the

.,---.-

treatment of tuberculosis was the introduction of a chemical intothe

m human body, a chemical that would interfere with the metabolic processes

of the tubercle bacillus. This was something that could be delivered

both ht hospital and at home. A study was done to 'prove it and 'did so

quite well. But there are other-diseases in which what is available in

a hospital, such as same highly technical machinery, is not.available

in the home. One could study a considerable group of patients both

athospital and home without seeing any difference in outcome, provided

the need for use of the complicated machinery was something that arose

only very rarely. So one has to challenge each large-scale clinical

test on the withholding issue to be sure that all of the patients are

protecte&'against whdtever it is that is being studied and that nothing

is being withheld that could lead to serious disease or death. In our

preoccupation-with outcome, we tend to forget that the two groups can

have the-same outcome; but one or two4-individuals within the group

could have a very sad outcome, indeed, and one that was preventable.

In closing I will reiterate my position, namely, that it is impossi-

ble to do clinical investigation without putting people at some risk.

In many instances the risk is an unknown one, and in many instances the

risk -can be cut down. Nevertheless, it is iMpos*ible to do investiga-

tions without putting some people at somerisk.
Who is to make the decisions on those risks? I have written my

position on this elsewhere, and I will simply state it briefly here.

,In the first place, much can be taken care of simply by interchange

between the investigator and the subject. I quite agree that informed

copsent is something that is grossly manipulatable. But as long as

theme is h reasonable understanding' back and forth on'many of these
'V t

questions, the degree of risk is not such that it is asking too much

for the patitnt to assume, presuming they know what they are doing.

%Hoyever, there comettimes when the decision is much more than that. 10'

4 Alienever in our society Ore make a decision that could harm an indi-

vidual, we try to institutionalize it. We set up draft boards. We have

* judicial procedures. We have trial by jury. ,My position is that we
,

have not yet arrived at that point in our society in regard to the use

. of humasubjects in experimentation and research. Nor is there, so far
,t

as I can see, any foreseeable way in which we can. The various

/.
..
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mechanisms we do have, the human experimentation committees and all the
rest, I'think are fine. They serve to maintain this climate'of openness
and these chal \enges for theinvestigator. But we have not,instututidn:
alized any way in which we Can say that it is proper for an i'hVesfigator
to go ahead and study a given question. Yet, there are tiMes when it'
simply has to.be done and that an investigator will put,other peopleat
risk. However much one may surround those times with climates of open,
ness' and with challenges, and Ijhink this should be-the case, however -
much one may quite properly invoke the trust that is the wonderful thin
between the physician and his patient in its finest moments, there is. ,

no one who can relieve the i vestigator from assuming. responsibtl-
ity and making the decision put another person at risk.

9

V

INQUIRY AND COMMENTARY

. +
FREDERICK ROBBINS: Our three spea&ers-are now available to you to answez.

questions, to clarify, and they also are,quiteNfree to cpmmunicate
among - themselves in regard to some of the issues that they have

.

discussed.

I would like to take' the prerogative of asking the first-question
by requesting Dr, 'McDermott to elabordte.a bit eurther.on
trials. I would like him to comment*on,the value of establiShing,
the validity of something, by clinihal trial in a cost effective sons
of a way, as Opposed to not establishing its validity,. let ul take

, tonsil and adenoidectomy as an'example. This has, -to my knowledge, "-

never been subjected toa true clinical trial. Would you estimate
what the cost of that-might have been?

McDERMOTT: You are dea)ibg. with the illusion of a rational worldr''Pf
that particular procedure Oad been validated by clinical.trial% in-
numerable lives would have been saved,' PsyalFatristS can tell, us
a1,1 the wonderful nonconsequences from the early childhood trauma of
the irocedure, and so forth, yet'no clinical trial. was done.' But
the procedUre is now discarded, That -is, the conventional wisdom,.
at long last, has gotten rid of it.,

IZOBBI-NS: Can you documefit that statement?

McDERMOTT: I think p,1i can if you look through the textbooks, different
editions of textbooks.' If y6u look at pediatrics textbooks -- ,

. ,
, ..

ROBBINS: I am not ,talking about textbooks., I am'aski'hg about' what goes
on in Hospitals. .

. .
F

, S,

McDERMOTT: Well, let me answer the question this way. You asked me to
elltboratZ on clinical trials.' Specifically, you cannot Suh)ect a .

I
. ,
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e procedure Leo random selection at-'the moment of inception.., The

. momen'esomeSody gets an idea 4bOut tonsillect y, orAhe moment,some-
bOdy, intreduces'a new drug, 'one cannot, at that point, plbject-the
procedure to qandom,selection and clinical 'trial.. One has to get:

some information about'it and.§ome'feel for it before Sherods
..

. , ..,. .
' 'enougL,experience to put it out.6n a clinacal trial. '

,
.'

Now, in the very Obces's.-4 obtaining that infotmttioBothe people A
who'are doing it get some feel-for the validity of'the procedure, . 1

:they get a, conviction; ,They *leve.that what they are doing is
effective, int,this belref spreads to otAer.pbysitidirs-.. So by tie

time -'ou aie ready'for,the clinical trial, and -if what you are ex-

, peritienting with is A very Owerful and effective agent for some,
'Very serilvs.risk,,physicians are not willihg to put to a'random pro-
cess the choice as to whether their patient does or does not ge'ttilfs---'.2

interventiq, bechliseq&ow-they_have come to believe in it. 'There-
. 3.

'-fOre, you.can only {it out to Clinical trials those questions about
. ,. 1. al

., which large bA4(cfs of6the prbfeission hive pretty well made up their
_

-.minds or, eitherpnimportant, questions- about which people not

made upttheir minds.
The tonlklleciomy.i's a splendidexample of th6 type of intervert- '

tIonfai getS:intb. our-armamentariumand stays there against most .

people's belief in its validity...The tettbooks certainly state that
it is not vaid. ,if,you.think that doing a clinical trial would

,talte,i; out ofbusines, well and good. It.uuld certainly be
stoeped when iloctoris.a.re.00 longer reimbursed. for the procedure by

hearth'Lasuranceor Social SeCurity.
'...! , 6, .

l % ',' .
HOWARD HTATT:q:ap Dean of.the'Harvard School of Public Health., I would
- 4liketa..addrqs a queition to Dr: Moore. He expressed concern for *

' '`. ,* -inceasing federal intervention in the of medicarcare. I
f , ,

t thinkltharkt is a concern that all of us who have been involved in

,patient care and human ekpepimentatiOnshare. On the other hand, an .

pedroused AmeriCan pubj.ic and Congress many years ago felt constrained'

. "

%

.
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,to pasS a. Set of laws that treated a Food and Drug Administration
to regulateithe use of ditits. I wonder what suggestions Dr. Moore
night offer with - respect to. similar confrols.forthe.use of medical
procedures. and surgical procedures, suchas tonsi,lectomi. Despite

a gelleil consensus on the part of physi.cians,-as you have just ex-
p!ressed, Dr. McQermoft7and k think Dr. Robbins, agrees, a miltiOn
'ionsillectOmies.were carried oufeip the,UnitedSthteslast year.
1)r.'Moofe',gan cite mans, mere than I cant, innufierable procedures that'

"have come into the culture that have been carried out irr large
idmbers only to have been abandoned. Evefybody comments about the
.0oceduve'called "gastric freezing" far ulcer disease that became
-popular in the earlyi,1960s, hnd,it finally disappeared.' It disap-
Pehred not because'a better procedure has come along for the treat-
ment Of ulcer disease -- that would ha-Ve been quite appropriVe

because it has been shown to be without merit. But that occurred

.onii,aftef several thousands of people had been subjected tO,the,

,

/
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procedure at a considerable-economic cost and an even greater hunopn
cost.' You can cite large numbers o1 procedures that can be described
in similar terms. Ax the pfeseQt time we know that sweeping the
country is the coronary artery-bypass graft procedure for coronary -
artery disease, and while that mby have a place --

* ROYBINS: Dr. Sabin and I don't want to examine that too carefuly, since
* we are both recipients.

A
HIATT: you have anticipated my. saying that while there are defenders,

And defenders for good reason of the procedure in some patients,it
certainly ha's not extended beyond the area in which it'could-be
called an experiment. And yet its price has'yet to be established
in precrse ways. We are not doing what might be terffled a pilot ex-.
periment.. We are doing* this procedure on literally tens of thousands
of people -- again at 'enormous economic and human cost -- and we have
no regulatory procedure that permits us to placp this operation in'
its rightful role.before it then becomes as widespread as it should
be or as it should not be.

Dr. Moore, I share your view that we want as littletin the way '

of intervention as necessary that might interfere with the rela-
tionghip of the, physician and his or 'her patient in th'd pfoper
,advance of medical knowledge- But surely unless Some kind of' regular
tion is introduced, we are going to fi'iid it introduced from the out- .

*side. Clearly the membership of this meeting denotbs the fact that
,medicinenO longer belongs to the physician alone. It is the area '

-.'that belongs -to an.of science. What mechanisms can the physician,
the,clinical,investigator, the professor of surgery,-the professor;
.of medicine, society in general take that will correct gome of theSe
inequities without introducing the unwarranted interference that you,
se,rightfdlly, are coricerned about?. .

s 1

MOORE: In the first place, I did not say that I was opposed to federal
intervention in any aepectof medicine, although generally I think
it should be examined closely. What I said was that these diffi'cult
problems of the ethical aspects of experimental worfnn people can-
not be Settled by some'g'ort of federal fiat.- They couldoenot be '

settled'by state fiat or county fiat or city fiat or'village fiat.
You cannot do this sort bf thing by governmental edict., We haVe to
rely on the development of an open society, on institutions that
know how to do..tdese things,rightfully and safely. The federal area
already is deeply in this field through a limitation.pn funding Of
Soli' grants unless certain human-use procedures afe gone throu'ib. I "
/lied Dr. McDermott's, statement that is'pretxy mubh alb right the
way Lt.is, that it challenges the'investiptor td say'what he is doing
and 'it favors openness, Openness and young pepple are the two great'
saviors we have. So I would answer Dr. Hiatt's question by saying
that I don't think that the federal government should try to settle

something this_with a singliru4e or law. You just cannot do it. 4114
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Now I would like to backtrack a little :lit. It always intereS,w7,-
me the way physicians bring p surgical operationsI. So I wilekard_
the liberty of asking about the use of the new oral hypqglycemic
agents, which are widely used without really such knowledge of how
they do. How about the potent new digitalis drugs? :How about
.propanolol? This using of new things on people is not wholly con- -

fined to surgical operations; they arepart of the whole fabfic
medicine. A forumciike this is an appropriate place to bring Out
this point. And again I would challenge Dr. Hiatt. He really is
believing in the illusion ofai.Ational society if he believes that
1l.I the soft and difficult areas in that 115ge fio-14can.be controlled.
y governmental fiat.

Finally, I would.like to comment about tonsillectomy. We have
just finished a massive study of surg=_.i.pr-t.h-i-s country, and tolllt/I-

lectomy is still done in huge numbers. My own feeling is th
unnecessary and unwise. But we are going to see it disappear, jest
the way radiation of little babies for so-called "enlargement of the
thymus" disappeared. And it is going to disappear by .the xipple -
effect. Dr. Robbins Has challenged us to show by hospital records
that tonsillectomy is on the waTar:---He will find the answer if he-
will,loOk at his own major teaching hospital ENT service as we looked'
at the Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary. There we found that they
'are doing about 5 percent of what they used to; and when those resi-
dents get out, I think we will see the disappearance of this blight.

A It is also interesting in regard to coronary artery bypass
surgery -- and I reccimmend to all of you the recent readings spop-
bored by Dr. InAIfinger in the New EnqUend Journai of Medicine --
tWat it qrder to do a controlled clinical trial on that procedure
We really have got to bite an awfully pard6ullet, because you would
hAre_to do an open thoracotomy and dissesomy. before you really knew-,
where you were with it, and that is going to be rough stuff.

.JOAN GOLDSTEIN: I am the National Coordinator for the Women'p Health
Task Force for the National Organization for Women. My question is

for Dr. Moore.
You gwie as illustrations of persons who volunteered happily for

>
nedical experimentation those who were critically or seriously ill,

' those for whom there was no hope. You did noT include or mention
.1

group-periont.wno were not,ill but who by other sources are

drawn in as subjects in medical experimentation. I think there is .

a need to add to that list persons whom it is decided are eligible
to lie medically, experimented upon.

Then,there was your illustration from the Warsaw Ghetto of the
physicians who documented the starvation experience of their fellow
sufferers. I believe you were aking a mild point when you said .

that if the victim Documents the timization then it is amorally
acceptable point of view; that is, i it were Jewish dOctors'who were
documenting Jewish starvation then it is a morally acceptable point.
P think wha,t'you are raising in my mind, anyway, is that the copcep

I
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of informed consent is not clearly defined or has not)been' defined
clearly enough so that ve can deal with the issue at this Forum. .I
would hope'that it would be the point of this conference to have a
clear definition of the concept pf informed consent and its ability
to be applied and also-monitored. There ?ore, I am asking you,
Dr. Moore, 'what do you instruct persons working with you in surgerx
or as surgeons of what is informed consent? How do ,you teach that
concept? How

.

do you define it, and how is it applied?

t

MOORE: I think you have threw thin
:,

s in ther that I will try to dissect
out. One of them had to dR with persons at were not subject to
experiment but were also invodve .s4th it. I am not really sure I

iTR

know what you mean. But since yogi speak especially from the women's
point of view, I will bring out the fact that we currently have in
the world today the most gigantic human experimentation ever under-
taken: the wide dissemination of or Contraceptive medication, which
is not yet well understood and wheal is being used on a vast scale.
The people who are taking those pills are women. So that is some:
thing we should bear in mind.

.

Secondly, as to informed consent, it is a contradiction in terms
because it is an experiment into the unknown. No one can inform
you a4 to the res ts. There is another po4ition, and that is- that
the person involve should have the=very areas of uncertainty and
ignorance explained him or her. This, of course, should be done .,

In answer to the recent question, this is.whit we tried to do, and
I think I was merely trying to call attention'to the fact that the
term informed consent is a kind of a trap. What we really mean is
full explanation and a normal, relaxed human exchange between the

.$

so-called expert and theso-called subject.

ALBERT SABIN: I have set down three points in Dr. Moore'svery admirable'
_;,address..address. Two of them have already been raised. First of all, I will-

/ address myself to the interpretatiOn of fact, and 4 would not have
raised this point about the ultimate significance of experiments
with human fetal tissue in the development of the polio vaccination
if the same point he made were not made in preciselythe same way in
an editorial this morning in the Washington Postiand if I had not
been receiving innumerable lectors.

When Rt. Enders refeired to this in his Nobel addresshe indi-
cated that about forty years ago I had done such experiments,' and
then some years later they did something in the laboratory there.
I would like to sf6r that I wish I hail neverldont,tilat experiment.

It was an absolute blind alley. I used the wrong strain, which made
it impossitilelto progress and actually was a blockade to knowledge.

I. think the'ulqmate development of polio vaccine rested on other
things, and especially the admirable development of the new tissue
culture techniques by.Enders and Weller and Robbins, about which
ithere is no argument. 4

ry *
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But I do wish to still'say sOmething about federal regulations,
even though this has already been discussed very fully by Dr. Hiatt.

Dr. Moore has a wonderful way.of resolving things, and perhaps he

will resolve a little more his statement that it is not always nec-

essary to solve problems. by federal regulations. I find the key word

here to be always. But then he went on to say that laws cannot

entirely protect against evil people. That is also true, but we must

ask what is the alternative? Is it no laws at all, or is it the best

laws we can devise? And therefore, I would ask Dr. Moore to indicate

whether or not the issue really is federal, regulation or no federal

regulation -- and let us substitute national for federal, which is
already a kind of dirty word -- and further ask him whether it is

not an issue of what kind of national regulation is prudent and what

is not prudent? Ultimately we have to-get down to concrete facts,

and rwould like to hear Dr. Moore comment on that.

ROBBINS: I would like to simply comment on your factual statement, which

I disagree with tolsome extent. But I would discuss this with you

at a later time, because Dr. Moore is going to have to leave.

SABIN: On thatone thing I don't want to be misunderstood. I Could make'

up a list of things that, are needed for progress -: and fetal tissues

are of absolute importance for further progress -- but I would like

to base it on a more reliable foundatidn than the one like the polio

vaccine.

r MOORE: I think that for me to discuss the usp of fetal tissue in the

presence *of Dr. Sabin and Dr. Robbins would be the height of ridicu-

loUsness. I would only sayOr.'llobbins, that you cannot get out of

it that easily. I think Dr. Sabin has just said the thing' that

needed to be said: that is, while one may have a variation in inter-

pretation as td the particularly critical nature of the use of human

fetal tissue and the history of Dr. Enders' work, nonetheless, the

imOrtance of being able to use it for certain things, of course,

is unquestioned.
Now, to go on to the other point. I agree with Dr. Sabin's .

modification that some sort of national guidelines or national state-

ment or national push towards challenge and openness is appropriate.

The only thing I am trying to avoid, again, is what I perceive of as

an American tendency to, identify a problem and then to become over-

specific and overregulatory, with it, putting the society in a very

difficult situation. Dr. McDermott put it very well in saying that

this is a very complicated problem and not one that is readily given

to simplistic federal solutions. Do you want to comment some more

on that?

McDERMOTT: I would liketo say just one thing, namely, we have been

talking in terms of legislative enactments or administrative agency

decisions. There are other aspects of society's laws here, and one
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of them is the concept of due care in case law. We have distin-
guished members of the bar in the audience who know far more about
this than I do. But I simply point this out as one other mechanism
that society has to establish some of the safeguards that Dr. Thomas
was talking about in the beginning -- safeguards, I think, that every
person who loOks at the situation believes we should -have.

SAMUEL GOROVITZ: I am Professor and Chairman of the Department of
Philosophy at the University of Maryland. It seems to me that there
are two assumptions that have pervaded the discussion thus far.
Both of them I find quite congenial. The first is that medical re-
search has some very good consequences, and the second is that
federal regulation potentially threatens to constrain medical re-
search in a most unwelcome way.

I think both of those points are true and important. I enjoyed
very much Dr. Moore's historical remarks: It does seem to me, how-
ever, that they are primarily a-history of the benefits and successes
of experimentation in medicine rather than a history of experimenta-
tion in medicine. I think we are all aware that there have been
rather serious abuses of the privilege of experimentation, and those
abuses have involved the imposition of a variety of risks on the su6-
jects of those experimentations. Dr. McDermott gave us what I view
as an important but incomplete cataloging of those risks. It seems
to me there are many kinds of'risks that his catalog excludes. I

would like to step back for a minute and ask why a forum like this
1 is taking place?

I think the reason that it is timely and important for an event
such as this to take place is that the view of. the risks and bene-
fits of medical research that has currency within medical practice
and medical research -- and, I should say, even the spectrum of
views that have currency within medical practice and medical
research -- stand quite apart from certain,kinds of views that have
currency outside the medical world. There are people who view medi-
cal research as predominantly unsavory and not as predominantly
beneficial.

There are people who view the risks as having a magnitude that
in general overrides what they see as the benefits. I think some
of those critics of the research establishment have a nostalgia for
a past that never existed, and they would be much benefited by hear-
ing some of the history of the successes of medical research. But
they focus on a different aspect of that history, that is, the abuses
and in some instances the egregious and indefensible abuses. They-
see federal regulation in a detailed and comprehensive form as nec-
essary to protect against risks of the four kinds that we have been
told about and risks of other kinds as well, not just risks of
physical injury but risks of psychological. damage, of the overriding
of. personal autonomy, of being victimized by unethical practices

. evenin thq,..esence of physical damage.
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I believe it is important for the scientific community, if it is
effectively to succeed in its attempt to retain the privilege of
being the primary source of ,its own control and regulation, to ex-
hibit clearly a sensitivity to and understanding of the motivations
that prompt the press for external regulations.. If we are to
successfully constrain the increase of federal controls, I think we

have to exhibit a better understanding of its origins, or at least
of the origins of the motivation that gives rise to it. That mo0-
vation arises out of a broader perception of the risks that are at
issue.

I wonder then if we could not to some extent broaden the context
of our inquiry by focusing a bit more explicity some attention on
what happens on the darker side of the history of experimentation
and by looking somewhat more explicity not at the glories, which I
take it we all are willing to acknowledge, but at the horrors. In

this way we might come to an understanding of why it is that widely
abroad in the land there is public concern that people involved in
medical and clinical research ought not to be allowed to continue to
do what they have done in the past.

I address,these remarks to anyone who cares to respond.

LEWIS THOMAS: sl am not sure what me examples of this darker side would
be. How general are they? How widely can we extrapolate from them?
Is it the habit of clinical. research in this country to be living on
this dark and Unperceived side, or are these exceptional? Could you

give us a few examples of what you have in mind?

GOROVITZ: I think there is one mistake in the response that you have
just made in your question, and that is the suggestion that it is'
critically important how widespread these darker, unperceived sides

of rpsearch*are. The point I am'trying to mate is, precisely that

it is peyceived more broadly than its occurrence would warrant. All

you need is one Willowbrook, one Tuskegv, one instance of dramatic
front=page stuff, and you have a ground swell of reaction across
the nation. One report on research with fetal heads, and this is
what to the body politic medical research is about.

Now, it may be that the hbrror stories constitute what, from the
inside, is a statistically idsignificadt percentage of medical re-
search. It is precisely that point, it seems to midv tnat leads to
a distorted nerception on the part of medical researchers of what
the problem is. The problem is that the perspective that the public
has of medical research is not,a perspective from the ,inside. It is

not a perspective that perceives the occasional abuse in the context
of a broad pattern Of success undertaken, in the context of integrity.
Rather the public view, to an increasing extent, I believe, is to

extrapolate from the abuses and to characterize the whole thereby.
The proper address to that, it seems to me, cannot be simply to say,
"Those abuses are too insignificant for us' to take seriously,"

because it just won't wash.
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MOORE: I would just like to say that I absolutely agree with
Mr. Gorovitz. I think that we do have-a tendency to look at the
good side _of this. In my little talk I mentioned briefly'the
Krebiozen business as being a very dark chapter. But I think the
most important message he has given us is one that we can apply to
many things. We have to understand how other people perceive us,
Qhenever we are speaking of medicine and medical research, in order
to understand hol, we can help assist in.understanding and communt;,/
'tion. One of the"thirigs that we have tried to do is to analyze t
fOctional anatomy of successful, or what we might perceive of as
ethicglly acceptable human expgrimentation. It might be quite worth-
while tohrgther together some of these very sad chapters'that
Mr. Gorovitz his mentioned and then try to dissect the anatomy of
those particular episodes to see what happened, to see some of these
things having to do with.the man, the institution, the question of
openness, ego drive, and scientific rivalry. If we would begin to
,seethem on the other side, I think that would be an interesting
'exercise to undertake.

McDERMOTT: I see no way out of this. OAce it had been shown that re-.
search with human subjects produced information of use for mankind
in general -- for example, once it was possible to drive yellow fever
out of the cities of the Americas and build the Panama Canal -- it
was Clear that society has a stake in doing such research. ,

The dark side, as far as I can see -- and I think I probably know
many chapters in it -- is one human being putting another human being
at risk. Although my contention is that you cannot do one without
the other, you can do a lot to help, to ameliorate. You can chal- °

lenge people to ask if a question or an experiment is really neces-
sary. But having done that, there remain times when somebody simply
has to put somebody at risk if the societal rights, if you will, are
to have the results of useful research that will came through. Now,
I don't see any way' to institutionalize that type of-problem. I

regard it as a great moral dilemma.

ALBERT MORACZEWSK1: I am from the Pope John XXIII MediCal Moral Research
and Education Center in St. Louis, Missouri. .I was glad that
Dr.-Moore.had the opportunity to expand his' remark about informed
consent, because I was concerned about his earlier interpretation.

I wouldrlike to focus specifically on'tHis: What precisely is
the relationship between the experimenter and the experimentee or
the physician and the subject? How does the physician view this
relationship? *Does he see it as one of parent to child, teacher to
student, .master to disciple, or as one of partners in a cooperative
venture? I think this attitude, the one that each investigator must
clarify for himself, will determine the way he approaches inforMed
consent. When there are lal-ge numbers of subjects there is the
danger of passing them routinely and of forgetting the human dignity
'of each subject, regardless of his intelligence, his background, his
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class, age, or his condition. If the investigator approaches each
indj*iduai subject as a coinvestigator in a:project, then I feel
some of,the abuses may be reduced because the Basic correct attitude
of respect fothe other would be present. I.would then ask the
panel if they wish to agree or disagree, or if they would accept
this idea of seeing the subject as coexperimenter.

ROBBINS: Are there comments from the panel? I thin's, we find this an

acceptable point of 1.iew..

MOORE: I think it is a very acceptable point of view, and you will see
many articles in the literature in which the subjects are coauthors.
The spiritual' point you have Made is a very, verimportant one.
There are times when communications are difficult, and it is not
always pqssible to enlist large numbers of cohorts into such a
relationship. But if an investigator has that degree of human re-

- spect for the relationship, it certainly helps.

-H.,HUGH FUDENBERG: I would like to make one comment and ask a question.
Dr. Gorovitz ised the question to which the panel responded in
part. I gat he was suggesting that in order for biomedical re-
search to pr ed with minimal delay that it would be adequate to
require really informed consent notonly of subjects but also of
the American public. I think both scientists and science writers
have been remiss in not educating the American public as to how bio-
medical research is performed and in highlighting only those few
abuses with which. we are all familiar. case any of you are
interested, there i§ a new organization called the Biological Alli-
ance that is dedicated to writing articles an hosuch work is done
for, one hundred newspapers throughout the country. One reason we
are here is to interview the big ones personally. But the thing of
such proportions for those of you who are not(physicians has other-
aspects. In most university hospitals it is pot possible to take
excess urine that is discarded after urinalysis or the excess few'
drops of blood discarded after blood is drawn for a .blood test and
use them to work out some new tests that could then be standardized
for a new diagnosis of disease without getting the written Consent

of the person involved. I thit this is perhaps being carried to
illogical extremes of 'informed consent. Perhaps educating the
Ameridan public will be of help.,

Now, my specific question is addressed to both Dr. Thomas and
Dr. McDermott. You.have indicated that there are two kinds of risks
essentially that the patient runs, sins of commission and sifts of
omission. For`the sins of omission, you mentioned not giving, for
example, sulfonamide and giving penicillin instead:' Nowadays we
need informed consent for that. .''

Let us take the e,xampl4 of the choice of a physician not to doa,
tonsillectomy udder conditions when the textbook-calls for it or
not to radiate the thymus of an infant when the thymus was enlarged.
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I would think-that that type of "sin" of omission could be incarred
at times and very hell disregarded by the entire medical community
and the entire populace unless a lawsuit might arise from such a
in of omission by someone who was ill-informed. Ian sure that

new examples of this will arise in the next several years. Standard-
procedures will be discarded by someone without getting a human
experimentation consent form. My question to you, Dr. McDermott,
is how would you answer that?

My question to Dr. Thomas specifically is: Do you think that
taking out the tonsils and adenoids in view of the recent literature
might create cancer some twenty or twenty-five years down the road.
If so, hoh do he keep'records of things that might have very late
masses of patients if they are done and are accepted procedures?

'1cDERMOTT: As to the first man to challenge the conventional wisdom of
a procedure, I think that represents one of the reasons why it is
important and very much in society's interest that experimentation
be permitted. We must have the ability to challenge the conventional
wisdom. I think that we must not forget that there is a whole web'
of mechariisms here involved. There are not only the ones recently .
set up, hospital committees and the rest. There are malpractice
decisions. There is some legislation. There is the question of due
care in case law. There is a whole web of things here that Can
serve to regulate and keep some balance in such a type of thing.

As far as the first man to not radiate the thymus is concerned,
I would point out what I. said earlier about random selection. Many
of the things that have gotten into our pftsent oractice',and are
not getting out of it were brought into it by chance-selected trials,
anticoagulants and myocardial infarction, if you will. I mean they
now have to be brought outkof it again. But what we must have is
the ability to challenge the conventional wisdom and discard ther-
apies of no importance. Insofar as tonsillectomy is concerned, if
I could drean up an experiment, a chance triaLwith indicators of
measurement here, I would do that.' I would be all for it.

THOMAS: I want only to say that these are not new problems for medicine:

suppose we have had variants of the tonsillectomy issue stretching
back through all the millennia of our existence -- bleeding, cupping,
and purging being only part of it. We do acquire habits that we
institutionalize, and they are very hard to shake off. It would be
my hope that now in these decades we could get into this sort of
thing and perhaps then get out rather more directly, using more
scientific methods than we have used in the past. One senses that
hazards lie ahead of us and that they have got to be looked out for.

I would just add to the anticoagulant coronary problems .that,
Dr. McDermott. mentioned. During the period when anticoagulants were
very widely and universally in use for this disease, they did cause
problems of malpractice and lawsuits and the like. We are now
engaged in discussions as to whether to apply antihypertensive
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therapy to all detectable hypertensives in our society, all the
millions of them. I am not sure that any of us has foreseen either
the benefits or the hazards of that, and this is going to have to be
sorted through.

The tonsillectomy in our study became a rite of passage. It

occurs to me that at the othei'end of life the coronary bypass sur-
gery is another rite of pa'-ssage, fortunately not passagein the
direction that some of us had anticipated.

It must be said that there is a certain amount of fecklessness
involved in these muddled experiences in which we find ourselves.
Thereipre y.ays of doing these things better. I would not object to
regulaliion at a federal level in the sources from which the funds
derive, either for paying for patient care or for paying for the
research. They would continue to come, as they have been coming,
out of HEW. I don't find any of them too egregious to live with.
.1 would hate to see them bureaucratized and made something as com-
plex and Byzantine is the regulations that have existed in past
decades in FDA. This, it seems to me, would pose the almost certain
hazard of having clinical research grind to a stanestill in this
country. We could only ?Dove forward when everyone was so possessed
of a conviction of absolute certainty that the research itself would
be uninteresting and probably nut very important to do. But I think
that the problem that we face' frpm here on out -- the one that
Mr, Gorovitz brought out -- is Terribly important. I have no inten-
tion, and I am sure my colleagues have no intention, of trying to
sweep it away or pretend that it does not exist. It does exist. It

is an occasion for. your heart to sink every time you think about it. . ,

If regulations are necessary in order to provide the public with
a condition where this sort of thing,is not going to happen, I, for
one, would not be opposed to it.

WILLARD GNILIN: I would like to return to a line of questioning, one
started by Dr. Hiatt and Dr. Sabin, and continued by yrofessor
Gorovitz, because I don't think it was addressed adequately.

Dr. Moore started us off with a cultural history of experimenta-
tion that was inspirational in quality and the kind that drove me to' '

apply to Medical schpol. On getting into medical school, I met
Carl Wiggers, a professor of physiology who notified us that medical
intervention had probably cost more lives than it had saved. Well,
I am not sure. rwould have to leave it to your documentation
committe whethef that statement was accurate in 1947 when Dr.
Wiggers made it... If there were more time I would ask Dr. Moore
to spend ten minutes to balance his haaf hour by discussing those
areas of medical experimentation that were either self-indulgent,
insensitive, costly of human valuse, reducing of human dignity,
or nonpurposive,

I would-point to some oT the recent work of Henry Beecher, who is
dealing with those institution, with, which Dr, Moore has a firsthand
familiarity, and I am sure his knbwleipe of history goes beyond"these
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more.current. days. Then I would like to a'sk the speaker's as a group,

granting the fact that gpvernm,ent intenention can be harmful..s.here.
they would see some reguration'of experimentation necessary. I

would like each member to 'direct himself to where he feels the want

of some regulation, if at all, and if not at all, I t,opld like to

hear that, too.

ROBBINS: I think.the question you asked Dr. Moore in regard to the
abuses is similar to one he was asked before. I will take a brief

crack at that, because there is the classical series of horror
stories, some of t,hich are true horror stories. I suppose the one

that has been most ..41dely quoted was the syphilis experiment from

Tuskegee. One can go back in history and identify many others.

But I also would like to point out that some of the so-called horror
stories that are ingrained in the conventional ;,i.S.dom of people who

talk about these things are not necessarily horror stories. Although

they are horror stories to some. and not horror. stories to others,:

one hill hear the litany. The hillowbrook experiments appear in most

presentations on the subject ,of abuses. But yet one can find ratio-

nal people., moral and ethical people who wi11 support those experi-
-ments; and you will find moral and ethical people who will not. It

is sqt a clearcut horror story.
I think there are many other abuses, som of which,fall -in the

area of the kinds of surgery for changing people, such as lobotomies
and things of this sort. I suspect, in many instances these are quite

unchallengeable horror stories. But I think there is a tendency,

once somebody has challenged an experiment, to ingrain the story in

the conventional .wisdom and to simply repeat it.c, It almost comes
into the range of gossip, and I think that thatis a very unfortunate

matter.
There is not time to enter into this topic in great detail, but

I would like now to let each of the panelists make a closing state-
ment addressing what has come up here.

McDERMOTT: I would simply like to close by stating, as I have before,

that the risks involved are of every kind that any sort of a medical

intervention.can take. The dark side basically has to do with the
fact that one person put another person into risk. How we meet the

societal needs and still protect a certain amount of the individual's
rights is something that is not clear to me. I say "certain amount
of the individual's rights," because any other way of doing it is to
take the position that the social good is the sum of all individual

*goods,\and I simply do not think that proposition can stand up. It

particularly cannot stand up 4n terms of what has been accomplished
with society by research.

, I became very interested, as all of us have in this business, in
looking into the various writings, and particularly the Social
Contzct of Jean 'Jacques Roussnu,'who certainly studied the
questions of individual rights versus social rights. I discovered
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that he had intended to write a largo textbook on this subjet and
that he had to settle for the intital essay because he could not
figure his way out.

THOMAS: It has been my own experience in the last sevetal yeals that
the committees now mandated to exist within' hospital centers for the
review of all aspects of human experimentation seem to work very.
well in the environment that I am familiar with. This is not enough,
I am sure, to satisfy all critics, but it needs to be said that tie
mechanism works very well. One way of telling that it works very
well is that the quality of the research is obviously being scruti-
nized by more people within the institution qualified to do this.
The institution, as an institution, now achieves responsibilities
for all the research within its walls, which it was not aware of as
a'responsibility in the years before we drifted in this altogether
desirable direction. I have no objection to seeing `that. mandated
and stipulated in more regulations and to have the outcome be that.
the institution would assume all kinds of responsibility for human
experimentation within its walls. I would not have any great objec-
tion to having people'representing the patient population at large
taking an active role in this kind of committee work.

McDERMOTT: You and I are licensed to practice medicine and sucgery in

the state of New York.

THOMAS: This is true: I have never taken out a tonsil in my life.,

McDERMOTT: You were prevented somehow.

THOMAS: Yes. The second thing I wanted to say is simply to reiterate
that I am not sure that there are very many issues with human experi-
mentation confronting us today that I woilld regard-as very important
for mankind's future. I don't think that there is that much very
interesting crucial research going on at this moment. There will be,
however, and I think we shouldipreserve the possibility of clinical
research.going on for at least the next century. One by one the
major diseases that worry mankind and that give us the trouble, that
give us heart sink when we think about what goes on inside a hospital,
these are going to, come down as we acquire more and more-understand-
ing of undeTlying mechanisms. This means cancer and heart disease
and stroke and rheumatoid arthritis and even, as DT, Sabin remarked,
schizophrenia. And I hope we can preserve the system, faulty as it
may be, so that when the occasion arises for making a frontal ap-
proach on, say, rheumatoid arthritis or schizophrenia, we can do
these things and get the answers that I think then will turn out to
be of great benefit to mankind at large.:

DORIS HAIRE: P am President of the American Foundation for Maternal and
Child Health. We have just done a national survey of state
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_regulations re.tardfng the retention and preservation 4,,medical
'recordg. In the state of New 'h'ork,'"a hospital-can throw away records
at the end of six }.earl. Nurses' notes can be thrdW-,m outkat'the egd
of the hosRital star. Thig it valuable information that researchers ,

should have, and I:am stunned that New York woun,allowthis to be
''destroyed.

4'
MOORE: I'would jus't like to take my tufn on this closing bit to say

that'my response to 4. 130ovitz,4nd-to Dr. Gaylin.19 affirmative:
we should loOk.at tba't, Dr. Beecher,is sitting tight there.= He
helli us to thznk more clearly'abtlut this.withhis work 5everal

eye s ago. And there is a point there where I disagree with
D . McDerno;t, in thati think there is a dark side. There is a

rk,side that is more than just people putting someone else at risk,
and I just mentioned bne Oi-two Tgregibus examples. I won't. go into

t : them any further. But there have been others, Such as the tremendous
wave of cardiac, transplaritations.in 1968 and 1969, 'done without ade-

immunosuppresion and wilhout adequate animal work.. I think
in, each one of these things that would be profitable to analyze

-`the anatomy
s
of thosp dark txperiences and try to ljnd,out why they

were that way. .
- .

" * t
.

.

. .
, . .

ROBBINS: Thank you very much. I apologize to'anyone who di4,not get a
- chance to speak this time I hope you will later.
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INTRODUCTION TO t4E CASES' 7'.

Renee C. Fox

.1

This Academy Forum is based On the premise that the social, egal,
moral, and metaphysidal issues associated with human experimentatibn
confront us with a series of complex dilemmas that are.neither easily
.nor properly resolved by simple value affirmations. ,Research with
human beings that 'is at once ethical and feasible must be mindful of the

potential risks and benefits that it entails for...the individuals who
are directly or indirectly involved in the investigative process, and,
for the larger societal community to which they and all of usbelong. .

Some kind of dynamic equilibrium between the.promises and peril's of
research, and between fndividuil and societal considerations should
Ideally be struck -- an equilibrium that does not immoderately embolden
investigators and their subjects, unduly fetter them, or relegate them
to an-irresolute state of limbo. .1- am tempted'here to be,somewbat
aphoristic and saythtt jt is far easier to iecommend such a .golden
balance than it is to attain it. .

Within this general framework, the cases on which the -Forum program
is built focus on the relationship between rigoreus,and responsible re-
search wig hjiman snbjects,,the quality of their consent, and the equity
of the way in which experimental advantages and risks are distributed
among different individuals and groups. In these connectionswe will
be partidularAy.concerned with the fetus and the child, the military,
the prisonpr, and the p6or. The identity of the human -fetus, the imma-

turity of the child, the captivity of the prisoner, the chain of command
to which the soldier is subject, and the deprivation of.the poor all )

raise questienA about whether their participation in research can be
noncoercive, free of exploitation, knowledgeable, MeanineUl, and fair.

It has become almost a.truism to affirm that infdfted voluntary con-
sent is central to the ethicality of all research conducted. with Iniman
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'ubjects. The litany-)ike ring of statement iS,,not only attr*-

:table to the essentiality Of consent, but also to the frequency with
which incantations to itsimportance have been made in the growing .

number of organized discussions and publications dealing with the ethics.
er

mo'

of human experimentation. Problems of distributive justice and equity
are also being debated -- less frequently than problems of consent, 4

perhaps, and more in connection with the allocation of'. scarce resources ,

in the delit'ery of medical care than with regard .to human

experimentation.
Why is $0 much concerned interest in these kinds of issues being

expressed? In part, this seems to be a collective, cumulative reaction
tarioa kinds of abUses that .have occurred in research with human

-,ubjects. Some diminution of genera,lized trust in the motivation,
tommitment, and competence of physicians appears to be involved here as
well, and with it a lesser willingness to accept claims totaupnomx and
self-regulation made by the medical profession. Awed apprehension
about some of the biomedical prospects that loom before us'is also con-
tributing to this interest: actual-and anticipated developments in
genetic engineering; life-support systems; birth technology; population
control; the implantation of human, animal, and artificial organs; and'
the modification of !lumen thought and behavior'. .

In a recent article' I have suggested toilet the.prdoccupation with
human experimentation is part of a broader and - deeper societal concern
with ethical and existential issues related to biomedical progress and
td the delivery of medical care. INave also observed that some of the
.same qucitions of values, beliefs, and meaning that have been raised
with respect to medical research and care are occurring in other domains

of AmeriZan society. I have hypothesiied that this convergdnce of moral
and metaphysical themes may be, part of a ramifying process of social and-
cultural change that is carrying American society toWal'd a new stage of
modernity, one in which we are joining scientific-technical and
religious-philosophical issues that we used to separate. This rap,-

prochement-is graphically illustrated by the cases before us this
afternoon: biomedical and behavioral research with the fetus and with

the child. 4

However medical, legal, -car sociological our tarting point may be,

somehow, InFebruary of 1975, these considerations' will inexorably lead
us to ponder ethical and existential questions as well'. What is life?

When does it begin? What do we mean by viable life? When does a fetus,

acquire "protectable humanity"2 or personhood? Who- is the child? What

identity, rights, and obligations does a chird have-independently of

.his or her biological or social parents? Should the ,balance of risks

and benefits to which a child is subjected be any' different from that
deemed appropriate for an adult? Is there any morally indubitable way
in which proper consent for experimentation on fetuses or children can.

be,obtained? From Whom should such consent be sought? From the would-

have-been mother and/or father of the fetus? From the parents of the

child? From-the child-h--51T;ei-f? From a special surrogate designnedAy
the society to represent new life ?.. .
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As our discussions unfold, I invite you to consider my hypothesis:
that the raising of such moral and metaphysical questions at-a scien-
tific forum like this one is part of a much larger happening, with .

long-range implications for the fundamental value -and belief structures
of our society.

If I may I would like to add a kind of postlude to those remarks
that I have prepared, which grows out of my attentive ,appreciation of
the remarks that were made this morning. It seemed to me that a common
thread that ran through the presentations was the wistful entreaty that
strictly biomedical issues associated with human experimentation ought
ideally to be kept distinct from ethical, legal, political, social, and
what I have called existential phenomena that also accompany these

. issues.

My own perspective on this is that the current reality situation
precludes the achievement of this goal, whose desirability I also ques-
tion. The kind of sociologically aseptic conditions that have been
.invoked dot not currently exist empirically. In fact, as I have sug-
gested, biological, medical, sociolegal, sociopolitical, and inherently
religious .questiorft ',gee occurring in complex interactibn with one
another. And a whole series of social actors, not only biologists and
medical professionals, but also ethicists, theologians, clergymen,
lawyers, judges, congressmen, politicians, social scientists, govern-
ment agencies, and various organized and unorganized-groups of citizens,
including juries, are already active participants in this process.

The problem then, it seems to me, is not so much to deplore this,r
but to deal adequately and creatively with it. Here we come to what
seems to me to be one of the overarching questions to which this Forum
ought to address itself. Can this conjuncture of issues be competently
handled in the name of the entire society by anyone or even by the
congeries of existing institutional complexes, be they the biomedical
community, the polity, the courts of our land, or our clergy and
philosophers? Or do we need a newly invented kind of social mechanism,
to.deal with these issues?

In concluding, I would like to cite the Roe vs. Wade decision on the
legality of abortion and the repercussions of that case in recent weeks.
In that partiCular decision handed down by the Supreme Court, Associate .

Justice Blackmun, in summarizing the majority opinion, indicated that he
felt it was unseemly for justices.of a court to rule on the,quetion of
when does life begin, and that 'We would have to wait, upon ethicists,

theologians, biologists, and the like for the answer to that very complex
awl awesome queSflon. Yet, it seems to me inescapably thatin ruling
at all OR -abortion, one does tackle covertly, i£ not overtly, tilak ques-
tion, because in that partIctilar decision, of course; a-distinction
was made between the first and second trimesters of pregnancy. I cannot
think of any legal position that could be taken on that question which
would not blatantly, if noimanif9stly, get into some of tlfese issues- -
issues that some of us would like to be able to clear from the land-
scape so that we could deal more straightforwardly, perhaps, with the
strictly biomedical features of 'the phenomena before us.
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Robert B. Jaffe
Audrey K. Brown
Elizabeth D. Hay

CHAktES ALFORD

Aide from discussing the pros and cons of various categories of human
research, this meeting also focuses'ontlifd as a dynamic process. In

keeping with this-concept, it seems appropriate that the opening case
session should focus on the initial stages of this procegs, namely
embrvorric life.

The ethical, legal, social, medical, and scientific' issues posed by
research on the human fetus are far mare complex than some of those to .

be discusied in the other,sessions. The reasons'for this are many.
Some are obvious; others less...so.

Consider, for instance, thaf research in this area involves not just
aan individual, but.at least three persons: an unseen patient, the

fetus; the mother; and the father. Therefore, the central issue of
infohled consent and who might be permitted to give it is a critical
problem in need of resolution in the immediate future.

Recent decisions of the Supreme Court relaxing legal controls on
abortion, and the violent reactions of various segments of our society
to these decisions, make the taskof this particular panel difficult if
not frightening. Wd all unanimously agree, hdwever, that the enormous
problemS and the debates surrounding modern abortion laws should not
become so overwhelming. as to preclude fetal research, either that on-
going or that projected for the future. For if this would-happen, it
would herald a medical tragedy unparalleled in modern times.

Even total cessation of human fetal research would not change the
abortion rates in this country to any:significant degree, since no form
of research is a major stimulus to their presumed increasing numbers.
instead, ablation of fetal reseacrch would hamper proper medical care
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for millions of innocent pregnant women not comtemplating abortion and

most,particularly for their babieS whether born or unborn.
Simply 'stated, modern medical research, development, and practice

areso`xnextriaably linked, especially in the areas of obstetrics and

i,pezlatrks,.encorap.assed by fetal research, that a deterrent to the human
aspet;y91114:be immediately translated into reduced medical care for

untad,nuibers of young infantS.and,their mothers. That this possibil-

,jty'coulsi-btrome,a 1:01ity in a Civilized society is unthinkable, truly

: inekciis4b1P, no"matter how imporLant,the real or imagined issues might

'-be that alloWit iacppt into. being.':.
._ .., .

-A5 cOmbilied practioners,,academicians, and researchers, mandated

Alirciugh out various prdfessions'to. proect the heaith and,well-being of

pregnant.yomen and their children, and, vo'iguarantee theirs ,nights for

,:-ovet greater future improvementWthis panel 1::iews'ihe fetus as a .-

-'ci.itical%Link in the continuum of ale. Bilt, to provide maXimum' medical

care for -the=protecfion-of the fetus, we must better understalid its'',
:normal dtvej-c*Mtnt, the deviations from norm ihat lead .to 0i0aSe,. And

the causes -folz,thes deviations. Without this knowledge, the necessary

K
steps toward inerau- erine therapy either nosy or tomorrow, beCeiMe: '.';':,

impossible- The pa to becoming-a realistic physician to-pht:fetus --,

will be strewn with one ethiCal stumbling block after anottitt.-This is

a necessary outcome because of our ignorance and the reStIltihg tpAtatiu.e.i.

surrounding it. We accept the challenge of solution, and.Toole,forWah

to the improvements of tomorrow, no matter how difficult. i26&, task may'

..seem today. .
, ,' , _

..,

From this point on, we would like.to present-Our view of what1-6tak=f

research is all about, and essentially it will come in th'ret units.'.-

Dr. Battaglia, first, will; introduce the subject And attempt to caegO- !'.-."

rize for you our view of what is entailed under the subj*d'effeal. ---...
research and to identify those areas that involve the griateSe.,ethia:'

issues. The second will be an overview, from the Obstetrical' stancipoiritc'

by Dr. Jaffe. Finally there will be an overview from the -piediatri..

standpoint by Dr.'Audrey Brown. Dr. Hay will then add comments befPie,

the discussion.

FREDERICK BATTAGI,IA

I .would like to begin by stressing very briefly what I do not intend to

dwell on, namely, the use of living.tissues from dead fetuses or from

.their placentas, because I think for most.of us this sloes not present

any major ethical dilemmas. Leroy Walters has written recently about

this, using some analogies that I think bring up some ethical issues

even in'this area. But I think for most of us involved in biomedical
research, we see little problem with the use of living tissues from dead

Organisms.
I would stress at the start, because this does get'somewhat confus-

ing, that I am referring here to a nonliving organism. That is quite,

different from a previable fetus, in which viability, for me at leapt,

6
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is a definition of a future prognosis, that is, will you live one
month, one week, one day -,- whereas we can decide what is or is not
living at this instant in time, and define a biologic state. In the

use of living tissues from dead fetuses, from their placentas, we have
an area where a great deal of exciting work has gone on in cell biology
and virology, and where we are not presented, I think, with major
ethical dilemmas. , .

So, I would like to move on to the more difficult area, and that is
the question of research on living fetuses and abortuses, whether or
not we make a'prognosis that they are viable over a given length of
time. Here, of course, we have a number of difficulties. First of
all, there are the arguments that such research in man is absolutely
essential and must go on. Most of the time this case is made on the
basis of differences between species, differences that would preclude
our obtaining useful information from animal research that could then
be applied to man. I think there are legitimate examples of this, which
Dr. Jaffe and other members of the panel will stress.

Again, to give balance to our program, I would say that while some
.of the scientists may have had different experiences, myown has been
that as I have 'reviewed protocols aimed at such research on living
fetuses or living abortuses, the experimental design often has not ade-
quately reflected the current state of the field. The considerable body
of data that has been collected, demonstrating the marked differences
in physiology and biochemistry introduced by studying fetuses at dif-
ferent gestational ages or undeyvdifferent conditions of stress even
within the.same species, is often overlooked. Thus, strictly on a
scientific basis, these protocols would not be acceptable, in that the
experimental design precludes obtaining definitive answers.

However, even assuming high quality ofexperimental.design and the
importance of the questions posed for solution -- which gets us into
the realm of cost-benefit ratios, and which to me is a minimum criteria
for human research, not an end in itself -- I still believe that all
such research on living fetuses and living abortuses would take us into
the realm of a discussion of some kind of informed consent, by,what-
ever groups or individuals.

In general, my guidelines wouldbe similar to those one viould,use,
in most instances, in evaluating the appfop,riateness of research proto-
cols on infants and children. The research could be considered in two
categories, as some of the speakers have already done: namely, a category
where we are discussing-research that is without risk oy harm tO'the

,

fetus,Pand another where there is a degree of risk involved.
In the first category, given the above approval, my concern would be

to allow such researchers as much latitude as possible. That is, it
need not be therapeutic or immediately relevant to this fetusor'to
those parents, but could be directed at helping prenatal biology and
medicine to progress in a more general context. Such research might
include, for instance, collecting umbilical cord blood samples or urine
samples for analys'es of pesticides or whatever. However, I would stress .

that we could insist that the best technical advice be brought to bear.
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on the review of the Protocol. Again, the idea being to reduce the
number of different studies required to answer the same or relatqd
questions.

In this area, I night mention the obvious problem that physicians
,take care of patients, and that the M.D. degree in itself does not
ensure any certification or qualification for research. It is true, in
general, that animal research and basic research are expensive, and thus
require funding frOm granting agencies, which take them into a peer
reviev. system. That may not be true, although granted it is a very
small percentage I am referring to here, but it need not nece .ssarily
be true of all human research. The fact that the accreditation groups'
that are coining along -- as well as subspecialty boards in maternal -
fetal medicine, in neonatal-perinatal medicine -- may also now insist
on research credentials exaggerates the problem. The increased emphasis'
on primary care teaching in medical schoolg, and the need for a grbwing
body of service-oriented, teaching-oriented physicians, again, brings
up problems in review of human research protocols that'are especially
relevant to the area we are discussing today. Where an area of biology_
moves ahead rapidly, there may be comparatively few numbers of faculty.
at each school to review such protocols.

So, again, I thinks we could all agree as a 'general principle that the
research protocols on humans should adhere to the highest posOble
scientific standards and introduce through one mechanism or another'
wre.required consultation and advicemfrom appropriate scientists into
protocol design.

If weJcome back to the group then, where.we are considering research
in which some degree of risk is involved, again I would feel that one
should be sure that the risk to the fetus or abortus should not ge
.life-threatening in and of itself"-- that is, the research protocol
should not in itself preclude survival -- and that the research should
have the potential at least for being therapeutic to the pregnancy,
mother or fetus.

In general, the ethical practices with regard to fetal reslarch that
t would follow are similar to those provided in the.Peel Report and so
elegantly presented in Paul Ramsey's recent book on the ethics of fetal
research. Additionally, I think that there should be some fill defini-
tion by some governmental agencies beyond which research on the living .

abortus becomes considered in the same light as the living new-born
infant. By definition I mean something we can hang onto by weight or
gestation. .This definition should be a firm one,.since it is essen-
tially an attempt at delineating viability -- thatsis, a prognosis of
_continued survival with full recognition of the errors inherent in
physician judgment of gestational age and of the markedly pifferent
neonatal prognosis of infants of the same size,but different ages.

Again I would return to. looking at mechanisms that would notbeti
labor us with organization, but at the same time would tighten *tile
protocol and the input from a-variety of scientists into human research.

finally, would reemphasize the fact that the research conducted on'
living tissues from dead fetuses and on placental tissue, for rfost of
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us'at least, presenth 1.4ttle ethical dilemma and it represents the area
that has been tapped and used so successfully in cell biolbgy and
virology.

ROBERT JAFFL

There are many avenues by which ,the broad area called fetal research
might be approached: The approach that I should like to take is to
discuss this research in the context of first, those advances in medi-
cal care thak would hate been proscribed had such research .not been
permitted in he past, and second, some problems in medical care for
which present and future fetal imestigettion may provide some solutions.

Before embarking on this 04,setision ,, it might be well to review and
define briefly those various areas that have been grouped under the
heading of fetal rgsearch. There is minimal disagreement about the
conduct of researChNr4,47-.0A of these areas, and more active discussion

of others. These lefinitOns include the distinctions between use of
. dead versus living material; the use of individual tissues as contrasted

with the study of the whole organism; the distinction between previable
(or nonviable) and viable fetuses; and the utilization of the fetus
.in research as contrasted with use of other tissues resulting from preg-
nancy, including the placenta, fluids, and membranes.

There are two documents that have dealt most extensively with these
issues, and I shall use them, -in part, in framing these distinctions.
These documents are the report of the advisory group to the Department
of Health and Social Security in'the United Kingdom, chaired by Sir
John Peel, on the use/of fetuses and fetal material for research; and
the proposed guidelints for the protection of special subjects in bio-
medical research, promulgated by an advisory group of the Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare here in the United States.

The Peel report defines fetal death as the state in which the fetus
shows none of the signs of life and is incapable,of being made to
function as a self-sustaining whole. As Dr.Battaglia mentioned, indi-
viduals of many persuasions feel that research on the dead fetus should
be permitted to cont,inue a4d does not require restrictions or

legislation.
Secondly, the dis tinction should be made between the fetus an

intact organism for study, and the study of,individualtissues. Sir

John Peel's group found that in most instances -.f tal ttpiUes we e used,

rather thap the whole organism, as tissues and c is ay ue to

live,for,a period after the fetus itself has died, ven if they are

sePArated from it.
Additionally, the distinction should be made betwe'en the study of

the fetus and the study of other products of conception including.the
kindplacenta, fluids, membranes. Pew would maintain that study of

these products is at issue.. $
We come, then, to the distinction between the previable and viable

fetus. There is, no definition of viabilitc, that is satisfactory to
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all, and comprehensive analysis of the definition is beyond the scope
and time constraints.of this presentation. A conmission established
by recent congressional legislation will address this issue extensively.
The Peel Report defines a viable fetus as one that has reached the
stage of maintaining the coordinated operation of its component parts
so that is is capable of functioning as a self- sustaining whole and
independently-of any connection with the mother. The proposed policy
of the Department of; Health, Education, and )elfare maintains that the
presence of the beating heart is not, of itself, proof'of viability,
and that an additional prerequisite be the capacity for expansibility
of the lungs. I would concur that the presence of a, beating heart
alone is not:an acceptable criterion for defining viability either of
the fetus or of the adult. I might suggest additionally that medical
practices resulting from previous and current fetal research have per-
mitted a redefinition of the age and weight of the previable fetus and
the viable fetus.

Having made these distinctions, let me now consider some of those
areas of medical care to which fetal research in the past has contrib-
uted and some of those areas in which present and future investigation
might be expected'to make inroads. Parenthetically, I might add that
much of this invvtigkion has been of excellent caliber and conducted
by well-trained investigatori, while some research dealing with human
subjeqts, just as research dealing with animal -models, has been less
than optimal. One should not abandon needed research because investi-
gations in an area have not been carried out in an optimal fashion by
ideal investigators.

Among those areas of maternal, child, -and general medical care that
have benefited by fetal.research are:

1% the modern management and prevention of Rh blood group sensitiza-
tion

2. the antenatal detection of fetal metabolic and genetic abnormali-
ties by sampling the amniotic fluid that surrounds the unborn fetus in
the uterus

3. the development of-vaccines forthe prevention of several viral
-diteases

4. the assessment of fetal lung maturity by chemical tests performed
on the amniotic fluid

5. improvements,in the prevention and treatment of prematurity, the
leading cause of neonatal mortality

6. hormonal measurements performed on the mother's_ blood or urine,
which serve as valuable reflections of the status of.the unborn fetus.
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I should like to elaborate on wort, that has been carried out in each
-of these areas.

The contemporary diagnosis, management, and nou.prevention of
isoimmunization of the infant of the Rh negative mother represents a
remarkable epoch in medicine: Many unborn babies were sensitized
because of immune, antigen-antibody reactions leading to severe, often
fatal, anemia in utero. Important strides were made in the prenatal
diagnosis of this disorder by obtaining a sample of.aaiotic fluid..
The amount of blood,breakdoum pigments in the fluid was found to-corre-
late well with the sel,erity of the baby's anemia. When the degree of
anemia was so severe that the fetuses would otherwise have died.uhile
still in the uterus, it was found that they could be transfused while
,till in the intrauterine environrxent. Intrauterine transfusion
initially was an experimental procedure, which could not have been
assessed completely in animals and which has resulted in the salvage of
a number of previously helpless infants. Subsequently, by further
experimental studies in humans, it was found that this disease process
could be prevented by the administration of immune globulin. 'Thus,
through the use of experimental procedures involving pregnant women and
their unborn fetuses, the diagnosis, management, and subsequent preven-
tion of a frequently fatal disease evolved.

The usetof amniotic fluid obtained during the course of pregnancy
has led to another group of advances in medical management. Utilizing
fluid obtained from the uterus of the pregnant woman for specific
chromosomal and biochemical studies, a number of genetic and metabolic
disorders. can be diagnosed early in pregnancy. One such disorder is
mongolism, which frequently is associated with mental retardation. Had

the previously experimental procedure of amniocentesis, that is,
obtaining a sample of the amniotic fluids surrounding the fetus by
insertion of a needle into the pregnant woman's uterus, been proscribed,
these advances would not have been possible.

Another area in which advances have been made is virology and immu-
nology. Several investigators were awarded Nobel prizes for work using
fetal tissues that led to the developMent of vaceines, the administra-
tion of which prevent polio and measles. Without the use of these
tissues from aborted fetuses, this work.uould have been hampered
significantly.

One of the major challenges to contemporary obstetrics and pediatrics
is. prematurity, a major cause of.neonatal death and morbidity. The pre-
mature infant has difficulty largely because of respiratory distress.
Performing experimental studies on fetal lungs has led to increased
understanding of the development.of the surface active agent that
enables the lung to faction properly. Using fluid obtained by amni-
ocentesis, it is now possible to measure the compounds involved in the.
formation of this surface active agent, and thereby to assess the degree
of fetal lung maturation. This information is of extreme value to the
obstetrician in several clinical situations, including the determination
of the optimal time for delivery of the infant of the diabetic mother.
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These determinations also enable the obstetrician to alert the pedia-
trician of the Impending delivery of an_ infant who will develop
respiratory distress so that preparation for appropriate therapeutic
measures can be made.

Turning to the area,of endocrinology, hormone formation, metabolism,
and function differ markedly between other animal species, including
monkeys, and humans. Basic knowledge resulting from experimental
studies in humans of the formation and metabolism of hormones in preg-
nancy hasled to clinical tests to assess the well-being of certain
high -risk pregnancies.

In addition, ultimately there is no adequate »ay to assess the
safety of drugs, including antibiotics, which we use to treat pregnant
women and their offspring other than to study the efficacy', safety, and
metabolism of these drugs in the groups of women and children for whom

they are intended. These studies must include adequate controls, that
is, subjects who do not have the disease process for which the particu-
lar drug is intended. In fact, all meaningful scientific studies

require adequate controls. For example, to understand the abnormality
of intrauterine growth retardation of the fetus, we must study hormal

patterns of intrauterine growth.
Having discussed some areas in which various types of fetal research

have had an impact upon advances in medical care -- advances that
would not have been possible had such work been proscribed previously --

I should like to direct my attention to a feu ,of those areas in which
present and future research can reasonably be expected to lead to
improvements in care of pregnant women and their offspring.

While strides have been made in the diagnosis and management of the
premature infant, prematurity,' with its attendant lung problems, re-
mains a leading cause of neborn mortality and infant morbidity.
Further studies of normal and abnormal lung maturation may be expected
to lead to further improvements in the prevention as well as management

of these problems.
When the factors responsible for the initiation of labor in women

are known, a more intelligent approach to the prevention of premature
labor may be effected. Already medications are being studied in preg-
nant women that appear to hold great promise in preventing premature

labor. It has been reasonably well established that those factors
responsible for the onset of labor in certain experimental animals are

4 strikingly different from the causes of labor in women. While animal

studies can and should pave the way for studies in humans, ultimately
information obtained in animal studies must be translated into infor-

mation for humans. This can only be done by studies of both normal

and altered physiologic states.
Additionally, knowledge of normal function of the heart and blood .

vessels during human development should lead to a greater understanding
of congenital heart disease-and conceivably of heart disease manifest

later in life.
Finally, in a more speculative vein, there are good reasons to

befieve that information obtained concerning the endocrinology and
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immunology of pregnanc may be relevant to an understanding of basic
mechanisms involved in-cancer development.- Without meaning to sound
melodramatic, if Improvements in maternal care, infant health and sur-
vi'al, congenital and acquired heart disease, prevention of certain
viral diseases, and inroadg into understanding basic mechanisms in
cancer and immune mechanisms can be effected by well-structured,,care-
fully conducted research in the pregnant woman and the fetus, it would
seem 'rational to further and foster'this research now and in the future.

AUDREY BROWN

1 an glad that today we find obstetricians and pediatricians agreeing
SQ well that our speeches are almost identical. However, I will have

to deviate initially from my prepared statement, because I think the
thread that inspired Dr. Jaffe's speech and perhaps a little of 'mine
'was a bit different than what was touched upon this morning.' When -we
are discussing fetal and neonatal research, and particularly research
in the living fetus, I think both of us are reacting to the possibility
that not only is society asking that research be improved and that the
frivolous research be eliminated, but there-is a real threat that with-
out understanding,the contributions of research on the living fetus,
there may be a real movement to ban all research. That focuses the
question quite differently than the general subject of research in

'human subjects.
The other definition that Dr. Jaffe did not touch upon is the one of

research itself. It is a word that I am sure means many things to many

peeple in this room. But I have read definitions of research-as applied
to human beings, and it ig frightening to me to realize that anything
innovative or not established by common practice or a series of experi-
ments is considered in the broad term of research. Those of us who are

dealing with an entirely new possibility, fetal medicine,-or the sal-
vaging of the lives of the premature, face that definition with a great
deal of trepidation, because nothing we have done in the past has
worked. Are we to continue then to tsy to do nothing new? If research, '

in those terms is Manned, we are in great difficulty.
.

It is our purpose today to. discuss means by which we can assure
protection to human subjects, including the fetus.and newborn, who are

alinvolved with us in the pursuit of infortation'Aat may contribute to
better health care for the fetus and for the infant. We can assume,

acid indeed it has been documented, that physicians offering new and
advanced treatmpnt are, in the main, acting in good faith, and that
the majority ?f medical research meets the highest ethical standards.
_Societal concern is directed toward developing means by which protection
of all subjects at all times is assured -- an ideal situation -- while
at the same time Owing assurance that knowledge and-potential cures
will and can continue to be sought. We must be certain, as Dr.Fox.,
pointed out, to balance these two objectives, lest we deny to this and
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to future generations their right.to-hope for cures of disorders that

are presently Unconquered.
The particular probled`which L am to address is the perplexing one

concerning the need for further knowledge of fetal and neonatal dis-

orders, because it is this area that has been left untouched for

generations. We are beginning to realize that we have the obligation

to be true physicians to the fetus. The problem requiring our attention

is to assure the possibility of investigation involving the fetus and

newborn in order to continue to develop means of care for the fetus,

while at the same time taking into account the rights of that fetus and

the newborn.
Most of the advances in fetal medicine are new. They have occurred

certainly within the past fifteen'years because of the realization that

'the fetus was indeed i patient, one who often had been denied the

possibility of being born because of his relative inaccessibility to

treatment prior to birth! In the past, physicians would only wait to

treat_the fetus after he was in view, after he was born. But now we

know that this inaccessibility -- and a bit of our own stupidity --

does not allow us to disclaim the responsibility for his direct cafe--

The major event that initiated direct treatment of the fetus came

from the courageous bffort of Dr. Liley of New Zealand, who realized

that the fetus, doomed to die in the uterus with severe anemia caused

by Rh hemolytic disease, was only two inches away from.a possible life-

saving blood transfusion. Although these two inches of the mother were

a physical barrier, they really represented more of a conceptual

barrier. The frustrated physician realized that this barrier Could be

breached by a needle, reaching from the extrauterine into the intra-

uterine world.- He could offer life - saving blood if only he were per-

mitted to reach into thit sanctum sanctorum. With the first trans-' .

fusion, a fetus was saved from certain death, and because of Dr. Liley's'

willingness and courage to try this new approach, that life and now

many other lives of the unborn have been preserved.

The success of that effort opened up an entirely new era df hope

and of responsibility for physicians to the fetus. And the treatment

of Rh hemolytic disease of the unborn is not the only disorder of the

fetus that can be diagnosed and treated while the fetus is still in

utero alive. We have come torgalize that many fetal disorders can be

detected in utero., including infection's and inherited disorders., We

do not yet have any idea how many of them might:be treated there, and

how many disabilities might readily be stopped or prevented right then.

To find these answers and to extend health care to the fetus, new

approaches roust be found: Since these inevitably involve the mother

very directly, is her consent enough? Is her refusal enough to deny

him this hope of life? For the larger question that we face today, can

society take on the burden through legislation of denying the mother

the freedom of such decision to try to save her child, if her child

tan only be, saved through what in the broad sense of the word is

research?
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As apediatrician, let me take a few minutes to indicate how, essen-.
Zial it is chat the fetus and the newborn continue to be studied if we

.

are to sate lives that are presently assumed to be lost. While there
nust, of'course, be continued igilance against abuse, every effort
should be made, to encourage, rather than to discourage, innovative-
approaches to these old problems. Many of the problems'bridg,ing fetal
and neonatal life center upon prematurity. Why is an infant born early?
How can we keep him alive even though physiologically he may not yet be
reati for our World and to live in air' And there is the very large
prbblem of when do we offer him ever> medical advance in order that he
may s'ii%i%e' Does society by limiting experimentation in effect deny
these infants their right to 114e' How many of the disabilities of
the premature long thought to be inherent in being born too Soon are
actually preentable if only we knee more' What is the magnitude of
this problem'

There are more than 3 million infants born each year in this.nation.
'About one quarter million are of low birth weight, that is: they weigh i.:
less than 2,500 grams or 5 1 /?,pounds. Some of these infants are true
immature or premature infants and are born too soon. Others are de-
prived or suffering from infecflon-defore birth and are born too small
and poorly developed, even though they are born at term. About one - fifth
of the low- birth - weight 'roup die before the end ofrthe fifst month of
extrauterine life. Amdng the survivors many will be afflicted-with
disease or disabilities. It has becom increasingly evident that.e can
markedly reduce the risk of both death and disability through intensive
efforts and investigation.

Some disabilities one might even say are worse than death itself.
They will be lifelong, and the child might,have to be insfitutionalized-
at the cost`of $5,000 per year. 'But some are truly related to the
fact that very small immature infants have failed to receive the most
intensive and sophisticated care required.for their normal survival, for
specialized care is still not available to all. But within the past .

fifteen years, application_of new life support systems has proven
that even immature infants -can survive and. live normal lives. Most of .

the -systems are new and are still being improved under researcli"$ro-. .

grams directed toward pe'rfecting intensive care. The techniques,
applied to these infants are very much like those we offer to adults
so they might gain a few more years aftei a coronary.' Only with regard
to the premature, it is their fourscore years that we aretrying to
protect.

These techniques include special monitoring, devices, automatic
-temperature control, respiratory ventilators, positive airway pressure
devices, special lamps that reduce the risk of jaundice and cdncomitant
brain damage. These intensive efforts to' save the lives ofthe immature.
and to assure their normal development are threatened by well-motivated
but ambiguously stated legislation that' wouId ban, research on living
but nonviaOle fetuses. It could he claimed-that these immature in-

. fants, whom me try to salvage, are truly previable or nonviable.. It-is"
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true that without our dedicated help many could not surtive. It is

true that l.ithout new knowledge we capnotf extend to 'them the hope of

normal 'rife. It must be realized by those posing such legislatioh that
many immature babies, who would have been considered nomiable*ten years

ago, are now rather routinel), saved and are alive thanks to fetal and

neonatal researci. Had restrictive legislation been passed ten Tears

. ago, these infants .would still be considered nonviable, and they would

.' in fact be dead.
Let me expand on some specific exampLes.' More than half of the

.
deaths thatwcur in the first week of life are due to respiratory
failure, directly related to the inability of the immature infant to
keep his 1.:ngs expanded and to breathe air. These infants have been

doomed to die not because of congenital anoma/ie,'or disabilities or
devastating- infcticins, but because of a temporary inadequacy occurring
because-the'. were born tpo soon. PhysicianS who take care of the new-

,
born hat,:' detoted their clinical and research efforts to analysis of

-this probleii% hithin the past ten >ears they have beenable to under-
stand why th,e premature infant was* uniquely affected, and subsequently
they hate been able to reduce the death rate due to respiratory dis-

tress by almost 50 percent.
It IS difficult to trace an idea in science. Thousands of attempts

dare made inAmedical research'. Each success in some way furthers our

, ability to extend human life. The last few steps are giant ones; the

first are..often feeble-and faltering. With regard to respiratory dis-

tress, it might surprise some of you to know that Mdimonides in the
twelfth century expended the Talmudic concepts to include early detec-

tion of, and manual resuscitation for, sudden respiratory arrest in the

newborn. That was not established practice then; it was an early re-
se&reli effort to improve the viability of the prematurely born.

Giant steps'have been taken through fetal and neonatal research in

the past few yearS, much of it postdating the publicized death of the

. last son of John Kennedy. Patrick Bouvier Kennedy died, as most pre-

mature infants die, with respirgtory distress. Recent research-in-

-vplvihg the fetiis has enabled the.physician, as Dr. Jaffe pointed out',
-tcydent,ii.the infant at risk before he is-born by examining the .

amniotic fluid, looking for specific phospholipids that line the lung

. and make breathing possible. When these pre not found, every effort is

.'made tQ delay delivery until the lipids appear, indicating that the

'ipfant'will'be able to'cope and to breathe and to survive in air.

Some infants cannot- wait to be born. To keep sudh infants alive,

.".,t1- nesti, ans of temporarily subst4tuting for their inadequate respiratory

effbT had t,o'be devploped. These new `efforts employing sophisticated
. (

t k, means of supplying continuous positive airway pressure have proven

t successful.. PrOpt.to'19,68, 13 parcent of infants with respiratory
di:Stress severe enodgh to require ventilation died. When it was shown,

:that continuous pressure in the alVeolus of the lung could substitute
for the infant's ailure to expand his own lung, mortality in the

' 'groUpl who.require'venti141oh has fallen dramatically. Now, even.se-

verely affected inAints have a fifty -fifty chance of survival.
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So, from the twelfth century to the late twentieth, he have come
Slowly to offer life to a significant number of affected infants. If
the present pace of development of sophisticated life support systems
is allowed to continue, we may tie able to'off0.4'5ope of.survival to all
such distressed infants. There are indications from even more recent
investigative efforts that we may not only be able to forecast, but to
prevent respiratory distress by administering drugs to the fetus that
induce the detelopment of the essential features of the lung prior to
birth.

These exciting efforts extend real hope of life to the immature
and to 'the presently previable. Thes-e infants cannot and could not be
sated by established procedures. Effective_ therapy in the nursery
todz* is, I am afraid, categorized as research, because it is all new.
Only relatively recently hate pediatricians been convinced that pre-
mature infants can develop normally. Only relatively' recently has
there been an appreciation of the fact that delivery of sophisticated,
and intensive care can not only save lives but prevent brain damage
that so frequently is associated with premature birth. The realizatioh
that these immature infants are essentially good babies With a tempo- it.

Lary inability to meet theGha-lienge'-'6fTifeoutside the womb, rather
than infants doomed to be abnormal, has led to a remarkable new effort
to support them during the period of adaptation. This has led to a
reappraisal of the steps in. fetal development and an effort to develop
means of inducing early maturation of functions or substituting for it.

I speak then in support of irmovative. means of offering life to
those presently' considered nonviable, for within my own life as a
physician I have seena remarkable change in our ability to lower the
age of tiability. I also speak in support of innovative efforts to
work together, as in this Forum, kith other concerned members of
society to develop the best possible means of preventing abuses in
research on the fetus and newborn. The failure.4 present means and
present ethical concepts to meet the conceptual challenges brought on
by such rapid advances in the scientific aspects of these efforts does
not, in my mind, constitute a reason to freeze the present state of our
scientific knowledge. 1t should stimulate efforts to work together to
develop the ethical framework in which to advance, while still prqec-
ting the rights of the human fetus and newborn. Some.,of,these rights
have been defined. Others have not., One key questiop both'ering all 'of
us today and that needs to be addressed is: Who shall'have the right.
to deny the hope of life?

ELIZABETH HAY

I would just like to comment on the question of the value of doing,
research on fetuses from the point of view not of the clinician, which
has been the issue so far, but from the point of view of the biologist
and, if you will, of the woman.-
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Renee Fox has referred to the fact that we are in a changing society.

Our values are changing. There is a need now for people to get together

in all diseiplines to di,scuss these problems. Not only are we changing

our social world, but we are also changing nature's world. Natureat

this moment is faced with a dilemma'in terms of her way of solving

evolution and the development and progression of the species. Man now

has decided, certainly in this country and in many other countries,

that the population for manyreasons must become stable. In this

Country, it is, at this moment, stable. The average woman in this room

r.ill'raise a family of two children. It is her right that these two

children be as normal as possible. It is also nature's,right, if the

species is to carry on, that we do what we can to ensure that the

fetuses born into this.world normal.

INQUIRY AND CNMENTARY

LOIS SCHIFFER:'P am an attorney.g-the Center for Law and Social

Policy in Washington,'" I,,in fact, quite strongly agree with most

of what has, beensaidhere-today, but would like to bring up one

more point; which I .think.has not been dwelled on, although it has

been alluded to by Dr. Jaffe. In considering fetal research, it is

very important we think, to take into account the interest of women,

and paxtitularly pregnant. women, in setting up any controls that

are going to he placed' gn fetal research and any procedures for its

use. 4
Specifically, in a number of ways this matter comes to the fore.

.
Firat'of all, ii really emphasizes the need to continue' biomedical

'resZarch On the fetus in order to develop methods for helping die

pregnant woman, her attrition and health. And, also, it is impor-

tant that fetal research not be limited in any way that prevents

the motger from partaking of therapy or treatment that will assist

4 ' her health. For example, if a pregnant woman in the fourth month

of her pregnancy determines that she has some kind of cancer, and

only an experimental chemical will help her, there is no way-that

etal research can legally be limited pursuant to the Supreme Court

decisions to prevent her from undertaking that therapy.
We also-think that fetal research must be undertaken in a way

that gives the pregnant woman as full as possible control over her

own health. Also, she should have the right to consent for herself

rather than having paternal and spousal consent in any fetal re-

search that is involved with pregnancy termination or experimenta-

tion that is focused on the woman's health and not the Walth of the

fetus. We think this is particularly important because the NIH

guidelines, which -have been mentioned, specifically give both the

father and the spouse a greater right, actually, than the fetus,
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pursuant to the Supreme Court decision. This is.simply not
,permissible.

Finally, we would say that when ethical committees and boards are
established to take into account the problems of fetal research and
to decide whether a particular research should go forward, it is
very important that women be placed on these boards. Although men
have certainly shown themselves to be sympathetic to the problems of
women, there are many tines when they simply cannot adequately repre-
sent those interests.

ROBBI\S: hould anybody from the panel like to comment?

ITORD: he agree,

RICHARD BEHR.'LAN: I have a specific question that I would be interested
in hearing the panel discuss. Is there any situation in which an
individual at low statistical risk should be subjected to a sub-
stantial risk from an experiment for the probable benefit of a
larger group of which he is a part even though he or she is not
likely to get a direct benefit? In answering that, wouldyou con-
sider a viable fetus as much an individual as an adult, and should
the rule be the same fpr experimenting on that viable fetus versus
the'nonviable fetus? I think this is one of the central issues, to
see what is similar and dissimilar among those three groups.

BATTAGLIA: I thought I got at that,a bit, Dr. Behrman, 'because I made
a distinction between two problems. One is working with preViable
or living fetuses. Then, within that category, I broke it down intd
research with and without risk. I said that when you enter the realM
where there is risk involved, it seemed to me that you would need to
have the potential for therapeutic research.

You will notice in Dr. Jaffe's list of the benefits of research,
that they were not all research on the fetus;'.with.the'ingle
exception of the intra-abdominal transfusions; and that was thera-
peutic. So I think I was trying to get'dt tletissue, but perhaps
did not present it clearly. ^ :

JAFFE: Without being able to answer that question, it is, 1, think, a'
central and very difficult one; andalthough'I gave only one example,
1' suspect that there are others. At our inwtitution, .and I under-*
stand recently in Boston, the relatively'new technique of getting
at the fetus -- the so-called fetoscopx, in which an instrument is
introduced that enables one to visualize the fetus in utero and get
a sample of blood from that fetus -- has been stopped InCause
current concerns about fetal research. That technique enables one
potentially to diagnose sickle cells, Although I mentioned one
example of getting at the fetus -- and if proscriptions become strict
enough that may be the only one example -- there are Ithink Other' . .

. .
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horizons to which medical investigation is directing itself. These

will also bear on research involving the fetus in utero and would
lead to benefits either to that fetbs and/or to the greater number
of.fetuses at which the research is aimed.-

FRANZ INGEd(INGER: I come from Massachusetts, a state that, according
to the Washing-:,-on Post this mbrAing, is in disgrace. I want to lead

on from that and ask the panel a fairly specdfic question, -because

that state is facing other problems, and except for Dr. Battaglia

possibly, I have not heard any 'specific comments on them. There are

several doctors who will be tried later this summer for having given
antibiotics just preceding a planned aboition, with the purpose bf
studying the fetus after it has been aborted to determine how much
of the antibiotic got into the fetal tissue.

This is, according to many, of the Massachusetts legislators,
research on a living fetus. l'think, strictly speaking, it is. You

are giving antibiotics to a living fetus, even though it will be a

dead fetus in twenty-four hours. I would like to hear the panel

commit - themselves on this kind of research. -

ALFORD: I think one comment that should be made concerns the mandate of

the FDA and how they function with regard to the-administration of
drugs to pregnant women: this is, they must demonstrate that if a
person is to introduce this drug it will not be harmful to the fetds.

It has been clearly shown already that there are a lot of differences
between the way almost any drug is handled by the mother and perhaps

by the fetus, if it -is even transmitted to the fetus. So essentially

noShing tould really be introduced for the pregnant woman, according
to the mandate of the FDA, unless we can study both the mother and

the fetus,.. because of the possible danger for one of the other in

attemking to treat one or the other.. Therefore, I see nothing
wrong, at least philosophically, with the type of research that was

. being attempted in Boston.

JAFFE; I wonder; Dr. Inzelfinger, if we do not have to try and balance'

. rtsks, too, here. Given the fetuses about which you were speaking --
those that Wqe destined for abortion -- if one is attempting-to use
raritibiotics i.n those fetuses not destined for abortion, might it be
better to study the effects of antibiotics in the fetus to be
aborted than to risk that study in fetuses that will not be?

I4think these are very difficult and not easily solved questions.
..1 think that the Forum members have probably addressed the questions

that we have addressed through the eyes of our background and our
information, that is, from a medical background. Perhaps iewas

one-tided from that point of view. I think those who have back-

ground and experience in dealing with ethical issues, in addition
to physicians, must also have their input into this whole process.
I am sure that Dr. Fox and her colleagues can make very meaningful
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inputs into this. I think that in concert, perhaps, we can arrive
at the guidelines for ethically based decisions on the fetus.

In a recent editorial a question was posed by Dr. Mary Ellen
Avery, Professor'of Pediatrics at Harvard, for which I do not know
the answer. If a physician and a patient make a contract for an
abortion -- and I think indeed that this should be an issue that is
between the physician and the patient -- if the patient requests an
,abortion and the physician agrees to this abortion, and if that
abortus is then larger than it was thought to be and so fulfills the
criteria for viability, who makes the decision as to what to do
with that fetus? It was not the wish of the mother for that fetus
to be allowed to be viable. The physician is in a dilemma, and
would really welcome help in makirig that decision. I do not know
the answer.

ROBBINS: Dr. Brown, do you want to make a comment on this?

BROWN: I will avoid the last comment. I do not think anybody is pre-
pared to answer. But with regard to Dr. Ingelfinger's question,

.

there is another side that I have not heard and one in which I am
interested as a'mother.

I was interested in the concept that some girls seeking abortion
had welcomed the opportunity to have meaningful research done rather
than simply to lose an infant. Are we denying women some satisfac-
tion, some contribution to society, if we should deny all research
on abortuses or on those destined to be aborted? I would love to
hear some of the women,comment on that.

ALEXANDER CAPRON: I am from the University of Pennsylvania Law School.
I have now three comments, very briefly, on the remark Dr. Ingelfinger
just made.

The interesting-thing, it seems to Me, about the Massachusetts
case is that the cooperative arrangement that Dr. Jaffe presupposed
between the women and, the doctors, seems to have been absent and
seems,,in the case of the indictments there, to really have been the
stumbling block, betause at the time that that research went on,
the Massachusetts statute on fetal research had not been passed, and
no doctors had been charged with grave robbing.

If they had had the consent -- I don't mean to comment on the
facts, for Lam not awAre of them beyond what appears in the press --
the Uniform Anatomical Gift Act allows the parents, in this case,
to permit research on or the study of the dead fetuses to see if the
erythromycin,had passed, indeed, into them and where it was located
in the body. So, hadopeir been a cooperative arrangement between
the maternal subjects and the doctors, that the research would have
permitted that autopsy in that study, there probably would not be
a bdsis for indictment, as far as I can, see.

I wanted to raise a question for Dr. Battaglia and Dr, Jaffe,
who used this concept of viability. It is a'very attractive idea
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for distinguishing between groups of fetal subjects. .In part, as
Ms. Schiffer mentioned,the Supreme Court has used that as a bright
line separating those women who can have abortions andthose who', i"

only can have them with very grave restrictions. I wonder, however,

.why we are going to use viability and if we are clear about why we
think viability is a useful concept in the case of fetal research.

One thing that viability does is to tell us those fetuses that4

are in need of intensive care and have a good chance for survival,

and as to whom we would be very reluctant to conduct research, in
the sense of nonbeneficial research -- research that is not intendpd

to help them, because of the fear that that would interfere with /
any ability to, in fact, live, although they are called viable.

There are other concepts which relate to the resp6ct that ig due

a subject, and I am not sure that viability will necessarif5, be the

bright line that separates those groups. It maybe -- and 1 would
like to have the physicians on the panel comment onthi4--- it may
be that one of the things that we are concerned with isthe sub-

ject's, in this case the fetus', ability'inneur9Togical terms to
experience pain. It might be, as I understatd it, at dey-plopment

occurs long prior to viability, but it is a c,gncept which is not -f

that well understood as to what we mean by gin at'that po'int, or

sensation, or anything. like this, Bove the level. of spiiial reflexes.

Is this a concept which has to come into our definition? If we

are concerned in all of the regulation of 'xperimentation with

preventing suffering and giving the aFtribbte,.5 of dignity to human

beings, is viability going to be the dividing line, or do we have

to look to other factors?
4

JAFFE: I am not sure why, in your qaestiwing, you direct it only to

physicians. I should like to turn,the questi/Sn around and ask you,

from your perspective and from a legal perspbctive, perhaps, or from

an ethical perspective, what do you regard as the proper criteria

for which these distinctions should- be made?

CAPRON: My question, I think, has already suggested that I dq see the ,/

protection from suffering and the protection ofiindividuals against

things that are inconsistent with human dignity -- that is to say',

types of research that we would not want to conduct on a living

human being -- as being two things with which we are very concerned,

and which, I think, lie- behind the last ten year's development of.

guidelines from the government and increasing ethical discussions

such as this one.
I would suggest that, if you, as physicians, can supply the data,

'then'there would be a basis for discussion. The data relates to

the neurological development of the fetus. Is there a point prior.

to viability.at which you would say that, fof purposes of sensation,

pain, and the like, we are dealing with something other than simply

a slightly differentiated mass of cells?

.0
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I am not -.are that4Ithat will answer the question. I am not
trying' to say that, if the an,her is yes, then, absoliaely, he
should recommend no research. But .1 think that this is the kind of
datum otffer than that about liability which should enter into any

ahing of guidelines.

IORD: 1s I understand the state of the art, it would be almost im-
oossiblc to tell you not, hhat the neurological development- is of the
fetus when he even are haling some trouble measuring a newborn baby
at this stage. Our machines that measure electrical activity really
cannot be 'laced on the head of a very fetus and givC us any
concept. if research c(Intinues, perhaps these can be answered for
u, in time: But, at this point in time, perhaps thre really isn't
any answer to.some of those questions.

RMS: f think it ought to be pointed out that the research we,are
. talkifig about here doesn't really involve infliction of pain on.

the liable or nonviable, fetus. The idea of doing something that
would beaY risk is the reason for not using the viable fetus in any
kindf procedure. I don't think anyone on-this panel would contem:
plate any experiment involving pain, or grotesque or other manipula-
tion of a fetus.

I would like,7-then, to perhaps bring this point.up for discussion.
It has raised this mdrning, and judging from the respoilse of th'e
audience, 1.t is one thlt is on the minds of many individuals in the
audience: that is, to what extent are these horror stories true?
to what extent has the devastating and inhumane research been done

4son fetuses in this country? Does anyone have the answer to that?
"Isn't this a question that is somehow'at the basis of a great deal
of the prOblemstthat we are ha-Ving here? '

ROBBINS: Thd.only study that I know that is.related to .t/his and that
,is at all systematic is one beAconducted for the Commission,
which will have, a I unde'rtand it', a pretty good catalogbe of
whsat is going on and' what has`been going on. I think the research
that aroused a greatieeal of concern was research directed at under-

. standingtxhe capacity of the bra.in of the fetus 63- metabolize
sugar, to use sugar as an energy source,' in ,comparison to what
happens in the older* i.ncliidual.. This involired cannuloting the neck

.vessels and, essdntially, profusing the brain. This was done in
small, previable, fetuses. There would be no way dept I know of to
an.swtr'your question, Mr. Capron, as,jo whether or not that fetus,
in fact, experienced pain.

This is the kind of 'thing that does sound like a horror story.
Thq investigators who were involved ir. -those expetiments, with
shall fetuses where there is no evidence of electrical activity in
aNthe brain that has been detected, felt that the likelihood of any
sensation of pain was so remote that it wasn't necessary to consider.

r
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Now, the fact of the matter is, I don't think you can s that se-

curely. It is probable, but it isn't absolute.

RENEE FOX: Might I make a comment in. response toNr.*Capron's question.
This may be taking libertie3.%ith the preoccupations of the physi-
cians on the platform, but--

ROgBINS: hell, you dust go right ahead and take those liberties.

FOX: But I sense that they are concerned to better understand what it
is that they are working with in various stages of development of
the fetus.

The words that we have are inadeqbatp.. But the incipient or
potential personhood of this.developing creature, the actual person-
'hood of this individual in becoming, and many things that are
paradoxically not quite so biological as the question you, as'a'non-
biologisf, have asked, led mexto muse a bit about whether, in the
end, even if we do have all the biological information we ideally
uould need, if your question could be ans'ered. Would that be ade--_

quite to allow us to grapple better than we are at the moment with
the question of this continuum of life that the fetus represents,
and to determine at what point personhood asserts itself?

.1 think the factors there are not purely biological, althoUgh a
better brologiCaq understanding can help us with some dimensions of

that problem. Lawyers and sociologists.and people who are non2
biological are permitted more freely'tb use the kinds of -words that
I am using thIn the physicians on this platform. But I am assuming

that that is w't they are really concerned about, although they
are using'biomedical language to cover it.

SALFORD: he think patient' are all persons.'

wILLIAn CURRAN: I am from Harvard University and, like Franz Ingelfinger,

I come from Massachusetts. Ale have some rather serious problems
related directly to this area.

Lam not really sure that any of you has discussed consent. In

many of these-cases, the concept of consent is involved. It is also

involved because of the fact that it is said that the Suprem6. Court,
in those decisions that Renee Fox mentioned, indicates that the
fetus, prior to viabiltily, is not a person.,

Those mo things are connected. .That is, the issue o£ consent is

raised, not on research that is beneficial, which Dr. .Brown disCussed,
but in research thht.issaid not to be directly beneficial to the
fetus. Can the mofher consent for such research? If she cannot,

-who can? If we need this research, what kind of institutional
determioation can ye...suggest for providing that protection?

Secondly, if we accept, the idea that the Supreme Court indicated
that, for the pu4ose of ifrotection in relation to abortion, the '-

fetus is not a person prior to viability, again, what'are we talking

about? /
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How do we protect it' What identification do we give it? Much of
the fear is that It is neither prdtectable nor, perhaps, even
studyablc.

Lastly, again, as she case in Massachusetts in which we now have
had a homocide finding by a )ury, we have the relationship between
this subject and abortions. The statute passed in Massachusetts has
t6o 'different areas of barring of fetal researchp'not only in regard
to research inlolving the fetus in utero, but in the use of tissue
on which at least one of you indicated you thought there were no
ethical issues.

This statute bars research on a fetus for which there is a planned
abortion. The position of the gr2up that supported that did so on
the basis of saying the mother, in such a situation, does not have'
the interest of the,fetus as her main concern, and, therefore, her
consent alqne 'is not adequate, This is quite, yousee, contrary
to the point you made that the mother who, perhaps, is going to have
an abortion and says, "Well, certainly, there should be some use
here. I should be able to consent to procedures, even, perhaps,
damaging procedures, because after all I am going to have an a 'bortion
anyway." Those who advoCated Yhi's statute said that is quite im-
proper, that there should be someone to protect that fetus because
of the fact that there is a planned abortion.

Secondly, in it being a planned abortion, and in the other
category of the use of tissues,'it is alleged, again by this group,
that encouragement of research in these areas willjito.encourage
abortions. The statute bars contact -with the woman prior to the
time that she is going to have an abortion offering her, for example,
free medical services in a particular institution as Tong as, she
gives them the'fetus for purposes of research.

It seems to me that this means that we are intertwining here
issues of consent, issues of who protects both the viable and the
nonvitble fetus, and that we clearly need, according to the research
you have indicated, to be concerned with the nonviable as well as the
viable fetus and these interrelated questions of abortion. It seems
to me that the case of Dr. Edelin certainly raises the question. It

is now, certainly, a matter of Very grave concern to him whether or
not, when a physician has full and proper consent from the woman
for an abortion, he is doing a perfectly legal a ortion. And yet,o
depending on .what happens to the fetus, de ng on what happens to
his care of the fetus outside the womb, there may be an additibnal,
completely independent responsibility for which even a homocide may
lie.

One of you spoke of the physician to the fetus. .1 am 716t sure

whether you meant a pediatrician or an obstetrician or someone new.
It is certainly not terribly clear that the physician who cares for-
the woman is not primarily concerned with the woman. Perhaps it is
concerti with the fetus when, as you say, the research or he therapy'
i4. elated to saving that fetus. But if we divorce it'frdm'this, if
we put it in the category of research, it seems L) me that these

$J'
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issues of consent, these issues of protection, have not really been
adequately discussed.

JAFFE: The issue of infoimed consent ;41 pregnancy is an extremely cora,'
'plex one; and one to hhich I don't fee; that I should address myself ''.
'in toto; for that, we do need t1 e confribut!ons of people other than
physicians. I think, at ',east n a national scale, that hhether or
not an abortion is permis'sable has been decided, in the courts. It

is extremely importanthr, the inditidual'sperforming research on
tile fetus be in no hay involved ii; the decision for an abdrtion on
that fetus. These twd-should be divorced so that thei'e are no
implications that the imestigator, it any way, influenced the per-
mission or nonpermission for an abortidn to be performed. I do

think, however, if an abortion has been.an accomplished fact, that
as a phy4loan I hould,much prefer Some use.bfing made of that
aborted material thanno use being made of it'.

- - , .

BATTAGLIA: I would like to begin by assuming that we are talkingsabout.%
a living organisM, whether IA is anaborjtig or fetus, aild hat"1.i'vinv,:.
material from a dead organism'. So, I cote back to the Biologic .

state that --
.

RIDBBP;S: Unfortunately, however this luxury isinot totally.allowed to
J.you by what is happening.

, . .

BATTAGLIA: Well, if I might puestie this for just a minute. I an missing .

how it is not allowed. But if we take the example in which it is a
spontaneous abortion, and the abortus happens to be viable; whatever
term we should use for it, 'then we would have an example in Which '
I don't think he hould have any confusion about the fact that life
support gysieds, described 1))*. Dr. Brown, should be applied by some. -

physician. ,
.... .

So part of the confusion that is coming in is, was it ,,an elective
or a spontaneous abortion:and who is giving consent? In my talk,
I has using the distinction of viability to ii,ae guidelines beyond
hhich it is unequivocal that you would treat that living organism
as a newborn infant. I wasn't using.the definition of viabilixY_to
say, "If it is previable and living,.anything goes," by any means,
and I did not use that discussion in.what research I thOught was

. appropriate. :
....

. ROBBINS: Does that even remotely weranything, Dr. Curran? p

, ALFORD: He asked.a Simple cit51:4 ion: Is there a new breed of ,cat being

. developed? Yes, there 4 thing-called perinatology.that we are
hoping to create. Righti'ew itocomes off, the pediatric base probably
more thqn the obstetric .14ase,"because of our working with newborn
babies in the past. Thts is a veil, very new field, It.'has not been

defined as to its criteria, but I can assure you that most people in ..

. r, r)
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=Tiriarezefeel :ery >trngly that the fetus is, indeed, a patient.
= The definition of life is something entirely different than that.

The second thing that you alluded to was that the Edelin case
has in sore hay connected fo the research. was unaware that that

;.as the issue. I believe the issue in this case was manslaughter,
and it did not imolve the research a>pect, which is a second case
enttrel) on rohbing the grave in 1880

CURRA:.: I ha,. referring to the others.

ALBERT MORC:EWSKI: My rears were already anticipated in part by
Professor Curran, so I won't repeat them except to pick up one point
and amplify a little bit. In mentioning the fact that the Supreme
Court had decided that the fetus up to . certain stage is not a
person, I think a distinction here night be helpful: that is, the
difference between a legal person and an ontological or-ethical
person.

I think there is par.t of a larger distinction between ethical
concerns and legal concerns, and ths.e.-tho keep intertwining even

though they are different. I think in our analysis of personhood,
which is critical in the riot ion of fetus, if this double concept
would be clarified it might help in our discussions.

i inally1 who is going to give consent forand rightfully give
consent for th6 fetus fn this type of research? I would propose and
l'hould support the idea, at least at this point, that it is an

aanalogous situation to an infant._ Who an give consent for an
infant when the procedure 1is not going to be of benefit to that..
child, but rather*to the class or to society at largel The same. -

principle that is applicable there, I feel,'shouldbe applicable to.

fetal research.

ROBYP,S: you me_a; you art: going to answer one insoluble,p7roblem with

another.

BARBARA S1SKA: Icam from Maryland Right:to Life, arid I want to raise
an ethical problem concerning the mother;of the fee6s. Supppse

she wants to let this fetus be used for experimental purposes, arid
she agrees'to an abortion. According to the Nuremberg Code, Item 9,
hhich we usually use for adult experimental subjects, we are always
subject to withdrawal from the experiment, whatever is redson,

hhether the consent was not really informed or whether.:something.

-changed._
BetKeen the time something was done to the fetus and the abortion,

there is a time lag that gi'ves an opportdnity for the woman to change
her mind and, according to what we usually say, the subject hae the
right to withdraw from the:experiment. We know so little about .

fetuses that we cannot 'assume that whatever the relaton is, there
is a high risk of either physical.Or mental disability if that fetus
would be allowed to live.

a
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' Supposing the mother changeAher mind, and she has a baby some-"'
how not normal completely, either physically or mentally, someone
who can live for seventy or eighty years? Of course, there is a
legal problem of who »ould take care of that abnormal person, and
also laio will be responsible for the damage done. But I am coming
back to the ethical problem. That woman has the right to change
her mind, but once she changes her mind and she doesn't want to have
an abortion any longer, she doesn't present that fetus for further
research. She has the problem right no» of normal,. life for that
baby or the death of the baby.

Now, any doctor would say. in that case she should really have an
abortion. Suppose she changes her mind once more? We know thpt
about 10 percent of the »omen have a very psychological' sequel to
the abortion, and that one group at high risk are those who have
abortions for medical reasons. This would.be a woman under high
risk.' So if »e allo» a woman to agree to any research so that she
will have an abortion afterwards, we are taking away one of the
rights, the right to withdraw from the experiment, because she
either has an impossible choice, or --

ROBBINS: I think thelnessage has gotten through very clearly to the
panel.

3AFFE: I -think this is a very difficult question, one that the Peel
_ dealt with in Great Britain, and one that I

suspect the current Commission in the United States is also dealing
with. What do »e do in the event that a woman changes her mind
regarding an abortion?

The Peel Report,states that, because of this concern, no investi-
gation can be done in anticipation,of an abortion. Therefore, only
investigation is permitted once the abortion has been accomplished.
This raises problems vis-a-vis very important areas that need to be
tackled prior to delivery, but it is one solution to that ethical
dilemma.

JACK HUGHES: I am a physicia and currently connected with the Yale
University School of Medi ne. My question is directed to you,
Dr. 'Robbins.

So far we have had arade of speakers, the overwhelming majority
' of whom have beenrfair y highly placed in the b1iomedical establish-

ment, if you will. Not surprisingly, their comments have all been
in defense of the conduct of the current biomedical research. It

disturbs me somewhat that the challenges have to come from the floor.
This meeting was advertised as a forum, and not as.a defense of bio-
medical research as it is presently cdndupted. Wouldn't it be
possible td have some of the adversaries do the podium to give pre-
sentations along with the people who are defending the current
biomedical research? .

Ab.
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ROBBINS: 1es, indeed. 'Actually, as apatter Of fact, that was our
original intent. It didn't v,ork out quite that ,my.

GEORGE HILL: I am ...hat is called an interested citizen.

ROBBINS: he Welcome you, sir.

HILL: Thank you very much. I feel Lliave been somewhat lucky to be
able to sit here in this discussion. It seems to me that one of the
issues that has been avoided from the beginning concerns the fluid,
placenta, and the tissues or a fetus whether viable.br.not. Is it

true that a new industry is being developed around them because of .

their immense importance in chemical and biological developments for
pharmaceuticals?

My second question is: Why not give, the woman who has an abortion .

or has a nonviable fetus the property rights to that? Those property
rights should be paid for by the hospital or by those pharmaceutical
houses that are going to use the fetus for experimental purposes.
This would solve the very interesting problem as to whether the
fetus belongs to the womal'arid.should be paid for by those who
exploit it for whatever purposes,, including patent rights an4
whatever.

I introduce these difficultiesto show that even the physicians
and the theoiogians, are not 'quite prepared to grasp the very impor-
tant ingredient of our society -- private property. Is a fetus

private property? Is it salable? Under what conditions? Perhaps,

the Supreme Court will discuss that. I might say that one of 'the
important fngredients'in solving this problem is to place either a -

physician or a scientist on the next vacancy of the Supreme Court.
That would certainly solve the situation.

ROBBINS: I am afraid that might really'foul things up.'

#
JAFFE: I could very briefly address thefirst part, of your question; I

don't think J hate the legal-or ethicist background to discuss the
second, There are valid uses to be made of placentas, not just from
aborted fetuses, but from all placentas, including, those from women
in term after a living baby is delivered. Hormones, blood clotting
factors, and other valuable material for medical practice can be
derived from them. And, indeed, there have been commercial uses made
of these', just as there are commercial sales of antibiotics. Per-

sonally, 1 don't feel that this is inappropriate.

ROBBINS: As far as I know, except for the fact that Some cells derived .;
from fetal tissue have been established in tissue culture and main-
tained to grow viruses for vaccine purposes, fetal tissues, in
themselves, have never had a market.

3
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FOX:1ff I pod14,nal:e one other. comment. In listening even to lie most

mildest and. the least.arrogant of us, I think.we keep saying that we
can answer only this part of a question, or that.it lies outside of

,our coppetd6ce. All of us are disclaiming to have the range of compe-
,

tencies, even when ue are put together, that could m4ke us collet-
tively.the ultimate arbiters of the questions that are being posed t.

In this Forum.
I come back to the Supreme Court, because sociologically speaking

this is the body in our land that, in a nation under laws rather than
under men, normally would be considered to be the supreme group to
speak for the collectivity on issues that are at once legally imd
morally relevant. Yet a number of the comments we have made today
suggest -- and this is not out of disrespect to the Supreme Court
of our land -- that we are into an area where we can't separate oat
a constellation of issues. If that case of Roe vs. Wade should have'
to be tried again and go all-the way up to the top of the court
system and our Judges ould have to sit again on those considerations,
the next decision, for example,-would have as many.loopholes, would
have as many questions aboiit personhood and when it begins.

I suppose a social scientist should be able to give the magical

answer to this. But do we have current organizations and mechanisms .

available to us in our society for the arbitration of complex
questions of this-kind I refer not to just special groups, but to
all of us -- and adequate to deal with these questions at.hand? I '

thiNik we are suggesting that maybe not. I don't know whether this

is the group to get involved in making a new social invention, but-
I am sort of confronted uith.:that problem.

JOSEPH BELLANTI: I am a physicianand a professor at Georgetown 'univer-
sity, And I would like to say a word in behalf of fetal research.
As a Catholic and as a professor at a-Catholic institution, I can

handle both theproblem of fetal research as well as the convictions .

of my religion. Any discussion of fetal research inextricably is
wound and tied together with the problem of abortion. I think we

have to separate thoge two issues. Clearly, one's belief about

abortion is one thing, and one's belief about fetal research is

another.
I am a proponent of fetal research provided that it preserves the

dignity,and the worth of humans. I have participated in fetal re-

search within the bounds of my convictions. I have obtained phymic

tissue from fetuses and reconstituted children suffering from immune

deficiency. In a sense, we have saved the lives of others. The

problems related to abortion are separate. In confusing the'two,

I think we do the cause of fetal research a disservice. I would,

jpst like to make that point..very clear.

KENNETH GOETZ: I am Directolof Experimental Medicine at St. Luke's

Hospital, Kansas City. Although I am a licensed physician, con-

sider myself, primarily, a scientific biologist. I am also a former
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fetus. I would agree in some cases that abortion and fetal research
can he separated. However, if the fetal research implies the death
of the fetus, I think that you ae talking about the same thin*

Nov.,. I have'struggled with this question for several years Ind
the thing that bothers me mostly, as a biologist, is when I look at
it statistically. I look at each of us here having a life cycle,

Ili'

which starts from the ay of concept-Ton with forty-six specific
chi-omooys that make unique in that sense. It seems to me that,
therefore, the bright line we talked about a short time ago seems to
be %cry out of focus and very ha:y. What is the difference between
one week and the next in utero? I confess that I cannot see it.
When a fetus is something like six weeks old, the statisticalprob-
ability of its being born, unless we as medical scientists do some-
thing about it, is perhaps 90 percent. The obstetricians aid
embryologists can correct me on that'. The problem we have to think
about is that, statistically,.you are going to chop off a life cycle
very early; perhaps euthanasia: at the other end of the cyclp, in
some ways would be less unpalatable.

MURIEL NELLIS: I am a special consultant -to the United Methodist Geperal
Welfare Board, specifically the Office of Drugs and Alcohol, with
particular emphasis, in recent years, on women and health. '

There has been reference to the physician tb the fetus and
Dr. Rro% was pleased to note in her opening remarks that finally_
researchers, pediatricians, and obstetricians seem to, be comiq,'
together in common cause. I think that, in order to bring that full
cycle, we ought to go back to square one. I have heard no comment
or concern here, nor any sense of assumed responsibility on the Part
of any of those disciplines, with respect to: the carrier ofdthe
fetus and maternal Health, such regulatory agencies' beha)ior as the
DA in regard to oral contraceptives and additional hormones'ipto
the prescriptions for women, the myriad of those hormones in our
food chain, or the possible consequences of taking a cumulative look
by way of research rather than continuing on this path of isolated
individual examination of tolerance levels of one drug or another.
The possibility that fetuses and women are contaminated with govern-

.
ment approval is an abhorrent notion, but nonetheless, it seems to
me, a very real possibility: right now. As you are concerned with
the health of women and the ultimate health of their progeny, per-
haps one ought to start examining what we are doing or not doing by
way of new levels of tolerance level management and research with
regect to the hormones that we are ingesting and being pregribed,
as:;e11 as Red Dye 2 and all of those things either taken.gequen-

5
,tO simultaneously.,or simultaneously.

0fp will pose one question. Does anyone here kriow of a single
pATce of basic research whose purpose is intended to determine, in
additiOn to cattle, whether in women there are residues after any
Period of time of ingestion either through the food-chain or through
prescriptions of any of these knOwn carcinogenic chemicals?
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JAFFE: That type of investigation, of course, would be proscribed at

. present in the pregnant woman. In the nonpregnant individual there
are attempts made to assess how much of a given hormone is cl redI
of the body; how much oflit is metabolized and broken down to n-

active hormones, and how much of it is retained:

% Ydb are posing a very big problem, which, unfortunately, can
only be gotten at a piece at a time. Yes, there are investigations
designed to look at how hormones work, what they may be doing that
is beneficial, and what they may be doing that is harmful. There

is no big sweeping study, which would utilize millions and millions
of dollars, that I am aware of to attack the whole problem at once.

ROBBINS: 1 might say that you are proposing an extraordinarily difficult
experimental problem.

DORIS /MIRE: First of all, I would like to say that diethylstilbestrol
is still being administered to women who choose not to breast -feed.
I was in a ,hospital not too long ago where I saw it being used.

My major concern, today, is that so much has been expodnded over
the condition of the fetus that will be destro'ed. I would like to

bring up the fact that virtually one of the drugs presently given
to pregnant, parturient women havie ever been established as safe in
regard to their long-term effects on the child. We have one in
every thitty-three children today being diagnosed as retarded, and
one in every seventeen as having some form of significant learning
dysfunction. None of these drug's presently being used, and presently
being used in research, have ever been proven safe for the unborn

child. I think we are missing the boat.

1
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There hasn't been much contraverSy in these proceedings so far, and I

don't think there has been very much serious discussion of ethical
' issues involved in medical research. The last panel was in total agree-
ment,about eve -thing that they were willing to discuss or give answers
to. There was no reluctance of all this fnorning to keeping the federal
'government out Of the research business. The'lle has been a lot of

;reluctance this afternoon, so'flar,,to discpsinTormed consent and
ethical issues and the other things!' that I thlnk this Forum is supposed

.
to be about.

;1,

What we have tried to do iS put together tilt following case thatwe
hope will change the level of diseuision.and open up some debate.

,. . e $ , e-
....t.,

Wpothetical Case,
. ' 1

Haym's 'Syndrome is a disease ofthe-joint§ that begins in early
', childhood and becomes progreF,Welymore.debilitang*hrough early

adulthood, severely impairing joint function In agbut half the cases.
The death rate. among Haym's SyndromevqtimlOseabout 10Terceat

- before .age eighteen, increasing throughout adulthood to about 40 per-
! cent by age forty. *

,

All grolips within the American popula,tion are at equal risk for
this disease. .

.B.

There i5 a conventional treatment that ma' bring symptom relief,
,,,but there is no known cure. ,

-.,7,. 0
'. .

..,-
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Several competent investigators concluded after six months of
animal studies that a new drug,'NAS-18, if administered continuously
in high dosages could well arrest the progress of the disease.

Thair animal trialsi.however, have also indicated several,dis-
comforting although not serious side effects,- including diarrhea and
insomnia.

The investigators decided on a two-year trial at their Haym's
Syndroffie Clinic at University Hospital. In their NIH grant applica-
tion the trial was stated to have the dual purpose of measuring the
toxicity and the beneficial effects of NAS-18 and weighing them
against each other.

. Forty potential subjects were selected. Thirty were outpatients
at the Haym's Syndrome Clinic. Of these thirty, ten were children
ranging in age from five to seventeen.

One of the investigators was the staff physician at the local
juvenile trainingischool. ,Ten adolescents age ten to fifteen at the
school had Haym's Syndrome and were therefore selected as the remain-
ing subjects.

At their nett clinic vi Sit, each of the thirty outpatients --
twenty adults and a parent of each of the ten child subjects -- was
asked to participate in the research project. One of the investiga-
tors carefully explained the following to each person:

-- That NAS-18 was a new dFug that had shown promising
results in previous tests. 'It might possibly be a major
breakthrough in the campaign against Haym's Syndrome, and
it might- lessen the ubject's pain. No one, however, could
be sure of this until, further research was undertaken.

That the procedure simply involved taking pillt op a
regular basis and that their progress would be carefully
monitored.
-7 That previous research had indicated some chance of
developing the known side effects described earlier but
'that,there could be other, unknown side effects.

The, patients and 'the parents of the child subjects were then given
a chance to ask questions and asked to sign the standard consent form
used by University Hospital. What form follows the statement of
the Easel,
,Parental consent was obtained for all but three of the ten train'

ing school subjects whose parents could not be located. The school's
chief administrator's consent also was obtained. The subjects then
met as a group with the investigator and were told that they were
being asked to participate in drug test that had been approved by
the administrator. They were given the same information as the
clinic patient's, ba they were, not asked to sign'a consent form.
They were told that they could withdraw from the experiment at any,
time.
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I ./ 6 ,,- .1-.
.,;

i The research proce.edq aticording to design4 ;iii the!adults, and

half the chifdren,wole given NA18, theAther half a,pladebo. ,x A
.

Dosages for ap, subjects were increased periopcally dur.inporrhe f.krsOr
t. 4 45

year of the ,research.,; , / --'''

,.-
.Many-afahe subjects septed to beatfit substantially from the -.,

t administrihiori of NAS-18 -- especgily tide chinlren whose diseases ,

had
not progressed to its most,debili,ating stages. All, subjects /

on NAS-18.exptfienced less pa.in, / , . -

, .
H9weverri at a dosage wher"AS-18 appaj-Od to slow the progress

-., 0 of the disease, five sub;l'eCis develpped,peripheralheuropitt4, three

so severe they had trgilbie walking:. Tie'investi.gators took all five -

subjects off NAS-18.arid reduced the dosage administered to the othe,r

:',41 fifteen. , , e, '':.- ''

t,-;

fifteen.
Neither the remaining fifteen NAS-18 subjecq nor the twenty ,._

control subjects were informed-of the,neuropathy,' Fir months latcr
- x

''«

five more subjects developed peripheral neuropathy: They then were
taken off the drug.

/

o

o

0

Neap the end of the trial,- many of the subjects .whoseeVptoms
'had been most relievell told the investigators they wanted to contihue

,NAS-18 treatments. 'Expecting an,affirmative4sponse, they were. ,

surprisid and tlisappointe -d when told that 'further _trials were,lies'es-

sarybefore NAS-18 could be apprOved,a's acdepted-tretment PO 'Haes
Syndrome and that they,cou.ld n& continue on th'e drueattef the_ end

of the nib-year trial.
At theconelALoR'of the experiment, all patients were taken 'off

NAS-18, told that effrther research would be undertaken ut not/at

University Hospital, and thank.od for their cooperatio, and help in
finding what appeared to he Zpiromising therapy r Haym's Syndrome.'

Six/patients who continued to show abnormal -here conduCtion and

* signs of peripheral neuropathy continued their visits to the cli

/

We have chosen this hypothet.fcal case because it raiseso:sel;pu4 and

debatable issues. experiment should never haye been approved by

the University's Research Review Committee of furigeeby the National

Institutes of Health. The researchers gave children a drug' that wa4

never beforetested on humans. There was no need,for this, and no

justification. Childr6'n shoibld.not have been used until the toxicitx

of NAS-18 had first been tested on adults, especially'silice theilexperi-
.

ment could, at best, have benefited the subject (Alb, tempariTy. Even

captivq-clayren were used, and used pureltfoPthe convenience of the
investigarvs. fInstitutionilizffld children! should not have been placed

at risk when other subjects were available. 4
' 4 4

Three children Were used without the consent of even their parents.
Noy child, at least one of'whose natural or, adoptive parents were not
avai)able.to give informed consent, should b6 the' subject of a non- ,

rt therapeutic experiment. None of tl4chijdren were themselves asked to

consent. I submit that no thip over seven sheuld be ,placed at risk in
a nontherapeutic experimeq't wethout his or her avproval.

f-c

tt-

4
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UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL

Program of Clinical Investigation

PATIENT'S CONSENT

I , understand that the
physicians at University Hospital are engaged in diagnosis and
treatment of diseases, research on the nature of diseases and
investigation of methods of diagnosis and treatment. I have
been informed of the nature of the program of clinical investi-
gation and procedures that is/are briefly described as:

ADMINISTRATION OF 'AS-18.FOR HAYM'S SYNDROME

My physician has explained to me the procedures to be followed,
identifying those that are experimental. He has also described
the possible discomforts and risks as well as the benefits to be
expected. I have been informed concerning the availability of
appropriate alternative procedures that might be advantageous
for me.

I have had the opportunity to ask questions concerning the
procedures. I .further understand that I am free to withdraw
my consent and discontinue "participation in the study at any
time. '

I hereby voluntarily consent to participate in this study
and voluntarily consent that treatment and diagnostic pro-
cedures as described above may be performed on me.

(Signatuye of patient or legal guardian) (Date)

(Witness) Cannot be the Physician

NOTE: If there is anything that you do not understand about
this explanation, ask the doctor for further information.

PHYSICIAN'S STATEMENT

I have offered an opportunity for further explanation of this
procedure to the individual, whose signature appears above.

0

(Signature)
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In this experiment both children and adults were misused. True in-

formed consent requires complete disclosure. The University Hospital

investigators failed to disclose that a major goal of the experiment

has to determine the toxicity of SAS-18. They failed to disclose that

the drug had never before been tried on humans. They did not tell the

subjects that an alternative treatment that might relieve their symptoms

was available. They failed to disclose that every subject had a fifty -

fifty chance of receiving a placebo. They failed to tell the subjects

that tne experiment would end in two years, and that even if the sub-

jects benefited from \AS-1$, they could not be permitted to continue

this drug therapy, And when neuropath) appeared in a few subjects, the

researchers failed to reobtain consent in light of the new danger; they

failed, in fact, even to inform the others of the most recently discov-

ered risk.
It should be noted that the subjects used were the doctors' patients.

The Hippocratic Oath states: "The health and life of my patient will lbe_ -

my first consideration." That Oath has broken in this case. The

investigators' primary interest was not in their patients but in their

research. As a result, they used patients who should not hare-been ,

subjected to research, and they used them needlessly and irresponibly.

A physician who uses his patients as research subjects inevitably plates

himself in a conflict between his role as healer and his role as re-

search investigator. I seriously question whether any physician should

be permitted to conduct a nontherapeutic experiment -on his or her own

patients. Certainly a research subject's health interest should always

be protected by a third party not involved in the research.

I began"by stating that this case should never have been approved

by the University Hospital's Research Review Committee. I do not think

it would have been approved if such research review committees were

properly constituted. Decisions about risks and benefits, how subjects

are to. be selected, and the adequacy of disclosure Ind consent are too

important to be left to the medical research profession, persons with

a vested interest in the outcome of their own and their colleagUes!

work.
suggest it is time that review committees be required to open

their meetings to the public. We have heard a lot of talk about open-

ness this morning. I think it is the,peer review process that needs to

be opened up to public scrutiny. I 'suggest also that it is high time

'that the peer review process involve not 'just the peers of the re-

searchers, but the peers of the subjects as well.

LEON EISENBERG

This panel is not one of unanimity, I would like to tell a clinical

vignette to illuminate the situation.
All of you are familiar with the time when Moses arrived a.t the Red

Sea with a ?multitude of the Jews chased by the armies of the pharaoh.

At that point he turned to the terribly distressed grpup, who saw the
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Red Sta ahead of them, and said that he had both good news and bad news.
The good news, as he announced it, was that the Red Sea would divide,
in the middle so they could go through on dry land, that they would
arrive on the other side dust as the pharaoh's army- entered, that the
sea would close again, and that they would emerge victorious. There

was loud cheering until a small chap at the back of the crowd said, .

"What is the bad news'"
"Well, the bad news is that 40-ore I can do it, we have to file an

environmental impact statement'." *

To turn to the other side of the question, I have another story.

When the Archbishop of Canterbury, the Chief Rabbi, the Pope, and the
Grand Mufti were killed in a plane crash en route to an ecumenical
congress on the Ethics of Medical Research, all four, as was to be ex*-
pected, were admitted to Heaven without unseemly delay. They were,

however, somuhat perturbed to learn that there were no privileged

elites in Heaven. Each of the multitude of souls had to wait his -- or
worse, her -- turn in the cafeteria line- when meals were served. This

was a bit awkward. But being men-of,vast and humane scholarship, they
recognized the Justice of the contemporary trend toward egalitarianism.
After some days of rather painless-acculturation to celestial life-
styles, they were quite put out when a short bearded man wearing a
white cap and gown elbowed his way to the front of the dinner line,
demanded and was granted immediate service. Their Eminences insisted

upon an explanation, only to be told -- "Shh! That's God! He likes to

play doctor."
Although I have this story from a reliable source, I will not insist

on its authenticity. Apocryphal as the tale may be, it represents

conventional wisdom about medical behavior. There are doctors who
endulaying God, perhaps even some who entered medicine precisely
because they saw no other avenue to deification readily at hand and

with so little risk of being certified as lunatic. Doctors are to be

found at every level of ethical sensitivity, including none at all;
but I insist, so are lawyers, Judges, philosophers, and theologians.
What does distinguish physicians is the tradition, centuries old, to
guide our behavior in .clinical transactions. We have been assigned,

from time before history, the agonizing task of confronting suffering
and death, most often without means adequate to alter their couise,-but
with very broad sanctions from society.

.
That has been, of course, is nc* necessarily what is best -- even

if sufficieht to its time, may no longer suffice. But before we en-

code, legislate, and thus inevitably bureaucratize medical ethics,
caution mar-not be inappropriate. The very informality -of the tradi- -

tional relationship between physician and patient, for all the risk of
abuse if entails, may be the talisman that permits particularized and
personal solutions for matters in which ambiguities inhere. It is

just possible that the social cost of erecting legal barrier4 against
the possibility of harm may be the elimination of a far greater benefit
conferred by the flexibility of general and necessarily imprecise
guidelines.
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ese prefatory remarks are stimulated by a climate of opinion, at
: least in Massachusetts, which almostyxplicitly implies that medical
r searchers are mad, or at least selr..-serving, scientists from whom the
blic, as potential victim, must be protected by the benevolent -inter-

position of courts, theologians, and assorted humanists. I suggest
that all parts of that proposition merit searching examination before
oeing received as the revealed truth.

The current zeal for zero risk, a goal by definition unattainable
when research by its nature is a verrure into the unknown, threatens
the very possibility of acquiring that new knc.ledge Ouch might prevent
present harm and petildffulu're good. Drugs and procedures in current
use, sanctipned by familiatity and-leeking the label research, are
readily assumed to be of established value when they may rest on no
more than custom. hithholding them, or substituting novel items, courts
public outrage. Yet -controlled therapeutic trial is the principal
avenue to evaluating their effectiveness. When other physicians fled
Philadelphia during the epidemic of yellow fever in 1793, Benjamin Rush,
dedicated to his calling, remainG0 at his post after bundling his
family off to the safety,of the,countryside. Messianic in his zeal for
purging and.blood-letting, therapeutic maneuvers based on contemporary
authority, he went from home to plague-ridden home, causing more carnage
than,the disease itself. Good intention and willingne'ss to undergo
per'sonal risk provided no substitute for knowledge then, nor do they
now. .

Health is hazard to fashion when we impose standards for therapeutic
trials that demand assurances of safety, and efficacy beyond those that
can be offered for the best of. contemporary medical practice. The
current preoccupation with the dangers of research, dangers that un-
questionably merit public disculsion, is uncommonly set in the appro-
priate context: namely, weighing on the same scale the dangers of not
doing reseifCh:--Some would have us regard the percentage of research
proposals rejected by a human studies committee as a measure of its
effec4veness in rotecting the public interest, without independently
assessing the scientific and ethical soundness of the approved or dis-
approved protocols themsel.ves. Clearly, kudos for the highest research
rejection batting average imply that the proper target for the review
committee is blocking human studies. To the contrary, I suggest that
the systematit imposition of impediments to significant therapeutic
research is itself unethical because potential benefit,is being denied.
This is not a call for Unrestricted rights for medical researchers by_
invoking the'suffering of mankind as justification. It is a plea to
weigh the cost-benefit ratios in both directions. The decision 'not to
do something poses as many ethical quandaries as the decision to do it.
Not to act is to act.

' Let us now turn to the protocol for NAS-18 and the hypothetical case
/hat our panel has put before you. We can agree that the first trials
should have been limited to adults. Nonetheless, that step would have
lessened but would not have eliminated the hazard in a subsequent pedi-
afric trial. There is significant residual ambiguity about probable
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effect when a drug is first' used on an infant or a child elen after'ex-
haustive animal tests, because of interspetific differences, and after
its use in the human adult, because of developmental differences. Rate
of absorption, body distribution, detoxification, excretion, and end
organ responsiveness differ between the infant, the child, and the
adult. Beyond these,ftomptl,detectable effects is the deeply trouble- ,

some question of long-term consequences for growth and dek.elopment. One
need only recall the potent effect of sex hormones given during preg-
nancy or at birth on the organogenesis, sexual development, and subse-
quent behavior of the organism, %ben there is rho longer any chemical
residue of the drug.

Suffice it to say, there is a nontrivial risk whenever a drug is
given for the first time to a child. Further, the more potent the
drug in treating the condition at wkich it is directed, the greater
the risk of undesired side effects. Ines'-itably, the more widely the
drug is used, the greater the likelihood of encounteringtdiosyncratic
responses not previously anticipated.

Even if risk in research be inevitable, inequity in exposure to risk
need not be. As in the hypothetical protocol, the patients on whom
research is most often done are clinic patients. In the past this has
been explicitly Justified on the grounds that this was the price exacted
from the poor for the privilege of receiving charity care. Few would
defend that position today. Yet it continues, less by plan-or conspir-
acy than by the nature of the medical care system. Investigators ate
located in teaching hospitals. Teaching hospitals are a major medical
resource for the poor. The poor become the patients on whom studies
are done. There is no justification for putting particular segments of
the population at risk unless the disease under study ids itself limited
to such'populations. I doubt ithat we willfind a way of distributing
risk across all, segments of society until we) have a national -114alth

;,service for a citizens. Only then will it be possible to guarantee
equip.= istributing risk randomly, once we agree that the assumption
of risk for social benefit is the responsibility to be shared by all
citizens.

A second difficult question inheres in the meaning of informed
consent. When risks are specifiable, when it is posible for the
patient to make a rational decision, it is clearly the physician's duty'
to inform the patient fully. That has long been a hallmark of good
medical practice and sound clinical ihvestigation, although it has
become fashionable to present it as contemporary discovery. But whit
does informed mean when what is available to the physician, let alone
the patient, is not information but noise? In what sense is there a
choice to be made between Treatment 'Land Treatment B if there is no
proof that either works or that one 1,6 superior to the other? ftat
right have I lost if 1, in a national health plan, am assigned to a
randomized trial without being free to express a preference when that
pfeference can only be capricious? If there is evidence that Treatment

"' A is better or less toxic than Treatment B, my doctor is incompetent
as well as irresponsible if he does not recommend A and press it upon
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me with all the force of his moral suasion. The very justification of

a randomised trial is the lack of information to permit a rational,

that is, an informed choice.
All will agree that %hen the patients are children their parents must

be fully informed and permitted unconstrained choice. This immediately

identifies two iolations in the 'SAS -18 protocol: the use of a captive
population 0.e.,.the delinquents in.a training school) and youngsters
without a responsible parent. None or few would argue that the concept . .

-of Informed consent is appropriate for the infant or the very young,
, .cnild. But some, like Mr. Smith, insist upon its applicability, even

after parents ha \e exercised their role, -for the child seven years of

age or older. I fail to understand how a child-with an illness threat-
ening life or limb can "decide" whether to be treated, or when to choose

the standard treatment'or the experiment one. _Should we let children

decide whether they want to take an immunosuppressive drug for leukemia,
or insulin and diet for diabetes? In what real way is it meaningful to

__propose that a child should elect whether or not to enter a clinical
trial when the immediate aspects of the procedure -- discomfort, restric-
tion, awesomeness and the like -- can be expected to outweigh his or her -_

ability to reckon with the long-term consequences of the illness? We

are being asked to ratify a legal formalism that fails to correspond

with the realities of cognitive and affective development.
Some groups and individuals, in the name of children's rights, would

go further. They would deny parents the authority to consent to thera-
peutic trials for their children without the interposition of a court-
appointed guardiani to represent the child's interests. It is true that

there-are parent4 rho, burdened by a handicapped or difficult child,
uelcome /44 chance to be rid of him. Indeed, once in my career,

a father and a mother .volunteered their child for "any experiment you

suggest" el.en though none had been proposed to them. But such parents

arerare. Further, it should be an ethical imperative fol clinical
in'vestigators and research review committees to protect children from
harm from whatever source., The routine imposition of the court between
-parent and child would threaten the family trust and integrity that
government should preserve. I remain to be convinced that courts will

be wi.ser, on average,.than parents and pediatricians. -I know that they

will be slower; children2s rights do not keep well.

I see no justification for the use of a "placebo" in the protocol
rather than the "conventional treatMeni"-as a basis for comparison,
since we are told that conventional treatment brings symptom relief.

Further, it was unethical to withhold information on tf& unexpected

toxic neuropathy. But 1 do not accept Mr. Smith's proposition that
'researchers...not nse as subjects persons with whom they have estab-

lished a doctor-patient relationship." Clinical investigators are

likely to be just those physicians most knowledgeable about the disease
under study, the ones with a large group of patients they are caring for
and whose care-they seek to improve. Shall investigation be restricted

to physicians with limited experience and few patients? The altogether

remarkable, progress in the development of anti-leukemic agents for
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. children with leukemia was the work of precisely those clinicians with
the greatest experience in the treatment of leukemic children, and the
subjects of the'therapeutic trials were those doctors' patients.

Knowledge and involvement are the preconditions for ethical judgments.
Ignorance may assure dli.interest; it also guarantees misfortune.

CHARLES HALPERN

Roughly speaking,-ten of the last tv.ell.e speakers at this microphone
have come to the subject of human experimentation via the laboratories
and clinical research, including Leon Eisenberg.t f have come to the
problem of human experimentation, particularly pith children, from a

quite different direction, and I think that direction is relevant to my

response to the Haym's Syndrome case that we presented'and to the pro-

ceedings thus far.
I came to the practice of human experimentatfpn in the Partlow State

School for the Mentally Retarded in Tuscaloosa, AlabaMa. This was not

a field in which I had any training or specialization, and what I found

in the Partlow State School, quite apart from the hump experimentation
issues, was a shock and an education in itself.

More shocking still, however, was my discwiery that some of the worst
abuses of mentally retarded children were under.the direct supervision
of Ph,D.'s and,M.D.'s, were undertaken in the name of scientific re.-
search, and were funded by the Department of Health, Education, and

Welfare. When I investigated this practice I discover what I am-

sure most of you know: that our institutions for the htally retarded

historically have been a free fire zone for biomed. 1 researchers. It

is not in Alabama alone that you find these kinds of situations. One '

need only to go to an institution like Willowbrook, in New York, to-see
not only the practice of eighteenth-century medicine, but also highly

sophisticated biomedical research undertaken on these children.
.What has 'emerged in the past few years is attention to problems of

human experimentation from those who do not appriach the problem from
the angle and perspective of the biomedical researcher. Particularly

lawyers and social scientists are showing a healthy interest in human
experimentation in general, and in particular to _those experiments,
that are undertaken on research subject populations. who are leagtibl'e

to care for themselves: the mentally impaired, children, prisoners,

and other people-who are involuntarily confined and, for that reason,
fess able to negotiate, with experimenters in their own interests. It

is; I think, significant that on this panel we have two attorneys,
William Smith and myself, who are actively involved in advocacy under-
takings on .behalf of these disadvantaged populations. And on tomorrow's

program Alvin Bronstein will discuss the situation from the prisoners'

perspective -- a group with which he has been actively involved. I

think it is one of *the outstanding features ofthis Forum that such
advocates who share the perspective of subjects in the experimental'
process have been included on the program.
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Let me make briefly three points about thq Haym's Syndrome ease
that you have been presented with, and then tome more general observa-
tions based on the case and on this morning's discussion of human ex-
perimentation.in genera).

First, with regard 6 the case: I concur in Bill Smith's judgment
that the consent obtained, whether from children or adulti, was grossly
inadequate. There was a failure to giAe adequate information on which
decisions could be made. Further, there was really a failure to obtain
the consent of the children involved-in-the process. According to the
facts that were set out in the description, some ofthese children were
as old as seventeen years. That they could adequately understand as
well as their parents or their guardian the nature of the risks they
were being asked to assume, is I think,'self-evident.

A second question to emerge from this case study is the one of
where the human use committee or the peer review committee was through-
out all, these proceedings. The protocol in itself, as it is very
briefly sketched in, has obvious failings. In particular a peer review
committee should look closely at the prodedure by which informed con-
sent is to be obtained. Cledrly, there was no such inquiry-here.
Further, the peer review committee has a continuing obligation to moni-
tor the experimental process as it moves forward. Clearly, there was .
no continuing monitoring in this case, or the neurigpathology that
emerged in the course of the trial would have_ necessitated a basic
reevaluation of the entire research design.-

I

The third point to be made about this study is its total failure
to deal with the special problems bf institutionalized children and
children without parents. Instead of simply side-stepping a consent
procedure, efforts should have been made to bolster the capacity of
these children to understand the procedure and to give an adequate
consent. If we are dealing with children in their late teens, surely
by the appoint,illent of some sort of independent specialist or the like
it would have Peen possible to assure their actual consent.

Most egregiously in this experimental description is the fact that
the investigators were wisAingto accept the consent of a superinten-1,
dent to an 'institution, as if that were,the consent of children
resident in that institution. I think the history of abuses of insti-
tutionalized children and the failures of such superintendents to
adequately safeguard their interests clearly establish that a consent
of that kind if grossly inadequate. The Haym's case, 'in the dimensions
that I have tried to highlight, is particularly distressing b6cause the
HEW Regulations th'at were issued in August of 1974, allegedly with the
intention of safeguarding less competent populations, institutionali ;e
and continue some of the abuses reflected in the case.

First, they, would carry the peer review committee over into insti-
tutions.for the mentally ill and mentally retarded where the risks of
overreaching by the investigator are even greater. Peer review may
make sense if we are dealing with an academic community. If we are
dealing with an isolated mental hospital somewhere in upstate New York,
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where there is no group of scientific peers closely observing the
process, it is a totally Inadoqu3k safeguard.

Second, the HEW Regulations,hould permit superintendents.of insti-
tutions for the mentally retarded to give their. consent instead of the
consent of the mentally incompetent residents in those institutions --

an invitation, I suggest, to abuse of the kind he all have a common

interest in avoiding.
Finally, in the FIES Regulations, because they do not require case-

by-case_:individuali-ed revieh of the adequacy of cpnsent, there is no
assurance that adequate information of which to make an intelligent
judgment will be provided to potential research subjects.

In my remain!ng time, let me make a feu general points, triggered
by this morning's discussions as well as this particular sia4i.L.
Dr. Moore cautioned us to avoid "the folly of abstract and gefferal
formulation" in an effort to control the process of biomedical research.
It may be folly to be .too precise about general for tions, but to

provide explicit and reasonably understandable guidnetnes for

researchers is vitally important. This is, to a lawyer, self-evident.
What we are dealing with, when we deal with a legal proCess, is a set'
of rules and a set of procedures to assure that those rules are reli-

ably enforced. The enterprise of human experimentation should be viewed
as one that takes place within a framework of law, of rules, and one

-in which procedures are provided to assure that those rules are equita-

bly enforced. The rules need not be so precise as to tie the hands
of experimenters; but they can be and must be sufficiently precise to 11)

provide a framework in which the experimental process takes place.
For example, it is a reasonably hell-understood and properly under-
stood rule that informed consent be proyided by a subject to research,

with afew limited exceptions. This is 'a rule that is important in it-

self and that.should be baeked by adequate procedures to assure that

it is not disregarded.'
A second obserVatiOn: 'elf-policing within the scientific community

has not been good enough, particularly where we are dealing with human
subjects who are disadvantaged by incapacitation for reasons of Mental
deficiency or people who are incarcerated. There have been gross

abuses in the past in our institutions for the mentally retarded, in
other juvenile institutions, in prisons, and in mental hospitals. It

is insuffidient to say that the scientific community has regulated
itself. and should be permitted to continue to regulate itself. I am

saying no more than the obvious proposition that scientists doing Te-
search in such institutions are not above the laW. If a treating

physician is prohibited from using certain kinds of treatment modalities,
such as, for examine, electric shock with large cattle prods in order
to keep patients quiet, it is no more acceptable to use such inter-
ventions and strategies if the purpose is allegedly a research purpose.

A third point I have mentioned briefly and would liketo state .

again,is that peer review is not translatable from the university con-
text into institutional settings; and the HEW Regulations that are
written as if it were commit a serious error.
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Finally, let me make two points about the present'state of develop-

ment of public regulation of the process of human experimentation.
We are at a point at which regulation of human experimentation houfa'

be approacped from an experimental perspective. When we develop n

mechanism or translate old mechanisms from onesset to another, we
should, do it with an experimental cast of mind, and we should structure
those undertakings in a fashion that is going to give us useable data.
Perhaps the most shocking tking to jay people is how little is known
about what experimentation is going on, where, and under what safeguards. ,

When I was in Michigan recently I discovered to my surprise, for
example, that the Commissioner of Mental Health did not know which
mental institutions in his'state had experimentation going on, or what %

the nature and. character of such experimentation might be. It is impor-

tant that we begin gathering data on what research with Children, and
with others, is going on now, and try to develop some ways of learning
what the consequences on the experimental process would be of inter-
posing various kinds of limitatiOns, and controls on experimentation.
What, for example, would be the consequence on the development of new
Anowledge if we were simply to say that there will be no more experi-
mentation in institutions-for the mentally retarded? I don't think
anyone can even speculate reliably op that subject.

Finally, in approaching the problem of imposing controls on human
experimentation, I would like to come back to .a point that was discusged
briefly and inconclusively this morning: the manner in which decisions
can be institutionalized. This is a. point that Renee Fox touched on in .

her introduction. I think it is quite true that existing decision
making institutions are inadequate for resolving the difficult questions
posed by human experimentation. It is too late in the -game to go back
to a process that relies on the principal investigator to make all and '

every ethical judgment that arises in the context of his experimental
design. Equally clear, I think, and emerging with greater clarity,
is that the courts are very blunt and inadequate instruments, for making
these kinds of judgments. A collaborative effort on the part,of the
research community and other interested persons, including representa-
tives of subject populations, is urgently needed to develop new kinds
of institutional arrangements for making these kinds of decisions. In

practical terms, new careers could be created that would facilitate
these kinds of decisions. Should not social workers, for example,
interest themselves in the process by which informed consent is obtained
and assured? Shouldn't lawyds be educated in the problems relevant
to experimentation so that they can advise subjects, so that they can
Tdvise experimenters, so that they can advise those institutions that
house experimental programs?

A theme that was sounded this mOrnArg was that the matter should be,
left to scientists-r---- 1think it is already too late for that resolution.
What is needed is a constructive-collaboration between research scien-
tists and others and an explicit recognition that the problems of human
experimentation have not only medical and scientific dimensions, but
also ethical dimensions, legal dimensions, and political dimensions.
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INQUIRY AND COMMENTARY.

DON JONES: I am a professors of medicine,at Wayne' State University,

Detroit, I think this has 4en,a very useful panel so far, because

it has hit on some problems that we have dealt with, and I would

just like to give lour viewpoint.
I am chairman of our Ethics Committee. One of the main things

that we have had trouble with, and.*. Halpern has brought out, is

the fact that we need somebody 'CO turn to forqielp with these

decisions; although we have theologians from several faiths, lay-

men on the committee as well as'scientists, we have great tgouble,

with these, as you can ipagine. I am in full agreement with both

Dr. Fox and Mr:Halpern that some kind of forum be developed so

people can turn to this area for help.
The problem of monitoring becomes very important in a university

of limited resources. It is hard enough to get enough people to be

on'the committee and to be loyal to it, let alone to act as police-

men, too. So I am bringing-up that as a practical issue.

As to public opepriess, I think most committees really trying to

do their jobs do hake public forums. One of-our most lively discus-

sions had not to do with patients but with chimpanzees, as a matter

of fact;., and we had an open forum with the Humane Society on that

and fidally solved it. But it reminds me a-little bit of a panel

here" at the National Academy,on alcoholism.in which one of the

'doctors was describing how he had trained his chimpanzees to speak,

and the question of informed consent immediately came up for the

chimpanzeeS.
I hope that we will address ourselves to the idea of getting some

kind of a national panel. The only area we can turn to at the pre-

sent time is thelpstitutional Relations Branch of DHEW, and they

have been very helpful and very useful, but I wonder if they are the

ones to make these decisions for us.

KARL COHEN: I am in the Department of Philosophy at the University of

Michigane
.

Let me say first, with respect to the case that was presented in

.
hypothetical form for us, that'(it is not reallyvery helpful,

because I would suggest that any self-respecting huMan subject review

committee would bounce it with very little attention, and it calls

,for ilo very careful inspection to give that result. But there are

some difficult questions raised in the course of the discussion of

it. One of these I would like to direCt tp Mr. Hlpern, whose

spirit I largely, although not wholly, share, and that concerns the

kInd of consent one must seek from youngsters who are in a positioi\

to give consent and yet are technically minors'. Withiyou I am out-\

raged in the instant caso,,that persons of teenage and above are not

asked for their consent in an experiment of this sort.

With Professor Eisenberg I understand that there ai'e circumstance

in which one cannot oblige consent of/minors of middling age, and I
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would ask you, Mr. Halpern, and you, Dr. Eisenberg, if you could
help us in this inquiry into the probleM of consent concerning young-
sters, help us to formulate principles according to which consent
should be obligatory, encouraged, almost obligatory,-and the like.
Clearly the rule of seventeen yedrs old is absurd. I think most
in the hall will agree with that. But there may be some chronolog-
ical rule that is helpful, or there may be some other principles
that are.helpful in this respect. It seems to Me that it is just
in this sphere that a'forum of.this kind might make some real
progress.

EISENBERG: Well, I think that you and I would ar .(hat at seventeen,
one is as adult in all likelihood as one is goillg to be. At seven,
one is likely to have a long distance to go. And there must be some
point in between at which informed consent may begin to be meaning-
furand not before. I guess the difficulty in answering the problem
d'eals.with one of the serious issues that wehave before us. Is

.. there to be/trugt in the relationship between the hospital, the
_ institution, the physicians, and the public, and those monitoring

the care? Or is there no trust, and therefore must everything bed
spelled.out? If one could writ a set of regulations that agreed
thitt one would look at each instance, at the nature of the child,-
the child's understanding, and the appropriateness of a procedure
for a given age, ;then I am sure that Charles and I would have no
difficulty agreeing that it is reasonable f9r Smith but not fpr
Jones. It is difficult for meto imagine how one writes that into
a codebook without so restricting freeddm that-you end up getting
informed conseht from someone at seventeen who is really incompetent,
and then failing to get it from someone at twelve who might.haye,
more understanding than the seventeen-year-old.,

SMITH: I just want to make a couple of comments about the informed
consent of children. Obviously one has to distinguish betwee4
children of different ages. 1would not apply an informed consent
rule-in a therapeutic situatiop. I would define a therapeutic
situation very narrowly, howev&r. Where the child is too young to
understand -- let us say the child is seven or eight -- I would
superimpose a third party having no interest in the research, no
interest in the researcher or his success or failure ih his research,
in order to obtain that consent in addition to the consent of the
parent.

DENNIS'SAVER: I am d student at the Medical College of Pennsylvania.
- Given that risks in human experimentation are unavoidable, evert

if the risks should be equally distributed among the population,
it is axiomatic that the risk will precipitate upon some subjects
of experimental procedures. The question then arises of to what
degree, the researchers and'society as a whole bear responsibility
towards those unlucky enough to suffer unexpected, untoward effects?
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If continuing or even lifelong medical care is needed for treatment

of these iatrogenic i115, should the patient pay the cost from his

or her own pocket? Obviously the failure to disclose the origin of

the,illness to the subjects in the case study we have seen this

afternoon is indefensible; but it is not even clear in this study

whether all subjects who experienced peripheral neuropathy were

given continued treatment or if this was free of'charge, Is the

concept of a national insurance risk pool or some variety of no-

fault insurance desirable or a practical remedy in this case? And

in'the meantime, what is the responsibility of the physicianinves-

tigatoi4 to patients afflicted with unfortunate sequelae to,experi-

ments? Although I would have preferred to inflict this questtori on

a more complacent panel, perhaps.Mr. Smith would care to respond.

. . .

EISENBfiG: Before Mr. Smith does, I would'agree to absolutely complete

' and total coverage. And, I would like to extend it to the notion

that if someone is the unfortunate yictim of a medical misfortune --

thal is, an anesthetic death not because the anesthetist,was incom-

petent, a depression of blood marrow in the perfectly appropriate

use of a drug -- that th-itt individual ought to be compensated whether

the doctor did the right,thing,or not, by a no-fault kind of arrange-

.\

ment. If the doctor did t

t

e wrong .thing, he ought to be prosecuted

in court. And the notion o getting compensation depending upon

demonstrating that the doctor was incompetent seems to me to avoid

it.'

Now I have been very much concerned that there is not, to the best

of my knowledge, an adequate policy in research institutions to cover

the consequences of untoward e?fects on the subjects even after

everything else has been done right and they knew what they were

doing. Why should they be victimized, especially when they volun-

teered for such a drug?

SMITH: I am not ,ure that I remember all the questions' encompassed in

that question -- one of them had to do with compensating victims.

I don't know if the insurance industry will ever rise to that

occasion. I suspect not, andI am told by people at NTH that they

will not. Certainly I think the fed-eraI-government hos, an obligation

to provide no-fault type insurance where peo le are injured. as the

result of research.
I think you alluded to the question of di tributing the of

research. Dr. Eisenberg and I, I think, would part company on that,

as well as on a number of other things. I would not agree with his

randomized, noninformed consent health insurance scheme. I would'

prefer to take a first step before that and to exclude from all

medical research that i* not therapeutic to the individual institu-

tionalized persons and children, unless it is absolutely essential

that the research be performed on that particular population, and can't

be performed on another, population.
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HALPERN: Let me just add two brief observations. First of all, there
is the subject that we have -not discUssed explicitly: research.
sponsored_ by drug companies fOr commercial purposes. Typically
these drug tests are designed for submission to the Food, and Drug
Administration in support of new drug applications. HEW has ample
jurisdiction to4impose the kinds of limitations on that research
process just as if these were research undertakings sponsored by
HEW, vid I think it reasonably clear that they'should do so. How-
ever, in revising their proposed regulations to govern research,
they have excluded research done for submission to the FDA. In the
first draft they had included it; and in the second draft they ex:
cluded it.f

The point you are-making:with isegard to an insurance nequirement
seems tome td'be particularly appropriate where you are dealing

.

with.research sponsore4,by a drug company for commercial purposes.
Such companies shoul,:be Vnaer A statutory or administrative duty to

' -assure any iatrogenic damage done by the experiment designed was
insured.

4
--- MICHAEL HAMILTON: I Yam a canon at the Washington Cathedral, and serve

on the medical board of -MIL The consent forrii, which has been well
criticized for its inadequacies, has a couple of defects I would
like to comment on, because they seem to me to be in general'practice
some of the protocols we have to deal with.

.

Fir t of all, with regard to placebos, is the advantage offered ;

to the researcher .to hide from Ihe prospective patients that placebos
wil e used. This enables more people to be recruited. I think
it is Unfair and should not be in any protocols, simply becuse
some-people join in the_experimentation in the hope of gaining a new
procedura l-drug -, and they ought to be fully aware that they only
have a 50 percent or les's,thance of receiving one.

Second is the matter f trust. This particular con?ent form says,
"My physiciAn has expl ned to me the procedures to be' followed,
identifying those th are experimental..." and the possible dis-'
-comforts, et ceter . This has already been remarked on, but it
occurs in quit- lot of protocols. I think again there is a-mis-_
understtndi, of the nature of the consent form, which isfpartly-to'
help fh anent to understand, but also to 'be ,a public disclosure
tha e procedures involved are competent and Ethical and are sd
p .licly stated. .

,

This'lQads me to my third point. There is a great deal said-
about patients nOtteing able'to understand consent forms, and I

think this is pverestimated. A loof it is true. But oven if one

1

of the patients is prevented from fully understanding.

0
ItttizonSent

form, then the value of the consent form is there. Jot theltery4
development of a good consent form on the part of the'renarchers
involved a reflection upon them and one that insures that the quality /
of the experiments themselves will he publicly acceptable?
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EISENBERG4 I Would incite dy colleagues on either side to comment on the
legal consequences that concerirme as a physician: that is, how toe

get an informed consent-form that contains all of.the information.'

Well, how far do you go? Do yop list the 1 in 10 risks? The 1 in

100 risks? The 1 in 10,000 risks?, The 1 in 100,000 risks? By this

time you are on the eighth or ninth page- of the informed consent

form- You decidedon the 1 ih 100,000 cutoff, and to your misfor-

tune, or to his misfortune, the individual has a riok not listed on

the consent form. I-have been told by some attorneys that such an

explicit form,'failing to cc ain something that was-very remote but
nonetheless possible, in' fact 'nuts the physician at greater risk than

the general form.
I do think it is highly impractical to think that 'in the ordini?7'

patient physician transaction, of which this is one special type, it
is logical for the physician to convey to the patient all of the
things listed in the drug insert Rackages that appear. I just don't

think that is reasonable in medical practice; but I would like some

comments on the legalities of

ROBBINS: And reasonableness.

SMITH: I am not prepared to comment on the legality of it. I think I

can comment on the reasonableness'of it. If rwere your patient, or

your. potential subject, I would hope that you would impart to me

before I agreed to participate in your experiment everything that 0*

you know about that experiment and the procedures V5 be used,

far as you are able to explain it to me in layman's terms. And I .

think that is what ought tb be on the consent form.

EISENBERG: Written down?

,SMITH: It would have to be both explained and written down for certain

kinds of subjects in' certain kinds of experiments supervised by a

third party- .1-:--
.

HALPERN; This is an evolving area of the law' at the'present time -- and

the law differs from state to state, and probably from judge to

jude -- that leaves the researcher in an-extremely uncomfortable

position, making it all the more important, I think, that he be
receiving competent legal advice right from the beginning of the

time hbegins to design his research protocol. The basic rule, I

think', in this area is one Of reasonableness, and,Bill Smith's

formulation is one that would commend itself in many courts:

BARBARA ROSENKRANTZ: I am an historian of science at Harvard. I have

been listening to the discussion on informed consent with peculiar

feelings that in the name of ethical procedure we were evolving a

40 sense of social responsibility. Somehow or other the informed

'7
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consent procedure is being looked on as a way'of relieving the
researcher and the practitioner of the responsibilities involved in
adequate research development. I don't assume that this is in a
deliberate form in any sense, but it does seem to me that informed-
consent does not take care ofour social responsibilities. As we
look at experimental problems,primarily in terms of ether medical
or 'Investment, we seem co he consistently ignoring the
social context in which that research takes place, the social envi-
ronment. in which the patient lives or the subject is drawn from,

_ and the enormous importance this has for the outcome of the research
itself. Designing research, in fact, should 'systematically take
these matters into account.

I want to suggest another criterion that seems to yae is necessary) .

and desir?ble: thattt,he subject populatic:: be drawn from the group at
least risk in other respects --. that is, the least social risk, the
least psychological risk from the specific question involved.
Similarly, the subject population should be drawn from that section
with the greatest potential benefit from the specific research being
designed. Nou maybe we take those things for granted, but 'it doesn't
seem to me(looking at certain research protocols,.that we do.
, just want. to ask .r: Halpern another question -- maybe ask all
three agityou.,.in one sense. There is somehow or other an assumption
presented in this, afternoon's discussion that I find di2.4.ficult to
accept. this is the notion that the subject finds his. lawyer a

better advocate for his needs or her needs than some other part of
'the'population. I am not parficularly clear why one professional
group being substituted for another professional group in fact '
achieves the kind of advocacy that we have in mind.

SMITH: I kno\,a lot of doctors, and I know a lot of lawyers, happen
to be a lawyer, and'I am not sure but what I wouldn't rather have
doctors supervise me., Buv.the point is to get representatives of
the subj'ect's of some sort involved in'areview process and a consent
process. . I don't think-either Mr. Halpern or I have suggested th
it ought to be exclusively lawyers.

HALOERN: First; I think your point about,ififoi'med consent is ri'ght and
important. To rely or informed consent.and no other kinds.of pro-

,

fessionai and scientific checks is a great abdication of,the-Iarm----_,..
responsibility. You cannot load too much on informed consent.

As to the queitions of lawyers,,I think the importSnt point is
that there should be some di6intp-osted advocacy end independent

' advice available to. potefitial 'subjects., I suggested that it might
better be a social worker,than.a:lawybr. And I. think_social workers

. properly trained in advocacy skills and also in biomedical research
Might be a very worthwhile population to look to.
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ROSNKRANT:: Can you tell me what your definition of :17.3interes: is?

That is, I think, where my trouble is. I would rather hav'e an .

interestedtadmocate than a disinterested one.

HALPERN: I meat; disinterested in the sense that the`advocates have no

interest in the research protocol, but have an interest in furthering

the best interests of the subject, unalloyed by any other loyalties --

not weighing, in other words, the interest of'this particular subject

against humanity in the outcomes of this research.

LEhIS THOMAS: I am a. little worried about the case report on which much

of the discussion has been based. I recall having been told several

times that it is hypothetical. As pediatric illnesses carry more

last names of pediatricians than is true elsewhere'in medicine, and

I would therefore not be surprised to be told that there is such a

thing as Haym's Syndrome.

EISENBERG: There is not.

THOMAS: Kell, there it is. I sort of like to see a hypothetical case

report presented, if you can do so, because of there being something

very typical about it., I assumed when I-read that thing through

-' that somewhere in the country this must have happened over and over

again. and I shared with the speakers not only a rising indignation

about the events contained in that description, but I even confess

to having thought as you took us thrOugh the report that perhaps, by

God, it might have happened, and there might be a Haym's Syndrome.

Is it in fact' in your view typical of the medical research commu-

nity in this country that a new drug of unknown toxicity, tested

inadequately in animals, never before given to human beings, was in

, s I think you explicitly said, Mr. Smith, tested in this

hypothetica "se only to establish toxicity levels? Do you thi k

in real life this sort of thing goes on?, Do you know of cases

where it has gone on?, Is there any basis for this whole rather

claptrappy stony? And would you like to make,a commeneon the ethics

underlying its writing?

'SMITH: There is no such thing as Haym's Syndrome. I just want to

correct one thing that you ghid: the case does not state that the

Only purpose of.the experiment was to determine toxicity. It stated

that the investigators failed to disdloSt that that was one of the

purposes of the experiment. The experiment had the dual purpose of

determining toxicity and determining bentbfit and weighing those

against each other.
To answer your specific question: if you removed from that hypo-

thetical case two features of it -- first, the use of placebos and

the existence of a control group; and second, the use of institu-

tionalized childien in a juvenile training school -- the case is

100 - percent real qnd factual and is going on today.
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THOMAS: Could you-be more explicit'about that?
6

SMITH: No, sir.

HALPERN: I would just add that I hae seen better research protocols,
and I have seen worse.

UNIDENTIFIED: Thank you, gentlemen, for throwing some illumination into
this controversy. But Ithink, Mr. Smith, to require the physician
not to be the essential experimenter is another hypothetical case,
because I know in my experience of no time, other than casual
aedical experimentation, when the researcher has not become, physi-
cian to the subject in the true and total sense of the word. It is
only thUs that it goes beyond what appears in the consent form or
is explained in the protocol or what is done personally in this
interrelations/ip on a true physician-to-patient sense that exists
between the subject of the experiment and the scientific investigator

STUART SPICKER: I an from the University of Connecticut School of
Medicine. My field is philosophy, blit that doesn'ti matter today.
We have had surgeons speaking on the history-of medicine and la yers
speaking on philosophy. That fits Renee.Yox's. goal, I think, a 'a

beginning.

Now everyone is worried about federal interventions, and I guess
we have to turn that moratorium around.

all

is part of the polit-
ical motif of this meeting, and that is all right.. But it seems to
me that we have to get down to the question of machinery. So far,
as with the jury system, all we have got are these review committees
now federally mandated, even mandated with consent that there will
be nonuniversity people on university committees. r sympathize with
the problem of special institutions that cannot functionally be
built, if you will, like a university comMittee can be. Having sat
on one, I must confess that the mystique I have had about science,
never mind about medicine, has all dwindled. It seems to me that
the real probleins come up so obviously. Since it is experimentation,

lithe researcher has to admit bis limits and hence has to translate
the complicated concepts in biochemistry into something evm he
can understand because hes trying to learn Are. This is in the
best sense. Everyone else on the cbmmittee isn't really stupid,
and they in fact do understand what a given study is About. They in
fact can understand a study of enuresis requiring children to par-
ticipate. The' can understand, when they are given a fairly clear
picture from the scientist and the clinician and the other people in
the committee; just bSsically what the chances are of progress in
an area. 4

I can-Only question.one point, therefore, of Dr.,,..Eisenberg's
presentation. I think he shows a failing to the power of reason,
not only in academe but elsewhere, in the citizenry. I think we
have to return to A political motif in Locke and others regarding
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the trust and reason of human beings, certainly in collection,

rather than taking the experimenter protocol per,se. Many of the

experimenters whomuwe have dealt with in our own institution simply

didn't know that something was important to think about. It.is

hard to cover every fact. No one is perfect. And each member of

these committees has often lent help to others. That maybe is not

the finest machinery, but I hope we never return to the privacy of

the experimental p;oblematics unless we also turn to only auto-

experimentation. That certainly' would make sense to me.

I hope that I have helped to focus at least one specifiC issue:

back to the machinery and precisely the debate.about the so-called

peer groups or,peer review committees and their importance rather

than their deletion from the system. It is not the fe4eral govern-

ment anymore when twenty people sit around a table.on a-problem,

respecting the points of view of each Other:and have to come to

sometimes a very difficult decision.

.ISENBERG: I didn't hear myself say that the investigator ought to be

autonomous and independent of the peer review committee.

I would further suggest the need to look experimentally and inves-

tigatively at systems for controlling and investigating the experi-

mental process. I would like to know, after six mohths or twelve

months.or eighteen months of this or that review mechanism, whether

in fact it wbrked, and not only what studies were done and whether

they were ethical or not, but what studies were not done. There is

a very serious problem in the bureaucratization of anything, and it

is the problem the government faces constantly. If you are a

bUyeaucrat and you refuse to let something, happen, nobody knows

what, good might have happened had you permitted it. But if in fact

say yes and a drug is released on the market with perfectly good

judgment based on the data available at the time, and then some un- .

toard effect shows up, you are obviously Culpable. Consequently,

there is a tendency built into the System to Avoid being caught off

base by taking the conservative position.' No one has to look over-

all at what the costs add deficits on both 'sides are.

. .

HALPERNf One enormous step -forward, it would seem to me, would be for

somebody to start to collect, index, and publish decisions of peer '

review committees sp that a kind of common law process could develop

by which review committees in Michigan might learn from physicians

in-New York. Perhaps through that process-some norms of acceptable

practice might evolve:

ROBBINS: This. suggestion haS been made before: Has anything actually

happened in regard to this? Is it in f ?ct being done3 Does any-

body -here know?

SMITH: I was just going to ask if there wad anybody here who is a member

of a review group that regularly publishes.or allows the public to

1 4
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see tpe results of its deliberations? Is there any such thing'
anywhre in the country'

HUGH FUDENBFRG I think this reflects the gap between the biomedical
1community and those elsewhere in the audience. I am glad the gap has

been revealed. Most people is biomedical investigation are in it
because they want to do something first. If these deliberations of
the review committee -- which in all the institutions I know is com-
posed of laymen, inc'iuding theologians, et cetera -- were to be
published, they would have to publish the purpose and other documen-
tation as well. :knd this could not necessarily even be a new drug.
I Mould think that the vast majority of people doing something for
the first time would refpse to do it if this were the case.

I s.ould'also like to point out that on -one review committee that
I know, the same sort of thin was raised by another attorney. He
says that if this drug has never been used ,before, it would hive to
be for an exotic form of cancer. Thereforeit can't be done. To
him research from that point is to see what has been done before with
au). complications. I think there is a great gap. Most investigators
bv research do not mean doing something that has been done before.

FRED HIATT.: I work with the Children's Defense Fund. I wish to make a
comment on Dr. Thomas's doubting that this case could have happened.
His faith in theresearch profession_is fairly typical'of the faith.,
that a lot of scientists have in their own professions,'and I think
it is this faith that is in large part responsible for vigilance
being less careful than it could be. In fact, as Mr.rSmith said,
this case pretty much did happen and ls happening.. This may not be
.the norm, but certainly I think anybody who is here from a research
review committee would say that unsatisfactory, consent is not at all
unusual, and more-serious abuses do certainly happen.

I think that the point is not how commonplace these abuses are.
. lot of peOple today said, well, why-are we worrying? These sub-

, species are just needles in the haystaci.s.tA,Most research is benefi-
cial and ethical, so what is the problem?fi,Tha.t.may or may not be
true. I tend to think there are more abuses than reach the news-
'paper or congressional committees. Ev2n.if they 'were just needles
in the haystack, when you talk about revising regulation and proce-

-dure for the protection of subjgts*, it is thse abuses that you have
to keep in mind, not polio vaccines. Is it possible, given a lot of
the anxieties we have heard here today, to *develop regulations that -

hill prevent the abuses, which certainly are occurring, without im -'
peding pediatriC research?

SMITH: I think it is. possible, and I think HEW started on that road
when they originally published proposed. regulations for the protec-
tion of plildren involved in research. Those regulations, for
example, contained the proposal for child consent, or at least child -

approval for nontheraPeutic research when a child was over seven.
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They contained a prohibition on research on parentless children.
They made a stab at the institutionalized children process research_

problem. They alSo tried to superimpose on the present review sys-

tem a couple of ether mechanisms. One v.as an ethical review at the

.NIH level, and another was a subject protection committee controlled
by nonresearchers at the institUtional level. Because there is a

big hassle going on now at HEW headquarters about these child regu-
lations, it remains to be seen what they are going to look like when
they come out, hopefully within a few Meeks or months. But my sus-

picion is that-all those reforms are going to go down the drain
because there has been so much opposition to them. They received

some six hundred coMMents on those regulations on prisoners,

,children, and the mentally infirm, and I think there weren't more

than twenty-five that were categorized as advocates as behalf of
protection or,further protections of the subjects.

So-my answer to the .question is yes, I thing it is possibFel but

I am not sure HEW is going to end up doing it.

ROBBINS: I would agree that it is possible we are moving toward it.

But let us look at the regulations and their toxicity. Titere is a

law in Massachusetts that forbids research on a fetus scheduled for
abortion but permits therapeutic research on a viab fetus that may

, come to term. This means that the only way on Inds out whether

a fetoscope'is safe to use is by potentiall filling or damaging

fetuses,. rather than by using it on a. fetus that is going -to be' :

aborted and would have given us the information to use it safely,

-if safe it can- be. Now that s my idea of a kind -of regulation

that in the name of morality is obscene. I wouldjust urge that,we

,:not-muitiply formal rules that do ribt, in fact, haire the likelihood

of controlling the misbehavior we would like to regulate.

BERNARD DAVIS: I am La professgr of microbiology at Harvdrd and a former

profesAir of pharmacology. I would like,to come back to a point

raised by the two members of the legal profession os -the panel. As

I understand, it, the legal process for a very long time fin this
country has been fundamentally a necessary process, with attorneys
for the two contending sides presenting their arguments as forcibly

as possible for each. There are many other important processes in
_our society.where decisions are traditionally not .reached by an ad-

versary process.
'The teacher-student rerition is theoretically a nonadversary

process, although it seems to be coming more of one these days. The

search for some kind of an objective truth by scientists involves

arguments but not fundamentally an adversary process. And -the rela-

tion between .the physician and his patient has not traditionally been

an adv-ersary proces?..
appreciate very much Mr. Halpern's suggestion that what we need

isan effort to achieve more collaboration in institu ons that

would promote more collaboration between the medic ofession and
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other interested groups in improving the standards of ethics in
medical experimentation. I am a little worried by the danger that

. since this is initiated by people who have become much concerned
over theVery real excesses that have occurred,, the abuses that have
occurred in more or les's instances in medical research, what is
arising may have much too much of the adversary process in it to
yield the kind of really cooperative collaborative arrangement that
we would, I think, all like to see. I am afraid that if it becomes
the medical profession confronted by public interest lawyers sup-
ported by widespublic appeal, which is very easy to generate and
has already been ge nerated over the kinds of issues we are discus-
sing, we may end up with,great damage to the quality of medical re-
starch and the quality of ftedical care in this country:

To illustrate what I mean by the adversary process, let me ask .

Mr. Smith if there wasn't more than a hint of advocacy in the very
case that he presented? First he described the experiment as non -
therapeutic. I would like to have him define what he meant by
therapeutic, since these subjects were given 'adrug that on the
basis of animal experimentation offered very real promise of arrest-
ing the progress of the disease. More important is the day he
described the role of the physicians in violating the Hippocratic
Oathby engaging in an experiment clearly designed to advance,the
interest of the investigators and not that of the subjects. Now if
these subjects we suffering from a disease that reached the mor-
tality of 40 percent by the age of forty, and if animal experiments
gave real 'promise of arresting the progreSs of the disease, and if
no other promVinetherapy was available, I would ,like an explana-
tionof why this:is violating the Oath of Hippocrates; or more im-
portant, if it is not, why did he so interpret it?

SMITH: First of all, I confess to bei4.an advocate, I confess to
advocating here, and I am proud of it. I hope that the speakers who
went before me would admit rhat.they to?are advocates, including
the three this morning, and thqse on the panel on the fetus.

Let me address the question of therapeutic research. I had thd
privilege of participating in a group that wrestled with some of
the-problems that HEW tried to resolve in writing the outlines for

. protecting children in medical experimentation, and the.toughest
problem was trying to define what was beneficial and what was not
beneficial research. When you ,Iry to make rules ox regulations or
eVen make statements in this area, you alWays seem to.get back:M.,
what is therapeutic and'what isn't therapeutic,' Therapeutic seems
to be a reasonable test of some things that shouldor shouldn't be
done or the procedures that are going to tie imposed.

I would say that therapeutic research is research that is under-
taken for the primary - purpose of.treatinea physical or mental ill-
ness in an individual patient and that if Successful would reasonably
be.expected to alleviate iubstatitially the individual's condition.
I would-enclose a test as part of tha4-definition. I would say that
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if there were no other possible benefit from the procedure, the
physician would immediately undertake the procedure for the patient's

benefit. So with the imposition of that definition and that test
as therapeutic research, I would say all this research is not thera-

peutic. When I suggested a child's consent and suggested that doc-
tors shouldn't experiment on their own patients, I tied those
suggestions to nontherapeutic research and was using in my own mind
that definition.

ROBBINS: hould tAis include,vaccine trials where, assuming that the
vaccine were effective, the patient would be benefited?

SMITH: This is where it is very difficult to write the rules and
definitions.

ROBBINS: You gave me my answer.

.

UNIDENTIFIED: There were forty subjectl in this trial. Twenty of them

got placebos; therefore only twenty got the drug. Fifty percent of
those receiving the drug suffered a severe adverse reaction: Only
the six who continued to exhibit that condition were given follow-
up care. Why was the other remaining population not given continu-
ing care or at least periodic examinations to see if they were going .

to come up with that adverse reaction at-a later time?

ROBBINS: I think'ihateZ'An be quite simply answered.

MICHAEL WAITZKIN: I am at the Yale Law School. I.rmuld like to return

to a comment that was made several turns back,that seemed to slip
by unnoticed and that I thought as relatively important. This was
in regard to the-,discussion of ether the decisions of the peer
review committee should be published to develop some sort of common
law and to develop some.! generally acceptable prcivisibni on ethical

'standards. The gentleman.who responded to that question sald some-
thing that was rather important. It seeped to me that what he was
saying was that the intense competition between scientists in his
view would preclude the publication of such reports. This level of
intense competition among scientists, as reflected in that comment,
is not always compatible with the interests of the recipients of
the care that they are giving,-the subject,in'the experiment, or
compatible at all necessarily with the development of general ethical

- - principles. yhisis the point raised, and I think it reflects some-
thing that other people havesiaid:- the groups that have been on the
stage-today tend tp be-compatible among themselves -giTincompiirEfe----
perhaps with the interest pf the audience. If we had had that

gentleman on the stage with these gentlemen, I think that point

could have been raised more easily and the concept been more clearly
articulated.
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UNIDENTIFIED: There seems to be a great concern about the possibilityNN-
of the kind of collaboration that has been so often suggested here.
I wish to submit that perhaps we are thinking of ourselves as much

too special. I don't think the subject of ethics and morality of
humahexperimentation, on which I have worked so many years, is
really so different from some of the problems that communities have
tackled in education; housing, social welfare, environment and the

like. I think, frankly, thattmany of us -- and I exclude myself at
this point -- distrust the public; and the reasons that we aren't
making the committees fully knowledgeable about these things, or
even having committees in some cases, is that we don't really want
them to have this information. We talk about it, but we haven't
really SP?' up ninhndS tomake -this possible or available. If the

same kind of interest -arid campaigning and the same kind of selling,
if you will, that has been done in the,fields I have mentioned were
done in this one, I think the problem would be substantially
lessened and reduced. We would have the kind of.general and, I hop e,

useful and constructive criticism that we claim) we want.
If we really do, then let:4 see who/her there are not methods

well known to,all of us thSt can be applied here. That would, of

course, include that we have joint activity among the prof&ssions .

and the others, teaching and training; that We perhaps make available
all kinds_ of seminars and the.like,,,not just of this kind but
throughout the country, and open the various committees that presum-,
ably are setting up the standards that we have. This would also,

I think, take some of the bite off the need for regulation if we are'
willing to accept community determinations. They are not all going

to be good. Some.of them are going to be very bad; but I think it
it worth trying, and if necessary we-will live with some of those
and turn to education, turn t'o publicity, if purwill, turn to all
,the techniques we are familiar with to try to gtt the kind of right

decisions we claim we want.

ROBBINS: Thank you. ,Does tie panel wish to make any filial comment?.

,EISENBERG: Well, I would"wholeheartedly concur that in the end it is
society or those people who have tbe,power in society who will
determine what science is and wha,p, scitnce does, and what physicians

are able to do.
One of the elements'of unreality in ,this discussion is the failure

to'identify some of the forces in some of the reasons for the attacks
on'science, part of which thinksashat scientists have done what they
shouldn't and have charact6tistils that they pretend they don't have.
But it. is also true'that there are a variety of reasons for turning
in a mindless way when those foAes that have beef identified as a

'source of evil in society make them a.much easier target than look-

' ing at_tbe political forces, that distorted the_poteptialLprogress
of .society. When one looks at he kind of lovely issues that get

dikussed at an ethical level, cularV in fetal research, one
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also understands that sbme of the opposition to fetal research has
little to.do with the ethics of anything other than the ethics of
abortion as it-is perceived in some people's minds. That is why
Edelin is -getting it The connection between Edelin and the so-
called.grave-robbing case is that they all came out of the same
contacts. Who is being denied the care? The black and the poor,
and I think that ought to be put into the context of this discussion,
too. Fi

HALPERN: The notion of the attacks on science as being a framing con-
4cept in which you should deal with these ethical issues we have been
airing is, I think, a vary grave mistake and,one-that I have seen
repeated all too often. I had the bxperience with one very good
research scienfit who came to defend an indefensible research
protocol -- considerably'worse, Dr. Thomas, than what we have set
out here simply, he told me, because h.e.felt that spipee was #

under attack everywhere,and that it should be defended on the'beacheS-
sand in the mountains.

% If we are going to have the kind of collaboration some of u$
have discussed, it is going to be only on the basis of shared con-
cerns and shared v.elues,,' not bn a. conceptualization that loOks to,
science and its attacker's. and defenders. t,

ROBBA: I want to thank you all for being,here. There have been some
obvious deficiencies in our systep, but, as our Forum pointed up,
nothing is ever perfect. On theother hand, there has been some
considerable discussion of important issues, discussion that I hope
we will continue in the spirit that has existed here.

' i
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AN-OVERVIEW

Lewis Thomas
Chairman

It was, in my view, a useful ForUm, and I am glad it was. held,' but I
hype- fervently that there will not be another one. The chief value of .

this exercise was in, its demonstration that you cannot settle'a problem
of such complexity by calling,in representatives of two, already quite
polarized, points of view and instructing them to discuss, the problem
as though it were a matter of principle.' ,

I suppose_it is, after all, a matter ofprinCiple -- in the sense
that you can always line up two opposing sides, One asserting that human
research is always, under whatever circumstances, an unqualified social
evil: the other affirming, just as flatly, that it'is Oitegenerally a

good endeavor. Indeed, we came near to this degree of polarization at
several points in the Forum, and the discussion led nowhere beyond the
confrontation.

I emerged frail the sessions with a.different viewpoint. Principle
or nol the quests ns before the Forum turned out to be matters of

extraordinary detaiZ, and there is really no way to conduct a broad disL
cussion in two days when the details are all so crucially important,
and especially when none of the participants had anything like hard,

.
analytical'information concerning the detail. .-

.

, Most ofth'e bits of detailed information that I now Peel the need
for are actually lacking on my side Of the fence. As an old defender
bf the importance and value of clinical research, it embarrasses me that

sI know so little, factually, abodt how satisfactorily and safely the
present system works. 'I do Ilot really know for sure thatihe review
committftes in'all hospitals, or even in some, provide total protection

against, trivial research, research for the sake of writing papers, re-
search carrying some hazard for the subjects, or.research holding no

. ,,lgoO.se.orp4 benefit for anyone. J think.tfie system works well, as seen
4 . ,

' .
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rirsthand in he teaching hospitals I'veknown, but I really cannot
prove anythin beyond the hunch and the obvious wish., This was rather
effectively pointed out on several becasions by the Forum participants
opposed to today's system.

Therefore, I conclude that there is,a rather urgent need for someone
to make a n'e 'study. I am aware Of the books already written, and the
evidence presented, much of it anecdotal and placing great emphasis on
individual instances of conspicuous sin, notably the Alabama syphilis
study. I still feel the need for much more information. I suggest
that the matter be placed before the Institute of Medicine, with the
suggestion that this organization authorize a full -scale panel of ex-
perts, representing all sides of the issue, to conduct a study, at
first hand, of the review mechanisms, protective rules; approved critet
ria, et cetera, in a meaningful sample of the teaching hOspitals of this
country.

By information in detail I mean, such matters as the size and composi-
tion of, the review committees, number and length of meetings he,d in the
past year, number of pro cts reviewed, number approved and rejected.
It would be of special nterest to have detailed information about the
rejected category, sin this might provide clues as to the existence
of real hazards in toda s system.

I was alarmed by same of the charges of injustice, inhumanity, and
coldness made at various points in the Forum, and it seemed to me that
'American. medicine would be in deep trouble for irs future if theSe were
shown to be generally true. i4 I cannot believe that the teaching hospi-
tals are up to the sorts of mischief alluded-to, nOr so lacking in ef-
fective mechanisms for the surveillance of their oWn clinical research.
'But I would like to know what the facts of the'matter really are.
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WELCOgE

Donald S. Fredrickson
President

.Institute of qedicine

I am privileged to serve on the General Advisory Committee.of the Acad-
emy Forum. At a recent Committee meeting another medical member.;
Dr. Frederick Robbins, and I were guilty of setting up a rhetorical fuss
with the other members of the Committee, who represent the variety of
disciplines within the National Academy of Sciences. Wh?, we asked,
when portions of the world are faced with imminent starvation, when we
.are down to the last half - century or perhaps quarter-century of the use
of fossil fuels for all time, when we seem to be praying away the only
ozone layer that we are ever likely to leave, when ih most of our great
urban centers the systems for mass transit and forthe administration
of criminal justice'seem to be vying with each other for'honors in in-
adequacy -- why, in the face of all this, does the Corthittee spend-so
much time discussing more provocative medical topics for future forums?
#

This, I confess, 'was a sham. The obvious answer was written in the
faces and in the words of yesterday's session, ever groping for the
meaning of life. We have found a subject of great and continuing fas-
cination and certain extraordinary importance in the question of what
man ig doing to man in the interest of humanity and through the medium
of science. Some qf these most intensely personal interactions fall
under the rubric of medicine and biomedical research. rf they sometimes
involve abstractions, they are universal ones: the beginning of human
life; the end of it; and in between, a great unknown that differs from
some ef the-other voids out there on the rim of human perceptions. For
this biomedical void is constantly tieing filled by human endeavor, and
with each turn of new knowledge and new technique comes another problem
and another tough decision to be made.

It is small wonder that such decisions are not left for a single pro-
fession to make on behalf k12231/1, and it is no wonder that they cry
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for open and con-tant &hate. inc conflict of talues inherent in medi-
cine and in :he »hole health care dilemma hate special interest for that .

')ody of toe Acaden: kno»m as Ii,. Institute of Medicine. At least half
of the rarticipant- in yesterday's Forum sessions included Institute
merhers or other; »no hate peen involted in its activities. The pro-
tisi-ons of the cnarter and the pattern of enrollment of participants in
Its a,:ti.ities reflect the great diversity of professions, of institu-
tion-, ofor.nions tnat arc involted in dealing »ith health as a
rJrli. The Institute of Medicine is in one sense a continuing

regularl. en4a,;ed 1^ he kind of ecumenical debate and the bal-
anci.ng cf tens:c^s that are characterasti, of this tho-day meeting.

Rts:entl. tne Institute has receited a generous grant from the Andrew
Mellen Foundation to structure and examine some of the critical ethi-

cal choice, that are posed by a wide range of public policy decisions
,on,erning nealth practices; and it is of note that among the activities
propo,ed are.scAeral that were discussed here yesterday, including the
compilation of a record of the decision-making process that might help
guide further decisions in informed consent and experimental procedures.

Many of you will take ha.k to :our on institutions a desire to im-
plement hays to answer some of the questions that will be unanswered
after this Forum. And so too, the Institute of Medicine will attempt
to knit further the raveled sleeve of these discbssions, which now
begin again.
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THE MILITARY / THE PRISONER

Albert B.. Sabin

Alvin J. Br6nstein
William N. Hubbard, Jr.

ALaT SABIN

'3a

I will make my points briefly at the beginning and then document them

to the extent that time permits.
1. Some of the most important preventive and therapeutic products .

in current use in human medicine could not have been developed without

the use of adult human-volunteers in nontherapeutic medical research,
that is, esearch on persons who do not have the disease or disorder

under study are not in immediate danger of acquiring it.

2. The ongoing need for such volunteers from armed forces, prison,
and other population groups is as great as ever for acquiring the knowl-
edge needed for the eventual control and optimum treatment of important

infectious and other diseases.
3. Personal expFrience and the dispassionate observations of

others -- by this I mean those who are not themselves engaged in bio-
medical research on volunteers.-- testify to the important personal
gratifications that the majority of adult volunteers derive from the
justifiable conviction that their participation contributes knowledge
that, cannot be otherwise obtained for the elimination or relief of human
suffering or in the case of the armed forces volunteers from providing
the knowledge needed for the optimum management of the hygienic, nutri-
tional, stress, health, and other problems -- and here I want to indi-
cate especially problems that are peculiar to service in the armed

forces.

4. Consent without coercion is implicit in the word volunteer.
Codrcion in the sense of enforcing or bringing about consent by force or
threat, as is well described in the Nuremberg Code, is not part of the
American system of recruitment of human beings for service as subjets
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In medical researc'h, and contemporary critics of this system do not have
this type of :oercion in mind. The issue centers around a more subtle
type of coercion; more along the lines of seduction, involving opportun-
ities for temporary escape from boredom and unpleasant surroundings (for
example, those in prison) or undesirable actlities (for example, some
military duties) and offers of modest financial gain not otherwise
available to the volunteer.

The conclusion that no man is a free agent' prisons or in the
arned forces and that ac,ordingly the expressicn consent .ithout coer-
cion is impossible under these conditions is based, in my judgment, on
an untenable definition of coercion imohing :be sane subtle factors
that influence so- called freedom of choice in alrost everyone's life.
For instance, I may ant to punch,somebody in the nose. %laybe before
this' symposium is (.er I hill fe'el like iz. But the la:, restrains me.
I do not have that much free choice. I uant to do many other things.
I want to cross the street against the red light. I am in a hurry. The
law says if I do it and I am caught, I will have to'pay the price. So
he are all constrained by certain limitations on our free choice and I
maintain that the free choice involved in volunieering falls :.Rhin the
same category. It is not identical among those sening in the armed
forces and in prison.

S. There are some very good people, uho, because of their sincere
concern for the protection of human freedom, oppose medical experiments
on human volunteers in prisons as part of their justifiable wish to re-
form the penal system. But I think they are misguided because:

(a) it is the least objectionable aspect of the current penal sys-
tem, if it is objectionable at all, and its elimination would have
very little impact on bringing about the more truly desirable and
urgent changes, and

(b) it could eliminate something that, in the judgment of others
who are also concerned IN'ith the protection of human'freedom in-

cluding prisoners, lis highly beneficial for the vast majority of
thISe t..ho volunteer.

6. You have all heard about the Nureriberg Code and Declaration of
Helsinki. 1 could like to introduce a Sabin Bill of Rights in this ,

particular issue. 1 would like to propose that the right to volunteer ,

for medical experiments, carried out under properly supervised and en=
forced guidelines and conditions, is one of the human rights that should
not be denied to 'anyone because of 'service in the armed forces, impris-
onment for a crime against society, unemployment, poverty, boredom,
or even a sincere desire to help others. That is a right that should
not be denied to anyone.

During the first session of this Forum; Dr. Lewis Thomas discussed'
the benefits of research with humans. I should like to emphasize hete
sbveral benefits and briefly describe some personal experiences with
army, 'prisoner, and medical' student volunteers.,
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Dr. Frankhn A. \eva of the National Institutes of Health recently-
pointed out that:

The fact that physicians, not only in the United States; but all
over the horld, can treat malaria in as rational a pharmacologic
fashion as they do is largely the result of malaria volunteer re-
search programs that have existed for .the last 30 years...The malaria
program of the National Institutes of Health at the Atlanta Federal
Penitentiary has.recogniced and, he believe, has fulfilled the high-
est standards of medical ethics in clinical research by obtaining
truly informed consent, by exerting no direct or indirect coercion,
by having a record of minimal risks (e.g., no deaths in more than
4,000 infections since the 1940s), and by producing results of great
.medical importance.-

Extensive malaria volunteer research programs have also been carried
out under the auspices and with the financial support of the U.S. Army -,
Medical Research and Development Command since World War Tr: The con4P-.
tinuing emergence of drug-resistant varieties of malarial parasites and

,,the need to explore possibilities of active immunization against malaria
hill- require ongoing experiments with human volunteers under conditions
of strict isolation and ongoing observations such as are uniquely avail-
able
f

in prisons. ,

The recent extraordinary advances in our understanding of viral
'hepatitis would have been impossible without the infrastructure of
-knowledge and the banks of specimens --.serum specimens, stool speci-
mens. -- acquired from studies on human subjects during the decades since
horld War II. Moreover, if suitable candidate vaccines should emerge
from current exploratory studies on chimpanAes and monkeys, the ulti-
mate decision regarding their suitability and effectiveness in human
beings will be possible only after careful, stepwise studies on human
subjects under strict conditions of isolation.

The ultimate control of epidemics and pandemics of influenza rests
on past, pre nt, and future studies,on huvIn subjects under carefully

s3

.

controlled an isolated -conditions. . :.
. , A

-My own exp rience dates back to World War -II and includes medical
students who volunteered for studieson a vacciyuk against,JapaRese
encephalitis And others later, that is, after the wax, an a vaccine
against Dengue, Fever. It inOludes studies:On priiOnel:s-at the New
Jersey State Prisoneat-Treotoh who served as subjeOtfor basic studies.
on Dengue and S2ndf-ly,Fevers, and about'wenty-two years ago on hundreds
of prisoners.at the Federal Reformatory. ht Chillicothe, Ohio, who served,

.

as subjects for basic studies On vaious.aitenuated polio virus strains .. :

that ultimatejy led to the selection.Of the, strains currently used , .
-throughout the world for the preparation of the live attenuated polio .

. - . . .
virus raccipe.adminis;exed by mouth., . '. .

. . ,
... .

-My first asgignjffenf an. arrival -in Egypt,, in early 1943 was to deter-. - .

,

mine the relative efiectiVenes5 of British and U.S. repellents against . ,

. . 4,,

, ,..4
the sandflies that transmit Phlebotomus Fever. This disease-was rem /

.
. . .

ported 'to have rendtred noneffective about 70 percent of'the.BritisK. 0.,

. .

.
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forces during Rommel's first successful attack on Tobruk, and was known.
to be prevalent in Italy, which'as still under Nazi'occupation.
ican military personnel: including nlYself, and one British colonel

. served as volunteers in these'tests that were carried out along the Dead
Sea in Palestine, the only place where we could catch thousands of sand-
flies at that time pf the year:

The available time does not permit me to analyze-the variety of 'no-,
tivations I encountered in individual yolunteers, but there-is no doubt
in my mind that the desire to be of service to others was"a"dominant mo-
tive and that the majority of volunteers derived their greatest gratifi-
cation from the feefing that they had done something good for others.

My on impressions are fortified, by those ofoothers ROt personally
involved in the direction of s ch experiffients. To cite only -a few! the
1974 article, "Prisoners as La ratery Subjects," by Dr. Norvell Morris
and Mr. Michael Mills of the C terfor Studies in Criminal Justice of
.the University. of Chicago-Law,§chooll;:the:very recent report of the
Fordham-YaleoPrison Research Group entitled, "Pharmacological testing_in
a Correctional Institution"3;and an article entitled, "$20-a-Day Guinea
Pigs with a Noe for Medical Research" by H. Lawrence Lack.4

I am not saying ,that some research on prisoners in some prispns is
bad and should be'corrected. I frankly do not know. A11 I can say is
that the situations under which I worked showed how well it could be

done. Moreover, there,was no breaking of the Nurember.Code, there was
no coercion, and it was very beneficial to the prisoners themielves. If

I were,interested.in the welfare of prisbners, I would give those of
them who desire to participate the privilege, the right, to do it and
not prevent them fromrhaying that opportunity:

OP,

s .

AvIN BRONSTEIN

I

I believe that the presentation's 'so .far-have been rather vague, with no

clear positions taken... No one has attempted to describe or define in-

formed consent. No one has mentioned the yse of captive populations in
human experimentation; and no one has mentioned the state's involvement
except with respect to the regulations conCerning.medical,experimenta-
tion, but not with respect to the control of the subject population.
Finally, no one has mentioned the Constitution.

I would therefore like to start my presentation by.stat.ing some Very
definite positions with respect to the use of prisoners for nonthera-

peutic medical experimentation.
1. I do not challenge generally the. ethics of the experimeter. I do

not believe that is terribly relevant to the major issues except, of
course, for the occasional abuse. If we cannot agree that there have

been published reports' of occasional abuses in medical research ancLdiug

testing -- for example, untreated syphilis victims, incidents of hepati-
tis in state prison systets, and injection, of live cancer cells into
patients without their knowledge or consent and without the knowledge.

.

I
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and consent of their doctors -- then there would be no point. in. further

dialogue:
It is not so muchthe actual-Tonilonal abuse of cal/Live human sub-

jects, but the potential for abuse which concernsmb. And itis the
potential for abuse combinea with the state's control in prisons that

is co.f.most' concern.

- 2. I do not challenge the fact that some Of the most important prpd-
ucts in current use in human medicine have_been developed with the use

of human adults who allegedly volunteered. ,

3. I do not challenge the need _for -human subjects on a continuing

basis in the future.

4. I do not challenge the tact that there is.some amount of coer-

caon that influences every decision that men-and women make throughout

their lives. .*

.

-
fdo not claim that _prisoners ,haveno right to volunteer.

6. I do not challenge the use of prisoners in medical experiments
as part of, to quote, Dr: Sabin, a 'justifiable 'wish-to,reform the penal

, system." am not interested in reforming the penal.system. -The'penal

system in this Colptry is acancer on our society. I know of no doctors

who are trying to-reform cancer; they are trying to*eliminate it.
7.' My position with respect to the use, of prisoners in nontherapeu-

, tic medical experimentation is simple and clear; the de facto environ-
..

. ment'of prisons is such that you cannot create an institution in which

- '.informed consent without coerciodiS feasible.2 .Given the nature of

the institution of prisons, and theddgree of intrusion on the individ-
ual, his body and his mind, which necessarily results from nontherapeu-

. tic medic-A experimentation, the constitutional rights of the individual
Prisoner to be free from "invasions of privacy, free from invasions'of

human, dignity, free frail cruel and unusual punishment, and free from
'injurious state action without due process are violated.

The most important. thing that distinguishes the use of captive popu-
lations as human subjects from all others is the involvement of the

state. The state has possession of, and delivers to the scientist,

bodies over which it has control. In an earlier debate Dr. Sabin ex-

- 'pressed outrage at wy,s4ying that the state delivers bodies to the
scientist apdparticulafly objected to the use of the word bodies.' I

am sorry that the use of this word upsets him, but I believe that it is

a fair and accurate characterization. The state-has total control over

the prisoner and creates the conditions of coercion'that I will discpss

Shortly. Furthermore, every commitment order I'have.ever seen contains

, the language that the "body of the defendant ,shall be delivered" to

whOever the particular custodian is. I would like to illustrate the

degree of state. control over a prisoner by quoting to you the official

position takenby the United States in a brief filed by the SolicitOr

General In the Supreme Court of the United States this past January.

Thi's vase did not deal with medical experimentatiqn, but rather with
the claimed arbitrary transfer of prisonerefrom-one institution -to

another. In illustrating that the prisoner had no right io protest his.

'transfer, ,the government said:
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, ...[t]he very fact of his corwiction for a crime, and the.legitimate

placement.of his person into the hands of a custodian who will be
responsible for His safekeeping and the supervision of the most in-
timate details of his life, removes from the prisoner any legitimate
expectation that he will be able to control the conditions of his
confinement.'

would now like to discuss informed consent as a legal doctrine.
Wo must keep in mind that it is necessarily a flexible doctrine. Obvi-
ously there will be differences between informed consent for a mental
patient or a prisoner and for a college student in the free world who
volunteers for an experiment. But it must always consist of three ele-,.

. bents: clompetency,knowledge, and voluntariness.
- The Nuremberg Code, in defining voluntary consent, which the Code

indicates is absolutely essential before you may experiment on a human
subject, states in pertinent part:

..:that the person involved....should be so situated as to be able to_
exercise free. power of choice without the intervention of any ele-
ment of force, fraud, deceit, duress, over-reaching, or.other ulter-
ior form of constraint or coercion and should have sufficient knowl-
edge and comprehension of the elements of the subject matter involved
'as tb enable him to make an understanding and enlightened deci-
sion:

I would like to give you an example of the state's involvement in
41§A"' experimentation with prisoners and the state's version of informed-con-

sent. The Patuxent Institution in Maryland ds a maximum security in;
stitution for prisoners who are civilly committed there as "defective
delinquents" for an indeterminate sentence up to life. In response to
recent claims that prisoners, who are euphemistically referred to as
patients at Patuxent, were being forcedo participate in drug studies,.
the governing boards at Patuxent just two weeks ago issued the follow-

. ing report:- 1
;

Ferced Participation in D1'ug Studies. -The Joint Boards find Do evi
dence that participation by patients inadrugstudies within the In-
stitution was forced. All drug studies conducted within the Insti-
tution must first be approved by'the Governing Board...All patient's .

. were told that participation' was on a vollinary basis.; and those who
did participAte gave their informed consent to the exteptthat in- 4

formed conspnf is popible In an Institutional setting. No_doubt.
. many patients were motiVate4.to participate the drug .study by the

money they received for their participation and by the expectation
that their participation would benefit thenNititin the Institution.
41116 Joint Boards do not believe that the presence oeihese-factors
makeS a patient's paficipafion in a drug gtudyfoired. =Furthermore,

- there it fto evidencethat_a Patient's participation in a drug study
actually does improve his chances for ear).); release or.in tny way;

.
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affects his progress within the Institution. Nevertheless, it is
difficult to see how these factors which affect a patient's choice
to participate in a. drug study can be entirely eliminated because
patients have few opportunities to earn money within the Institution
and gene llv cannot be disuaded-from believing that everything they
do affects their progress in the institution.4

Thus, you see the state, which has control of the prisoners:which
approves the drug studies, whith creates the coercion, admitting the
existence of the coercion but denying that there is forced participation
in drug studies.

Let me illustrate the impossibility of a.constitutionally valid in-
formed consent -- one made with competence, full knowledge, and volun-
tariness -- by talking about the quality of prison life. Keep in mind
throughout my description, the important need that was expressed by al-
most all of the speakers'yesterda), for openness, exposure, and prohibi-
tions against secrecy when using human subjects. For example, Dr. Moore
said, "Don't work in secret "; and -Dr. McDermott said that "The climate

of openness is most important."
Prisons in this country are closed, secret, and inherently coercive

institutions. Control and security are the parambunt concerns of the
4. prison administrators. Rehabilitation of prisoners is neither the goal

nor the practice. More than 90 percent of all the monies budgeted for
corrections in this country goes for control and security. Less than

. 10 percent of the entire corrections budget in the country goes for the
ridiculous and ineffective programs that exist in some prisonsIS Most

experiments using prisoners are conducted in medium or maximum seCuritxl...
institutions.6 These are the institutions where'the control is the
closest and most coercive and where conditions are most oppressive.
=These are the institutions where the prisoner has the fewest available

options. For example% let us look at the available options to a state
prisdner in Illinois at the maximum security prison at Stateville, where
they are conducting malaria research on prisoners. According to the
last available data from the Law Enforcement Assi?tance Administration,
a division of the 3ustice Department, a prisoner in Illinois can earn a
diily wage rate at a regular prison job of from thirtyltwo to fifty-five

cents. However there are only jobs available for approximately one-
third of the prisoners._ On the other hand an Illinois prisoner can
earn fifty dollars a month as a research subject in the malaria tests.7
Prison wages generally, or,the absence of them, act as a coercive force

in prison life. According to the same LEAA data, six states pay no
prison'wages at all, seventeen states pay _less than fifty cents a day,
twenty-one states pay between fifty cents and one dollar a day, and ,six
states'pay more than one dollar a day. In those states that do pay
somelhing the estimated percentage of prisoners who earn wages ranges
from 10 percent to 95 percent so that8not all prisoners can earn .wages
even in those states which pay wages.

The extensive use of indeterminate sentences in this country is
Another Atremely coercive element in prison life. The prisoner knows
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that the date of his release from prison, the single most important.
thing in his life,-is subject to the whim aiId caprice of the prison ad-
ministration as well as his behavior in prison. Pleasing the prison
administration becomes an important element of prison life. And pris-
oners kh00 the-economic advantages to prisqns of having drug programs.
The existence ,of parole boards throughout this country, which make the
single most important decision in a prisoner's life, is another pres:
sure, Even for those prisoners who do not have. indeterminate sentences,
his or her release date is still indeterminate in the sense that it is
decided by the parole board.9

The.barrenness of most of prison life is another factor. paving drug
programs in maximum security institutions helps to continue the exis-
tence of these institutions by providing a prisoner one of the few es-
capes from the reality of prison life. If a prisoner were in a commun-
ity facility or in a very minimum custody facility with a wide range of
available activities he would nbt use the sometimes painful and some-
_times dangerous participation in a drug program as the only, escape from
"prison life. In a. medium or maximum security institution; of the kind

,

where most medical experimentation on prisoners takes place, the state.
exercises total control over every moment of the prisoner's life. The
state telli the prisoner how.he must live, when to sleep, when to get
up, when to eat, what to eat, what to do and when to do it, all adding
u0 to the most oppressive and coercive institution that we haVel,in our
society.

It is my firm belief that having regulations and procedures, and re-
view committees will not change this inherent quality -of coerciveness,
nor will it make possible a legal informed consent to participate in
medical experimentation. On this point I would again like to quote
from the Solicitor General's brief filed on behalf of the United States
government in the case I mentioned earlier. In discussing why proced-
ural due process before a prisoner is transferred is unnecessary the

.

go'vernment states:

To a considerable extent, subjection to potentially uninformed
[ decision-making is a necessary result of committing an individual to

a custodian who will control the most minute details of his daily
life. Realistically, the potential for unfairness, even under the
most comprehensive procedures, can be eliminated only by eliminating
the custodial contro1.10.

A growing number of people who, next to prisoners, know th6 quality
of prison life-best -- corrections officials -- have come to the same
conclusion about the use of prisoners for medical experiments. A fiir-
number of states, most recently Pennsylvania, Massachusetts, and
Illinois, have bahned use of prisoners as human subjects because
they recognize the diftiOulty of obtaining a legal informed consent in
prison. As one corrections official in Oregon put ft: '.'We are not

runbinga Greek democracy-here -- no man is a free agent in prison. 1.11
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Finally, we have this issue of weighing individual risks against the

benefits to society. I,think that Issue is irrelevant and cannot be,

ethically reached with you are dealing with prisoners. Again, it is

the involvement of the state that makes the potential for abuse so over-

whelming that it precludes that issue from cOnsidbration. Ifyou agree, -

as many of yob have, that you cannot obtain a totally legal informed
' C

consent, then you are permitting the state t(1 be involved in this risk-

benefit measuring. Why should we .ven bother with cmnsent if the bene7

fits to society are great enough? We can pass over the risks to

individual; where the state decides it is for the greater good of soci-

ety, I think that.the risk-benefit argument is'a very scary and danger-

ous one when you are dealing with the state's captives.

Let me give you some examples of_the power of the state. A few.years

ago the state of California believdd that it had the power to perform

lobotomies on "dangerous" prisoneis. Indeed, the state of California

through its agents,-neurosurgeons, exercised that power on a number of

prisoners until a public disclosure and adverse publicity brought these

exXiments to a halt. 'The state of California believes that it.has

the Ower to administer-the drug anectine ,to-prisoners with "behavior

problems.::13 Anectine isdescribed by prisoners and others_as simulat-

ing death. Just two years ago the state of Iowa believed that it had

the power to administer the drug apomorphine to state prisoners for Such

violations as refusing to say "Yes, Sir" to prison guards. Apomorphine

induces serious nausea and vomiting episodes, and the state ofIowa be-

lieved it had that power until the United States Court. of Appeals for

the Eighth Circuit recently said otherwisp.14 Aboyt two Yeafs ago the

Federal Bureau of Prisons believed that it had the'power to transfer

thirty -one federal prisoners who were considered serious problem pris-

oners to an aversive behavior modification program sailed START at the

Federal Medical Center in Springfield, Missouri. A federal court re-

cently ruled that the ByTeau acted in violatiowmf the Constitution in

making these transfers."
Theseof course, are gross examples, but they do illustrdie the pot

tential for abuse when the state believes it has the power to measure

individual risks against societal, benefits. I: don't believe the state

should have that.power in a free and democratic society. I think it is

dangerous for prisoners. I think it is dangerous for me and for you.,

ti

WILLIAM.HUBBARD

We have heard both yesterday and today the reiteration of a dilemta.

From the point of view of logic this'is important analytically,, but it

does not arrive in and of itself at any kind of operative solution.

The dilemma itself has been well described. However, I'would suggest

that the problemefore us ,is not to further illuminate Dy reiteration

the dilemma itself, but -rather tp work toward the solution of the prob-

lem pf preserving the perSonal and social benefit of research carried

out in"settings that are designed to be limiting on freedoms while

avoiding the exploitation of the situation of the institutionalized person.
. .

, t
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The paradigm of this probl is the prisoner or the common soldiex;
but students, laboratory workers, and patients in other than private
caressettings are perfectly valid examples of other groups involvedin.
this same dilekma: It is also worth mentioning that the Nuremberg stater,
ment refers to ulterior coercion. In recognizing the moral implications

, of the logical positivist position, exemplified by such writers as Skinner.
and Munod, there is a nullification of the legal idea of a free-will
decision because every person is ultimately coerced,to reach a polition
because of.his genetic heritage and his life expefience.

InTropoSing, then, a means of solution to the problem or a synthe-
sis of the dilemma in Hegelian terms, I will use the example of drug
testing in a pfilon population, directly implying a generalization of
the example and proposing a general synthesis of the dilemma.

pr. Sabin sand,many others have described the unusual and perhaps.
unique value of utilizing a prison group living in a defined environment
that 1$ -subj6ct to control and in Which the individual is not penalized
1)y 'removing him from his alternate activities in order to devote time
to an experiment. Since these very samd people typically have quite
'limited opportunity'to contribute to the general welfare, participation
in efforts carrying large potential social benefits does, in fact, add
to their own sense of self-esteem. ,The. opportunity to-make the choice
of participation,whether by the Sabin statement or less explicit ones,
is eally an unusual chance for self-deterMination in a setting where

activity is directed by- regulation, and authority. These advantages
.1.4 are documented in recent.publications:1,2

As I understand at, the potential advantages that are available from
this kind of investigation are generally accepted, and the dilemma is
created by a judgment. This judgment is that whatever the advantages
may be, they are counterbalanced by the exploitation of the person of
the prisoner. The problem of exploitation has, been very well defined.
.bY Mr.Bronstein. 'Thii definition asserts that the very circumstances
of being a prisoner are so highly coercive that a free-will decisionis

to

unavailable, that participation is therefore unconstitutional and, among
other things, is a form of cruel and unusual punishffient. Furthermore,
it, contends that research ptotocols may be and have been actually, con-.
ducted in an inhumane and disrespectful way insofar as human rights are
concerned.

, The philosophi,cal, ethical, and theoretical aspects of this problem
-have been widely discussed in both lay and professional publications. I
will therefore confine my remarks entirely to an empirical approach to
the, solution of the problem... This approach is based on almosefiEteen
years,of continuing personal association with the planning, development,,
and operation cif a program of pharmacological testing in,humans conducteds
at Michigan correctional institutions. This.actual,experience in
problem solving constitutes a case study approach to the broader issues
involved'. -,

.

The State Prison of "Southern Michigan is the largest walled penal in-
stitution,.. in the United, States-and, trideed,. in the world. It is designed
for maximum security. It houses'approximatdly 4,400 men, 4S percent

'4.
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of them white and 55 percent nonwhite. A pool of approximately 745

_ volunteers now exists,- consisting of 67 percent white and 33 percent

nonwhite.. The corrections offi,cials in Michigan are progressive,'and

provisions for recreational and rehabilitative programs are, in fact,

abundant. 04tgoing mail isnot opened, and incoming mail is inspected

onlyfor contraband. Inmates have acess to telephones any time they

are outside of their cells,which is most of the day. It is not a

pleasant place; but to the,extent compatible with the necessary,regi-

mentation of life in prisons, the dignity and personal rights of the in-

mates are preserved. It is this environment, this quality, developed

through the Department o&,Corrections, that provides the initial feasi=

bility for the proper conduct of clinical research within that correc-

tional institution.
The information regarding the testing programs is distributed at the

-4" time the new inmate is admitted to the institution. This is thp only

.AnnbunceMent or recruitment notice that he will receive. He himself
.

! .; must initiate the writing of a letter to the clinic sponsor in order to

',641oe considered foi inclusion as a member of the clinic research panel. . .

A scale of payments.is set by;the Department of Cprrtctions and is

adjusted fen- inconvenience,and sometimes discomfort,,such as finger

sticks and vena punctures. The sponsors of these programs of research'

carry thefUll liability for any injuries that may occur and for the

medical care-arid costs for any time the inmate may lose, because of the

experience, iri his normal. prison occupation. If someone were to engage

in a 'study that lasted seven days, and this would be somewhat unusual,

the average income for that seven -day period would be about $78.

The proposed protocols are reviewed by a protection committee that

is composed ,of: two biomediCal scientists; three practicing physicians;

two attornep one of whom must be and is identified with prisoner advo-.

/ 'cacy, and one-lay member. That committee meets at least every month to

review th& activities of the program. Each member of the-Committee has

veto authority on all decisions; each decision must be unanimous; and a

-negative decision cannot be overruled,. The Direcior'of the Department

-of Corrections himself may overrule any'protocal-the committeplapproves.

Any study that.is begun may be stopped at any time by the Warden, by

the Director, by the physician responsible for the study, or by the

Clinic Director. Any prisOnei- may dfop out'of any study at any time.

In addition-to this, there is an administrative review group,, whiCh

oversees the policies and activities of the protection committee. This

reliiew group must give unanimous appfoval to any change in policy.

Duringlthe Year 1974, twenty-seven protocols were submitted by'Upjohn,,,,,

scientists, and,all were finally approved. However, only five of that

twenty -seven re,approved as they were submitted. Of those that were

changt&-feurte0 had to do with changes in the adequacy of inforthed

consent. This would suggest to me that the reviewers are taking their

responsibility seriously.
ce a protocol has beeh approved, five or six candidates are likely

be reviewed in orde t select one for participation. The rate of

rejection of the study the, candidates -`that are offered runs between

,

-or
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10 and percent -- the sane as the rate of rejection at the Bronson
Hospital Clinical Research Unit in Kalamazoo, where candidates are vol-
unteers from the community for protocols essentiallriddentical with .
those conducted in the prison.. .- .

.

Since this clinic 9peped in 1964, 12,000 inmates have participated
in drug testing programs. One death occurred in a man who had a stroke.
However, when the code was broken it was found that he was a placebo

/ control in a double-blind protocol. I must admitthere was a moment of
-anxiety before the code was broken.

There have been, in addition, nine episodes of illness: five of them
were due to spontaneous diseases, three were probably related to the
studies, and one remains obscure. All nine of these patients have re-
covered without seque14.°^This record, I would suggest, implies the
effectiveness of the efforts of all those concerned with the program.
I would agree with the author who said that "the ultimate protection of
both prisoners and investigators lies in the character of the review
group, whose members are such as to insure detachment, expertise, fair-
ness, and a sense of ethics."3 _

I would, therefoie, offer this as an empirical-Study that responds'
sfitlifif;een years of experience in a's ngg e setting to many of the an-
ecdotes that hive,been implied as havin complete generalization. I do
not believe that the anecdotes are inappropriate or untrue, but to suei

. gest that they represent universal conditions reflects ignorande of such
an example as I have cited. 4

I

Once again, it seems to me that we have spent abundant time dyfining
the dilemma; we'should turn now to a synthesis that-might' offer a solu-
tion to the problemdf maintaining the benefits of research while avoid-
ing an,exploitation of the prisoner.

.
.

,

INQUIRY AND COMMENTARY

.

LEWIS THOMAS: Before calling for comments and questgns front the floor;
would like to take a few minutes for the members of the panel to

turn to each other.

.

SABIN: Mr. Bronstein 'and I exchanged manuscripts for the first time
yesterday. The ideas he expressed in it are ones that I would really
like to have.crarified. I am going to state your position, and then
I would really like to be clear whether this is what we-are arguing
about.

First.-- and this I got out of what you said this morning, al-
though your manuscript says it another way --the prison system in
the United States is not capable of being reformed. 'Second, de facto
environment of prisons is such that you cannot create -- my
-emphasis -- an institution in which informed consent without coercion
is feasible. Prisons are inherently coercive, are not in any, real

,
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sense rehabilitative, 48 not provide any real earning power, and are

situated so as to involVe maximum interference with the prisoner*S

...life. And third, therefore if you cannot have consent without coer-
cion, experimentation On prisoner subjects should not be -permitted.

I would like to comment on these three points, and then ask you to

give your position. You are not trying to convert me; I am not try-.

ing to convert you. We are trying to make a position clear.

BRONSTEIN: What you just said is my position.

SABIN:, You agree then?

BRONSTEIN: Yes.

SABIN: So if I try to elucidate this, then I would like to say the

following: that in my judgment, some of the bad sAations you as -ti

cnibe to the ptison system did not prevail even twenty -two mars agb
in the Federal Reformatory at Chillicothe, Ohio, where I worked with
several hundred prispner,s over a period of three years. When I first

came there I thought I was approaching a college campus, all the

prisoners were working in industries. The Warden first had the idea

of refusing me the fieedom to do anything because it would destroy

his industrial output. It was only.after throwirg the thing open to

the prisoners, who are supposed to have no freedom of choice at all,
that they consented to proceed with this witholit any increase in '

their pay or any other seduction than explaining to them the oppor-
tunity that they had of being of service.

Now-if they had ulteriOr motives of_perhaps getting their sentence
shortened, Ildon't want to deprive them of that. If any parole board

wishes to be iialuenced by,-'let us say, those prisoners who do elect
to do that sort cf_Ahing and the 90 percent who do not, well that is

up to the'parole board. don't'wanf tp depriVt some prisoners of

the opportunity to get this advantage,
Moreover, when you ask if research can be made to compensate for

the barrenness -of most of prison life by providing .something to do,

I want to say that this is not the purpose.of Medical research. It

is, not supposed,to mike up for it. It makes yp a little. I don't

want to deprive them of that.
Can medical research-be used by the prison to paver the incompe-

tence and the irre'evance of.other prison ,prq.prams? Certainly not,

but ithat is a problem-for the prisons: We arenot here to argue the

penal condition and the spectrum of prisons in the.United Spates. I

think we are here concerned only with the question.of whether or not

the good that comes to the prisofler who volunteers, and the godd that

Comes to society as a result of experimentation under strict condi-
tions of isolation and prolonged observation, should be abolished,
and whether freedom of choice is completely absent in the prison to
the extent that informed.cohsent about the experiment is not feasible.

The informed consent here is about the experiment'that is to be done,
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not whether he should be restricted in body and so on.while he is a
prisoner to serve a sentence. Those are the issues.

I

BRONSTEIN: Let me try to respond a little, although I think I-have
probably answered or covered all of that in my presentation.. I would
like to raise one or two other things. Obviously I cannot speak
about what happened in Chillicothe twenty years ago. Chillicothe is . .

now a state institution -- it is not even a federal institution
and is in fact a monstrosity.

Prison industries today in the federal system are4x6tal make-work.
They have no rehabilitative quality. The General"obnting Office
has been very critical of'the whole federal prison industries pro-
gram. I cannot believe that it is any worse today than it was twenty
years ago: '

I think the problem really is, Dr. Sabin, that you somehow have
gotten the idea that as an advocate on behalf of prisoners, we are
attempting to change, reform, eliminate the present prison system,
using medical experimentation as the vehicle. That is not the case.
Medical experimentation is just one small piece of the problem. It
happens to be the piece we are discussing today. Ourrimary concern
in the work we do throughout the country is not eliminating medical
experimentation on human subjects in a captive situation. That is ',

merely ohe manifestation of the problem of these institutions in our
country.

I think, 'for example, to look at the case that Dr. Hubbard.men-
tions, everything I said about prisons earlier applies, only more so,
to the Michigan State Prison at Jackson. ....that prison is one of the
most gross monstrosities in this country. There are no rehabilita-
tive programs in that prison, any more than there are in any other
prisonS in this country. Mail is absolutely censored in and out of
that institution.- Our mail, labeled on the envelope in print,''!This
is attorney-client mail. Do not open except in the presence of the
prisoner," is censored. Our mail is violated every day that-we write.
to prisoners in Jackson. Their mail to us is censored as well.

The problem is that scientists really do not understand the nature
of prisons. For Dr.'-Hubbard- to,stand up and.talk.4hout the rehabili-
tative quality-and the recreational quality of this,hundred-year-old,
4,400 man institution behind walls in Michigan, when most corrections
people are condemning that i,nstitution in particular, and institu-
tions like it, merely means that Dr. Hubbard does not understand the
nature of that prison environment.

Let me go on to something that was mentioned by both of you be-
cause I think it is quite important. This motivation that you see,
prisoners that feel that this is a way to rehabilitate themselves,
and keep in mind that I did not say that prisoners should have no --"N
fight to volunteer, what we are talking about is legal, informed con-
sent based on the qualitative degree of intrusion that is involved in
human experimentation.
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Dr. Sabin directly, and Dr. Hubbard inferentially, referred to the
recent Fordham-Yale Prison Research Project, which holds itself out
as the first scientific study of prisoner motivation in human exper-
imentation. The report was just released a month or two ago on the
study. .-- . .

First of all, there are some ethical questions about the-study it-
self. The study was built on the big lie. These researchers, psy-
chologists and psychiatrists, went into the Somers State Prison in
Connecticut and _told.the prisoners that they represdnted a. drug com-
pany, that they were really drug researchers, not psychological re-
searchers, and represented that they were testing a new drug, whereas
they were really testing the psychological motivation of prisoners.

Some interesting things came out of that study. For example, of
the people tested, after two weeks of testing, 56 percent were unable
to recall the intende4 uses of the drug, even though the testers
claimed that they told them what-the use was. After two weeks, 68
percent of the prisoneri claimedthat_the drug had never previously
been tested on human subjects, when the testers claimed that they
told them it had. Now they decide that those remarkable statistics
are because the prisoners really wanted to believe that; they blocked
out the fact that they told. that there was prior testing. They
really wanted to believe that so they could be martyrs, be heroes,
feel that they wefe making a real contribution, and there is no
scientific evidence to -*port that conclusion in this entire report.

The report concludes by saying, "First, research of diverse kinds,'
medicia, clinical, psychological, social-psychological, 4ociologidal,
experimenta4psychological, and in fact, any research meeting funda-
mental criteria of non-aversiveness, non-intrusivoness,,practicabil-
ity, and meaningfulness should be incorporated Nithin the program
structure of the institution as a.significant componentiof.the reha- .
bilitation and image managemerit system." .

Thatis precisely the kind of abuse I was trying to refer to.
before. These scientists -- these happen not to be medical scien-
tists, but psychiatrists -- believe that anything can be done. They

take'the position that anything goes as lag as.-- and t ey set out
these things that are not possible -- it's nonaversive, onintrusive,

practicable, meaningful, and should be a significant component of the
image management'pnd rehabilitatiourogram. .

Let me tell you what oneprisoner who participated in that wrote
us, 'to give you an idea of the kind of con job, if you will, that you
have been subjected to. This is a prisoner participating. in this

study: -

. .

Not many prisoners get physically screwed up on these tests.
The reason: we do not,take the drug. When blood-drawing is
due, we take a small piece of the pi11, but the rest is not
taken. Ouvof a thirty-man test, they may get five or six
fools to take it as they hand it out.

When they were drawing blood and taking urine samples, I
never took any but a couple of chips during the whole test,

4
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and many did likewise. This has to show when twenty to twenty-
five guys are doing it out of thirty. Also the few'fools who
were taking the shit, I and others had piss in'the,contkineYS '

when possible for us, plus. theirs. Plus if I'wobldgive my
No. 25 test tube for blood to someone taking tfie drug, then 6

would.grab his, erase the number on it, put -m05 on Wafter
,he was drawn for blood.

But this leSt-is money, not the humantarian aspects of dryg
testing. After all, all agreed to participate even before
they knew the money was funded. They also let it le4k out that
if this test if not conducted, we will have.no Other test Byer,.
and that the-$30,000 lost to prisoners since Pfizer Os shut
dOwn will be lost forever. Many, many prisoners want that,
money, and they will agree.to'any damn thing to,get the big
$200 and $300 tests back frehere:

That is the motivation.

SABIN: I challenge it. It says ,one mavrsample 4s' incorrect 'from,
beginning to end for the total picture,

.

HUBBARD: Mr. Bronstein is a very skillful adfocate, and of course one'.
of the classical ploys'is. to,discredit the witness zf you'cannot.
debate his actualstatedents.

The fact of the matter is that I amyery familiarowith Ile system
in Michigan, having semved as Chairman of the Governpr's CorrectiOn
Commission foot Over two years, and having made in-depth,visits,'in- I s
cluding free and Uiltrammefed interviews_ with prisoners in 11.11 ofthe
major .institutions inthat,state.
''Mr. Bronstein said that there are no' rehabilitation pPbgrams at

the Jackson. prison. Thisis eiiher a eunhemiitic'expressipnof the
general recognition 6f-fallureof suceess of rehabilitation, or a
-gross misstatement of fact., I assume that it .was'the former.' 4

He has also mentioned that his mail,"was Censored. I would ask .'
I

that he document that, and 1 y this is the case I will see that dis--
ciplinary,action is taken for those involved.' The fact is I

Stated it,and this is part of the law of the state Of Michigan.

t

'
The problem .then .

hen is not to lay anecdote on 'anecdote, but to ask.
. . .

oneself' whether this dilemma has a synthesis dvailgble. And I ould
/
J.

urge again that we examine t1is case that I' haveo,presented, not as a
contest of whether one wandering medical scientist knbws what 'he is

,

talking about, but from the record and from the futurre that we have
,..

.to contend with. ,
,

. . ., . 2- .

.

-FRANCIS D. MOORE:' I am, from the parvard MedicarSchool, I would like
from drug testing to scarce anatomical-

.

days- of kidney transplantati6m, prisoners

er 'for ,a` kidney donation, 'and. in one unit.

ansl:dants were done pp that basis. Beforg
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-the advent f.f tissue typing 1114 cfoss-matchtng; ere was a c4ar 4 .

advantage to the 1-iving donor over the cadaver opOr,..and there ,
- . inn, is. ,However, my.-ownsfeel-ing was that there was an, element of

coercion here; no matter how subtle, for a4eilsondto undertake ar..;
. surgical operation hat' permanept ly' altered his body and iiis. future . 2

potential for Ajury; especially. if he wgfg again inyoived in a... .

. violent crime of .any. !51-t '''S9. mainly because of my' on djataste for 4
this, 3,t was stopped completely; . ..

. . s -. . .

. . In our own state,,Eg p.ris'onef was. c.onderated to death, and the date .

., of his, execuirtin was setprior ,to the Supreme Court decision. Lem .

happyito,.say it we never tarried.out. '' But:in anticipation of his
.- -

execution./ he and his familbffered to donate several, of'his organs
. 'for trantrijanxaiion. It so turned out that his blood type' was, com-'.

..
patible wi.th:a patient who had been waiting for three years fora :

. ki..driay. ..Wee.nyver aid'dq..& ttstoe typing on him. I felt that there- .2. -.
'was.was. g tiny., element: Ore, hoxever small, in thg balance of decisibn

r as to ildrdon er; tonunutation of.tbe seil.tence. My own- decision was
t ...thereforegtfongliy iiegative,.and ye with thanks and gratitude re- Ir..

: 'Cusedt.tp use his organs hda'he. been executed. 41 * 7 . .
:< I woulirthereeore,like to ask the panel, what they would-have dahe,

. :, or what they perceive as- appropriate for orgad .donation on a valun- .
tary*.ipsis from prisoners, or assignment iof organs frooriqdividuals

2 . a

, a '
executed{ for tri .. . . i .

ine..i' ...4, /
,1110MA.S:.eould I ask the, paneI tofile that asidy,along with the other ...

mairei-, that will turni up, .rather tican'interrupt, because I would
,4

4 , . -

.
A - ',, like to work coir day pack the. Wall. .

.. STUART BROC;N: '71 am affiliated with the Stcience, Technoldgy and Society0 I

t .... ,. program at Cornell' Unisrersiti. I am a philosopher, and it its as a t
.' s -."philt4opher that I want' ta. spe0 I find, Bronstein's argument flaw- ,:

'''.- t.,lesl." Like air aawless-, argumepts, ,I. suppose "it depends upon the
.

..:4 . lirensist.s. , Dr.. flubbazd saidspmething, that .was intended to weaken
'tha,Cpremise, and. I slant to try,. to correct tisat. .',

- . ; ', What Dr. saibbard said -i,i that there is a logical Po'sfiivist doc-
.4. tripe that ali. human actions are caused r and that if we adcept this; . -. .

t4 5* it somehow,or ottid removes-the differefice between coerced and un- .. .

1 coerced actiods. The first thing-is that the doc'trine that all human ., .

; actions are caused is centuries old. -ft is an old Christian doctrine
' that vas:, held 1* people lire 4St : Augustine. . .- 4) ,

N rie second thing is.that Jonathan Edwards,,,in a beautiful piece op .
,t'..' - that subject, showed with£lawless, logical' argument thdt even if 0 .
. _you bold it, it doeg not remove the moral..and logical,dffferenc.e be: ,.

4 ' tee coerced and uneoefCed actions. 1 . .-f.'4
.,, / ' , :

: RdER.T kii.211T: I am f3-pmthe University of Michigan Law'School. I would
lire to suggest and hear the panel's reaction to a shift in focus' on >

4,., ' the way-tha't me might approach this problem. ; 4

.* -i if9ine:looks at the issue; it seems to me, of consent in its .own....
' terras,ft arpainent can go on forever and ever, and very. Closely.
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jpined. On the-one,hand, it i-gcrstal cldar that the coerc-ionS aro..
enormous' within a prison setting; but,odthd'other hand, one can
always argue that theymay.be,dquiyalent to lots of bop-pion oh lots

.. ' of different people, the dying.as'one instance, that are not used as :

:: - sufficient grounds to rule out.an ehtire population as experimental
subjects.. f

- ,...

.

i And then there is the other argument that went back and forth --
.what better protects the dignity of those people, to wiiiihold.choice..

% . q from them, -or indeed to give them a sense of choice within all of , n
the other constraints? II seems to me that that argument is a very
difficult one to resolve.

.

But let me suggest a difference in ocus. It seems to me that the -
underlying problem here and the underlying ria'that we are grappling
with is the' danger that in the course of medical experiientationwe ',
identtfy'solpe parts'of the population as less than human, as special
targets for dehumanizing kinds.of things. That, in turn, has ell
kinds of unhealthy multiplier effects, and there is a,vary special ."
,dangef with the groupswe talked about yesterday -- fetuses,

4 children -.' and with the group that will be talked about:later today,.

Snd prisoners are importantly among those. r
. Well, if that is the special danger, as I think it is it seems
. to me that a .solution, a beginning of the solution to that, would be ,',

to insist on:. in all cases possible, and perhaps eve as a blanket . . .
.

rule,ule, an equivalent treatment for experimental purposes for thoSe
who ate in prispns and those who are out of prisons as one. way of " . -

. .
--. . Insisting that we are npt targeting-these people especially. Ip

essence, what,' am suggesting is for general yesearch protocols to
.insist that these be the same research protocol 'carried out. in the
free community as inside a prison population, as one the_groundb'n

N for letting.it go forward. . ,

There are practical difficultie,1 with'that. Let me just address ..
tyro ct,them. One,'th© prdtlem of finding a long-term s.equestemed

. .

.

population. Ves., of course, they are available in prisons, But
there are other places in'-this,society where we do manage to_ find
ldng-tenn,sequesteleed populations for what ate Percevp2 to be
socially-important:purposes. On example that I can think of is the

.,, Watergate jury -- a highly motivated group that saw qe socftl sig-
.nific....ance of what they were, doing and were willing to give up a lot

. . ,'for-the virtues of this..

It seems-to me,.then, that if we are serious about the proposition
. we are not dehmmanizing, we would be willing to sekup research

,

protocols that witelt"worthwhile for extra- prison populations. But
.

.theie .is yet another difficulty, aad. that is the poiht that e,,..
'Mr, arbnstein very nicely made,;c Now reliable is the research that,
-goes on inside these institutions because o f f he feeling and the way, r.
that these prisoners conduct' themselves?

. 1

,
, . What -you really echo, it seems to me, is the'analysisthat

,

Richard Titmufsmade in his lovely book, The Gift ReLationehip in

--
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which he talks about what the commercialization of blood donations.%
. in this country:sin fact, does to the worth of those' blood donations;

and how the motive that brings people forward means thati.teFTeali
enormous problem of hepatitis, an ,enormous probleth of donors playing
'games and lyirig,.as compared to the English situation b.s.he suggests.

I1. seems to me that this would then suggest that it is vitally
important to have a free population control group in order to make
sure that you don't have artifice coming from xhe motivations'of
prisoners inside.

So there are at least two reasons for such'g oposal. First for

research on its okm terms and the value to ft o eying a free popu-

.s
lation. Second, even more importantly, to see to it that we are not

'

targeting a group for dehumanization, which diaes terrible things
all of us.

,w8T1IART SPICKER: I don't think we should, after-.6day4est-C.omplacent
with the formulation of the basic arguments alimg anempirical
spectrum. Dr. Hubbard honestly presented it-that way, andfilat is- ,

. what we have heard. There are other kinds of arguments, hot empiri.

0 cal.. By.empirical I mean the,longer or the better institutions get

' at fteserving certain kinds of environments within, the more we are
justified in intervening by having subjects of experimentation.who -

are,prisoners. That is the empirical procedure, that we have heard.,
'. There is also a more fundamental kpd.of-approach, but not as
clnt -and easy to deal with as the empirical, namely, that the auton-.
omy of'prisonersjs, 'n principal, violated. They are prisoners;.

they are not free* I! don't know how we can turn'that around, I don't
. care how good the penal, system. .

o you can take.the argument to say the empirical determinantS

are total* Irrelevant. The autonomy of'these individuals-ig in
undercut, and therefore a whole new set of arguments may follow..."

-The sqcond point s related to that. Even if X gives hiS'or.her

informed consent, as it has been defined so far, and it is-a very
muddled term, it does not follow at all that we, outside such an
institut4on-with-incarcerated human beings, have a right to even

make the request. .

GEORGE HILL: My question is directed to Dr. Bubbard. We don't often

a4presidenf in frqnt of us to decide for us the rights and wrongs
of-a'particular situation in which he has been involved for fifteen

. yeara. -
'There is a question there olg,the floor as to the validity not only

,of.the.,.research, but of the actual prisoners! conditions as described
by tne-prosident of this gigantic corporation. I would like to,ask

him a question or two directly in this procedure.
What-ate the profits that the company. and thecorporationhas

made in these .fifteen years of research in that institution at
Jackson?* Has; the corporation used%any of its funds to better the

condition i6 'the prisoners in that facility.? And, may I aSk, is
.
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this corpbration willing to set up a fund if the state organizations
are not prepared to pay living wages, or minimum wages, under feder-
al guidelines? Would you care to offer a fund for prisoners'
adrancement as human beings, is veil as guinea pigs?

HUpBAFD: I have no way of knowing what the commercial value has been;
these are very early experiments, most of which never-result in a
.product that sees the market.

HILL: May I ask how much money you have invested in this losing propo-
sition?

HUBBARD: Our research runs at about $55 to $60 million a year.

HILL: Do you write that off as a tax deduction, as a loss?

HUBBARD: No. That is an ordinary business expense.

HILL: Do your stockholders know exactly what the results of those
fifteen years of careful research have brought the company?

HUBBARD: L am not sure whether we are-in a dialogue or I am answering
some questions.

HILL: We are in both.
"If

HUBBARD: Yes, all of the results of our research are published both in
4 the scientific literature and in the lay literature,

UNIDENTIFIED: I have a remark and a questfon directed to Dr. Sabin.
During my residency, several of my colleagues.moonlighted at the
correctional institution at Chillicothe. They made several compari-
sons of the institution to various things,' and I don't recall that a,
college campus was one of them. The only thing I can conclude is*
'that either- college campuses have changed a lot, or else the insti-
tution has become a lot more i'efreshing.

Studies on patient satisfaction and dissatisfaction with health
care services have-often turned up findings that were surprising to
the physiciiins involved in their'care. When intervieyted by.people
not identified with the health care institutions, patients- often
expressed dissatsifaction that they do not express_ to their-,
physicians. This 4 not,particularly surpriSing,'Ooten the asymmetry
of the physician-patient-relationship and the, resulting reluctance
of patients to criticize their doctors face .to face.

Another reason for physicians not being aware of their patients'
dissatisfactions is the phenomenon called selective percepq.on. This
,phenomenon isalso not surprising; since most people are not,capable
of rigorous *self-examination and not especially sensitive to

'
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criticisms of their behavior that are particularly subtle, and some-
times even if they are overt.
, I think that these phenomena occur with clinical investigation
and with investigators trying td evaluate their own research.' I am

delighted that your volunteers all expressed altruistic motiVations
for their volunteering, and I.am alto delighted that you seem to

- have overcome the problems with selective perception and with
patients' reluctance to criticize.

My question is, how did you do it? I think that really could be
of benefit to a lot of us here.

THOMAS: We have one more question.

RICHARD WADE: I am Director of Program Services for the American
Public Health Association. I have two points, and then one recom-
mendation.

First of all,,I do disagree with Drs. Hubbard,and Sabin in that
. coercion is minimal, and I lean on the side of Mr. Bronstein.

After c9nsiderab4e debate_oyer_the-last several years, the
American Public Health Association has.taken a stand, siding with
Mr. Bronstein in terms of coercibn in prisons, that it is suitable
to call,for a reduction or elimination of bibmedical research In
prisons.

My recommendation is that until state and national policies are
'developed for putting greater Constraints on research in prisoni,
those people who serve on institutional review committees should ask
two questio : Whyard-So what ?Ware prisoners being used? And

what are the onsequences of not using prisoners? If these kinds of

questions tar, asked of each individual researcher and protocol, then
we might find that prisoners have in fact been used because they are
convenient and accessible, and that exploitation really has and con-
tinues to go on.

WILLIAM SMITH: I am with the Children's Defense-Fund, and I have a
couple of questions fo'r Dr. Hubbard. Yesterday there were many ref-
erences to a climate of openness.' You have described the fact that
the Upjohn Company conducts experiments on prisoners in Jackson,
Michigan. I would like to know whether your company sponsors, or
whether your scientists do drug testing on incarcerated juvenile

delinquents.

HUBBARD: Not to my knowledge: We do, however,do research on aorolun-
teer group from an open community with the same protocols essentially
that are used in Jackson. ,A

SMITH: These are children in Jackson?

'HUBBARD: No, no. Jackson has no children.

SMITH: Da you. do drug testing op childrer
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HUBBARD: Generally not, because the conditions for drug testing in
pediatrics are now so constraining that in effect one does not have
the opportunity available.'

- SMITH: So your drugs are not tested on children?

HUBBARD: They are not utilized in children.

SMITH: No Upjohn Company drug is utilized for a child?

HUBBARD: The majority of our drugs have not gone through testing with
children, and this is true of all pharmaceutical companies. We have
some drugs that have. Pediatric formulation of our antibiotics, of
course, has been tested in children. But the conditions of testing
of antibiotics are a special case.and not typical of the regulatiOns
for testing of all other therapeutic entities. The simple fact of
the matter is that.the cpnstraints on drUg testing in pediatrics
today has created a very serious problem in maintaining a flow of
new therapeutic agents into the hands of pediatriciahs. .This is
true not only of our company, but of all companies.

TyomAs:. I would like to ask the panel now to finish. Dr. Sabin, do
you want to put in some concluding remarks?

SABIN: Yes. I think first of all, going backwards, a reply is needed
for the record to Dr. Wade from the American Public Health Associa-
tion. I agree with him that we must always give a good reason why a
particular piece of research should be done in a prison. and not else- -

where.

There is, a great deal of research going on outsideof prisons.
Now the reason for doing something in a.prison is first of all to
prevent, let's say with an idfectious disease like malaria, infecting
the community at large. There also is'the possibility of follow-up.
Prisoners are captive only in the sense' that society has made them
captive, and therefore they are useful for long follow-up. Whereas,
if you get somebody from the outside and you pay him $20 a day --

i- that is also being done -- three months from now he p off on some
other project.,

So there are special conditi s and situations that make prisons
especially useful settings that annot easily be duplicated outside.

The next important question that he posed IS what'would be the
consequences if, for whatever minimal reasons, we agreed completely
with the conclusion of Mr. Bronstein that all experiments should be
stopped in prisons. What would happen to medical research?

I would say that it would be greatly impeded. We would have to
recruit populptions as people are recruited for armies, put them
under conditTons pf isolation, be able to keep them for a number of
years and follow them. We are spending money for lots of other

legs. I don'.t care about the money, but then we would have other
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scruples. Who would apply for a job like that? He would be unem-
ployed, he would be mentally disturbed. He would have all sorts of
other things that coerce him into participating in something like
that,- So the consequences of not doing it would be a tremendous
impediment to the type of researChthat can be done only in prisons.

Now I would like to go back to the college campus idea, and also
to the business of the letter that my good friend, Mr. Bronstein,
read. We are dealing in a/lcof these things with spectra. One
person is part, one point on a spectrum; one college campus at one
end of the specitrum may be much worse than some of the prisons. The
point is that we are dealing with a complex situation, and not with.
any one point on the spectrum. Therefore, the real issue is this:*
whether as a result of all these considerations the only conclusion
is that you have got to shut off all prion populations from the
opportunity for volunteering -- and even-though it does not really
rehabilitate them to the extent that one would, like, it is an oppor-
tunity to somehow or other modify their lives, and I think bene-
ficially; or whether we continue.as we are, but under the greatest
safeguards, and only for the most important things, and to comply
with the specific requirements as were stated before by the American
Public Health Association.

BRONSTEIN: In, answer to the questions from the floor: I would take
the same position:with respect to the contribution of orgags that.
Dr. Moore took. Everyone else, as far as I can tell, either agreed
substantially or entirely with everything I hhd to say, so there-is
no point in commenting.

As far as the question of where do.we get this population for
testing.if we do not use, prisoners, I would suggest that all middle-
and top-level executives of the twenty largest drug companies and
their families would be the ideal populations.

THOMAS: Dr: Hubbard, do you want to have a last word?'

HUBBARD: I will just remark that for_someone'who is interested in non-
coercive consent, that is a remarkable. suggestion.
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FRANZ INGELFINGER

To define the poor, one might use the purely' economic criterion. Or,
from what we have heard in this Forum, one.might argue that anyone who
is a subject of human experimentation is poor -- that is, poor.like a,
guinea pig. But our definition is intermediate. We shall use poor to ,
encompass those populations that are .deprived not only for strictly eco-
nomic reasons, but because ofsocial, cultural,'admi)istrative, and po-
litical factors.

Bach of us will discuss selected, major issues pertaining to the use
of the poor for experimental.purposes. ,Since the poor have been dis-
proportionately used for experimentation -- And each of us agrees on
this point -- specific illustrative cases are not short in supply.
Indeed, some of the most notorious cases of, human exploitation for re-
search'have involved the poor.

-My two colleagues are particularly conversant with one of. these, the
so-called Tuskegee Study on the natural history of syphilis. Dr. Katz
was a member of the Ad Hoc Advisory Panel established by HEW to investi-
gate this, study. Dr, Foster wap President of the County Medical Society
in'the area where the study was co-tried out at the time that news of it
broke, I have had no sUch.firsthand experience, However, I am not lre-
pared=fo take, in the interest of fomenting controversy, the position
that the poor are ideal experimental, sacrificial subjects.

Our objectives in this disKssion are: to assess if the poor now are,
and will continue to be, partularly exposed to use, abuse, or both,as
subjects of human experimentation; to examine the reasons why the poor
maybe more likely to be used or abased as'experimental-subjects; and

ISO
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to explore means that could be devised to ensure ,that the assumption
of risk by.the poor does not exceed that of the vest of, the population.

HENRY FOST 11,

After I ha. agreed to participate on this-panel, I felt that I could
-make my moat worthwhile contribution, and indeed help create the Forum
atmosphere, by raising.an issue that had at least three components.
First, I to bring aneissue that had some reasonable degree of
feasibility o it. Second, I wanted to brOg an issue-that would not
be agreed upon by at Jeast one, or maybe both, of my panel colleagues.
And third, I wanted to raise an issue that would not likely be other-
.wise raised. I think I may have been successful in the latter two. .

In searchihg for solutions to the spetial-problems resulting from-
. .

human.experimentation in the poor, their exemption from such participa-
tion, in m7 judgment, warrants strong consideration. In the course of
my deliberations, however, it is essential to keep ii mind that the

conEepts put for here on this. issue. Of such prodigious complexity are

directed not to whole of.the bioMedicaf research pool, but only to

a sma.111 segment, s a physician who is-alsodirectly involved in,aca-
demia/, I am left- itp the-feeling of some ambivalence fellowing.my,
recommendation.

In spite of the many shortcomings in the realm of human experimenta-
tion, it must be emphasized that this country's biomedical research
community has been a world ldder 'in its concern for medical ethics.
As recently as 1960, no.articles on this subject except'in the English
language could be found in the,woi-ld literature. However; in spite of
this concern, the thaJidomide disastfler"and subsequent.events set into
motion:a greater public demand for control. This demand in this coun-
try is expressed in the popular movement known as consumerism and,
specifically, in that movement's concern.with the right to know.

In the biomedical research communiiy,.it is expressed in the require-
gent for voluntary informed consent-giving on the part of patients.
Given such universal concern, any perserse outcomes in research
husmans today would indeed be most inopportune, especially if such re-
search design were characterized by demonstrable disruption of the
baranCe between risks and-benefits for the patient. Parenthetically,

recent untoward outcomes of this nature are in great part responible
for our being assembled here today.

In this day of heightened consumer awareness, occurrences such as the
Tuskegee syphylis experiment, the injection. of cancer cells into unin-
formed geriatric patients, and the deception of Chicano women seeking
contraception.cannot and will not be allowed to continud in this coun-

try. Although such cases are by'far.the exception, they are nonethe-
fe'ss very likely to-be viewed by.consumersas the rule. The call to

consider a moratorium on the use of the poor in human expefimentation
thus stems as much from pragmatism as it does from altruism.
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Indispensable to ethical biomedical research is the balance of two
values: scientific priority of discovery, on the one hand; and humane
therapeutic treatment, on the other. This has tome to be known as the
dilemma of science and therapy. There are those who fear for the sci-
entific priority if there is a shift in this equation from its current
status, and to exempt the poor, even temporarily, from human experimen-
tation would create such.a threat to research in the minds of some.
However, if properly structured,.such a moratorium would not be a hind-
rance; failure on the part of the'biomedical sector to take such a step
will have far graver conseqdences for both scientific and public inter- ,

ests and values. This alteration in policy should be intrinsic, and.if
the biomedical community fails to do so, we can be assured of increased
hostility and of public demand for even more external control.

By some estimatesAit is believed that possibly 80 percent of all hu-
man experimentation that has occurred in this country involved the poor.
How then can it be plausible to waive the partic,ipation of this group?
The answer, in part, relates to the makeup of the group normally char-
pcterized,as the poor. Although implicit in the term poor, as stated
in my colleague's introductory remarks, it is the social and cultural,
deprivation that is of primary significance as it relates to this
question, rather than the lack of economic resources per se.- There are
many who are clagsified as poor who do not suffer deep and grinding so-
cjal and cultural deprivation, and therefore need not be considered for
exemption.

How then is it to be_determined-WhO is so deprived, and thus subject
to exemption from human experimentation? Ito is my belief that those
incappble of clearly providing voluntary informed consent constitute
this group. They are the functionally illiterate, the senile, those,
who'do not command the English language; and.certainly-the mentally in-

.

competent.

Irrespective of the definition one chooses to use, however, it is ap-
parent that the biomedical sector has come to rely too heavily and in a

,, disproportionate fashion on the use of the poor for human research. We
should be reminded that the poor constitute a relatively small riropor-
tion of this nations -total population. Moreover, we should begin to
look beyond the pobr for human research subjects, with the ultimate ex;,
petSation that this segment of our,population will dwindle.

According to the Bureau of Statistics,' there were just over-24 mil-
lion persons in this country classified as below loW-idcome levels in
March of 1073. Elien if this number, were doubled, there Wtuld still
remain more than 150 million nonpoor who would be, aid in fact have
become, more accessible to research usage as the mode of health care
financing changes -- an issue with implications of its own.

- What should we hope to accomplish during thesuggested moratorium?
This interim should be used to reexamine those factofs that tend :to -

disrupt that balance between science and therapy, and thus 'restructure
those mechanisms necessary to maintain that equilibrium that spawns the
most favorable milieu for'both humane values'and scientific priority.
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As with any socially .t.ructured system, conflicts develop in the appli-
cation of values by those uho are part of the system, resulting in com-
pliant and deviant behavior. There are social control processes that
when operative tend to preclude deviant behavior. These processes take',
the form of socia14:ation or training, collaboration groups and infor-
mal networks, and forms of peer review. There is a great need for the -

socializatibn of human values in medical school and beyond, as has been
pointed out so well by Renee Fox.

Studies show that the socialization of scientific values is well
ahead of that of human values. Characteristics of collaboration groups
and informal networks that lend to deviant behavior could possibly be
improi.ed if changes were made in the process. of academic reuard and ad-

vancement and in, the financing,of medical education. Although external
pressures for peer review continue to be applied, there remain other
refinements and innovations that can, and ought to, originate from '

within our ranks.
In conclusion., I must reiterate that our profession today is under

the greatest scrutiny ever, and.tt behooves us to consider the measures
mentioned in this presentation -- measures that shoUld help to prevent
new human catastrophes. Further disasters at this juncture will do far
.greater 'harm to the interests of biomedical research than will the ex-
emption of a small, vulnerable segmen) of our population.

JAY KATZ

Sh6ild what I have to say sound like a communication fromars, I would
like to apologize beforehand.

Human experimentation can be hazardous to its subjects. Thus it is

not surprising that' the economically and socially disadvfttaged are
conscripted for research, to a disproportionately large extent. Through-.

out histrn,the poqr have been indentured for.society's most disagree-
able tasks, and medical science has only followed time-honored patterns
of recruitment.

It may seem regrettable that in the name of progress, science too
requires its unwilling subjects: Yet for the benefit of present and
future generations, science and society have always tolerated human
sacrifices: the Aztec gods demanded them lest the universe fall apart;
the fires of the Inquisition consumed them lest faith be diminished;
and Apollo, the Physician, permitted them lest disease not be under-
stood and conquered.

It would be an exercise in futility to curb tradition by focusing
merely on the poor and insulating them from participation in research.
Such a limited objective would,only create new groups of cheap bodies
who are not unidentifiable by a means test. If today's or tomorrow's
poor. are to benefit from our concern over their fate, we must not sur-
round them with special safeguards, but rather look to die underlying-1
causes that make the poor particularly, though not solely, vulnerable
to exploitation in research.

0
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. Those who advocate special protection for the poor have argued that '

the poor cannot comprehend -what participation in research requires of
them, and that they are inherently vulnerable to external coercions.
To be sure, subjects will be found among the poor, perhaps More than in
the population at large, who cannot understand what is being asked of
them and they, like all incompetents, should not be allowed to partici-
pate except under unusual and well-defined circumstances. But many
will remain who do understand. Comprehension is not the problem; at .

least it is not a greater problem with'the poor than with other re-
search participants.

With respct to coercions,"we must distinguish between those created
by persons' life situations, and those imposed by the interpersonal
dynamics of investigators and their subjects. Life situations, be they
poverty or,physical disability, have an impact on all persons. But
these conditions, however unequal, together with persons' inner dynam-
ics, define what human beings are and, at the time of decision, can be.
We may wish to approach persons who live in particularly unfortunate
social circumstances with greater care to make sure that we do not fur-
ther reduce, through deliberate acts of our own, the more limited range
of alternatives available to them. But beyond that, we must honor
their decisions as much as we should those of persons more affluently
situated.

It is equally demeaning to assert that persons' consent should be re-
jected because if they were wiser or more rational they would have made
different decisions% as it is to assert, that their consent should not
be trusted because if they only were richer they would have chosen dif-
ferently. Ultimately, we must bow to the best decisions persons can
make as they are situated. And we must accept their decisions in the .

fifm belief that every human being knows his own world better than any
outsider, even if the outsider is a physician or an investigator.

The notion that the poor have an impaired capacity to comprehend or
by virtue of their external life situations cannot make'their own de-
cisions is a stereotypical and degrading view of them. It is the coer-
cion resulting from physician-investigators' interpersonal interactions
with the poor that create more serious problems.. Here too we know that
such coercions are not necessarily restricted to interactions with poor.
subjects, rf they create special- problems-for them, we must look for
other reasons.

I believe that the problems with the poor, as well as with all sub-
jects of experimentation, originate in an insufficiently analyzed con-
flict of values inherent in the conduct of human research: the quest
for the acquisition pf knowledge for the benefit of present and future
generations on the one hand;,and respect for' the dignity, autonomy, and
inviolatilTity (unless consented to) of the subjects of research. I am
not addressing here only or even primarily the issue of harm to sub-
jects, but rather the question so succinctly raised by Isaiah Berlin:
"II the name of what can [we] ever be justified in forcing men to do
what they have not willed or consented to ?" I do not wish to suggest
that this value conflict is very frequently as abysmally weighted in
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favor of "progress" as,for example, in the Tuskegee syphilis study,
the Nazi concentration camp experiments, or the countless venereal dis-
ease studies perpetrated all, over the world in the latetnineteenth and
twentieth denturies. However, 1 .do wish to suggest that in balancing
the two conflicting values, the research community has generally not
only come out in favor of the acquisition of knOwledge but also ne-
glected to confront consciously the consequences of such,a choice. .

Pious exhortation calling for respect of the subjects of research or
mindless risk-benefit formulae have not served us well as decisional
guides. The contraceptive studies with Chicano women are cases in
point. Is it permissible to give them placebo-contraceptives without
informing them, and then to add insult to injury by not providing them
with the opportunity foi abortion because state laws prohibit them?
This also is true of the various randomization studies in which Patient-
subjects are told that they will be assigned to different treatment
groups on the basis of their medical needs, while in fact they are as-
signed by' lot. All these studies are justified by the need to advance
medical knowledge so that future patients will not be condemned to the
fate of "therapeutic orphans" for lack of research data.

I do not question the need for controlled clinical,trials in the hu-
mane practice of medicine; r only wish to question the thoughtlessness
about the rights of the subjects with-which many of these trials are
being conducted. Once the balancing process is tilted in favor of sci-
ence and society and against the individual, and the choice is made
without asking why, when, and at what cost -- why particularly seems.
such an unnecessary question -- the rest follows easily. Then subjects
must be found, then "unavoidable" shortcuts can be taken in the name of
the higher value. The other value, respect for the individual, can in
turn be neglected. Thus, the subjects of research have found themselves
on the slippery slope of exploitation without any clear answer to the
question: When, if ever, are exploitation, deceit, and misrepresenta-
tion warranted?'

At the same time, of course, investigators are not 'unaffected by
this value choice because in its consequences to subjectg it goes count-
ter to some of their human feelings. However, there exists, I believe,
in investigators an enormous ambivalence toward the subjects of re- .

search, reflected in Conflicting wishes to care and to reject, to treat
and .fp mistreat, to protect and to destroy, to elevate and to degrade.
Such ambivalence is deeply rooted in the character structuAecof many
persons who become investigators, and it is an expression of the ten-
sions created by viewing their subjects both as fellow human beings and
as objects of research. Such ambivalence has blinded them to their
tampering, via the balancing of values in favor of science, with funda- .

Mental principles of respect for the individual -- principles that in
theory, but not necessarily in practice, are dear to society as well as
to medicine.

Sorting out this value conflict cannot be left to the individual
conscience of investigators. It requires, first of all; a relentless
confrontation of the consequences that a balancing of values in favor of
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science and society, an against the. incLividual subjec* wogid entail,
and then a determination of. how gar the neglect of either`-value shvid-
be pe'rmitted to ofoced. Once such an analysis has peen'undertgin,,
investigators will at least havet.dig opportunity to;comPare their pfac-

,

tices agaiiist'sobe 144d of an external.,standard. :The plea to leave .

this detnm6atign to the investigatbr's conscience l4 an expteSsion of
:scientels and society's 'readiness to 'keep sufficiently ambiguopstne.

consequences of cdntemporary research practices apd even -to encourage
investigators `to.rieglecwhe indiviildal-in the interest%of societal

.

benefits, hut tb do so.4uiesly and surreptitiously:

Respect for Individual' autonomy' requires that orw begin with total
disclosurt: sharing knowledge and..acimitting uncertainty'and ignorance,
answering al 4luestions and ideniff7ing unanswerable. ones, appreciating
doubtsand resp.ect,img fears. Sudh an obliiation tod%gclose, a requi-

. - site of a genuine initAitn, becomes irrawesome encounter foruthe in-
vdstigator iferigaged in honestly. Consider what must be disclosed if
it is taken,seriorisl;V. Investigators' dreads to ,engage in such a. search,-

ini and explicit Ilialokue%carvreMain unacknOwledged by the tationaliza-
;ion,thtit the demands of science reqikire nondisclosure, and the
prtferred value supports such d dee1

.

-54on... ,:- '. :'

Also in turning to research subjeCts from lowet sqcial classes, the
reluctance to disclose is. further rationalizes by the unwarranted be-
lief that:the ppordo.moi Understand anyway. Why bother co,',e),:plain?

Is not the willingness-of investigators to .assume the -hery.--ourden of.

,becoming the guararifors of subjects' safetyproof.of their.great re-
4ponsibility toward them? . . ..,,! ... ...

..

The'preferred choice
.

o the -poor has other roots as,Rell.
who generally come fromhigher:social classes, have' an impaired

capacity to identify with the poor This'..psychosociAl..,fact contributes

. greatly to the ease with,whieh the poor are ch6en for participation in
!research, though a probletamenable,to correction.. For if we wished to
take greater care in obiainingl more representative sample of the .

popdration for research purpbses, we could dd so. Computer technology
has given us -the tools to accomplish that objective. -'

' Pinally, in the cbrstritiof scientific progress} it is easy to over'-
'4 look that progress is hard to define in general, and the gain to science ...

from.individual research diffiCult to predict in particular,
.

In the light oethese'uncertainties, personal motivatibns, be they Cu-.
riosity, fame, or pr9fessionq advancement, can readily lead to an ex-

.
r

. aggerated estimate of the value Of.:a research project.to science. 41Thllel
,..

thefb.is.nothing wrong:with such Motivations, they tend, unless cAre is
.'. talcen:.to subt,ly undermine investigators' 'respect fbr the:subjqs of

research. , , / j.
, .

'

0 ghat lesons can be levneq,:from the.poor of research? Precidus .
littlehat applies onlyvtothe poor once we have acknowledged that !.

, they have been used too expiusfvely and too uninfoiMedly.: Even the. .. ',
. .

problems created by laCk of disclosure extend bey* thepoor to ether .-
research participants as )T11. iYet we could learri a, lot if we viewed
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, .'tfie treatment 0 the -poor in research aS telling evidenee'of problems
'inherent in contemporary research practices. What can be done? .

.(1) The confating values -- acquisit,ion of knowledge and, respect
for the autonomy of fhe indkvidd -- should be mire openly acknowledged
and subjected- to .a relentless schol rly, and public scrup,ipy.. r,appke--:".-

.

crate that the implementation of suc recow
.

endatvan may create-new -4

tensions,'Por it would reveal that our commitment t4 life iay not be'''
very strong wHenewer it,costs i'oo.pucii or whenever it interferes with

tother collestive.benefits-we .ish to.obtain. Life'is not aipearl be-12 -
yond price; at rest'it ha qt been so up to now. It thay%prove too 0

,

anxiety-provoking tobrin this, fact out into the open,.particularly,
in-the arena of,medical research where patients-are so frequentlytm-
ployed as subjects.,' Thus!, since research must and will go forward, it :

has been a.t.gubd that. the mbntai health of society may be better served- ..

by avoiding'thepromtilgation of clear and purposive choices as to whom
to harth Mthout their consent) for the collective gobd. I submit that
Ice take for once a'different approach and try to decide more consciously
and self-conscidusly whom.We wish to use in medical research, under .

ichat circumstancesTand with what safeguards. :

(2) Otr value prioriLips should be reordered in favor of total fidel- ,

,
ity to, the subjects of research. It max slow down research, impede the

10.

acquisition of knowledge and the advancement of 'science. Yet, might
not future gegeiationsbenefit more from an.experiment that for once
gate the highest Priority to respect for the individuals who are liiring
today. and not,tomorrow?' After all, what is progress? Does it not
point into many directions which we cannot pursue all at once and all
at the same pace?

(3) We should insist that investigators sit down and talk with their
prospective subjects as"long as it takes, and until they are certain
that the subjects understand what is being asked of them. Only those
who do understand should be'allbwed to participate in research.

t Last month we paid a small sum of money to the survivors of the
Tusregee syphilis study. Yet the best reparation,we could pay them,.
as well as the poor of all ages, is.to find answers to one question:
Wliat can we learn from our treatment of the poor that will improve the
lot of.all ,subjects of research? AftetarI, the treatment of the dis2.
advantaged has often been an indicator of the health of society. The

health of science may also be reflected in how it,treats,its poor.

FRANZ INGELFINGER

My colleagues have alluded to some of the reasons why experimenters may
have been4inclined to use the poor as subjects. In particular, they
have emphasized characteristics of the poor `As indiViduals: the cul-
tural,social,- and educational dliorivatiqns that may make each pbor

person a more tractable subject., I should like to emphasize another
feature that has made the poor desirable subjects for medical
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investigation: the poor as a gaup nave bgen administratively moregli,-
. .'" gible'than other, segments of the population:

. .. .

. ` fix and large,.thp poor hive received institutionalized care -- on
.charity hOSpitaj.wards, in the city hospital outpatient clinics, or as

. .
charges of the Public Health Service. Mg, groups,of ihe*poor could

..

,
be more'effeCtiVely divide8,-treated, end followed. Standardized.and
unvarying regimens couldbeadministered, and a consistent record for.

, mat cotild be applied. 'The poo, if dissatisfied pith their care, were
hardly in a position t6 changtdociors. In particulathe poor lack
,that hindrance to the investigator, that is, the private doctor whei,, to
be sure, plight be profiting from a Lee- for - service arrangement,-but who
at the'same tiMe was independent enoughto disrupt any efforts to stem
dardize management:- who Is brratic enouO to keep heterogenous and .,

. often undecipherable recerd and who, above akl, was ready.to act as
.

ah advocate for his payihg patients.. - ...

. (Dr. Thomas may remember'ihat when we were in medical, school we were
given a lecture on the care of*a patient by one of Bostoh's most suc- .

. cessful practitioners. Unfortunately, this otherwise-Imposing man . .

.
stuttered a bit. So, we were told that we must always keep irrmind the

human needs of the pa-pa-pay-patient.) . ...,,

! . . ,

,The administrative eligibility of poor groups, that is, theix regt-'
'mentability and their manageability as groups of experimental'subjeets,
deserves consideration for two reasons. In the first plaCe, experimen4ti

tal use of the poor.because of their administrative eligibility con-
; tinues up:to the presentwith, ironically-enbugh, little opposition

from the parties very much concerned with the` rights and dignity of
mach smaller groups of experimental subjects. Seoond, the number of
administratively eligible is steadily increasing and may eventually
include much of the popdlation, present' company not acepled. -.61 exam '
pie of use of the poor because of.their administretiveeligibility:is
provided_by recent studies 471761Ving over a million.of California's
ecoffemically deprived, the sp-cal fed'Medi-Cal beneficiaries":

In 1970, a trial was'instituted to ,determkne,whethe-hospitaliption
for Medi-Cal loatients could be decreased by a stiie.enferced, require -"
ment that 'all nOmemergency Mpdi-Cal Admisions must be approved_for
hospital admission and for a specific number of days-ef.stay,'such
approval being obligatory .before adnfission. Results: as compared to

numbers expected'on the basis of previods experience, days of hospital-
ization for the poor during a nine-month poriodwere,reduced by-about

16 percent. In'a similar trial, runi under somewhat different auspices,

a 172percent decrease in days of hospital utilizatiorflsag achieved.
The 'results 'of these,studies were' acclaimed.as evidence that hospital

overutilization could be corite'ined. But, to the best of my knowledge,
there was no way of telling whether the hospital days saVed were merely
at the expense of overutilization or whether, :indeed, the health of the

poor had been adversely affected. :

. In . another, experiment, in 1971-72, nearWa million Medi-Cal belie-
ficiaries were placed on co- payment status:, that is, they .had to pay .

one dollar for the first of two medical visits each month.andfifty
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cents for each of the first two prescriptions each month. Thoge who
conducted the study decided that the co-pay features did not interfere
with the care of what they 'called serious illness. Yet, in the Aid for

Dependent Children program, co-payers obtained immunizations, at about
half the-rate of non-co-payers, and 9 percent of the AFDC group re-
ported that co-payment had deterred them from seeking med -ical care.

fn the experiments just eited the imtediate'goal was not hygienic
but economic discovery: coma Che poor be taken care of more chea'ply?
But obviously hospitalization was withheld from the poor rather than
other segments of the population because the Medi-Cal population and
its' records could be more readily controlled and effectively analyzed.
Similar use of many whose health care is supported by state or federal
government is far from unimaginable should a need be perceived for other
socioeconomic medical.experiments related to health care or for random-

-- ized clihical trials on the effectiveness of a certain prophylactic

health measure.
If the poor will continue to attract investigators because of their

administrative eligibility, one may ask who are these poor? Are

Veterans Administration patients, because they receive institutional

and governmental care, poor? Since they are also administratively
eligible -- even more so than the-economically poo -- they might be
called-socially deprived, and hence, according to this panel's defini-

tion, poor. Thus, most large-scale randomized clinical trials these
days, it should be realized, whether of drugs for hypertension, cancer
management, or surgical procedures, are the results of cooperative VA

studies.
In the future, depending on 'what type of national health insurance

is-promulgated, perhaps most of us will be "poor" in the sense that we

will acquire the characteristics of administrative eligibilityzeasily
accessible and standardized records, manageability, and susceptibility

to follow-lip control. In the United Kingdom,'for example, randomized
clinical trials appear to have been carried out more effectively and
more.frequently than here. A number of explanations may be offered,

but one is The administrative availability of the_population under the
',Nationalillealth Service. In spite of Dr. McDermott's comments yester-
day, we are now in the heyday of the randomized - trial, and conduct of
that trial depends upon the conscriptionof-large-bodies of the
population.

The expanding number of the poor as defined by us will benefit the
economically poor, for their ups-to -now particular burden will be dis-

tributed across much of the population. But much of the population --

and this.is. what concerns me -- may well be politically dominant, and
such.a majority, if its fears of becoming guinea pigs are accentuated,
or i-f-its attitudes are those as expressed by( some of the members of the

last panel yesterday, such fears may produce disastrous restraints or

encumbrances 'on essential clinical investigation.
Presentaswell as future generations argue for the establishment of

.mechanisms that will progteceadministratively-eligible groups from
improper experimental procedure. Thesizable:if yet liMited number of-
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poor groups that exist today requires that protection for their sake.
In the future the protection of the many more who will receive insti-
tutionalized or at leat federally supervised care is necessary, I
think, not only for theii sake, but also-for the sake of- unitifled
medical research.

INQUIRY AND CONNENTARY

GERARD PIEL: Iam a publisher. But I speak now in all due difg,idence
as a philosopher. There has run through the contributions to this
Forum, especially from those who are concerned with the urgency and
the need of human subjects for medical research, the proposition
that we are engaged in the-balancing of values. The title of this
session of the Forum is "Individual Risks Versus Societal Benefits."
There is the notion that it is possible to balarice the-compromising
of individual privacy and integrity on the one hand versus the need
of society for the urgent tasks of medical research on the other.

1 This has a kind of an American pragmatic sound about it. It is 're-

ferred to in'opr popular culture as the balancing doctrine that the
Supreme Coprt invokes in talking about the choice between individual ,

freedom and the needs of the modern.state.
I want 'to observe that Alexander Meiklejohn, in a marvelous

little es ay on the First Amendment,, has pointed out that this
balancing doctrine. in our law has its origins in a profound errol
committed by Oliver Wendell Holmes. The Holmes notion of freedom of
speech was predicated upon, as Meikdejohn said, "the vulgar notion
of the marketplace"; he .held that the First Amendment was 'addressed

to the right of the citizens to be heard, to put his proposition into
the "marketplace of ideas." MeiklejohWs correction of the Holmes
error was to point out that the First Amendment was to prOtbct the
right of the individual to bearand to point out, further, that the
citizen as the governor., as the sovereign of a self-governing democ-
racy, must have absolute, freedom with respect to the public buiness.
It is this sanctity of the individual that is the end for which an
open society exists :' And so, I say, ice cannot-have( any balancing
of the integrjty and sanctity of, the individuaFagainst any need of
society for increase in its knowledge and understanding. Walsh
McDermott said most wisely yesterday that the rendering of, informed
consent, under whatever circumstances, cannov'relievq the investi-
gator of his'solemn moral obligation and responsibili'ty for.the terms.
and conditibus of his study,

JOAN GOLDSTEIN: I dee been the National Coordinator of the Women's
Health Task Force"of the National Organiiation for'Women. I speak
as a feminist; as a sociologist, and hopefully, as a humanist.
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One of the questions that has been raised this"afternoon, and
very well raised, is the one of rol&-aefinition: that is, who are
thes:persons wbo'axe used for human experimentation?' We hiVe the
captive group, that is, the persons in institutions, mental institu-
tions and prisons. We have the poor and, as Dr.'Foster mentioned,
also the Chicano women who were experimented on in terms of birth
control. And so we would have r0 Say "Womer. Any woman who has
been given 3h oral corsa-Aceptivehasinf=t,- been a subject in

`human experimentation.
Thus, the group seems to be a specific or special population....

group. It is not the large population; it is a speciaL population..
on whom experimentation is done. We are led to belie-lig that exPeri-
mentation,,is done on persons for their benefit. -Does that' eantbat
they are the prized members of society becausethdy would benefit
more th4n anyone alse from it?

. -

I think the conclusion. we would have to draw is thdt
the case. They are the expendable member's of the:society, not the
.privileged.. My concern is not that there be federal regpiations
the human gxperimentation, but that the-federal regulations ALI not

'be enfbrced, that we wilt be led-to believe that by virtue_cifithis-%
system we willbe -protected. Obviously, we need td-be.Protee:tedi
because somehow orother we are the chosen people-. 56therefore,
I think my concern is. that we focus a great deal.more-notonly on
regulatory recommendations, but that the enfofceMent and monitoring
of such human experimentation, as well -as data cpllection, which has

, been extremely poor in the-WhOle area of birth control deVices, bey
put into effect and mandated..

'THOMAS: Thank you. I will take.advantage of my position here-at this
podium simply to.point out that there is'h largepopulation of
patients on whom an intensive and, I would suggest, significant sort
of clinical research is and has been going on for years in this-
country that has notbeen irr7rt-ii--nThd in comments either from the
panels or the floor. These are people who are not imprisoned, not
captive, and not in any way coerced, as far as I can see from my. .

own experience: 'These are patients. Most of the'wOrk, for instance,
that goes on these days on the problem of multiple sclerosis where
clinic-al...investigative questions arise is on using volunteer pa- .

tients who have that particular.disease,- Most of the research effort
now engaged countrywide in trying to find a more satisfactory answer
to the problem of cancer is correspondingly'being done on patients
with cancer. I hate to make it seem as though that kind of research
haS come to an end, and that OUD main concern is how to do larggr
and larger scale research, on. normal human subjects:

'

D. T. CHALKLEY: I am fron the National Institutes of Health; and I '

, would nice to give-you a few statistics.
The NIH over the period since 19.47 has supported about k0,000

search projects.involving human subjects. Since it supports about
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one-third of the research, that means, that there have been approxi-,
mately one-quarter million projects involving human subjects suppor-

c, Zed in'this.conntry since roughly 1947.
. In the last two days we have heard the litany -- Tuskegee, the

the Chicano women, Dr. Stough, and Dr. Mandel. Nobody has
-Mentioned Sanger. yet, nobody has mentioned Hodgman, and nobody has

.

meni-IpnedDieckmann.Strangely, Willowbrook has been mentioned onky.
.,ith,r3o.:teferencespecifically to hepatitis and Shigel-

...fosi:100d4 has meht>,oned Holt's studies on infant nutrition, no
-:re0. to tale cases in court at the moment -- Neilsen vs. Regents,
Nelson-,tWUnixed States, BailyAis4. Mandel -- but they add up to

..gbout fiTteen.. .,01 percent of:a41`pfthe projects that
have been2sUppot.feinAlA;

There -w-6Ye, appro'ximat;elyi40,600, malpractice.

suits brought apinsf the phyiciant. in- thl'i Country; Less*Ihan 2
.':percent of al1,05rSicians are engaged in respgrth:- TWo percent-of
';40,000 would work out to about. POO'expected taireseaXCI cases; there

'are )40 in the_solirts..Nowheie ;.

1aw'has a talrese40 siiit7been:saceess,f4fly*s:5ciltea;I:n,a.court.
in.this_country,anot one hlepnive±sAy, g!feff.eyearsago, 1;pokect-',
in0 the question of. whether or not their. 1.1.011.1-wtnsurance,04:1
apply to malresearch'as-well as malpractice..kverAii**e.-Car.
rier looked into it and said "Certainty,iCauS'e th4r-e%rieuez had
been a malresearch case. .There have beetOnitances, .130 thy,are'..
rare. -

One of the problems "that we face in trying.to-eqUat.a1J;.of this
is the problem of.the balancingprovis,ion -Oar wa.eferi-e0e:
There are, it is true, ihe,First, the-FpUyt.handthefpb,imend- .

,ments, and surrounding these amendments.hq perktimkr4:Of':*;rmed
consent. But against what do we balance thistEirerr'natiqnal con-,
stitution sex up in the twentieth century proVide0,thathe citizen's
have a right to.medical care or access tp medical caxear-Jeven, in a
couple of instances; aright to advances apd.improveMents in medical
care. Most of'tho constitutions set up in the nineteenth century
have the same provision. But'the ConStitution of the United States
was 'drawn in the eighteenth century, when it was hellieved that

.,ness descended froM oniligh.through the:Horsemen of the Apocalypse,
and there was no mention of .healtli .anywhere in, the United States

.Constitution. . _
1

Citizens of,the SoViet Union have a right to medical care, but
no the citizens of this country,not in the Constitution. Subjects
of lfzabeth ri, Queen of England, ,have aright to medical care and
.of a cess to medical care and improvementS in medical care. But

when n a constitupional situation one is required to balance the
rights of consent., which are very real, against the individual,
against the rights of thepopulation to medical care, whether these
persons bepoor, Whether they'be prisoners or what have you, there
is nothing against which one can constitutionally balance that
question. .
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I would agree that an argument has been made very strongly over
the past two days that research, if it is to be done, should be with and
for the fetus, with and. for children, with and for women, with and for
the poor.or any other group. What I see here is an argument over and
over again that this group shptild be excluded, that group should be
excluded, and I .suspect that frankly, all of us, sooner or later, would
like to Sind reasons to exclude everybody. .Thii is rapidly what we
are-getting to. But it is an old saying in the law that justice de-
layed is justicy denied. It can equally truly he said in medicine that
research delayed means benefits denied, and oneof the problems we are
facing is. not only the balancing of the justice in the laws but the

. balancing of the medical rights of this community. -I urge you to con;
Sider carefully the medical rights of those persons still here and
still to become ill, and of those yet unborn, yet,to be conceived who,
if we do not consider research today, will suffer from those same
diseases tomorrow:,

ANDRE HELLEGERS: I am Director of the Joseph .and Rose Kennedy Institute.
Could I ask whether the health security imperative that is being
postulated by Dr. Chalkley would be serious enough to institute a
lottery t4e of draft to provide the population to be the subjects
of the nontherapeu,tic research, and would that not then be a sort of
general obligation of the public that would get us around all of the
problems of special pleading for special works?

TH9MAS: We will cpme back to that by way of the panel.

MARTIN KAPLAN: T-ala in Cnaryt- of research development fox the World
Health Orgatlization; Geneva, Switzerland. The particular point
this, morning is research on the poor. I merely wanted to urge that
in formulating or improving and protecting the rights of the poor
that the research involyed not be displaced to foreign countries.
One of the vulnerable population groups, as we all know, in many
foreign developing countries are the poor. One particular area of
research, the development of hyperimmune gamma globulin for, antibody
content by the plasma phoresis technique,.has already found its
place in certain of the poor countries where formerly it was,done in
the United States. -

So, my plea would be that whatever safeguard) are set up within
the United States for the profection of its own pqpr also be taken
into account for the poor of the other countries.

STEPHEN WELLS: I am a psychologist and a member of the Fordham-Yale
Prison Research Pr6ject. I would like to address myself to the com-
ments that Dr. Katz made concerning the interpersonal dynamics of

. the relationship that develops between researchers and subjects. I

very much regretted not having the earlier opportunity to respond to
Mr. Bronstein, who distorted our study and particularly with regard
to the main thrust of the study, which was precisely on this point:
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to examine the'phenomenon of pharmacological research conducted in
a prison from the standpoint of a psychological event and "
environment.'

Our approach,Was to simulate a typical drug research experiment
and then to evaluate it as one does a psychotherapeutic experience,

to use standardized psychological measures bbth before and after.
Our finding, which he neglected to mention because, I assume, it did
not accord with his needs, was that we obtained highly significant
changes in the direction of enhanced personal self-esteem and'im-

proved self-concept, with aggreAion diminished to altriking degree.
Granted, these were short-term findings and possibly not likely

to endure. They did open the possibility that the very act of con -
ductng research could be an experience that was highly beneficial
for he. subjects. This is the/background on our present Studies
that have sought to examine this.phenomenon in detail by construct-
ing research environments modeled on therapeutic ones. We just
finished a series of researches in the prison, and we are als6 going
to be conducting these with free-living populations in which knowl-
edge obtained from group therapy has been applied to the research
setting. This would include educational experiences with regard to
informing and informed consent, opportunities for extensive discus-
sion on the part of subjects during the course of,the experiment, as
well as repeated opportunities to manifest consent, all of which has
suggested to us that we. are dealing with a much richer and more com-
plex relationship than simply the ac,t of an organism ingesting a
substance for a certain purpose.

The possibilities of benefits, in terms of the experience that
men have with accepting in positively oriented research the.oppor-
tunIty to generalize learningfrom an interest in the ongoing re-
search, may be quite significant. Our conclusion from our research, ,

among others, is that to have a mental health practitioner attached
to a research. unit to examine both the interaction between research-
ers and volunteers, and also to`attempt to structure the environment
so it is a beneficial one for the subjects, would bea useful addi-
tion to the present research practice. I would be interested if Dr.
Katz would comment on that.

>SABIN: This panel started oUt very well with definitions_ Dr. Foster
started out by saying that he wants a moratorium on medical research
on the poor. He went on to define the poor as those wIlkare illiter-
ate, those whoare senile, those who aiFe mentally incodpEtent, or
those who do not know English, and I suppose, do not have a trans-
lator at hand.

Now, I would like to make a comment about Dr. Katz. While
Dr, Katz was talking? I was looking around the audienct to seehow
many of my colleagues whom I know to be engaged or have been engaged
in human mediCal research had horni sticking out of their forehead. I

am quite sure that some scientist's have horns, and's() do ethers. I

think philosophers commit mistakes, as well as lawyers, scientists,
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and all other'members of societ)9
'

and we should be very careful
%

about those mistakes and to see that they do not occur.
Having said that, Dr.*Katz posed a question from Isaiah Berlin:

Who inthe-n/Me of what 'has the right to do anything to a person
without his consent? aty answer to that very important' question is
that the laws established by society and notAY individuals have
that right; but as Abraham Lincoln long ago said, "There must be a
mechanism whereby laws that are -had can be repealed or modified."
We can specify for future guidance the definition that Dr. Foster
gave, and we should not generalize from the few mistakes to all.
The colleagues that I know are as much members of that large pi:Rip
who respect human rights and the rights of the individuals as that '

small. group who have erroneously alimprifted to themselves that
_name which belongs to the hundreds qPignions of decent people in
the world.

BERNARD BARBER: I am a sociol have done some research in this
field. I would like to addedis myself to Dr. Chalkley and espe-
cially; also, to those who applatuldtso vigorously at his remark.

. First of all, as to the'facts, he is alleging that only fifteen out
of 250,000 projects supported by'the NIII since 1947 have been -- I

was going tO say actionable at law - have been taken to ;he courts.
The data from our study actually showed that something like about 10
percent, .by the evidence of the researchers' own responses and the
researchers' own definitions, have not conformed to proper standards

'of informed consent or risk-benefit.ratio. First of all, the facts
are such that there is a greater problem here than Dr. Chalkley is
saying.

But I am more distressed by the stance.that he is taking and that
the medical researcherS are taking. Do you mean to tell me, do you
mean to tell yqurself that your definition is now going to be legal-
ity rather than morality? Do you mean to tell. me -'that the medical

research profession in this country, which for the last thirty or forty
years claimed to be in a,somewhat higher moral position than the
therapeutic medical profession, is not about to place itself in the
same position as the medical therapeutic group? Do you want 40,000

'malresdarch suits? If you don't, if you are going to stand on
morality, we havp to start doing something about it now. Nobody is

accusing you of having horns.
People'are saying that there is a new moral climate.

your help. We have'to work tokether. We have to do somet

all of thi%. A simple negative defensiveness will not do. insist

that one of the great reservoirs of morality in this country has
been the biomedical research profession, and I very much hop9 that
in This ndw moral) tasl. Or confronts us that strength will not be
given up. .

'S

JAMES CHILDRESS; I am Chairman of the Department of Religious Studies

oat th University of Virginia. .Following Mr. Piel; I, too, want to
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0
call into question the,doctrine of balancing individual risk and
societal. benefits, not so such in a'legal sense as in a social and ,

moral.sense. I want to suggest that there'is a more fundamental
question in, back of it, oge that actually determines how we proceed.
What are our starting points? What are our presumptions or, to use
legal -like language, who has the burden of going forward and who
has the burden of proof, and what is the burden of proof?

Nov,. I would suggest that there are two models that workintour
discussion. One model that we have heard, perhaps most freqUently
from the researchers, gives as a starting point the great benefits
of medical research. The presumption'ip that it will achieve bene-
fits. ,Then one asks how and within, what limits, perhaps with a
oertain fear of restrictions, especially governmental restrictions.

A second model, and one that I would propose, starts with a
different presumption. It is that we should not engage in nonthera-
peUtic experimentdtion on human beings and do not impose risk on
subjects if those risks cannot bear benefit and,unless certain in- .

formation cannot be gained in-any other way. I would use the lan-
guage of necessity, and would also add "unless there can be consent."
Then'I would want to seethe procedures to enforce this.

'Ip actual practice there will certainly be agreement between
these two models relating to many cases, perhaps .even to most cases.
But I think what one sees as important issues will depend to a great
extent-on the starting points and presumptions, and to talk about
balancing apart from them is to misunderstand the issue.

_VIJAYA MELNICK;,I am a faculty member in the Department of Biology at
the FederalCity College. First of all, I would like to make the
comment that since f see Dr-. Foster on the platform, I am finally .

happy to.see-*me color on this podium. Secondly, I read in the
program that,ihis is an Academy Forum on "Experiments and Research
with Humans:, Values in Conflict." During the time that r have been
here conflict has'been kept out; ar least by the people who have
presented their papers frOm the platform, there is minimal conflict.
Yesterday there was hardly any. I question why, the people who have
publicly Weld opposing views on these subjects, such as consumer .
groups, student 'medical groups and so forth, those who have been
involved in pol,*rerty research, as well as in.concerns in the poverty,

-area, have not been invited or beeh part .of this presentation: I

think that we have to get more of a total point of view, and if we
were really interested in finding out the various .points of view

-.that we should have had those represented on this platform.

LOUIS LASAGNA: I am Professor and Chairman of the Department of Pharma-
cology, UniverAity of Rochester School of Medicine and Dentistry.
have long been persuaded that it. is possible to do bad research and
stupid research and improper research,on the rich and the poor and
blacks and'whites And men and women and prisoners and nonprisoners.
I am also, however, persuaded that it is passible f6,do proper and
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intelligent and socially useful research on almost any population' ".

that has been discussed during this two-day Forum. It seems tome

what we should be doing is evolving rules for playing this game in

such'a way that things are done .properly and ethically and with

humanity and compassion.
I am struck by the fact that the horrors that are described, the

giving of placebos to Chicano women or ithe injections of cancer cells

into unknowing, chronically ill patients in Brooklyn or the h8rrors

described at Nuremberg, perhaps have an added special dimension of

horror by reason of the fact that the experiments involved the poor

or Chicanos or Jews or prisoners. But I submit to you that these

experiments are horrors-independent of the nature of the population

group. I submit to you that they would Have been ethically improper

and horrible were they done on Dr. Hubbard.'s family or the Rocke-

fellers. Therefore, I think it behooves us to pay more attention to

evolving rules that will be applicable to all, to the rich, the poor,

the white and the black, the advantaged and the disadvantaged.

BERNARD DAVIS: I.think Mr. Barber-brought up a very important point in

suggesting that the medical profession should not be happy at defen-

ding its actions simply in terms of the smell number of legal attacks

on researchactivities. -I think this is a very fundamental point,

because the whole movement that led to this,Forum arose not many i

years ago when the field of medical ethics, which has always been

implicit in medical practice since time-immemorial, was"taken out of

the hands of doctors by plofeisional ethicists and people-with other

backgrounds reioted to this who raised very serious questions of

ethics, who helped sharpen the perCeption of doctors to errors that

have crept into many research studies. For the first couple of

years, as long as the discussions were concerned with sharpening the

moral perceptions, this caused groups to bemore self-conscious in

itedi al research about the rights and wrongs otVwhat we are doing.

I th k there would be few-medical researchers that would-not wet=

come at movement.
Now; however, what started as a concern with moral issues has

' become increasing concern with legal actions. The promulgation

of regul tions that bind the medical professioni. whether within the

N1H or el where, are legal actions. Dr. Edelin, for the last few

weeks or m ths, has not been wrestling with-a moral problem; he has

been wrestl g with a legdk'problem. I think that what leads to. the

polarization that I deplored in-my remarks yesterday is that we are

4 facing not, only adversary relations in our discussionsbetween cer-,

tain lawyers and doctors; we are facing actions that are soon going -

to lead to extensive bureaucratization in the fbrm of legislation.

,
The dangers of legislation displacing moral concerns are those that

all of us who wish to benefit from medicine must be worried about.

THOMAS: I would like recommend the panel for being so courageous and..

patient during all this -t-ime-and now turn the meeting back to you.
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FOSTER: My problem is compounded, as you can see. Not only do I have
to be concerned about whatever rules, regulations, guidelines are
structured for'the whole realm of human experimentation, but I have
to be a bit more concerned as they are applied to both the poor and
to the blackS. I think everyone here realizes there is an asymmetri-
cal application of standards in this country. The likelihood of the
Hubbard family being ripped off,is much less than fOr a poor black
family in this country. I am very sensitive co the fact that the
great majority of heart recipients have been white, and the donors
have been %lack. I know, and I feel it. For these reasons I am
trying to structure. at least a segment or glean out from that popu-
lation and protect those that are at most risk or most vulnerable.

71 think this is appropriate; but again I would likeito emphasize
that I think it is in the best interests of both science and the
humane community.

I Am in agreement with you, Dr. Katz, that the poor Are_ quite
capable of comprehension. But mans times they don't comprehend,, not
from inherent deficiencies, but from deficiencies of the experimen-
ters-, rather than the experimenIees-. Things are not explained to
them, and no effort is made .to do so. And indeed, there is an ele-
ment of subterfuge often used because people may reject experimental

'processes. But I really tecomnend my changes on different grpunds.
I am concerned, as I have juSt mentioned, about the mal-application
ofthe standards and the lack of enforcement, and that is reNly
what prompts my recommendations.

KATZ:A want to be brief, and I don't know where,to begin. I have a
hopeless feeling that we have not understood each other. If what I
talked abOut canbe suMmed up in making the point that researchers
have horns, then I almost want to leave.on the next plane.

Researchers don't have horns_ .It would be nice if some'of them
did because then tie could identify.them, ind we would have no probl.
'lem. But we ere dealing here with really /fundamental human, psycho-
logical, scientific, and value issues, difficult issues. I don't ,
think they can be resolved easily.. And when I suggested that we
take one approach, only did this in order to create some discus-
sion. But I was more interested in saying.that these. value con-

' flicts have to he acknowledged, and they were not acknowledged by
this'forum in this' last-day and one-half. For better or for worse
the research comMUnity.feels under attack, and it had to,take a
completely,defensive attitude today and'yesterday rather than to
explore the issue.

-I have two mord very.brief points. One is the horrors of the
experiments, I wish I had not even alluded to some...of the horrible
expefiments that I did. Dr. Lasagna is quite riiht: the-se-horrible. -

experimcnts will occur under, whatever regufatiOns you might have.
The real problem is the day-to-day conduct of human research, and.'
what f wanted to open up.for discussion is,the extent to, which human
subjects are not being informed that they are participating inwh,
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research project. .I can'iive you countless examples of their being

-lied to about the nafure of the research, et ceteri"...

And this brings me to my final point, and I feel badly that it

has to be ad hominem, but I do have to indemnify Dr. Chalkley.

Dr. Chalkley, of course, is quite correct. Out of.all these experi-

ments only.fifteen or so bent to court in the last ten years.; but if-

he does not know to what extent even the research. projects that are

'being condwted under HEW guidelines are in violation of these guide-

.
lines, he ought to find out.

'Of cburse, he cannot find out very easily or could not until.

.rec9nrly. I am not sure whether the regulations have been changed.

They change so fast these days that even I cannot keep up with them.

ut at least until recently there were not mechnisms in the HEW

4
regulatiohs that made it .mandatory, for example, to report to him

and to report to the Secretary whatever violations occurred in the

conduCtof research- But I think there is lots of it going on.,,

Maybe it has to go on. I am -not at all suggesting that things ought

to be changed, not necessarily so. But we-ought to be a littlq bit

*more self - conscious, and we ought to know a little bit more as to

what we are doing and why we_are doing it.

INGELFINGER: I agree with Dr. Barber that the medical research profet-

sion should not engage in negative defensiveness, But having said

that, let me engage in a little bit of it, beCause you know you faCe

-facts. Dr. Thomas, yesterday, said,."I don't believe that all this

I'. outrageous experimentation goes on." Jay Katz now has saia'hat he __

knows of Rally, many examples'where patients are being lied to, where_

they are not being told about the nature of the experiment.

The editor of a medical journal. cannot tell whether or pot the

subjects were died to. So, I am not commending on that. In the

New EngandfJournal of Medicine, if we now receive a paper of a

1.andomized trial, we ask the author, "Did you or did you not tell

the patients that-the medication or the procedure you get is received

by lot or was determined by lot?" So things'arb improving, I think,

as alresult of the' efforts of many of the people Wheare here and

others. This'is a position we have, taken, and People will be in-

formed better.
.

To; back to negative-defensiveness. Of course we should have a -

,positive apprpach, but what is it? How can we achieve it? Cari we - /'

achieve it by lottery? 'I think Dr. Hellegers was probably speaking

with tongue in,cheelv,, but no, I think one has to sell-to the public.'

That it why I tried -to make the point about more and more people

being, involved as administratively eligible subjects. One has to

sell to the public the idea that TediCal research is ultiniately

beneficial. If people say that-it isn't, then one cannot talk to

them. But if it is, then one has to sell to the feminist, for

example, theAlea that she wants-studies on contraceptives.

And Dr. Foster, if you want tq exclude certain groups, the poor,

:,
all right;,but you are going to deprive-those poor of studies that
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areparticularly germane to their problems., They are susceptible
because of their edonoodc deprivation to conditions of malnutrition
9r certain infections'or other conditions, such s psychiatric prob-
lems. So, I think to exclude them from that kind of study is dis-.
advantageous to them. I would hope that the poor would eventually
push.for certain studies. So, the positive approach that should
come out of a meeting like this, I hope, would be a greater accep-
tance of the public for the, need for medical research but under cer-
tain controlled conditions, whiCh 'I agree should be a,matter of ten
comdandments 'rather than a series of infinite numbers of small rules.

I should like to conclude by referring to an article by Hans
Jonas in the 1969 issue_of Daedalus, which I think is one of the
best articles ever written in this general area and in which he
covers practically all the subjects we have discusged in the last
two days and in which, even though he is a ?hilosopller, he does
bring in the fact of balances. Dr. Jonas cites the following as
the prinCiple of the order of preference: "The poorer in:kpowledge,
motivation, and freedom of decision, (and that alas, means'the
more readily available in terms of numbers and possible manipula-
tion), the more sparingly and indeed reluctantly' should the reser-
voir be used, and the more compelling must therefore become the
countervailing justification."

This, it seems to "me, is the proper approach, namely, we don't
'_ make absolute rules. We do not prohibit -use of-capt-iye groups,
poor groups; but the more we use 'them, the more we have to kndw
what we are doing, and the more careful we have tobe_in the imple-
mentation of our investigation:.
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REMARKS BY THE HONORABLE
CASPAR W. WEINBERGER

Secretary of Health, Education,

and Welfare

The interest of tlie Department of Health, Education, and Welfare in the

issues that you are considering in this Forum is self- evident. A major

'goal of the Department is to improve health through- research; and

another is to protect the rights of- those who participate in that re-

search as subjects.
Some feel that'this is an irreconcilable conflict. To.us,ir repre-

sents only. the necessity for achieving a reasonable balance of all of

the interests. In searching out this balance, we cannot forget'that

no matter what various perspectives we bring to this task, there.is

one common interest that we all share::the absolute necessity of con-

ng all forms of research and in such a way that the basic human

rights I concerned arc protected. ff we forget either part of

that equition le<ail) be very serious difficulty for us all, and for

.mankind in general. ' -

It It would he foolish to suppose that there are.rib problems in-doing

this or that it canbe done easily. But it would"be equally foolish to

suppose thatWe should not make the effort or that there can be no

progress, for we have actually already demonstrated rather substantial

progress. Fifteen years ago, HEW funded a study on, clinical reseArch

Involving human subjects. That study, condu ed by the Law and Medi-

cine inst-itute'atBoston University, cite a.eertain research project

in which investigators did spinal taps on healthy newborn infants with-

,out the parentS' consent. The physicians who conducted this experi-.

.ment saw nothing wrong with it at that time. They believed that as

physicians they were the best judges of whether the spinal taps were

safe or not. They said that parentS could not possibly understand -phe

. nature of their research, -and therefore would probably deny their con-

--- sent if asked. Such reasoning would be Unthinkable now.
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The issue today alas advanced to new grounds. It now hinges bnfthe
issue of whether informed consent from parents for a procedure that may
be of no immediate medical benefit to the_infantor perhaps-eler, is
ethically acceptable and-legally valid.. The future of a'great deal of
vital drug research also hinges on the resolution'of this.question.

.

These are things that necessarily have-To be decided by a wide spectrum
in the community. I think that the best way to do it is to try to get
some As effective and as flexible-guidelines-as possible so that each
individual questiondoes not have to be researched and tried out, so to 4N
speak, and worked over at endless length while we are denied the fruits '

of what could be and in many cases will be very valuabXe, very,essen-
-tial research.

On drugs there is a particular dilehffia that I Face and that will
illustrate some of the problems involved. The Harrison-Kefauver Act
declares that no drug to be used in interstate commerce can be adver-,
.tised for use by any age group without first havinvidentified the
correct dosage and both °the safety and the efficacYof that drug. The- .

drugs now can -be tested among adult volunteers, of course, to ascertain
those things. But if there is no way of trying to test drugs on chil-
dren'to get that kind of information-- and at the momenta the mechanr
isms are, at least, cloudy -- new drugs could be denied tochildren
simply because.there is no mechanism for prior testing. So, there_is
no real way to abide by theHarrison-Kefauver Act as it applies to
drugs for children unless we.get a cleaf mandate on the ethical issue
of testing drugs on children as subjects: As Secretary of the Depart-
ment, I am obviously on the horns of the dilemma. I 'am responsible for 1-

'promulgating food and drug laws effectively, carrying them out, and
administering them, and yet we must .certify that the Food and Drug
Administration is complying with thellaw. This would appear to be pre-
vented in the absence o£ certain clear ethical guidelines concerning
.the'issues of how you get informed consent, how You can make some tests
on children and infants who, necessarily, have to be involved if we are
to develop the proper dosage, if we are to enable children to have the
benefits of what might be a very considerable medical advance. So, we
do need, obviously, to try to work out some kind of guidelines, some
kind of formulae that. will. enable us to conclude that,there has been
sufficient informed consent to proceed'4-,

There is no body of law -- statutory or case law oil constitutional
law -- that clarifiei or gives us a certain answer on this whole prob-
lem of informed consent. So the needs of-sciencp and the needs of
humanity have moved, in a sense, beyoyi'd the preseit insightg of thei
law. But since, as Mr. Justice Holmes said, "The life of:law is
e*perience," we may.ve?y well hope that the experiences can become part
of the law. That is essentially thg_processrin which we are' engaged
right at this precise moment.

Wile can give informed consent for minors in research projects? The
law likes to reason from analogies, and we have some analogies, in
guardianship cases, matters that are 'not quite as important as this
many situations, but some that might be considered. There are those
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where we recognize that infants and in some cases unborn children can-

not give that consent, where we.recogni:e that consent of children is
necessary and we try to find somebody who can at least4)e a sufficient-

ly close representative-with sufficiently cjose.interests so that they

will be able to substitute for the child until he achieves maturity and

the ability to give an informed consent. That is a familidr enough

thing in the law in other situations. We can perhaps use some of those

analogies to develop further. guidelines.

. .Diugs, -o-f course, are not the only problem here. Also at issue is.

the whole progress of research, for example, into the chronic degenera-

tive diseases. As scientists, you will know.kar more than I about the'

mfact that the most vital area of Fesearch against heart disease and

cancer is concerned with investigations of normal ,tissues,-noriaal _

bodies, all of. the development that -might be considered normal, in

order to define abnormal. For this purpose, obviously, research must

be conducted among a population-of presumably-normal infants, normal

adults, normal volunteers. In order'to conduct.that research-,- we have'

to find some mean'sof.develdping a.met -hcd thAT pidtVCis the interests

of those-infants-and children whom we are investigating to see if, in

fact, they are normal. This,'in turn, can help us produce happier,

healthier lives for millions of individuals not yet born who also have

an interest that has to be represented; and in many cases js repre-

sented to some extent, by the people-doing the research. So-it is a

classic kind'of dilemma involved in public administration and ethics

ana'law and science. There is no question that this kind of work has

to be done.
Another very hot, burning issue in this whole field is the use of

prisoners for research. Scientists have long viewed prisoners as an

ideal population for certain controlled studies, because their diets

and their life-stnes are easily observed and easily controlled. As

you know:, many very benefic'ial discoveries, particularly in the fielsis

of immunization and microbiological'processes, have come from research

1 on prisoner subjects. I think it is clear that they are needed in many

kinds of research. What is not clear is whether or how prisonerS, who

live in a`coercive environment, can freely give ,their informed consent

to become research subjects. This is an issue about which there is,

little likelihood of any final agreement, and the matter certainly has

not been helped-by some of the more recent examples that have been be-

fore us and that started many,.many years ago. I don't know that we

are ever going to get a solution in which we can say_that everyone be-

lieves there has been proper.'

way to protect the interests of'prisoners. Some would say thdf-the

only way you could do that is to make sure that they are released from'

.prison, at which point you rose all of the biologialadVant es of

having them ina controlled environment. But we must come to some kind

of reasonable decision op the question. I- don't think it is reasonable

to say that the.situation is too difficult or too delicate and there-

fore that we should not consider iti.because there are very real and-

'very necessary advantages to this kind of populati-on. .But it is

equally-important that we make every effort to get what in many cases.
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is a..somewhal easier.dr titan is the case with infants and children, a

trulri.oformedconsent; and the voluntary nature of it, of course, is
the place in which a lot of this would start.

This illustrates, I think, the reason why, at one time, it seemedto
me so obvious that it was. going to'be virtually-impossible, in this or
-in some of the other governmental, tasks that I have tried to perform,
to please everyone. Now I.am being brought rapidly to the conclusion
that it is going to be impoS'sible to please anyone. Nevertheless, that
would certainly not be ,a deterrent for trying because. the stakes are too
high. The goals are toonecessary, and the,results are too hopeful to
allow us to giveup,

So sOlution-s are a very real necessity. The real test will be
whether the compromises that inevitably will have to be made to bring
us to a final result will safeguard the essential rights and responsi-
bilities of everyone concerned, and yet ensure that researchers will
have sufficient freedom to continue making at least attempts to secure
and duplicate the illustrious achievements of the past.

It is easy enough to state the dilemma. But, this is essential,
because if we don't, it is too easy to say'that one factor overrides
'everything else, and therefore we can ignore everything else. If we
don't state that dilemma, if we dpn't realize the difficulty of the
problem, then I thinl, we tend to polarize and to prevent and in effect,
make much more d* ict.rfruff-imate task.,

We have made a substantial amount of progress, I think. In 1966,
the then Surgeon General issued a policy statement governing the pro-
tection of human subjects in projects that were supported by the Public
Health Service. The policy was codified in what you call and know as
"The Yellow Book." I am told that-when that first was published, some
scientists said that the code would simply make impossible any future
research because of red tape and delays. This is not to say that the
Yellow Book was perfect or that the guidelines can now be picked up and
followed in all ,programs, but those dire predictions did not come true.
In many ways, the 1960s turned out to be a golden decade for scientific
inquiry, and I think that a great deal of it was done accompanied by .

and guardedby some of the prptectionS that were first proposed in the
mid-sixtiei. Once you bring the ghosts out of the closet and.look at
some of the problems and some of the difficulties, approaching them on
a kind of one-by-one basis or step-by-step basiS, to quote from a col-
league of mtme_in. ehe Cabinet,.it is quite possible to get solutions
that initially seem to be impossible.

, We should not underestimate the difficulties. They are very real.
But sometimes I think that we make some of our own difficulties just by
believing that they are too hard to overcome. A few years ago the
Director of the NatiOnal Institutes of Health.began several studies 0)
develop guidelines for protecting prisoners and the mentally retarded
when they were involved in NIH-supported research. In time the scope
of these studies embraced all activities that were conducted by the
.Department. Eventually, a few months ago, this resulted in my issuing
proposed policy and 'draft regulations to govern research invNying these,

;L.
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special subjects. Misunderstanding and suspicion have arisen over

some of these proposals. I think. this is not a bad time to.try to

clear up some of these.
The fir point, 1.think, that shoUIdbe made is chat we id not

issue the proposals in reaction to congressional prodding. Our work

preceded by a long time he interest of the Congress, I don't think

that is particularly important, tiut I mention it only because a lot of

people have said, "Well, you did not really mean this. You just rushed

into it because the Congress forced you to do so." Some people say

that he never do anything thatthe Congress wants us to do anyway. So

this would be sort of inconsistent with that viewpoint. But the simple

fact is that the Department, for a long time before I came and while I
have been there; has been very interested and deeply concerned with the
necessity of trying to deal with this problem of protection while per-

.

mitting and encouraging necessary research.
Secondly, these- proposals did not emerge from the perspectives of

some narrow interest group: This,,again, is a curious example of the

way the attacks normally cone. Some said that they were the work of
prople who had no training in research and who had a built-in bias

against having any done. Others said quite the opposite, that all of
these things came from apologists for the research community, and
therefore were automatically to be distrusted. The facts are -- and I

know because I participated in a great many of the sessions, having a
real interest in this subject myself -- that- the people who pqrthese
proposals together represented a balance of interests'and expertise.
There were lawyers, including myself and many others. .There were re-
search.scientists, and we had a:person trained in bioethics, which is .a
comparatively new field, but one which we thought was very important to

have represented. These people, in turn, consulted at length with some

of the nation's most respected-experts in law, medicine, and ethics,

many of whom, I am happy to note, are present today., There,was a sus-
tained effort made to try to get many differing viewpoints and many of
the interests that have to be balanced brought into consideration
during the course of this process.

The real problem is not any lack of sensitivity to competing inter-
ests, but'it is this very difficult task of trying to balance and recon- -

cile diverse and strongly held views on both sides, stating the terms
of that reconciliation in ways'that will permit us to administer future

regulatory programs fairly without looking at each single research
experiment and applying some kind of different, perhaps subjective,

,standard to it.
There is another example that might be of interest. One of our pro-

posed regulations would require any research conducted overseas with

our government funds to comply with the essential standards of the

policy as a whole. That, I think, is a broad way to phrase it, butit
is a clear indication of what,is desired and what is intended. However,

it also providesas I think you have to do, that under specialcircum-
stances the policies can. be modified. ,We have had a lot of differences

over this proposal. Some say that it is wrong for our government to
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attempt to dictate to other nations how our research should be conduc-
ted in their countries. Others say that any opportunity or any possi-
bility of modifying the requirements would merely drive unethical
research overseas. The real problem, however, is to assure that all of -

pur funded research meets with our basic ethical standards, while ad-
mitting that some. conditions make strict adherence, to all parts of the
-regulations frankly impossible.

We have one case, just at an example, although there are obviously
going to be many others. If a research project were planned to dis-
tribute a nutritional supplement to d'group of tribes in an African
country, would it be reasonable for that investigator to be required to
convene a consent committee composed of a lawyer, a physician, a com-
munity representative, and an ethicist to determine whether it should
be done? I think just stating that indicates the impossibility of it.
But under the model that we have talked about we think it would be
possible to consider such cases on their merits, and that is the value
of the review procedures.that we propose. We could not achieve the
necessary degree of flexibility if the program were established by
congressional act or a court order, which is quite likely. And court
orders are much more. likely to be rather totally negative tkan to have
any degree of flexibility.

So, What we are trying to do is to develop some kind of a set of
safeguards that willhave a broader application than just a single
individual project, that will have some degree of flexibility, that will
enable this vital research to continue, and that will enable us to be
able to assure the public -, as indeed we have to do -- that human
rights are indeed being protected. I don't think we can ignore this
point at all because-the public, through Congiess and through numerous
other bodies, has voiced its interest and its concern. Since that is
the kind of government we Kaye, fortunately, it is clear that the
establishment of any kind of public rules for the conduct of research
involving human subjectt is public business. For one thing, it is
funded with public funds to a very considerable extent, and it is some-
thing that is obviously going to have to have the support of the public.
It is the province of no-one group that is narrower or smaller than the
public as a whole. The issues are the province of no one. They are
the concern of everyone -- the scientist, the research subject, the
taxpayer, and the public who are ultimately to be the, beneficiaries of
the findings of that scientific research.

Another way of saying it is that if pi' are,to have publicly sup-
ported research, it does, indeed, have to be.publicly supported. You
do have to have considerations of this kind clearly in mind, and I
think everyone has to recogOpee their vial importance. So I particu-
larly welcome, and I aM sufe everyone here as well as everyone in the
scientific community who may not be here will welcome, the creation of
the National Commission for the Protection of Human Subjects of Bio-
medical and Behavioral Research that we chartered and held opening
meetings for just a. few weeks ago.
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This Cofilmission has agreed to undertake a very difficult and per-

haps a thankless job. But we chose as carefully as we could to try to

get not only a high degree of expertise but a broad representation of,
the interests that do, indeed; have to be balanced. I think without

the public spirited work of this Commission, the work of everyone in
science might well come'to.a standstill. That would be bad for every--

one, and most especially the4prople who are destineeto benefit from

research.
we should be clear on one thing: the work of this Commission is your

work, everyone's work. Its success is either going to be your success

or your failure. The health,and well-being of countless millions, in-
cluding many unborn generations whose interests cannot be represented
on that side dny more than they can be directly represented on'the side

of whether they can consent, will depend on the work of this Commission.
I hope it will have your support, your understanding, and your
cooperation.

I would life to express the deep appreciation that I feel to the
Natiorial Academy of Sciences for its initiative in convening this Forum.
-Your deliberatibns will help to provide an invaluable and essential
backdrop for those of the Commission. They will enormously help me and

all of may colleagues in the Department. I would be aStolinded if there

is full agreement, but I would be equally disappointed if there are not
some extraordinarily valuable contributions made that will benefit the

National Commission, but more importantly, peThapg,,in the longer range
will benefit all of mankind.

INQUIRY AND COMMENTARY

PHILIP HANDLER': Thank'you very much, Mr. Secretary, for this very- i

I

§ 'thoughtful and illuminating statement. We are most grateful. i

.Secretary Weinberger has indicated his willingness to answer a few ,

questions.
.

.

.

.

SECRETARY WEINBERGER: I hope they will all be of a suitable technical

difficulty so that I will be able to display my_Iayman's qualities.

GEORGE'HILL: I am not sure I will be technical or suitable, but I will

try. Mr. Weinberger, -why il it that you pick on the poor and the..
'poverty people to get the brunt of the cuttffs in Medicaid, and the
various programs that have come through many years of hard labor and

- decisive fighting of our congressRen for them? Why do you insist on
destroying the benefits of the poor and those who are too weak to
assert.their.prerogat.ives in Congress? -Is there, perhaps, some

feeling on your part that they are not the deserving:poor?'
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WEINBERGER: That question is so totally incorrectTints assumptions
that while,it\is obviously, I am sure, an important part of your'
agenda tfiis afternoon, I will nevertheless mower. We have a $1.6
billion increase\ in Medicare and Medicaid, gEd even in these times,
and even by Washington standards, I would\not consider that- that is
.cutting off or destroying a program.

;

HILL: I don't think you he answered. my question. At the prices that -

UT in Medicaid have to pay there is a great.discrepancy between what
you speak,of in tOtgl numbers of dollars and what each popr indivi-
dual has to spend.formedicine.

$.9

WEINBERGER: That is not correct. At a $1.6 billion increasewe are
:.ell a ad of even today's much too high rate of--i-n-f-Lat-i.c4and

there will be real benefit increases in both p"rams.

HILL: No physician wants to take a Medicaid applicant or dependent.
How will, you arrange to develop a prOgram in which more money --

HANDLER? I am sorry, sir, but you have departed from the subject of the
meeting.

WEINBERGER: Fortunately, several physiciahs are more'than willing and
eagerand,happy to take Medicare and Medicaid patientic.

..%

DENISPRAGER: I am _Director of: the Population Studies Center at

Battelle Memorihl.Institute, Mr, Secretary, one'of the problems
thamt many of us face is the protection of the institutions doing
medical research: On the one hand, we are attempting to use our
institutional tommittees to.protect the rights and welfSre 'of h6man

subjects. On the 'other hand, if many of the institutions do not
will be unable to take

re necessary. 4' under-

it is the prerogtive, ,4,

mnification. -I

epartment?

obtain s6me sort of an iiidemn.ifieation,4

.the kinds of risk institutionAly that,
tanding is that at least drurour Departm

of the Secretary himself to grant these kind
wonder what kindsffif. things are hqppening within the

t

WEINBERGER: That is a Nery, zood question, and it touches a very diffi-
cult point. N....we can work out the Set of guidelinevoand rules

- under which it would be clear ?ha' researCh conducted according to
certain wellcunderstood guidelines did-not produce liability, we

. would not reach thequestIon of indemnification because you would
nothave to indemnify anyone except, againsa liability., -

Now, tlils is not to say that there might be people working under
-hAt auspices of an institution who might 'depart from thpse
lines. Then you would have your normal agency rules andall the

-fest as to whether` or not the institution was ultimately liable.

t . 7 9
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What I woulc like to try to do ruld be to work out indemnification
primarily hero there has been a following of the guidelines that
are laid but. In other'words, I would like the guidelines to be so
clear, both to the institution and to the person doing the research,
that the hays of doing it are stated and can easily be fcllowed. If

there is a departure from that and the institution is in no way
feponsible, then uithout any action by the Secretary and in the.
normal course the institution would possibly be freed from liability
by the courts.
/The difficulty is, as ue know, that anybody can be sued for any-

thing regardless of the merits of the case. And the expense of
''defending is very great. If I had not,spent most of this morning
dealing_with what we_, I. think, correct-1 earl the mal ractice crisis,
I would suggest that possibly one of the better ways to try to do it
would be through some form of insurance. After this morning's ses-

sion, I am, not entirely sure that that is correct. But we would

try our best to insure that both the,institution where the work is
done -- because Obviously they*have to be Oncouraged'to do it and to
sponsor it -: and the individual who does it, if they_follow certain
guidelines, would be freed of later responsibility. That indeed

would be the purpose of the guidelines. And this argues for trying
to Take the guidelines as clear, as easily understandable, and as
easy to fellow as we can. It adds to the size of the problem; but
Edo not think in any sense that it is insoluble. It.is handled in .

,analogous ways in other legal situations throughout the wholo spec-

. .trum of the economy.

SAMUEL GOROVITZ: lam Chairman of the Department of Philosophy, Univer-

sity of Maryland. I think it can be argued that although universi-

.
-ties "have no monopoly on good quality oresarch, the possibility" of
maintaining productivg .r=esearch programs of the sort that we all

desire depends very importantly on the maintenance of vigorous,
viable, and diverse universities. Yet higher education in this

country today is in a very tenuous condition. Its financial base is

rapidjy eroding. Many institutions are on the brink of collapse.
There does not seem to be in the near future any obvious solution. '

I wonder if you would comment on the views of your office and%tiz_j
plans to resolve this difficulty.

WEINBERGER: Well-, obviously any organization that spends in excess of

SS,S billion on the subject is interested in it. And' it is clearly,

as you say, an.extiaord.i.narily important part of the entire subject,

We are very interested dip it. We are aware of the difficulties and
the ravages of inflation on higher education and on some of the
problems that. are involved in suitable student assistance and in

- institutional aid. We de.think_that, first of all, we haye very

. substantial studelit assistance programs before the Congress.. We
7
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.believe that that 1$ one of,the very best wayt of ensuring the con-
tinuum of expertise and skill'S and continued existence of many of

the universities and institutions of higher education. Student
assistance we think is a very proper way to go, and a preferable .
way to proCeed, rather than simply trying.to divide theresoUrcos
that are available -- and they are limited, as all resources'ar4'--
among all institutions in some kind of a roughly equal formula. SO

we have opted for increased student assistance, both at the under=

graduate as well as at the graduate level. .

We obviously will continue to fund a numberof research projects

of asubstantial nature. The obvious place for carrying out these
research projects will be institutions that are equipppedAO do sow
and have the skilled.personnel, manyof whom will have been trained .

with federal goverriMent assistance to carry them out. So this will

be another 'source of federal funding..
In the final analysis, we will continue to-fely on very substan-

tial state support for public higher educational institutions: as
we have had in the past. Here again I should emphasize the point '

that I mentioned earlier: these publicly supporte*nstitutiOns
have to have_public support. So there will be'considerations of

matters in which the public is extremely interested, as the ones you

were considering. .This is not to say that we are going to tell "

them-how to run -themselves. That 'would be the veryk.last thing that -,

I would want-to do. It is a thing that I think the government is-
singularly ill.-equipped to do, aside from any moral or_philosophical,:

factors involved. But there,will have to be considerations by the
,institutions themselves of the need for.maintaining public support

r-,
ifthey are to encouragethe kinds of. public contributions from
state and. local funds that have been there in the past and I am'sure

will be there in the future.
Ultimately we are going to have, to reduce very sharply the totally

unacceptable rate of inflation that is nowin the economy and is
eroding not.only the value of all that everyone does but, even worse,

is eroding-public confidence in our ins*utions. The-basic'Polidy

of the govefnment is .designed to try to overcome that inflationary
spiral as quickly as we can. Itis partof the dilemma! 'We can, As"

a federal government, with $52 billfon, $62 billion, and postibly

$70 billion deficits contribute mightily tomare inflation: We

know that inflation hurts particularly the people our Department, was'

called into'being to serve, hurts then' more'tHan any other group..In

the community. It also hurts, nstitutions and research projects.
These aie.all.things that we have to have in mind we;try to

devise the basic policy of the government. 'I am convinced 'firsi:of

.all, that the jmportance of strong, healthy, growing universities

and postgraduate institutions is so'vitaI.for .the future of the

country that it does now and always will occupy a very big part of

the piiority setting of our Department,and of any Administration.

Butthere ae these other factors that I have mentioned that will

undoubtedly have to be considered in the course of .it. Bttt certainly

.
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'the placement of federal research, the training of research scien-
tists, the institutional aid to some,extent for specialties, heavy
emphasis on student assistance at all levels -- these are keystones
of.our policy and cert,airrly would be of the policy of most anyone

who addressed these probleis.

' DORIS HAIRE: My interest is14:maternal and child health. I find in

dealing with the variou Washingto0 agencies that there seems to be
a great reluctance in those agencies to. alert women that virtually
.every woman in the,United States who goes into the hospital to have
a baby .is anexperimental animal. And there is almost no discus-
sion about the fact that we know almost nothing about the long-term
effects of these drugs.' What agency can one go to to see that this
information,is given out to the general public?

WEINIOGER: It is the statutory task and the responsibility of the Food
and Drug Administration 10 test with.great care -all new drugs; to
continue to applythe latest. technorogies.to:old 'drugs that are-
authdrized for generalsuse; 'and to report to physicians, hospitals,
the public, and all who would be Concerned ,the effects of these
drugs -- their good effects, whatthey might do, their possible.
negative effects;-and so on. In order'to bp able to earrY out those
responsibilities, some experimentation, as I have indicated., is

clearly required.
I Tersonally.think it is overstating it a bit-to'say that every-

one who enters the hospital to have.a babk'is a human ekperiment.
"There are so many procedures that are so thoroughly accepted and
understood and followed so regularly that they can bp said to have

pissed beyond the experimental stage. If there,are,new drugs or
drugs that are not formally and officially apprcived by the Food and
Drug Administration and that are proposed to be used, then clearly"_

there should be the fullest and most complete understanding.of=that
by the patent, by the doctor, by the hApital, followed by-agree-
ment or refusal to permit, their use. s

Weobviously-are trying to improve. 'But we dttiand should rely_
and have to rely on the assignment that the Congress has made to the
Food and Drug Administration to carry out.its responsibilities in

this field. The use that is made of the information that is avail-

? $ able on the label and in the various publications bbViouslY cannot
be controlled directly by the government, nor.ghould it be. But the

'information is there. It is our d t to get it there, to get it

. accurately. and completely an date, makingeuse of all new

things that we know and hea out and learn. Unee that is done, if

we are successful in our to of providing sufficient'protections.in

the use of any experiments (1) new rugs in order to acquire this

basic data., then we will leroptr consent for that..
That I.think would be hest answer 1 could give. Iwould be

surprised if there was general agreeMent that every woman who entered

1
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a-hliSal to have a-Ufa-Id-was indeed a human research subject. But

I do think that it is necessary for situations' where that is clearly
the case, where.hew drugs are being used, to have the protections
that we .hope will come from the National C6Mmission, from your
deliberations, from the careful concern and donsideration of the
public over the next few months.

4"
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NATIONAL COAMISSION FOR THE
PROTECTION OF HUMAN SUBJECTS OF
BIOMEDICAL AND BEIEAVIORAL RESEARCH

Charles U. Lowe

On July 12, 1974, the President signed an act now-known as Public Law
.establishing a National Commission for the Protection of Human

*----s/lh4g.cts-af_piomedical and Behavioral Research. I would like to dis2_
cuss this ---S-piece-df_iegiSlarion with you and hopefully identify some

special aspects of it that may not be immediately perceived by all of
you.

his Commission, to which the Secretary alluded and which this
Public Law creates, has, my estimate, several major studi's that it
must undertake. Frrst is a general discussion of the four principles
that underlie our responsibilities in clinical research: the question
of what is care and what is research; the assessment of what is risk
and benefit when individuals are involved in clinical research; the
necessity for identifying guidelines on how to select individuals for
clinical research; and finally, perhaps the most difficult, the nature
and definition of informed consent.

The second charge'to the Commission deals with consideratiOn'of in
formed consent for a group of subjects who may indeed be unable to
give informed consent for themselves. These are generally recognized
to encompass the classes included when one says minors, prisoners, and
the..i.nstitutionatized mentally infirm. The Act does, hbwe'ver,

fourth category which it could be argued are diminished insome way in
their ability to give informed consent. These are those individuals
who receive their care under programs conducted by or supported by the.,
Secretary.

Another charge to the Commission, and a Tery difficult one, is to
identify methods of protecting human subjects, who are involved in bio-
medical or behavioral research that is ih fact not flinded and therefore

. 185
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nop-controlled by.the Secretary of the Department of Health, education,
and Welfare.

The Commission also is charged to report to the Secretary and recom-
mend policses defining the circumstances, if any, under which fetal re-
search, research co the living fetus, may be conducted or supported.

Next, the Commission is charged to investigate and to study and to
report to the Secretary the circumstances, if any, under which psycho-
surgery may be ysed.

And finally, the Commission is charged with the development of a
very large study that attempts to identify technological advances,
social response to these advances, ethical poiture necessary to accom-
modate these advances, and public understanding of these advances. And

uithin the scope of this large study, the Commission is to identify
such public policy as must be advanced or identified to assist the pub-
lic,to accommodate to these changes. .These constitute the visible
charges to the National Commission..

I would. now like to identify what I call the-invisible charges, the
hidden issues, or even the hidden agendas df,the legislation.

First pf all, that section of the Law that charges the Commission eo
identify the application of informed consent principles to individual
uho are.receiving health care services under prOgrams conducted or sup-,
ported by the Secretary sounds, on first reading, as if it concerns,
for example, tie Indiins of the United States, whose total health care
is provided by the Secretary. But if read carefully, it seems to me,
it means that all individuals who are receiving health care within the
United States are in effect covered by this particular paragraph-since
programs under the Hill-Burton Act, categorical health programs,
Medicare, Medicaid, Professional Standards Review:organization, and
Health Maintenance Organization are in fact all supported by the

Department.
Another hidden agenda, as I call it, is in that sect on which charges

the Commission to identify methods of.protecting subjects who are in-
volved in research not supported by the Department, and hence the
Secretary has no direct authority over the programs. This indeed gets
at the whole infrastructure of drug testing within the United States
ind particularly Phase III testing.' It seems to me that it moves
directly into the office of the physician who engages with a pharma-
ceuticl manufacturer in a program or project to test a particular
agent.

I

Finally, it -'is interesting that although the main thrust of the
Commisgion is research, there is no mention of research with, respect to

psychosurgery. The. issue is wheryshould.psychosurgery be used, when is

it appropriate; In effect it charges the Commission with telling the -4

Secretary how. any behayioi control achieved through psychosurgery should
be administered, and in .effect thus attempts to regulate a specific ele-
ment Of health care or medical practice. In general we have left these

requirements to the individual states in their licensing procedures.
We now come to the special authorities contained in this legislation.

In two instances the Commission.is directed to report not to the

0
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Secretary but diiectly to the Congress. These include that section in
which the Commission is required to develop protection for subjects in
research not funded by the Secretary, and the preparation of the agenda
for the National Advisory Council for Protection of Subject-s,of Bio-
medical and Behavioral Research, which kill be the surviving body after'
the two years of activity. of the Commission have expired.

Another rather interesting authority contained-within-this Act is
the fact that in contrast to other Congressional, Presidential, or -

Departmental Commissions, the Congress Iv:as unwilling to let the Commis-

sion deliberate and simply deliver its report. The Congress charged
the Secretary with the Development of regulations to implement the
recommendations of the Commission. Therefore, --.h-cre Is little chance

that the report will simply sit on the shelf of some federal official
or.an interested public,

Finally, as the Congreps apparently was concerned less the Commis-
sion act and then be dissolved, it established within this piece of
legislation a National Council to advise the Secretary. This is to be a
continuing body with no finite life to deai'with all ethical issues as
they emerge during progress in science and changes in biomedical
technology.

I'would now like to discuss the so-called fetal ban. In Section 213

of this- Act, the Congress said, "Until the Commission lis made its
recommendations to the Secretary pursuant to Section 202(b)" -- which
it the harge to evaluate fetal research per se - -' "the Secretary may

not conduct or support research in the United'States or abroad on a ii ,

living human fetus before or after the induced abortion of such fetus,
unless such research is done for 'the purpose of assuring the survival
of such fetus.". I have quoted directly ,from the statute because it

seems to me there is more misunderstanding about the,so-called fetal
ban than any other element in this pafticular piece of legislation.

The ban is quite specific. It is limited to living human fetuses,
before or after induced abortion xif.such fetuses,- And it is limited in
time, four months; and it is limited in that it does not exclude any
research done to ensure the survival of such fetuses.. I might add
parenthetically that it is not part of the legislation that the DeP4rt-
ment, in publishing its regulations relevant.to this subsection of the
Act,.chose specifically to enforce only the langtiage of the Act andhas

not created a total ban on fetal research. It is also worth noting
that this particular section addresses only the_authority of the Secre-
fary of the Department of Health, Educatibn, and Welfare. This isnot
.a national or federal Irma on fetal research. It relates only to such
fetal research as specified'in the Act and such fetal researchas is
tupported.by the Department of Health, Edutation, and Welfare.

I will conclude with two general observations. It is my judgment

that this nation has in general, and perhaps even specifically, through-
out, its history, avoided all opportunities to sharpen controversial
issues so that a, head-to-head battle might ensue, in effect so that the
strongest might totally subjugate the weaker. This is particularly true

with respect to moral issues. The single 'exception that I can identify
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was the question of, sla%eryand its attendant evils and econoriic rami=

fications. The first half of the nineteenth century is replete with
political efforts to blunt the ethical questions surrounding slawry.
hhen these efforts finally failed and the opponents were apparently
exhausted by compromise, the issue crystallized and civil-war ensued.
This is a lesson that cannot be lostUn,many who observe our present
efforts..

!ly second observation is that traditionally we have, I believe, in
this tountry avoided legislating moral_ issues, and'even from time to
time, particularl with respect to the original states; removed from
the statute books laws that smacked of sectarian interest: for example,
the repeal of Blue Labs. he are now,_for better or for horse, committed
to a process that ilL fact may eventuate in regulating ethics. The

aaiproac1 Is ili epard- , s regu7_.

latory rather than iegisative and judicial. But in -iny judgment we are

set in this course and in fact have initiated a major national experi

-ment. Hou well and how successfdlly our Commission moves to confront
this challenge remains to be seen, But the tranquility of the nation

and the emotional temperature Ta5-' affectecrby its deliberatioils.
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CHARLES FRIED

REGULATORY, JUDICIAL, AND
LEGISLATIVE PROCESSES

flic Panel:

Charies Fried
Maurice R. Hilleman
Richard A. Merrill

. ,

In the segmtnt of this program which is devoted in part to a considera-
tion of legal regulation of fetal research I must-take thirty seconds

,--

from my prepared remarks to say this. Whatever one's moral convictions
regarding abortion,"I think we should all condemn the prosecution and
conviction o£, a Aoctor who, in good faith, performed an abortion to
which the United States Supreme Court has said that the pregnant woman ".

invoked was constitutionally entitled. This prosecution and convic-
tion are.an obvious perversion of justice and a lawless act. It brings
shime and disgrace pn all of those associated with it. No one of us;
no matter what his convictions or sect, is safe if the criminal law can
be twisted-in this shamefuf and cynfCa-ay.

?..'

In the last decde there has bften an in ease growth.of interest,
writing, regulatory, material, andbureaucratic time devoted to regula- .

tiorrof 'experimentation -with human subjects. It is striking that the
NIH guidelines and the recent regulations have by and large not pro -

.7.-.posed
an)5 new principles to govern this topic except in certain special

.cases, such as fetal research, to which I shall come presently. -

.I do not mean to suggest that the principles in dpse_guidelines and
regulations p-e not splendid, only that they do hot in any sense inno!
vate. The hIsic concepts can be found in the ancient principles of the
law. The cfricept of battery has traditionally-protected the integrity
of the per* from interferences with his bodyiand has permitted such

tinterferon'! s only when there is consent.- That concept of consent has'
traditionally meant freely given consent, informed consent, untainted
by friud 4 concealment. 'Simiqarly, the law of negligence has always 1

required an igquiry into the proper ratio ofoprisks and benefits in
. ..i
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determining whether conduct leading to injury was reasonable. Both of
.these families of concepts have been widely applied to the area of
medical treatment, although tho number of cases involving medical re-,

search have been very few indeed. pr. Chalkley has told us this morning

that they aKe none. In a little byplay between-us I think-he has almost

persuaded me.
Finally there is another concept of wide and traditional application

that should cover the experimental situation. And that is the notion

of the fiduciary relationship. A lawyer, an accountant, a trustee, a

guardian, a corporate officer or-5--ccrrpard-te--titrretor are all fidu-

ciaries for those whose interests they can affect and who rely on them.
What that relationship entails is a strict duty to put the interests of
the beneficiary first, to avoid both the reality and the appearance of
a conflict of interests, and to meet the very highest standards of can-

dor and-disclosure. It is amazing that no advocate has sought to bring
the doctor-patient relationship within the fiduciary concept.,

,seem to fit like a glove.
I suppose my audience, is astute enough to see'how appropriate the

explicit imposition of fiduciary responsibilities on the doctor-patient

or doctor-experimental subject relationship would be. I hope this makes

my initial point that, special situations apart, there is nothing in

the newly fashioned regulations that goes further or is,more sensitive

to the substance of morality than these ancient legal concepts.

Whatever the reasons, the innovation and amelioration that the regu-
lations.represent are not'at all in the direction of substantive inno-

vation. Rather, what the regulations do and have done splendidly is to

force previous attention to these traditional safeguards. These regula-

tions force the building of a record prior to undertaking the experi-

ment. In this way, the kind of after-the-fact rationalization and
fudging of what actually took place will not occur. In short, the

reformeis not a reform in the substance of what decency,'fairness, and

fidelity to professional standardS require. It is an administrative

.
reform making more visible the often invisible decisions to that the

anciont-subttantiVe standards maybe applied to them.

Now let us come to the problem of fetal research, which is simply

the most vexed and difficult of the vecial category of problems that

the Commission is dealing with. Then are two extreme_ positions, both

of which seem to me plainly unacceptable as a basis for.a national

'consensus. '

'. One of-.them would say that the fetus until the moment of a normal

birth is simply a piece of the mother's body to which anything at all

may happen so long as she consents to it). In other words,-there are

thoe who mould say that fetal research at all stages presents no moral

problems whatsoever.
The other extreme position istthe notion that 'a fetus is a person

from the moment of conception, and therefore from that moment has all

the rights of any other person., Thus, for instance, its informed con-

sent must be obtained prior to any experimentation. I do not mean to

say that this latter extreme position can be shown to be wrong; it
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cannot, It cannot, however, be show n to be rights And where a posi-
tion such as- that of fetal humanity from the moment of conception i-S

totally unacceptable te.the moral intuitions of a gubstantial and
'respectable body of decent citizins, it is incumbent on those who urge
this position to detonstrate it, and to demonstrate it on the basis of
premises and forms of reasoning, acceptable and understandable to all
reasonable persons, not just to those subscribing to special sectarian
positions. These are the extremes.

How, then, is the Commission to discharge its obligation? What the

prior experiende or the success of the federal guidelines and regula-
tions suggest is the fotlowing:'It is unreasonable, unhistorical -- I

would say fatuous -- to expect a central bureaucracy or a national cord-
mission to produce substantive wisdom in this area. It is unreasonable

to expect the. Commission to resolve in four months a.centuries-old'

problem of deep philosophical controversy.
What can the Commission -do? It must recognize its limitations.. It

must recognize that it is a political commission expected to reach a
practical resolutpn to the theoretical problem that it cannot resolve.
The Commission must rdalizt that if they embrace either extreme, their
resolution cannot command respect. Since they cannot possibly.cOMe up
with adequate justification for embracing either extreme position, a
decision at either extreme must appear as brute, political flat.

What is expected of the Commission must be practical wisdom, and in
this area practical wisdom must recognize the diversity of views and the

evolving nature of the moral sensibilities involved. Just as the HEW

in proposing regulations for general research did not seek to develop
new substantive standards, but had recourse to the traditions of detency

in the community as a whole, so here, I think, that what the Commission

can do is to allow those community judgments of decentystothave an im-

pact on the practice of research. Concretely this means bringing,

things out into the open,-making considerations explicit, forcing justi-

ficatidn, exposing practices and protocols to, criticism and judgment.
There should not be laws, however, enshrining either extreme position.
There should not be prosecutions, firings, and reprisals based on either

extreme position because none of this is justified by the state of the

arguments that can be made in the secular, pluralistic society. The

best that the Commission can do is to allow the variegated-moral con-

sciousness of the many people-in 4hiscountry to work "on this issue, to
work on it candidly, openly, and with sound information. No more,is

wigef-namore is justified. .

MAURICE HILLEMAN O
0

The-planet Earth.,fial,always been a very unsafe place. Plagues, pesti-

lence, epidemicsp landoAndemics have swept across the world populations,

and these have been augmented by mass migrations of peoples, by poor .

socioeconomic conditions, and.by-wars. Prdventivemedicine has helped.

Make the world less unsafe. My own career has been in this field,
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largely in vaccine development and evaluation, and it is in that con
text that I speak today.

Vnigy

As all of us know, the revolutionary discoveries by Robert Koch and
Louis Pasteur led to understandings of the'cause of infectious diseases,
their mode-of transmission, the means for interrupting.contagion, and
the methods for making prophylactic vaccine,s -- understandings that
have provided the basis for modern preventive medicine. In faCt, the
dramatic lengthening of the average human lifespan to the biblical r

three scdre and ten years derives largely from the benefits of preven-
tive medicine. This accomplishment that we now take for granted rests
heavily upon years of experimentation, which included studies carried
out in man himself. ,It is vital, I tkink,.that such studies be con-
tinued to permit the development of new vaccines and preventive mea:
sureY. , In no field, of human endeavor can so m ch good be accompliOed
with so little risk during the developmental -tages.

I assume that no one would argue serlousl that study of promising
new vaccines in man should stop. The epice ter.,of the present debate
is really not whether, but how to proceed, with what protections for
the patient and constraints on the invest gator and his institution.
There have been occasional excesses of al and bad judgment in formu-
lating and conducting human-trials'in e past. This'has led to grow-

ing concern over the ethical aspects o human experimentation, and to
consideration and enactment of ways t= control it by means of legis-
lative and regulatory processes. Cle rly, balanced laws and reasonable

o
regulation can contribute to progre s provided that they remove and
prevent the had and that they promo e the good within a fra.me4ozk of

, what is feasible and what is prope . Draconian measures, however, are

not needed. Society must counten ce some risk in order to achieve

benefits.
There is 4,particularly favor ble benefit -to -risk ratio in the study

of new vaccines. Much knOwledg= can be gained with little risk to the

human subject: A vaccine is w.ialogical substance, eitheeliving-or
dead, that with acceptable or ven sometimes no clinical side qffects
imparts worthwhile immunity against an infectious disease. It may be

made and it may be administered in different ways. But the important

factor,iS' that it must induc immune responses in the hQst, measured
both serologically and in t rm$ of prevention of disease, and that the
clinical sideeffects be % 1 .tolerated or nonexistent. The prepara-

tion of.modern vaccines re is on a century of technology and precedent
that permits the making o "preparations for which safety and efficacy

can be assured with a high level of certainty, although seasoned judg-

ment is still a necessar ingredient.

The clinical tests o new vaccines are initiated only after the
chemical, physical, an biological attributes of the prbduc,t have been

exhaustively defined. Firsttests in human beings are always restricted
to Small numbers, and their, main purpose is to detect possible clinical
reactions and to,mea ure antibody responses. Numbers of individuals

given the vaccine a e gradually expanded, consistent with demonstrated_,
safety and immune r sponses in the previous. tests. Finally, there is
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expansion to large numbers of persons to measure protective efficacy
against the natural disease in properly controlled studies and to
assure safety under conditions of large-scale use.

Necessary to the accomplishment of these objectives is the collection
of several samples Of patients' blood by venipuncture for serologic
testing, the examination of the subject in the,process of making clini-
cal observations, and the inclusion in controlled studies of persons
in the control group who receive something other than the vaccine under
test. In these studies it Ls common practice, insofar as possible, 4to

give the people in the control group a different vaccine that they 4iRecl
and,to offer the test vaccine to the controls at such time as

the study is terminated, so-that they, too, may enjoy the benefits that
the vaccine affords.

In testing vaccines itis necessary to select study subjects who have
- not had previous experience with the agent in nature, and hence are not
alregdy immune to it. -For most infectious diseaSes, this means chil-
dren of young age, although some vaccines are directed against disease's

("Th that affect adults as well. The question naturally arises as to:the
considerations,;-criteria that govern the selectioi1 of study patients,
both children and adults. One. principle we have followed it that laid
down by the late Dr. Joseph Stokes, who said, in effect, that all pos-
sible safeguards must be. taken to guarantee the safety of the. vaccine
being given and that the vaccine must be of potential benefit to the
subject himself. In the choice of subjects, it has proved most desir-
able to include persons in institutions as well as those of open popu-
lations. Persons in institutions, such as military establishments, .

prisons, or special facilities forhandicapped childten, such as the .

mentally retarded, often provide the best circumstances for study of a
new preventive agent, since large numbers of the persons still suscep-
tibleto a pa titular disease may be present in a sequestered environ-
ment. The o ortunity for close observation and supervision makes it
readily.postible to ascertain whether any clinical reaction occurs.
The persons who are given the vaccine may receive its benefits tar in
advance of the time when the vaccine becomes generally available. There
may'also be special advantage to the handicapped, since their infec-
tious diseases often are more severe than in normal, persons and such
illness May add to the afflictions from which these Persons are already

suffering. The inclusion of institutionalized volunteers in clinical
studies assures the availability of subjects in a single locStion where
continuing surveillance can be Assured.. The volunteer, in return, has
the benefit of the protection afforded by the vaccine.and, in addition,
the opportunity to contribute to,a most useful endeavor that will give
him personal satisfaction. This is especially true $f prison

volunteers. o A

- The ethical judg ment in vaccine studies involvirwchildren and adults'
in open and in sequestered situations. seems to weigh,heavily on the side
of doing such studies, under proper safeguards. The potential benefit
to the individual and to society is high, and-the risk and inconvenience
to the individual is low. The necessary inclusion of such low-risk

0
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procedures as venipunc4re, the need, for controls who do not actually

receive the vaccine under test, and the ordinary obligations, of physi-
cian to patient, all suggest\the essentiality of providing full infor-
mation to study patients, and in the case of children, to their parents

and/or their guardians. It is a reasonable requirement that studies to
be carried out be reviewed in advance by groups qualified to assess the
medical and scientific factors involved, and also to assess the studies
ftom the patients' point of view. But deprivation of the opportunity

to calk, vat ploFel studies that would-lead tq progress toward better

health- carries its own burden and may, indeed, be unethical, if not

immora , I i

All clinical studies of %accine are carried out under laws and regu-
lations that include informed written consent, institutional review
committee concurrence. and review by the Bureau of Biologics of the

Food and Drug Administration. For the most part these controls
function well and do not prevent the conduct of clinical research in
the United §tates, although they may slow the process markedly and may
even _prevent the conduct of studies in some countries. -

Let me mention some of contributions that recently, develope ccine.§ .

have made to society. Measles virus vaccine was first introduced in

1963 and has now been given to more than 69 million persons in the ,

fUnited States. The Center for Disease Control has estimated that the
vaccine in the first ten years of use has- saved 2,400 lives, has aver -

O'cases of mental retardation, and has yielded a net economic

f S1.3 billion. Live mumps virus vaccine, introduced in 1967,
been given to more than 19 million' persons and has led to reduc-

tion of mumps,to-verclow level, resulting in dramatic redUctiOn in

mumps encephalitis and death. Live rubella virus-vaccine was intro-
(laced 'in 1969- and has.now been given to more than 53 million persons

in the United/States.--Dulgenital rubella syndrome h#s been reduced

about twentyfold, and the large-scale epidemic_predicted for the early

,1970s, that might have.caused 20,000 fetal deaths and 30,000 cases of

congenital damage, as it did in 1964, has not materialiiied: The npw
meningococcus vaccine affords.high levels of protection against meningo-
coccal meningitis-that is'currently epidemid in Brazil $11d in other

'nations. ,Y

If you look to tfe future, vaccines against humanfhei4titis, pneumo-

coccal pneumonia, cytomegalovirus-induced mental' rettaTtfaiion, and

chicken pox, as well as vaccines against syphilis, jo*Thea and.pther
acute infectious diseases, seem clearly on the horizolk. Cancer in man

gives evidence of viral involvemept, and here too, ring rtant vaccine

probes are being carried out. Ultimately, the huge Wervoif of chronic
degenerative diseases. -.- which may be'due in large'moasure to the rav-

ages-of ordinary viruses in extraodinary circumstance; and to viruses

as yet undefined or undiscovered -- may yield to pre;ientive approaches.

Viral diseases are preventable, and the eventual cgritrol of the as yet

uncontrolled disgases_offers a huge magnitude,ofb§refit for mankind

that can further extend man's productive lifespan aid, more importantly,

help assure his health and well -being during his childhood, youth,

ted 7,
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young adulthood, and maturity. Achievement of such goals depends on
4

our capacity to study new agents in human populations4.
A 'great deal of attention is focused today, and quite prb eily so,

on the moral and the ethical- aspects'of studies that have be n, are
being, or will be conducted, with particular emphasis on the implica-
tions of such studies for the subject. I hope that the same egree of

attention can also be focused on the moral and ethical aspect of the

inability of'qualified investigators to condugt sound studies nder

-proper auspices and agreed upon controls. It- seems-to-me-that-the

other side of the coin is not being sufficiently examined. If e agree

that prugress in human health is worthwhile, if we-agrte-thatT., f

new products in man is necessary before their widespread use, th n it
seems to me we must also agree that it is unethical and immoral - to

use terms frequently heard at this Forum -- for society, either t rough
its legislative, regulatory, and judicial' processes, or, through e

infinitely more powerful force of public opinion, to impose unnecessary
constraints'and restraints so that testing cannot be carried out at all.

And
tit seeps equally unethical and immoral for segments of our society,

be they institutions; states, Or #hatever, to declare themselves off
limits forall such testing, counting on the fact that someone else,
somewhere, hde or abroad, will participate and that they will then
benefit without having shared in whatever slight risk might have been
involved in the testing process.

I feel optimistic that the good judgment of everyone involyed in the
decision-making equation -- and the participants anddis5ujants here
today are representative of that group -- will cut through this, current
complexity and provide standards and procedures that will promote
rather than hinder clinical research in man. It is in the nature of

man to seek and find ways to give his children and succeeding genera-
tions a richer and more beneficial heritage than he himself received
from the_generations that preceded him. I trust this Forum will lead

us in that affirmative direction.

RICHARD MERRILL

#.
I would like,to enlarge the range of debate and dialogue dnd dilemma
that the proceedings of the past day and a half have developed for us
by introducing a factor that has been alluded to but not really exam-
ined: the processes by which government agencies become involved and in-

tervene in the decision-making processes of investigators and subjects.

Most of the discussion so far has centered on what should be the

criteria-for human experimentation, for selection, for exclusion, for

admission, for development. I want to examine briffly the responsibili-
ties of one government agency, the Food and Drug Administration,.with
major responsibility in the area of human investigation, and suggest

_____some.of the additional_probleqs,that have to:beadareSstd_and have to
be confronted when we decide what sorts of standards dught to be ap-

plied. - -Let me enter a caveat at the outset.. .As. a teacher of

c
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administrative law I view self as anolpeserver of growing federal in-
tervention in this area, it as an advocate. I say this, knowing full
well that that distincti is goidg to by lost in the course of the dis-
cussion, but It is impo ant to make rt now.

The structure Of remarks somewhat resembles the story that Dr.
Eisenberg told us yes erda) about Moses and his arrival at the Red
Sea -- the good news and the bad news. Except that my remarks, it seems
to me, have the par.icular virtue of being interpreted in either way.
The message (-ones in two carts. The Food and Drug Administration has
this enormous po _aut_ho_ritv t4 Tegulate and protect human 'experi-
mentation with eh drugs. The other part of the news is that sometimes
that system do sn't hotk very aeIi, and there are enormous limitations
on the power yf that agency to protect those interests.

The dialo ue the past two days has suggested how very difficult are
the ethical //issues that are involved in trying to develop standards for .

human expgkimentation. The competing values between the individual's
rights to/bodily integrity and societ>'s desire for greater knowledge,

and sometimes the physician-investigator's obligation to preserve life,
come infd clash whenever he tr to develop the substantive guidelines
for human experimentation. And this listing vastly oversimplifies the
value/. that compete in even the simple cases. When you introduce the
furtper question of what should be the role of government in monitoring
the observance and development of the standards that he through consen-
sus or through some political processes agree should be observed, the
clash of Interest becomes even more complex and the problems bf identi-
fying the questions tObe answered:much less answering them, becomes
more difficult.

The role of the U.S. Food and 15rug Administration, which is'the fo-
.eus of my remarks, it seems to me provides an example of this additional
'complexity. Government regulation of drug testing also exposes a range
of issues, issues essentially of a process or an enforcement kind that
seem to me to lie outside the pain center of the National Commission
mandate and are not likely to recei+e the major fOrce of its attention.

,
In the areas to which the FDA's jurisdiction extends,the Federal

Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act,gives it plenary authofity to prescribe
any standards for the conduct of clinical investigations of new drugs
that can be said to "relate to the protection of the public health."
A very broad statutory.standard indeed. And thus, although the fprmal .

relationship between the National CommissiOn and the respOils.Wifities
of.the Food and Drug Administration is somewhat murky, it is probably

.:quite true,,as Charles Halpern suggested yesterday, that the FDA cur-
rently has the statutory authority to embody in regulations and require
the observance of any ethical ,standard that the Commission discerned
and announced.

et

The FDA has ahead /imposed a number of important requireMents for
the cond454,16f.clinical investigations o£ new_drugs designed for the
protection ofhuman subjects, and most of you are familiar with many of

. them. A manufacturer must conducts preclinical tests in animals before
a drug On be given to a human. being. And before commencing human
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testing, he must submit a,testing program and allow the FDA a month in
which to examine it and-Suggest changes or prohibit going forward with
the investigational program. The sponsoring manufacturer must obtain
,from each investigator a written c=mitment that the testing will be
conducted under his perSonaj supervision and that informed consent will
be obtained in writing froth all experitiental subjects and, except in
"exceptional cases," from. all-persons receiving the drug for treatment.

If a study is to be conducted in,an institutional setting, the FDA
regulations require the prior approtal of to ifttitutional review
committee. Both investigators and the sponsoring manufacturer are're-
quired to maintain detailed test records, open to FDA inspection, an
the sponsor gust immediately to the agenc); all alarming findings

of adverse reacts or side effects.
These are requirements that reflect indifference to the well-

being oi h r,. ects. Undoubtedly, .the substantive stedards that
the FDA requires be observed' are going to require. some strengthening,
perhaps some clarifrcation, perhaps even some dramatic. revision as a
result of the work of the National Commission and ,other further public
deliberations in this area in the future. So, for example, if there is
consensus achieved on the question of the status of child'ren, on the
'Status of prisoners, on the status of other groups whose capacity for,_
voluntary informed consent,is to be questioned, the FDA is presently
empowered under the present statute, and could be dispose& to embody
those new requirements in regulations formally required to be observed.

But now the rub: higher legal standards alone, it seems to me, will

not assure full protection for hut4n-5Ubjects. The difficult problems
in protecting human subjects afe not simply the problems of agfeeing on
what should be the guidelines on the conductof the research but they'
are problems as well of control, of jurisdiction, and enfortement'and
final assignment of responsibilities.

Let me give you some examples of ways in which, under the present
law, responsibility falls through'the crack or,at.least, responsibility
of the goveinment agency ostensibly bearing the congressional mandate
is limited or severely constricted: .

The Food and Drug Administration currently has no'authority to regu-
late human experimentation with medical devices or with-cosmetics or

food. The present law giVes the agency control only over investiga-

tional uses of new drugs. While-the agency has occasionally been quite
ingenious in extending the definition of drug to embrace items that you
and I might on a quick glance Conclude were devices or something other
than drugs,-the fact that it has resorted to this in,order to assure
the protection of preclinical testing to the.eventual consupers of_
products, like that is simply a ctramatit indication of the limitson its '

practical jurisdiction.
Secondly, as Secretary Weinberger intimated in his comments, the FDA

lack-s-authority -over clinical investigations. canductufl with thugs- That

don't move in interstate commerce. Now*this is not a severe practical

! limitation on the FDA's authority, but it underlies one that is, one

_ that has been alluded to before...and was the subject of considerable
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',attention before Senatqr Kennedy's subcommittee, whose deliberations
were - -Instrumental in part in the creation of a national commission.

Because the FDA's jurisdiction is tied to the interstate movemeniWof a
1 drug:the status of a drug, as mislabled or misbranded or experimental,

depends upon its condition when it crosses a state line, So, for ex-
, ample, if I ship from Charlottesville, Virginia to Seattle, Washington
/ a drug that has been approved by 4h-e- FDA for use solely in adults, it

is lawful when it passes the state lines in between those two jurisdic-
tions so long as it bdaYs labeling indicating its appropriate use and
limitations on that appropriate use. --When-it reaches Seattle, the
physician there can lawfully prescribe that drug for the treatment of
that condition or for any other condition without violating_any other
regulation or any statute administered by'e Food and Drug Administra- .
tion. The same would hold true for the pharmacy that-agrees to fill
that prescription. This can be true even if the use is one that the
FDA has evaluated and rejetteti, as well as if it is one which the FDA
simply has not had brought to its attention.

When the Seattle physician prescribes that drug for several patients
or several Seattle physicians prescribe it for one or more of the indi-.
vidual patients for the unapproved use, we have a situation'that can
fairly be characterized, it seems to me-, as experimental. But it is

one, nonetheless, over which the Food and Drug Addinistration has no
effective control to assure the observance of whatever standards are
agreed upon for the protection of the human subject. That experimental
use of a drug approved by the FDA greatly. alarmed the Senate Subcommit-
tee investigating the human experimentation in the United States, par-'
tioularly in the context of drugs DES and Depro-Provera. . The descrip-
tion "experimental" s the FDA's and the Senate Subcommittee's. Others
would describe what happens when the Seattle physician prescribes that
drug for a new use or a new condition outside the bounds of the FDA
evaluated and approved labeling as simply his exercise of reasonable

- judgment in the interest of treating his patient. These two divergent
characterizations of the same event suggest the nature of the values
that conflict here.

Perhaps the most serious limitation on the FDA's practical ability
to ensure observance of ethical standards in clinical trials lies in
its remoteness from clinical investigators. The Food and Drug. Act

-imposes obligations -- to conduct preclinical tests, to obtain assuran-
ces of supervision, to obtain informed Consent, and to make reports

"the manufacturer or sponsor" of the'investigation, not onthe in-
Vestigatop. -Indeed, one provision of the Food and Drug Act bespeaks a
conscious Congressional int

.

directly with investigators where it provides: "Nothing in tits sub-
section shall be construedlto require any clinical investiOnr to sub:_
mit -directly- to-tire-Sucretary reports Oh the investigation -arUce oil

drugs.," Accordingly the FDA relies primarily on sponsors of drug tests
to assure them that they are properly conducted. I have no doubt that

most sponsors take that obligation very seriously.
. -
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To besure,-the agency can, throughiprocedures established by-regu--

lations, suspend the right of an investigator to receive investigational

drugs that move in interstate commerce, and has done so on about do

dozen different occasions. And it does require sponsors to demand from

their investigators a written and signed commitment to maintain proper

records, obtain informed consent, and permit FDA inspection of their

records. But the hard facts are that the FDA lacks both the manpower

and the legal authority to monitor clinical investigators closely, and

to assure faithful observance of its substantive standards.

The conduct of clinical trials of new drugs is a collaborative and,

hopefully in most instances, a coopera\ive undertaking among the FDA,

the drug manufacturers andtest sponsors, individual Investigators, and

institutional reriew committees. But one should not be surprlted, given

the rather odd framework of regulation here, that sometimes the proCess

doesn't work altogether. And we might well conclude that *full pioidc-

tion of the rights of human subjects of clinical investigations of new

drugs is goingto require some revision or enlargement of FDA authority,

as well as resources, over the'conduct of those tests. Whether this is

done or nat, it seems clear that we-ought to demand some very firm veri-

fication of where the primary responsibility lies for adherence to the

standards that are eventually adopted.

- In concl,ision let me make two observations. .One is triggered by a

comment made twice during the past two days, registering, it seems .to

me, a-very well-founded concern on the part of individuals or social

groups that drug products reach the market and are y used before

they have been fully investigated and fully tested in uman beings.

The characterization from a member of the audience at women taking

oral contraceptives are, human guinea pigs is one a I have no doubt

is very very strongly felt and not wholly unjustified.: But there is an

ambivalence to the situation of those who object to experimentation in

the marketplace, which, to some extent, is what goes oriwith respect to

drugs. This is an invitation, indeed a demand, it seems to me, to do

more investigation...in the premarketing clinicalsetting. ,.If we want to

be sure what the oral contraceptives are going to do, we are going to

have to expose more persons to risks during the premarketing stage --

either that or we argoing to do without' oral contraceptives. 'We may .

be-prepared to forgo some benefits in the area 'of fodd 'additives, where

Utility perhaps is not as compelling; but we are not as likely to be

prepared to make that kind of trade-off with respect to drugs that can

prbvide, as I think most people would agree, very substantial benefits.

Finally, it seems to me that there' has been running thrbugh'the com-

mehts of some of the people it this podium an alarm about the f;ct that

there is a growing public interest and concern about human_expeitimenta-

Liun. it seems--roolmF11i-ter-ratlier-th5F-171eTWITh
alarm tile prospect

that the,public is going to get involved in,and be concerned-about how

government agencies, drug manufacturers, clinical investigators under-

take and carry out their business and the standards that they observe,

in this day and age we have to be prepared to welcome that, we should
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invite it. And I would,agree with Dr. ingelfinge s comment that there.
is a responsibility, indeed an opportunity, for clinical investigators
in the biomedical research community to invite public attention and sell
the importance of biomedical research. There is no doubt,that this is
an important, mandatory, horthwhile undertaking. I don't think we
should .be afraid of public exposure and public deliberation. We hould
be unrealistic if we tried to avert it.

LNQUIRY AND COMMENTARY

111%15 THOMAS: I would like, to ask the panel if hey will wait .for a
short while before beginning,their ohm discus ion until we have
heard something frond the discussants or member of the audience at
large.

DEWITT STETTEN, JR.: I am with the tiational institutes of Health. I

have failed to hear something that I thle'should be a part of the*
'equation that is set up when we try to balance risks or costs
against benefits. What is the cost or the risk of curbing or con-
straining the right of free inquiry? Free inquiry is in many ways
comparable to free speech or free pres, and it is probRbly only an
historical accident that it was not specifically included in-the
First Amendment. The accident, of course, rests with the fact that
James Madison was trained inlaw,'as were many of his playmates'at,

qSSSILIIIiI4L.Lan-aiXoni-rention,-iffa lawyers like to talk and they
like to write. Uad these gentlemen been trained in science, I sus-
pect that free inquiry might perfectly well have been included as
one of the guaranteed freedoms.

_Free. inquiry, like, free speech, would be subject to certain limi-
tations; but like frde speech, we should relinquish this freedom
infrequently, and only with a certain amount of agony'.and only when
there is a real and present danger demonstrable if we fail to-re-
linquish it. :Mat there is a cost involved in' relinquishing free-
dom of inoiry has been repeatedly demonstrated in hitory. This
recently 'has brought to-the attention of the televiewing public once
again, in Dr. gronowski'S presentation of the life of Galileo, in
hhich it Is his interpretation that the judgments of the Inquisi,-
tion constraining' Galileo to abjure from inquiry in certain_areas-
caused the shift from_ltaly and-i-he-Catholl-C-Tilintries as leaders in
t e scientific, renaissance to the Protestant countries of the north1
leading to Newton and the great astronomers in the' Scandinavian and
British Countries.

I would like to suggest, then, that among the hazards, among the
costs to be'included/in assessing the cost-benefit analysis of con-
straining physicians and scientists from doing certain things, must
be included this effect upon freedom of inquiry.
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WIbLIAM VODRA: I am 'Associate Chief Counsel for Drugs, Food and Drug

Administration. I would like to pick up on a few items that Profes-

sor Merrill touched on and to point out some Important subtle dif-

fetenceS in the way we approach regulation of research.

The NIH proposals/ibat have been discussed go to the question of

funding, that is, whyn the federal government gives money to support

research. When-we go over across the line to FDA regulation, we get

into the research that is not funded by the federal government but

regulated by it in two ways: the denial of the use of the data for

certain things, such as supporting the approval of a drug; and

criminal sanctions, that is, the investigator goes to jail if he

commits certain violations. We must keep. this distinction in mind

when we are talking about ethices_, because ethics and law not al-

ways coincide. And where there is an a biguity in ethical issues,

as Professor Fried 'pointed out,Ave must tie careful not to take a

flat-rule by fiat and say that because 'e do notgprove this for a

funding purpose we also do notapprove t for a regulatory purpose.

There is a subtle distinction tween when the federal government ')

funds a project and when it f6gulates conduct. A question comes up' r

again when you ask how far should the federal government intervene

and in what way? ,Do we intervene by criminal sanctions, by funding

sanctions, or whatever? And how do we enforce these things? Bgcause

these.in turn go back to the risks to which you put the iiidiN04-

investigator -- financial risks, criminal sanctions risks, and so,

forth.
The second point I Would like t touch on is the sanctions avail-

,

able to FDA. I think Professor Me rill outlined several of the limi-

tations on FDA very well. But on6 he did not mention is whatthe

FDA does when we are faced with a study that is "bad" for ethical

reasons'or scientific reasons". The hard question is put when the

study shows a safety problem.' When it shows that the drug is offeC-

tive, We can always reject it and say, "Go back and do it again

properly. TVs wasunethical." Brut if we find Out that the study

proved the drug unsafe can we ethically ..then reject the data? And

if I4e do acceptthe data, then have we in essence condoned an unethi-

ca 'study? This is the kind of controversy that FDA faces continu-

ously in.loOking at bitil data reports.

Other sanctions available to the FDA are limited really to the

suspension of certain privileges of doing drug studies or to crimi,-

nal_sanctiows- There-iilay=be other-ways it-at we-calf go, but.

now those are the codises available to'FDA.

Finally, what happens if the FDA and the federal government

rejectcertain research projects as unethical and thereby, in es-

sence, export that research to other countries where the standards

are different? Can-we ethically, say that what we Wi.11 not allow to

bedone on Americdns in the iJnited States is acceptable when done in

Afi'iCa on Africans? I think that is a very'difficult ethical ques:

ton that should he dealt with in our contemplations.
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UNIDENTIFIED: Pro-fessor Fried raised the point 'that the United States
is an open and pluralistic society and thet the Commission ought to
avoid the two extremes that he noted or argued are existent with I

respect to fetal research. And then he Said -- if Lam not mis-
quoting hiA -- that we ought to have an open, pluralistic solution
to the problem of fetal research.

The problem there is that you have_set up the wrong model. You

have "set up a model that is appro riate to policy that can be seen
out of continuum, such as, for ex mple, m um wage legislation.
Should we raise refitty cents, o dollar, t dollars, three dol-

lars? We can compromise, but if you e policy positions am_fetal
research in which you automatically reject the two extreme positions,.
you make it impossible to satisfy a.Iarge group -- and in particular
a group that claims there should be no experimentation on any fe-
tuses. If you have, as I think, really.a dichotomy and not a con-
tinuum, then you really can't satisfy avery substantial proportion
of the popufation's-view on this issue. That, I think, is the

sticking-pont. Theissue is not a continuum, but a dichotomy,
and the United States is not very good at dealinV with issues in
which there is 'a dichotOmy, particularly amoral dichotomy.

GERALD GAULL: I am Professor of Pediatrics at Mount ,Sinai, and I am
probably one of the few people in this room who has ever dealt with
a human fetus and who specifically does experiments on the human,
fetus. I do not consider myself a venal man. I do not consider my-

self manslaug'hterer or d',grave robber. 6

I was very much taken with Prufesor.Fried's presentation and
the caveats there, bedause, unlike th,e last discussant, I do'not

.thinkit is a dichotomy,: I have had &Liman fetUsesiin, my hand at all

stages of development, and I do not know what a "living" human fetus,

is. 'Therefore, I do not know exactly whether I am complying or not
'complying with the regulations to be promulgated.

The thing that I liked most in Professor Fried's talk was the fact

1
that he recognized thd fiailty of morality and'the necessity,fOT
tentativeness in our decisions. I am not as.certain of the morality
of what I am doing as those who consider me immoral are about what I

do. And I would note that SOO years ago those who consider what I
'do to be immoral were absolutely certain that_tlid_maa flat and
that' tifis was the center of the universe. '

JAY GOLD: I am Assistant Attorney General for the Commonwealth of Penn-

ylvania. Dr. Hilleman said that the words moral and ethical have

been used a lot at this Forum. Nobody has really gone into them'very

deeply. I think Professor Fried has tried, but I don't think he has

been successful.
Professor Fried, you spoke of both community standards of deceny

and of moral intuitions, but in neither case was I really sure what

you meant. In the one case you said that since the Commission has
only four months and can't solve all the issues in that 'time, it
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should realize that it is a political creature and should try to

limit itself to codifying the standards of decency of the community.

You said this right after vehemently castigating the decision in the'

Edelin trial. The verdict in that decision was rendered by a jury

of twelve good men and true, some of whom were women. One might

think that verdict, therefore., conforms with the standards of de-

cency of a consideriableTsegment of the community. By your reason-

ing it is possible/that the Commission might not only wind up codi-

fying that decision, but extending its spirit to other areas.

When you spoke about moral intuition, it was in the context that

the idea that personhood begins at conception goes against the,moral '

intuitions of a great -many people, and that, therefore, the'propo-

nents of that idea have the responsibility to prove it .on the basis -

of premises that are acceptable to all reasonable people. It is

true, I think, that there are a large number of people to whom the

idea that personhood 'begins at some. time other than conception is

repugnant to their moral intuition. I don't know whether you would`

want the responsibility of proving to them that it begins at some

other time, especially since you implied very strongly that there

was, really, no cleaf-cut answer to the question. So while -I applaud-"

your raising issues that others have evaded here, I am afraid that,

ultivtely,. you wound up doing what. F., H. Bradley said philosophy

did,*hich is finding bad reasons ;far what you believe on instinct.

GEORGE HILL: This is for the Vice Presitlenterck Sharp k Dohme

Research Laboi-atories. I' would like to know whether the research

money which is going to be funded is public money and how you expect

to spend it? I would like to know your prospectus as to how you in=

tend to analyze the cost-benefits of your endeavor. And I would; like

to know whether you are prepared to 'set up a fund forthe benefits

that your corporation, and medicine in general', will derive.

THOMAS: That is as far as we can take the questichN,, I will now ask the

panel to clarify everything about everything.

FRIED:- Well, I think I was asked about why it is tha I put the -burden

of proof on those who suggest that personhood begi s at conception.

Since I.can't say, which I cannot, when personhood egins, why is

the burden of proof on me? The answer is,quite sim le. I am not

trying to stop anybody from doihg anything. I am not calling any-

body, a murderer, and I am not trying -to cal.] anybody a manslaugh-

terer., Therefore, the burden that rests on me is; I think, somewhat

lighter.
o ,

MERRILL: The comment directed at free inquiry prompts me to say some-

thing I thought about 'before. I don't-liketo be defensive of

lawyers in this posture, but I suppose I will be I don't think

lawyers are any less committed to free inquiry than people in other

disciplines. But it does seem to me that the dialogue of the past,
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two day's has suggested a divergence in viewpoint that stems, perhaps,
in part from the differences in professional training -- and I speak
now- Fimply. of-the researchers and.the lawyers,

Lawyers tend to view their constituencies -- that is, the people
for whom they have professional responsibility in a much shorter
time frame than, do researchers; It is in the present, now, and I
think Our attitude tends to be questioning, skeptical, and negative.
We ask "Why.". :

0 I think the researchers, quite properly, view their pyofessional
responsibility as extending into future generations. That brings
us to these issues from somewhat different directions and produces
not misunderstanding, because,we don't have misunderstanding here,
it produces disagreement.

RILLEMAN: Obviously, if a product is developed that is useful to people
. they will buy it, and-there will-be a profit. This profit, then, is
largely used to go back into developing-new. things that people need
for the future. -A certain amount of the profits from many corpora-
tions, and I know from our own, goes into a foundation.and is used
for promotion of Medical education,,perhaps other things. There are
a Inimber of such support type possibilities. I would merely point
out that if one .becomes too gratuitous With too many benefits, it is
only going to raise the price for the consumer'.

I would 'just li.ke to say one other thing. During these 'two days
we haye heard a lot of issues raised, and I doubt if this'thing went
on for a year there would be anything new or significant. My.hoPe
would be that one would get on with the reSolutions, that we can
stop all this discussion, and get on with some sort of a uniform
code. Obviously, there are going to be lots of different groups,of
people who are going to participate. I do hope that those who speak
for these people will indeed represent them and that they will have
their informed consent, because, very largely, many of the leaders
of these vocal groups are representing only the estahlishmentrof a
particular group, and not neces'sari'ly speaking: for thetotaligroup.
So I hope we can just get on with these things in a very reasonable
way.

CHARLES LOWE: I would like to invite some more-comment from Dr, Fried
on one particular aspect of his presentation. In his opening re-

-marks'he.saidthat the regulations issued for public comment by the
Department invoke established principles rather than plowing new
ground, that is, in the legal sense.

On the'Citlief hand, in reading the statute-that the Congress.
passed, I canapt help but have a sense that it was the opinion of
the Congress that there was, in fact, a-need for new legal ground,
and that this developed rather directly from the fact that technical
advences had occurred for which there was no legal background, par-
ticularly, for example, behavioral control, fetal surgery, and per-
haps experimentation on minors when it is 6f no benefit to then/.
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. Would you be kind enough to comment on the perceived need fbrather

.
new legaT principles rather'than falling back on,established ones?

)7
, .

FRIED: In,respect to those areas, there is a great deal to what you say.

,. That I's a 4uarified remark. I was referring, though, to the regula-

tions that have been passed-and 'that have made an enormous .and bene- -

-ficial difference. Those regulations, I, really dd think, slmply4

carry forward in an adminiltratively much more potent' way established'

legal principles.
Rbferring to those new areas of which you'spoke, I think there .

.really is a puzzle abbut those because they don't fit the ,established

categories. But I -put it, to you that whatever you come up ;'ith, .

whether it is in four months or'four years, you are,going,to proceed
on the analogy of the existing concepts that we use. In dealing with

psycho'surgery, you;are going to take somethinglike informed consent

and move on from it; because, frankly, I don't know how else you can

proceed. I do not believe that new standards will be ,born like
Athene from-the brow of Zeus, even though you are not Zeus.

k'
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LEWIS THOMAS

FUTURE POLICY OPTIONS AND SW-1AR

The Panel for Inquiry:

Richard E. Behtman
Ivan L. Bennett, Jr..
Douglas D. .Bond

.
Hov,ard B. Hiatt .

Frederick C. Robbins
Lewis Thomas

tr,

The members of the Panel for Inquiry have been present since the begin-

ning of our proceedings. S e of them,lpye been active in other aspects

of the Forum; 'some have rem ined relatiyely quiet: All of them have

sat-ehdse. long hours, storing up new knowledge and synthesizing new

--wisdom. Each of them iS n w,,asked to share his views with us.

RICHARD FiliRMAN

______Lhavo....some general refledtionsi It seems to me that the arrogance and

the lack of perceptdon of the physician-scientists here about their

activities t4thi:n the spectrum of general social activities and their

appreciation of the changing moral atmosphere have only been matched --

with the exception of Mr". Fried -- by the idolatry of the lawyers for

the advocacy system to resolve all social problems, and their lack of

effort to understand the decision-making process in the health field

and tp'suggest appropriate options.
That has been matched only by the failure of the sociologists to prp-t

ject social options and their 'implications:that can be used for the

basis of decision- making rather than to be content with describing the

trends'
That is datched only, in my estimation, by the ethicists and- iihilo=

<106iihers who have been preoccupied with using the current problems as a

'forum for propagating and publicizing preexisting absolute ideological

poSitibns, rathe)Pliban-helping to work out new social solutions and

modifying their own underlying .assumptions.
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Perhaps'that has been matched last,-but certainly not least, by the
pandering to sensationalism of the special interest groups,that have
preferred to do this rather. than to engage in a rational evaluation of
the facts and an open evaluation-of the issues,

I would like -to make two assumptions; That there have been, continue
to be, and perhapsalways will be some serious abuses in carrying on
human investigation; that some research -- on the thus, on children,
on special groups, some of which cannot give independent informed con-
sent -- may be needed for the sake of future generations, even though
no direct ther'apeutic benefit for the individual comes from it.

If we want a system that at least deals with these two tentative
assumptions, the the real issue to be dealt with now is what social
mechanisMs are possible to devise to reconcile these two considerations?
To get back to some.comments that were made earlier, it is an it.

,seems to me, of balancing different rights and interests: individual
and societal. This is similar to what is done in many other medical
decision-making pr.ocesses-as.well as nonmedical odes iii which judgments
are made and in which the're is no set of rights efid wrongs., Free speech
vs. public safety is the obvious one that has been alluded to by one of
the speakers.

In part,, 61 an disagreeing with what Dr. McDermott brought up yester-,

day. He said that we institutionalize social decisions when, one per-
son's decision may hurt another. I would say that we don't generally.

do that in. our society. We certainly don't in Most medical decigions.
We allow the people closest to the decision to make errors, even at
considerable tost to themselves, their families,..and To society. Only
in eZceptional circumstances do we make the judgment that someone else
will make fewer errors if we allow another group'to do it. I haplien,

personally, to xhink that_this area of human activity does require some
institutionalization beyond what has existed before. On the other hand,

I think it obviously has dangers that have. been alluded to by a number

of the people oh the yarious panels.

: %-.I14moukd like to stAtebriefly a few of the charactei-istics of the
mechanisms that seem to me to be important and to have been emphasized
'by various people, because these are the building blotks that we have
to use to deveT14 some kind of new social mechanisMs to- eal with this

Certainly, opennesS has been a recurring theme. I think it is also

clear that the predominant influence in making judgmentg has to rest
With those other than,the biomedical4people, but not exClasive of.bio-

.
medical people because then we are just espousing getting the least-
informed judgments. On .theothee.hand, the nonbiomedical people
shouldn't be dominated by special interest groups who are organized for

the.political process.
,Also, we need to be able to redecide at regular intervals. We need ,

f.. . to be able"to stake the judgments again and again, and.the institution-

, alized system that we devise should not be obstructive to allowing us

, to change thpse judgments-.

2i)7
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We bust remember that there really are-dangers in the institution- .

alization, as Dr. Eisenberg pointed out. It is easYin the propensity
of bureaucracies to make negative decisions as the safest decisions-,
and I think that applies within universities, in deans' offices, as

well as within the fedeyal government.
I think we need a continuing upgrading of.the-general level of

public understanding of the decision-making process if we are going to

iodify the system in a rational way.
The conflicts of interest are central: the benefits for the'present

and. the future generation vs. the respect for the individual. I per-

sonaLly don't think they are anymore resolved than Dr. Fried does by-
choosing one or the ofher of the two extremes. What we need to devel.op,

then, is one set of national guidelines or regulations ilong the lines

'that the Commission is considering.
would like to mention-some particulars that might be considered

merely as an example of the kind of analysis that should be gone through

if we are going to use protection committees.' Although I am taking an

analogy from the co an law, this is. not to suggest that a legal process
or an administrative law process is the appropriate one to make these

decisions.. Let us assume that the mechanism we need is some kind of

community group to make judgments relevant to the particular areas of

concern. I don't think it makes sense for the Commission-to specific-
clly designate the composition of these groups. It would be much more

appropriate in most situations to put out some bgoad guidelines-to make_

, sure thatthe groups a-re coiposed of a'wide variety of-interests, mainly

nonbiomedical. That, will lie determined. very much by the_Local situa-
tion, whether, the hospital_doing the research is in Harlem or in Bronx -

ville, New York. On the other hand, there are certain principles and

there may beSPeCific situations for which the detail's have to be laid

out quite concretely.
How are we going to treat the different kinds of institutions? I

'think it would be appropriate for the Commission to gp into'that: Look

at the different nature of university hospitals vs. community hospitals

physician's offices vs. institutions for the retarded. In the '

rsity hospitals, for example, a diverse b;ardade up of spedial
is from the community might be the easiest to set up. In a

ty hospital, you might have td require some people from outside
44. 4

community to be members of those boards. In the case _of insti-

tutins, particularly isolated ones like those for prisoners or fore

the mentally retarded, the very specific composition of outside groups

should be designated for whole regions and should be required to be

approved centrally.:
General guidelines about the administrative process' certainly are

needed. Some of those have been already mentioned, and they are needed

to ensure the openness and the candidnyss of the procedure.

It seems to me that informed consent has to be defined broadly

enough to include substitute consent. Unless it -is, we eliminate`at'

all the possibility that at some point we may want to do nontherapeutic
4
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research on a Subgroup because there is such a substantial benefit for
that subgroup and a relatively, small risk that we want to be able to
make that social decisiog. How we apply that doctrine of substitute
'consent and exactly what it consists of I certainly, at.thts point,
couldn't speculate. gut I know one thing: it can't be an absolute cioc-

, trine. It-h4 got to be able to include the poor, the_fetus, and the
child under certain circumstances.

Somehow we have to dp%elop some concept for nontherapeutic research,
but possiblyfalso for therapeutic research that deals with the reason-

.
ablelikelihood of a substantial benefit relative td the nature of.4he
risks incurrgd. Even though that is not precise, .it is precise enough
for a group Of reasonable people to begin to make instance by instance
judgments about whether or not a given area of research should be _

allohed tO fake place in society.,

a
IVAN BENNE$

I would like to begin with-a quotation that James Reston hadin his
column recently quoting E: B. White.: "lost of the special' 4atters
people now discuss are pressing, but taken singly or added together do
not point In a steady direction that gets me-up in ehe m.rning to pull
on my marching boOts."-

I would like to try to describe for. you what I think I have gotten
out of the disfussions for the past two days. It is hard for me to say
that I lot all of this just from the discussions. But it seems to me
that the trend in this area where for quite some time now we have been
examining policies for clinical investigations ,-- that is, research
using human beings -- points to some very important considerations for
which we require more information.

To begin with,'I think we need to pay more .attention that, itv have to

the composition of the groups from which most voguntees'ha,ve come. The

:fact is that a great deal oftWork has been &hie with prisoners and with
individuals who, for the saR-i'of this Forum, have been described as the
poor,. but who,.,_ as Dr. Inget'fingqr has pointed out, are administratively
available simply because of the,structure of the system in whicb,they
receive their. care or in which they live. It.seems to me that we really
do need to enlarge our knowledge and analyze the reasons that, with
certain exceptions, volunteers have been drawn prom rather selected.
segments of our society:

The issue of informed consent, which has been raised from time to
time during this meeting,is one that we need to understand consider-
ably better. Despite the ai-guments that b have beard, _I remain uncon-'

vinced that it is not po.5sible to obttin informed consent from indi-
viduals who age institutiona1ized and who are competent. I think that

they are capable of understanding and that they certainly are capable y

of volunteering, Despite the tecognized deficiencies, .for example,
our penal system, I..do not think that we will advance research or Solve
many of.the problems with that system if we simply decide to.remove or

4 -
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narrow the range of options available to these individuals by making it
impossible f6r them to volunteer to participate in studies, whatever
their MotivatienS. ? .

Along those lines one of the things we need to know more about -7
and it is obvious that a few efforts have been made in this direction --
is what .the impact oh the individual or on'the group is of participa-
tion in one of these volunteer studies. The recent publication.of.the
study done in Somers State Prison takes a step in that'direction.- Et
seems to me that the more we know about what the actual impact on the
individual, his self-perception, his motiVetions, and so forth, as a
result of participation in one of these studies, the better position
we will be in to make selections or set up guidelines for the selection

_ of volunteers.
Thereare really two problems in terms of the information that is

provided to potential volunteers. .0ne of these appears*to be the in-
completeness of the information that was supplied in certain instances.
The incompleteness occurs, perhaps, because of the urgency of time or
the amount of effort it would take to provide complete information. It

seems obvious, in certain instances, that information has been deliber-
ately withheld, apd I know of no one who would consider that to-be

justified. But I'do believe that we need to study very much the in,

farmatichi part of informed consent. N

'.. Hereagain it seems to me that it would be quite .useful if more of
.

us engaged in the.type ofstudy that was done at Somers or in one 9f
the collaborative studies that Ur. Lasagna.did in which, after a lapse
of time, one went back to thy volunteers to see hoW much of the infor-
mation that thought one was transmitting had, in'actual fact,"been

reta00. Irene AA detect a pattern, it seems to me- that this would

go a long way to providing a basis for improving, this communication

and whigEstanding. This is an area in which it is possible to increase
our knowledge and understanding by,a relatively simple effort.

ambiguity.o(motivations tha a tigvolved in the transactions that
personajlx got a great dta m the discussion by Dr. Katz of the .

to

-...J

place not only in the usual -physician - 'patient relationship, but in-

"t relationship betWeen an investigator and volunteer's. The more we

can clarify our thinking abobt.these.ambiOitisitas'tbey now exist; the
more we can clarify our thinking about the motivations of theNsubject,
as well as the motivations of the investigator; we will be .in h much .)

better position to understand what solve of the dynamics are./ In-urging
.that we analyze and identify these things, I am not sure how they can

be carried forward, because that is not my-fied. litt I am sure that '

there are mechanisms that would make it possible for Us to better undyx-

stand .the'mix of motivations involved. . .

.
I am absolutely convinced that in many instances'those df us in the

medicaL. profession have forgotten or` do not bring to"the Aorface of'our
consciousness what the' transaction is that takes place between a physi-.

pian and a patient, or even between i'.physician and a member a. the

public with whom he discussed medical matters. 'This is something that
we need to have in our consciousness. We need to understand better,

210
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like it or, not, that we speak from a special position:that most people
listen to us in a very special way, and that this puts on tis a very
special respoosiOlity.

The presentation by Dr. Fried was very valuable to me. He was able
to put in a framework of pz'inciples of law that have existed for a long '

time what the real purposes of the regulations and guidelines are. He
has given me a basis for thinking of this that had not been clarified
for me before.

The last point that I would like to touch on has to do with what the
mechaniSms might b'efor monitoring on-going research to see to it that
the protocols that have been reviewed and approved are actually being
implemented, and to see to it that if some unexpected occurrence turns
Up in the course of a study it will be modified accordingly.

The difficulty that we face to begin with is the enormous size, as
Dr. Chalkley has pointed out mus, of the undertaking as it goes on in
this country. I see no posible mechanism at the present time except
an institutional one by which the institution, through an appropriate

'organization, probably a committee, would have to monitor the activi,
ties' going on in the institution: It,might be the same committee that
presently functions to approve protocols -; or a different committee
might be required, because it is a very time-consuming endeavor, partic-
ularly< in an institution of any size._

So far as the composition of the committee is concerned;:,I know of
no institution that objects to the inclusion of individuals who are pot
primarily engaged in biomedical research.' On the other hand, as I say;
it is a very time - consuming endeavor. From a practical viewpoint, up '
until now it has been relatively difficult to obtain individuals from
other fields, particularly outside_of the institution, who can find
the time and effort to devote to this.kind of endeavor, no matter how
interested they are. "Perhaps, -as these issues are Rblighted in. this_
Forum, there may be more general realization if the importance of dig -'
charging this responsibility:

f

One of the most useful. suggestions, which wasnot first made here
but which was repeated here, would be to develop a mechanism for the
exchange of experience and information among the committees in this
country that have taken on these institutional responsibilities. I

would have to say that my attention has been drawn to the fact that
certain protocols have been approved }n other institutions in New York
that our own committee would not have approved. This does not neces-
sarily mean that one was wrong and the other was right.. But I do know
that it would be useful if the committees could get together to discuss .

the difference in-viewpoints that led to a situation ip,which a proto-
col might be approved in one institution while the comMittee in another
institution state flatly that they would never have Approved that
protocol.

I am sure that in anarea like New York City this would be relatively
easy. Although it certainly would not be very easy to arrange for some
sort of informal exchange on a regular basis among the committees in
the New York City area, :`I would hope that some mechanism could be found
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so that, whether or noone documents all,decisions that are made,
selected decisions that represent the resolution of a particularly
difficult issue mighty be encapsulated or epitothized in some way So that

this information could become more generally available.
Despite the motivativ for discovery or to be first, and so on, I

believe that this txpe of information couldlie made available-without
encroaching on the privacy of the ideas of the investigators who had
originally proposed the research. I'would hope that one praCtical out-

come of this Forum might be that we would find some way in which to
instrtutionalizthe exchange of appropriate information about decisions
that are made,,-in the area of human experimentation and protocols of in-

,
formed consent.

All think that this-has been a useful conference. It cer-

tainly has not found answers to some of the hard questions that must be

faced up to. But it seems to me that it may set the stage for develop-
ing mechanisms whereby some of these issues might be resolved to th
satisfaction of not all but of'most of us who are concerned, includin
the investigators, including the subjects, and including the many other
individuals who quite rightly have begun to question the system as it

has existed in the past.

DOUGLAS BOND

. About 1950 a French author, Vercors, wrote a'story entitled "You Shall
Know Them" in which a group of missing links is foUnd whq resemble

humans remarkably, are gentle, tractable, and highly educable, 'Soon

- they Are being used widely to do all sorts of labor. The hero becomes

upset aethis exploitation and decides,to kill a young one to settle the

issue as to whether or not the creatures are human: The story builds

to a trial-in which attempts are made to use anthropological and be-
-Imioral.cTIteria, to differentiate man from his lower'cousins. None

prove satisfactory. If the hero is to win his goal, he will be con-

victed of murder; if he loses, his proteges will be destined for ex-

ploitation The resolution comes when it is,decided that the creatures.

are indeed human. However, the fudge points out that the hero really!'
slaughtered an animal, since the only criterion for judging humanness

is the acceptance by ,other -humans, and until that was done the crea-

tures were not huMare.
This story came to 4e while listening to the-discussions of the last

two days as to when human:life.begins'in the fetus, and as to what ,

. .

groups of people might 1 used for testing and other forms of clinical

investigation.
Totake the fetus first,sonie discussion took place as to when it

could be called a person. Hope was expressed that someday we would

know the beginning of life. I doubt.very much that we 'Can know the

beginningof life. It will 'always be a questi*ot our definition.

- Life seems to be an even flowing stream, moving from one cell to an-.
other, from one life to another; to sample some water from a stream and

.
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say "this is the beginning" makes little sense. We need not ponder
.the.imponderable. There are plenty of other things to do.. Arbitrary
decisions in practical matters are good enough. The Supreme Court made
such a judgment when it said, in effect, that a fetus becomes.an infant
when it can survive outside the mother's body. Everyoneknows it can-
not really be independent._ The human infant's helplessnessdemands care
and feeding of the most devoted sort or it will die.; but it exits from
the mother's body, and with care it can survive. There is no real
screntific definition 11-ere,---it's only practical and very useful. Some

other time may someday be chosen, but no matter.
The term "fetal rights_sgms unfortunare_to meEveryone is__cot.

peting for special rights these days, and I hate to get the fetus into
it, although it would be less clamorous than others. .,The fetus cer-
tainly does not knob it has rights, and to use such a term borders on
the absurd. .Does an ovum have a right to be fertilized? A sperm to

keep its tail? If the point is -to reipect living tissue, why not just

say so. If one wants to insist_on the rights issue, why not follow
the Supreme Court and say thlt rights begin at their arbitrary line?.

Informed consent, now asked for. when human beings submit themselves
to medical procedures or when they become subjects in clinikal investi-
gations, seems to me to have not only the function of informing the
patient or subject, but also,to say to the physician or investigator,

' "This is a human being like yourself." It should be a reminder and a

caution.
he humans have a spectruleok humanness in our minds. Thote different

from us'seem a little less human. In days gope by,the poor were less

human. Somehow they didn't feel the same as the more fottunate. The

Calvinist doctrine reinforced the idea that_Ood rewarded the righteous
and promptly, so the unrewarded poor became the unrighteous. The first
prison to be constructed in England in rieu of various maiming.punish-.
ments was Bridevlell House in 1553, dedicated to the "detention and
reformation of the poor."

We are now going through a process of admitting more people to full
humanness: the poor, people of different colors, women, and children.
Where informed consent.. should have its greatest meaning to t4ie investi-
gator, therefore, should be in those areas where the subject-Seems

most different. When it COMes tb the-subject, trust in the benevolence

of the investigator must come first. Our discussion to date-has-cent

tered on imparting sufficient knowledge. But going into scientifibl,
detail on the trial of a new drug whose action is not fully knoWliCW
hardly be the main point.

I recently underwent a major operation upon my-heart. The 'surgeon

explained how he would take the mammillary artery. and. jump a block in

one of my_coronaries. Incidentaslly,'he forgot ict mention that he would

open my chest. He tord me of the overall motfality figures and assured
me that his figures were-better. l,quickly assented. My wife walked

in at this point and slowed the procedure ddwn. She asked if she could

call do an old friend, Howard Burc}ell, a'cardiologist of note. The

'surgeon agreed. Howard called the various physicians and told my wife
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"go ahead." She was entirely content. What one wants at such a time
is no detailed explanation, which could be endless, but a competent

and trustworthy synthesis.
.ftdicine-hUs had-a great record in caring for the poor, unmatched by

apy profession except the ministry.: That the poor in effect paid for

their care by aiding young physicians to learn andby being subjects,
for various clinical trials was and is by no means all had. The super
vision of that care has assured a level af scientific care that many
private patients lack. Certainly the poorer patients in the great
Leaching hospitals of this country were the first to benefit from the
antibiotics, the various sulfonamides-, and new surgical interventions.

But the .record is hot spotless. Ihvestigators have from time to time

jumped the gun by going too quickly to clinical trial before adequate
animal testing and have in addition practiced poor science. The more

recent controls-begun in institutions doing clinical investigation have

done -much to curtail careless or thoughtless work. The natural adver-
sarial relationship among investigators is a great safeguard when re-

.

search is open' to scrutiny. 1

There is a move afoot to include either lawyers or laymen on such

committees. I seriously qOestion this move. Physicians are as a

whole not devoid of humanity, nor are they only cold and detached when

it canes La people or patients. Thatsome may bo.taught in a private
ambition or in an Onwarranted enthusiasm is certainly true, but scrutiny
by colleagues is, forme, the tie;t safeguard. After all, the legal.

profession can hardly afford to be,righteous at this
Investigation is hardwork. Nature holds her secrets dear. The

long., tedious frustrating labor that'is-the forerunner of a result is

normally hidden: The demands offocusing one's energies in a narrow
band necessitates a kind of tunnel vision that the scientific method
was developed to defend against. Good controls have ruined countless

good findings. Informed consent is another safeguard for the,subject :'.

I would hope that we would not rush to control to the point that
clinical investigation becomes so overburdened with external restraints

that we give up. It is coming dangerously close to that point now. I

am not a clinical investigator in any sense that,has been used at this

Forum, so I am happy to speak to it. Mr. Halpern suggested that the

lawyers and the,investigators work together to evolve a serie;.of pro-

cedures. That is'fine with me as long as we dO"not apply restraint'-

too quickly and we gather, over fimei, a decent data base that we can. .

use to develop_policy. At this point, there is none. It is character-

istic of the law to take one caseqnd 4erLye prinp.iple from it-, IP

Science is more inclined to develop a series of eases:to:derive its

findings. In this instance, I side with the scientists. ti

HMARD.HIATT

It is difficult to come at the end of two days, at th9 endof a series
of such thoughtful people, and do much more than just repeat or
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underline those things that perhaps need emphasis. That will, be largely
what I will do.

Medicine has become an increasingly complicated area, as has clinical
research. Technologic advances, advances in medical capabilities,
_changes in-our ethiCs, in our moral outlooks,-im our attitudes toward
various groups in our society -- women, consumers -- all of these have
undergone rapid transformations that are still accelerating. But there
has been no concomitaht-change in the.decision-making process in medi-
cine and in medical research; that, to a large extent, is what this
Forum has been about.

Many of the changes that people are seeking really will depend, in
my view, on changes in the practice of medicine and in our health sys-
tem, as several, people have but lined -. For example, I.think that every-
body needs a Howard Burcheil. That is what people have been saying to
us. It is not the investigator that can rightly ask informed consent
of the patient. Every patient must have his or her own doctor or some
Other person. It can be a social worker, a nurse- practitioner,'or
anyone else, but it must be an informed person to whom the individual
can turn for advice as to the reasonableness of his or her own parti
cipation in the experiment in Auestion. It is unfair to ask of the
investigator that he attempt to elicit informed consent; it is unfair
to ask Of the patient that he give informed consent in the absence of
an ombudsman,

We need a health care system in which there is better data collec-

tion. We are doing experiments now and projecting experiments for the
future to answer questions, that should reasonably have been answered
long ago. For eaMple, we began giving anticoagulants for a.variety of
digeases in the middle '40s. The imprecision of our mechanism of ad-
ministration of treatment and of our data collection have led us now to
still having unanswered some of the same questions that medical stu-
dents and physicians and investigators were asking twenty-five years

I ago.

Obviously, the conflicts that have been described between the
interests of society and the interests of the individual are going to
be difficult to resolve and will continue to be difficult to resolve.
We did,not talk much about the various-factors that go into the equa-

tion. Surely no research is ethical in which the question being asked
is not a reasonable one; no research is- ethical in which thg methods
being used are not likely to obtain the results that Are sought. Thus,

the evaluation of the question, the evaluation of methodology is as
important in looking, at the ethics of a question as are several of the
other,factors to which we have referred,

We have not talked enough-dalit----the obligations society incurs for
the individuals who participate in research projects. But those

real, and they should be and must be codified. ...-

It is clear that all of our vonsiderationSare fluid ones. Our
knowledge, our capabilities, our attitudes are changing.' What is ac-

ceptable in 1975 hopefully will not bU acceptaBle in 1980. Thus,. what- '

ever mechanisms we settle upon as satisfactory for looking at today's

Vt. ;5
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problems ought to be continuing ones, mechanisms that permit us to look
on a continuing basis at the changes that inevitably, hopefully, will
be going on.

Most of tht discussion of the last two days has. understandably sur-
rounded circumstances in the United States. But I would underline the
fact that our problems really represent a microcosm of the health prob-
lems of the world at large. There are,200 million people in the world
who suffer from schistosomiasis. I suBmit that is a prOblem that, in
terms of any of us in thig room, is more important than the problem of
cancer because the *people who suffer from this condition, in gqneral, are
much younger, have many more obligations to the people around them, and
for a variety of other reasons. Malaria is said to afflict almost a
million people. This is one facet of the problem that we do not look
at nearly so much in the United States as we might. Another is the
fact that the restraints that have been forced upon us to some extent,
that we have accepted 'in this country, have resulted in our going out-
side of the United States to evade them.* That, too, is a respa-Sibility
for us to examine in some dedil,.and to ask how or whether we should
tolerate it. .

I think anybody who has been here for these two days has been struck
by the fact that by and.large there have been two groups of people who
have been speaking. One group is the medical researchers, who feel
that the excesses, while they exist, are in general minimal as compared
with theaividends that haveibeen brought to all of us. .I accept that"

point. They also feel that if the ground rules are changed ,appreciably,

research itself may he threatened. They feel, finally,,that the ether
players on the stage, potential or real, lawyers, chemist's, soCial
workers, consumers, have no greater expertise, and often lesser exper-
tige, than physicians or the investigators; and therefore, .why change?

The second group is the nonphysicians, who are, in. general, cogni-
zant of the contributions of Medical research, but who are concerned
about the abrogation of individual rights,. .

We 'will get relatively little out of the events of the last two days
unless we recognize that this gulf is not going to be bridged unless we
find mechanisms for establishing acontinuing dialogue between all of
the people who arc concerned, a dialogue that Introduces each of the
people involved to the problems, thekaspirations, and the coverns of

the others. I am convinced that thiscan be done.
Over the last two years in Boston, we have succeeded in bringing

together a group of people, many of whom are members ofthis Forum,

for this purpose. At.the outset of this coAkinUing dialogue we had as

, great difficultieg in understanding each other as we have had here in

the iast two days. And yet from this has emergid working groups in-
volving people from law, medicine, philosophy, management, consumer
areas, and others as well, that have resulted in joint research efforts,
in joint approaches to old problems, in suggestions concerning new
problems. This seems to me to be very Promising.

If, as a result of this session, the Academy and the Instituieof
Medicine, or some other mecKanism, can decide or will decide that this

I
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problem i§ as important or perhaps more important than any other that
confronts society, and as a result determines that some kind of a con-
tinuing body will be put together with a mission to bring.forward a
code in a given period of time, and to keep that code updated as time
evolves, then this will all have been useful.

In my view, one needs no crystal ball to predict that rules and
regulations will be forthdoming. There is ample evidence. A society
that was sufficiently aroused to put together a Food and Drug Admini -'
stration some six decades ago is going to do something about the un-
regulated medical and surgical procedures, and the relatively little-
regulated medical research that goes on.

If what emerges film these regulations is to retain the best of what
we/have at the present time and to reflect the input of the clinical
investigators, it seems to me that it must be they Who take the lead in
demonstrating the need for openness in the most real sense that one can
project this term, that is, in partnership, involving themselves and

',all other interested groups, and putting forward the suggestions that /
might lead to a serious dealing with the problems that have concerned '
us.

FREDERICK ROBBINS

First, I cannot say strongly enough that I do not believe that biomedi-
cal research is necessarily threatened because we are discussing the
problem, talking about the possibility of certain regulations, and con-
cerned about abuses that have occurred. I would regard that as a
strength, not a weakness. I think that a defensive point of view 911
the part of investigators is improper and unnecessary. If we have not

proved our worth, .then perhaps we should not proceed.
Secondly, our greatest obligation is tb dp good science, and many of

the abuses have not been good science. As I said earlier, I am not .

convinced that some of w/lat are considered abuses are true ones. On

the other hand, I know there are abuses. And the fact that Dr. Chalkley
is able to point to no legal actions and so on does not mean there are

no abuses.
The kind of scrutiny that is going on now, by means of our various

review committees, is perfectly in concert with the scientific method.
I know, and you know, that the reason the scientific method was devel-
oped was because an investigator cannot trust himself always to inter-

pret t sults of an experiment in which he has invested a good bit

of his eas and his hypotheses. That is why you set up controlsin
experiments. The same principle applies in asking that others review
your protocol before you embark on an experiment that involves other
people. That seems like no great threat to fie.

We have been using institutional review committees now for some time.
I was impressed with Mr. Halpern's suggestion that we need to take a
more investigative approach to what we have achieved, how are we doing,,

- rz.
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et cetera, the kind of thing that Ivan Bennett commenud'upon to some
.

extent.
The n6ed for a.surrogate for children and other people who cannot

give permission is clear and necessary, unless we say no investigation
upon children or anybody else who cannot give consent themselves. I am

-not sure from what I heard, and from what I know is going on in this
country, that we really want to do that, but we do need a surrogate.

I firmly believe that the kind of interchange now going on in the
institutions, through the medium of the review committees, which are
expanding themselves and experimenting to some extent but not enough,
is beginning to develop the kind of relationship that Dr. Hiatt spoke
about. Furthermore, it is beginning to have some impact in the edu-

. cational system, and I feel very .strongly that here is a most impor-
tant area where we have to make eyery effort to be certain that those
people whom we are educating, not just doctors, but people who are
going tor.rbe.Anvorved in the investigation, Understand the issues and
are helped to'see the problems through other people's eyes.

In closing I would like to quote from Hans Jonas and his article on
"Philosophical Reflections on Human Experimentation" in the Spring 1969

issueof Daedalus. He bias this to say about research:

The destination of research is essentially melioristi6. It

does not serve the preservation of the editing good from
which I profit myself and to which I am obligated. UnleSs
the present state is intolerable, the melioristic goal is, in
a sense gratuitous, and not only from the vantage point_of

the present, Our descendents have right to be left an un-
plundered planet; they donot have a right to new miracle

cures.

Jonas then goes on to make this comment, one that we might keep in
mine as we-continue the deliberations of this Forum in our daily lives

and work:

-':"' :':'-progress, with all our methodical labor for it, c.an-
anot be budgeted in advance and its fruits received.as due.

Its coming about at all and its turning Out for good (of
which we can never be sure) must rather be regarded, as some-

.

thing akin to grace.

That, I 'think, is an appropriate bedediction for'our experiente,WO
together over these past two day.

-LEWIS THOMAS

I have been sitting here.as the Chairman -- what Gilbert and SuiliCih i

referred to as a tremendous swell in one context -- and we have rurcOlt
/

..
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of time. Moreover, all of the sage spontaneous and-extempor0y remark
that I so carefully prepared have -already been made by my colleagues,

and I find myself in agreement with all of them, including, I must say,

Di-. Hiatt, and we are at peace.
I would like to extend thanks on, behalf of everyone invoked in this

Forum to this valiant and resilient _audience for the devoted service
you have all put in. And now I would like to ask Dr. Handler if he will

say to us a few concluding remarks.

;
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CLOSING

Philip Handler

I would like to thank. Dr. Thomas, Dr. Robbins, and all of'you for being

with us for these two days. ,I am not sure whether the issues were

Si^ really joined. That 'still seems to be the most difficult .0551em for

us in the design of a forum. If the issue is sufficiently polarized,

those at the two poles,find grave difficulty in actually confronting
each other and speaking in terms. they both recognize and out of value

systems that they can share.,
On the first day, there were moments when it seemed to me that some

of you wished to discuss those issues that you deem profound, while

others wished to discuss those isues they deem important, regardless

of their profundity. From time-to time, we came closer to joining the

.controversy, if controversy there really be.
I see no ireaonfor those who have been in the forefront of medical

°- research in gur-t115eto be defensive of either their accomplishments

or their behavior. Nor, however, should they attempt to "put down"

those whohave joined in the swelling sense of emotion' in the United

States that has so changed our world in the last ten years -- the sense
of individual rights, of civil rights, the rights of those special

groups in our, Topulation whom we have ignored too long, the sense of

responsibility for the land in which we dwell,-and even the growing *t->,

sense of responsibility for those in other lands. ,
This morning when he opened the. meeting, Dr. Fredrickson was voicing

thelquest-ion I posed when this meeting was planned. I asked, "How is

it that when the death rate due to starvation is running about 12,000

a week in the rest of the world, you can sit here and worry about

whether or not .an unwanted fetus is or is not 'a person' at some spe-

cific day in its life?"
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I think you have all answered that question for yourselves. The
fact that much of the world is ugly, the fact that there aie brutalizing
forces, and always have been, should not deter us from seeking tedeter-
mine that which is human and desirable, nor from asking what sort of
world we would prefer to have, if we could but know it.

That, I think, is what you have been doing for these two days.
Those of you who were on the two sides of'this rather polarised meeting
did, I think, find a little sense of what the others are about. If
that facilitates a dialogue in the years ahead, this Forum was success-
ful since that was.all we were attempting to do.

iuG
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